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Introduction

In 1911, Axel Romdahl (1880–1951), the curator responsible for the 
art department at the Gothenburg Museum, visited the Swedish 
artist Hanna Hirsch-Pauli (1864–1940) in her villa in Storängen 
on the outskirts of Stockholm. He had come to purchase a painting 
for the collection of the museum, and his first intention was to ac-
quire her genre painting By Lamplight from 1885.1 However, when 
Romdahl saw the portrait of the Finnish artist Venny Soldan-Bro-
feldt (1863–1945), which Hirsch-Pauli had exhibited in the Salon of 
1887, he changed his mind. 

At the time of their Paris sojourn, the two artist friends Hanna 
Hirsch and Venny Soldan were not yet married.2 In the portrait, 
Soldan is represented seated on the wooden floor of their shared 
studio in Montparnasse, which is rendered in striking simplicity: 
Nothing to distract from the artistic activity displayed, nothing to 
call into question the professionalism of the represented artist. The 
interior is not a home, but a workshop. Soldan is modeling in clay 
and addressing her colleague with a concentrated gaze and a slight-
ly opened mouth, as if she is about to speak. The composition is en-
tirely focused on the artistic and intellectual exchange between the 
artist-painter and the sitter-sculptor. The making of art is staged as 
a dialogic endeavor rather than an individualist pursuit.

In a hitherto unpublished memo, Romdahl emphasized the 
significance of the acquisition of the portrait of Soldan- Brofeldt, 
praising its “perky representation of the woman of the eight-
ies and its solid, skillful painting”.3 The museum’s representa-
tive Carl Lager berg (1859–1922) commented on the purchase in 
similarly laudatory terms in the museum yearbook the follow-
ing year, calling the portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt “an image 
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characteristic of the decade of emancipation and realism”. Ac-
cording to Lagerberg, the composition of the painting was “al-
most provocatively uninhibited” and the execution “powerful and 
solid”.4 In the aftermath of Romdahl’s visit, Hirsch-Pauli wrote to 
Soldan-Brofeldt, informing her friend about the museum’s offer to 
purchase the likeness. The sitter replied that the painting was “a 
true museum piece” and that she would gladly accept the offer to 
share the remuneration with the painter.5 In the 1910s, with twen-
ty-five years of historical distance, both Romdahl and Lagerberg 
described the portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt as a representative 
image for the 1880s – a decade shaped by emancipation and real-
ism. Romdahl even called the portrait a truthful representation of 
the “woman of the eighties”, as if Soldan-Brofeldt personified the 
woman of her time.

More than seventy years later, in 1988, Liljevalchs konsthall, an 
art museum in Stockholm, organized the groundbreaking exhi-
bition De drogo till Paris: Nordiska konstnärinnor på 1880-talet (They 
Moved to Paris: Nordic Women Artists in the 1880s) and the cu-
rators Lollo Fogelström and Louise Robbert used the portrait of 
Soldan-Brofeldt as the key visual, reproducing it prominently on 
the cover of the catalog.6 In the wake of feminist interventions in 
art history, this exhibition brought late-nineteenth-century Nordic 
women artists to renewed public attention, and, once more, the 
portrait by Hirsch-Pauli seemed best to visualize the essence of the 
artists’ liberating experiences abroad. 

Today, the portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt is still considered 
an epoch-making image, because it seems to capture the profes-

Fig. 1. Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli, The 
Artist Venny Soldan-
Brofeldt, 1886–87.
See fig. 77 for a full-
page reproduction of 
the painting.
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sional self-confidence that Nordic women artists acquired in the 
1880s. However, when studying the artworks that they produced 
during this decade, one soon begins to notice that this portrait is 
not exceptional. In the 1880s, Nordic women artists were explor-
ing new ways of fashioning artistic identity in painting, not only 
by portraying themselves, but also by depicting their artist friends 
and their studio spaces. This study sets out to examine the artists’ 
strategies of self-fashioning in painting and to analyze how they 
inscribed themselves in the visual history of their profession. 

Aim and Research Questions

The aim of this study is to analyze how Nordic women painters 
negotiated their professional identity in painting during the 1880s, 
focusing on the genres of the self-portrait, the friendship image and 
the studio interior. It explores how artistic identity is fashioned in 
painting through self-representation, through collaboration with 
a colleague and in interaction with the interior of the studio as a 
constitutive space of artistic professionalism.

The analysis distinguishes between the occupation of the art-
ist and the idea of the artist, meaning the cultural figure and its 
appertaining symbolic implications and narrative tropes, the most 
powerful of which is the myth of the artist-genius.7 The focus of 
the following investigation will be on the idea of the artist, which 
means that it will not primarily analyze the social reality of being 
an artist, but its imagination in painting. In her historiographic 
study about the social construction of the artist, Catherine M. 
Soussloff has argued that the concept of the artist was gendered 
male unless explicitly called “the woman artist”.8 Since every artis-
tic self-representation reacts in some ways to the idea that is cul-
turally held about the artist, this gendered distinction has crucial 
implications for women artists’ self-fashioning as professionals and 
it thus raises the question: How did Nordic women painters relate 
to this discriminatory narrative and appropriate the persona of the 
artist in painting in the 1880s?9

This study is guided by the following set of questions that pro-
ceed from the above: What representational strategies did Nordic 
women painters employ in order to appropriate the idea of the art-
ist, traditionally conceived as male? How did they resolve the his-
torical and cultural incompatibility between the role of woman and 
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that of the artist? How did Nordic women painters come to terms 
with the iconographic conventions and pictorial tropes of a pro-
fession from which they had largely been excluded? How did they 
not only adopt these conventions and tropes, but eventually even 
subvert or circumvent the idea of the artist by offering alternative 
modes of self-representation?

When studying how Nordic women painters represented them-
selves in their professional role, it becomes clear that portraits of 
artist friends as well as depictions of studio spaces were at least 
as important as self-portraiture for the artists’ self-fashioning in 
painting in the period under consideration. From this observation 
derives the tripartite division of the analytical chapters into Self-Por-
trait, Friendship Image and Studio Scene. Further, this structure has 
prompted two research questions that focus on the social, dialogic 
and spatial dimensions of (self-) representation: What impact did 
networks, friendship and mutual portrayal have on the construc-
tion of a professional identity in painting? How did women paint-
ers integrate the studio space into their self-fashioning in painting? 

The study of the paintings is complemented by an analysis of 
the artists’ correspondence, which has led to the following addi-
tional questions: How did the artists conceive of their relationship 
in writing? What impact did their epistolary exchange have on the 
construction of their professional identity as individual artists or as 
members of a larger occupational community?

By combining the detailed analysis of a selection of paintings 
by women artists from the Nordic countries with a close read-
ing of the artists’ correspondence and other written sources, this 
study investigates the manifold ways by which the painters fash-
ioned artistic identity during a period of rapid professionalization 
and increased public visibility. In short, this book is about women 
who used painting to stage interventions into the representation of 
the artist. These representations are more than images of individ-
ual women artists; together they form and negotiate a discourse 
around the idea of the artist. By imagining themselves and one an-
other, Nordic women painters repeatedly crossed the boundaries 
between the genre categories of self-portrait, portrait, genre scene 
and interior. Their work raises questions about the collaborative 
potential of portraiture, about individual authorship and the con-
cept of the artist as a solitary entity, as well as the relationality of 
(artistic) identity as moving between subjects and spaces.
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Artists, Locations and Social Fabric

The central protagonists of this book are the Swedish artists Jeanna 
Bauck (1840–1926), Julia Beck (1853–1935), Eva Bonnier (1857–
1909), Hanna Hirsch-Pauli (1864–1940) and Hildegard Thorell 
(1850–1930), as well as the Danish painter Bertha Wegmann (1847–
1926), the Norwegian painter Asta Nørregaard (1853–1933) and 
the Finnish artist Venny (Vendla) Soldan-Brofeldt (1863–1945). 

The majority of artists are of Swedish nationality, which is justi-
fied by the fact that the country had the most professionalized art 
education available to women of the Nordic countries, and there-
fore Swedish women artists gained a pioneering role during the 
second half of the nineteenth century. All Swedish artists, with the 
exception of Bauck, studied at the women’s department of the Roy-
al Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm. The geographic focal point 
of this study, however, is Paris, because the above artists all stud-
ied in the French capital for formative periods of varying duration 
in the 1880s. In Paris, they built artistic networks, laid the crucial 
foundations for their careers and painted the majority of the works 
that are analyzed here. Besides Paris, Munich played an often over-
looked, but considerable role as a training ground for Nordic wom-
en artists. Four out of eight artists studied at some point in Mu-
nich, Wegmann and Bauck launched their careers in the Bavarian 
capital in the 1870s and the latter even spent the majority of her life 
there. The relocation of artistic interest from Germany to France 
around the year 1880 and the concomitant stylistic development 
constitutes a frequently described paradigm shift in the history of 
Nordic art, which has led to the relative neglect of Munich as an 
important site for the professionalization of Nordic women artists. 
While all artists covered in this study were relatively mobile, Bauck 
and Beck were the only ones who spent a greater part of their lives 
abroad, in Germany and France respectively. The remaining artists 
returned to their home countries after a temporary sojourn abroad. 

Concerning their social background, the eight artists represent 
a relatively homogenous group, all roughly belonging to the middle 
classes.10 More precisely, these women came from the lower middle 
classes to upper middle classes, with fathers working as bookbind-
ers, wholesalers, musical composers or publishers.11 Eva Bonnier’s 
family eventually accumulated a considerable fortune, which at the 
turn of the century came to assign her an exceptional position as 
both artist and patron.12 



Fig. 2. Jeanna Bauck 
(1840–1926). 

Fig. 3. Julia Beck 
(1853–1935).

Fig. 4. Eva Bonnier 
(1857–1909).

Fig. 5. Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli  
(1864–1940).



Fig. 6. Asta 
Nørregaard  
(1853–1933).

Fig. 7. Venny    
Soldan-Brofeldt  
(1863–1945).

Fig. 8. Hildegard 
Thorell  
(1850–1930).

Fig. 9. Bertha 
Wegmann  
(1847–1926).
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The importance of the artists’ class background for the context 
of this study cannot be overstated. The combination of their fam-
ilies’ relative affluence and affinity to culture and arts were vital 
preconditions for them to gain access to qualitative artistic train-
ing at home and abroad. At the same time, the artists’ middle-class 
background, with its ideals about feminine decorum and conduct, 
were limiting factors when it came to the appropriation of the idea 
of the artist in painting. This class paradox of liberating and limit-
ing factors is a recurring theme in this study. 

Bertha Wegmann’s artistic career was initially based on the sup-
port of the affluent Jewish families of Melchior and Trier in Co-
penhagen, who owned a successful trading house and were well ac-
quainted with the artist’s father Eberhard Wegmann (1810–1869), 
himself a Protestant.13 The financial support of her Jewish patrons 
allowed Wegmann to move to Munich in 1867 to study art.14 The 
portrait of her patron, the wholesaler Moritz Gerson Melchi-
or (1816–1884), which Wegmann exhibited in the annual Char-
lottenborg exhibition of 1884, eventually marked her breakthrough 
as a portraitist in Denmark and turned her, according to a later 

Fig. 10. Bertha 
Wegmann, Portrait of 
the Wholesaler Moritz 
Gerson Melchior, 
1884.
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critic, into the “portraitist of the bourgeoisie” of Copen hagen.15 
Especially, the Jewish cultural and financial elite in the Danish 
capital belonged to Wegmann’s most important commissioners.16 
Wegmann herself remarked in a letter to her friend and colleague 
Hildegard Thorell from April 1884 that the portrait of Melchior 
had made a “tremendous success” among the visitors to the Char-
lottenborg exhibition, adding: “everyone was charmed by it, and 
all people want to be painted, so I have enough to do with keeping 
them at arm’s length.”17 

The Swedish painters Eva Bonnier and Hanna Hirsch-Pauli both 
came from Jewish families in Stockholm that belonged to the cap-
ital’s cultured elite.18 In 1939, the year before Hirsch-Pauli passed 
away, the art historian Sixten Strömbom (1888–1983) conducted 
an interview with the artist, the protocol of which is preserved in 
the archives of Nationalmuseum. When talking about her most fa-
mous painting Breakfast Time from 1887, Hirsch-Pauli remembered 
that the Swedish critics rejected the painting due to the colorful 
reflections of light on the tablecloth, and she recalled: “One wrote: 
‘You only have such dirty tablecloths in some families.’ He meant 

Fig. 11. Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli, 
Breakfast Time, 1887.
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Jewish.”19 The interpretation of this source is difficult in several re-
spects. While the protocol is typewritten, certain crucial alterations 
were made in pencil. The negative adjective “worse” or “inferior” 
was replaced with the more neutral formulation “some” families. 
Also, the following explanation “He meant Jewish” is an addition. 
It remains uncertain whether Hirsch-Pauli interpreted the critique 
of her work as implicitly antisemitic or if Strömbom understood it 
that way and later added these clarifications to the transcript of the 
interview. There is also an immense temporal difference between 
the contemporary review of the painting from 1887 and the inter-
view, which was conducted the year of the outbreak of the Second 
World War. Nevertheless, the interview renders visible the impact 
of the artist’s Jewish identity on the critical reception of her work.20 

In his biography of Eva Bonnier’s brother, the influential pub-
lisher and head of the family Karl Otto Bonnier (1856–1941), Per 
I. Gedin has demonstrated that the Jewish elite was constantly ex-
posed to antisemitism, which grew stronger towards the end of the 
nineteenth century, when it was displayed openly in the press and 
in cartoons.21 Since the Bonnier and Hirsch families were assimi-
lated, it can still be argued that their affiliation to the upper middle 
classes and their cultural capital were more decisive for the artists’ 
careers and their appropriation of an artistic persona, in particular 

Fig. 12. Albert and 
Betty Bonnier with 
their three children 
Jenny, Karl Otto and 
Eva.
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during their Paris years, than their Jewish identity.22 While it is, 
nevertheless, important to be aware of the effects of antisemitism, 
a deeper analysis of the impact of the artists’ Jewish identity on 
their self-representation and their artistic production would extend 
beyond the scope of this study. 

When it comes to civic status, five out of eight artists covered 
in this study remained unmarried, two married a fellow artist and 
one of them married a civil servant.23 Hilde gard Bergendal, who in 
1872 married the military lawyer and lawspeaker Reinhold Thorell 
(1839–1914), is the exception. Reinhold Thorell supported his wife 
in her professional ambitions and allowed her to travel to Paris and 
Munich alone to pursue her artistic education. This decision was 
considered unusual enough for the Swedish press to report on it, 
mocking the left-behind husband by renaming the couple’s villa 
Solhem on Djurgården to Solohem.24 The majority of unmarried 
women among the artists in this study are representative of the 
period, because marriage imposed practical and legal limits on a 
woman’s exercise of occupation.25 Instead, women artists often 
formed households with family members or long-lasting partner-
ships with female colleagues or other emancipated women. This 
applies to Bauck and Wegmann, and the impact of their partner-
ship on their work will be discussed in detail in the second chapter. 

Material 

Paintings and Photographs
After a systematic search of museum collections, previous litera-
ture, auction catalogs and databases, seven paintings were selected, 
in which artistic identity is addressed and renegotiated and selves 
fashioned in innovative and challenging ways. These artworks are 
the central objects of study and they include, in order of appear-
ance: Julia Beck’s self-portrait from 1880, Jeanna Bauck’s undated 
genre scene depicting Bertha Wegmann painting the portrait of 
the physician Peter Dethlefsen (1855–1937), probably from 1889, 
Bertha Wegmann’s portraits of Jeanna Bauck from 1881 and 1885, 
Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt from 
1886–87, Eva Bonnier’s studio interior from 1886 and finally Asta 
Nørregaard’s self-portrait from 1883. The selection covers a variety 
of genres – self-portraits, portraits, interiors, genre scenes – and 
it is supposed to mirror the diversity of the pictorial strategies by 
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means of which Nordic women artists fashioned their selves in 
painting throughout the decade. The relatively limited number of 
paintings allows for a thorough analysis of each work and its paint-
erly strategies of self-fashioning.

The selection includes works that were made by or represent 
Danish, Norwegian, Swedish and Finnish artists, offering a broad 
Nordic focus, even though Swedish artists represent the majori-
ty. The regional focus is on the Nordic countries because in the 
work of Nordic women painters artistic identity is negotiated in 
a pronounced manner, unparalleled by artists from other regional 
contexts in the period. In that sense, Nordic women artists were 
forerunners. This study argues that their unusually high degree of 
professionalization in terms of academic training and public vis-
ibility in exhibitions, as well as their international mobility and 
networking, facilitated a more courageous exploration of their pro-
fessional roles.

When it comes to the chosen artworks, an important criterion 
for selection was that the majority of the paintings figured as exhi-
bition pieces that were put on display in major exhibitions at the 
time, most importantly the Salon in Paris. Thereby, paintings were 
selected that had a fundamental role in shaping the artist’s repu-
tation both abroad and at home. This consideration was, for in-
stance, important for the selection of Julia Beck’s self-portrait from 
1880, which served both as her introduction piece at the Salon the 
same year and was eventually donated by the artist to the collection 
of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm in 1930, thereby 
decisively shaping the artist’s legacy. Furthermore, Beck’s career is 
an interesting yet rather unexplored case that allows us to study 
how the artist simultaneously promoted her art in France and in 
Sweden. Therefore, the first chapter of this study is dedicated to 
Beck’s self-portrait from 1880 and her strategies of self-promotion. 

The research questions outlined above have further led to a 
special focus on friendship, networking and collaborative practic-
es. The previously unpublished and comprehensive correspond-
ence of Bauck and Wegmann with their friend Thorell emerged 
during the course of this research project. Since this material pro-
vided exceptionally detailed information about the collaborative 
painting practice of these artists, who both painted and exhibited 
several portraits of one another, the second chapter is dedicated 
to their artistic community. Finally, the role of the studio and its 
representation in painting was an important consideration. For 
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the final chapter, a self-portrait, a friendship image and an interior 
were each selected in order to analyze how the studio space affected 
the representation of the artist’s professionalism in all three genres. 

The seven key paintings will not be studied in ahistorical, pe-
ripheral or gendered isolation, but will be placed in a historical 
and international context by means of relevant comparisons with 
works by other artists, male and female alike. The aim is to examine 
the key paintings in relation to the wider artistic discourse of their 
time. Apart from comparisons with other Nordic artists, French art 
is the dominant point of reference, as it was what the eight artists 
were obviously most exposed to during their stays in Paris. In or-
der to understand how the chosen artists related to the idea of the 
artist, it is further necessary to confront their paintings with works 
by those predecessors and contemporaries who shaped the idea of 
the artist in the past and in their present. General tendencies in the 
period are explored by means of comparisons with works by oth-
er Nordic women artists, including Jenny Nyström (1854–1946), 
Lotten (Charlotta) Rönquist (1864–1912) and Mina (Wilhelmi-
na) Carlson-Bredberg (1857–1943) among others. The lifelong 
partnership of the Norwegian artists Harriet Backer (1845–1932) 
and Kitty (Christiane) Lange Kielland (1843–1914) is the central 
comparative example in the second chapter, since their relation-
ship shows many parallels to the partnership of Jeanna Bauck and 
Bertha Wegmann. 

Occasionally, photographs will be included in the analyses as 
documentary material, but it is crucial to always bear in mind the 
fundamental differences between the visual sources employed in 
this study and their contrasting contexts of origin and making. For 
instance, a private photograph representing the artist in her studio 
serves a completely different purpose than an official Salon paint-
ing representing the same artist in her studio space. Consequently, 
there will never exist any absolute congruence between the two. 

Letters and Other Written Sources
This study is both object- and archive-based. Besides the paint-
ings and photographs, it utilizes a diverse range of written sources, 
comprising letters, diaries, official documents, such as estate or do-
nation records, as well as contemporary art criticism and newspa-
per articles. This comprehensive source material has been collected 
in private and public archives and libraries in Denmark, Finland, 
France, Germany, Norway and, most importantly, Sweden. All 
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direct quotations from these sources in the body text are trans-
lated into English, while the sources are included in their original 
orthography in the footnotes.26 In the following, an overview of 
the most important written source material will be provided. The 
complete list of all the public and private archives consulted can be 
found in the appendix.

The artists’ letters constitute the central written source mate-
rial, the most important being the previously unpublished literary 
estate of the artist Hildegard Thorell in the archives of Nordiska 
museet (Sweden’s leading museum of cultural history) and Kung-
liga akademien för de fria konsterna (The Royal Academy of Fine Arts) 
in Stockholm, which is here presented in depth for the first time. 
Thorell received letters from Jeanna Bauck, Julia Beck, Asta Nørre-
gaard and Bertha Wegmann, and her correspondence is therefore 
crucial for the reconstruction of the artistic network analyzed in 
this study.27 In Nørregaard’s case, the 18 letters in Thorell’s estate 
form the central source on her Parisian study period and her work 
on the self-portrait from 1883.28 Bauck’s and Wegmann’s epistolary 
exchange with Thorell, comprising 52 letters, allows us to study the 
communal spirit, the exchange of views on artistic and private mat-
ters, as well as the collaborative practices of the artists.29 Since the 
letters by Bauck and Wegmann span over a period of forty years, 
from the 1880s to the 1920s, they allow a reconstruction of the 
course of a lifelong friendship. 

Due to its focus on artistic matters and its intimate and trustful 
tone, Thorell’s correspondence is a vital source that dramatically 
extends our understanding of the professionalization and sense 
of community among women artists in the late nineteenth cen-
tury. Further, the letters by Wegmann form a crucial supplement 
to the more formal correspondence between the artist and her 
Danish patrons and acquaintances in the archive collections of the 
Det Kongelige Bibliotek (The Royal Library) and Den Hirschsprungske 
Samling (The Hirschsprung Collection) in Copenhagen.30 Towards 
the end of this dissertation project, it came to my attention that 
Bertha Weg mann’s estate is preserved in private ownership in Den-
mark, but it had not yet been made accessible to scholarship by the 
time this study was finished.31 I sincerely hope that these additional 
sources will be analyzed and published in the near future.

Correspondence from the artist friends in Thorell’s literary es-
tate are complemented by the significantly more extensive corre-
spondence between Hildegard Thorell and her husband Reinhold 
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from her educational journeys to Paris and Munich.32 The letters 
from her two stays in Paris in 1879–80 and 1881 alone comprise 
more than 800 pages. They offer detailed, often daily accounts of 
Thorell’s experiences and studies in the French capital and include 
regular comments about her colleagues and their joint artistic pro-
gress. These letters further provide an onlooker’s view on the re-
lationship between Bauck and Wegmann. Even though Thorell’s 
artistic production only plays a subordinate role in this study, her 
position as the central networker in the artistic community and as 
the recipient of the artists’ letters makes her a key figure, particu-
larly in the second chapter.

Besides Thorell’s literary estate, selected parts of the equally ex-
tensive correspondence of Eva Bonnier with her family have been 
examined. The original letters from Bonnier to her family during 
the seven years she resided in Paris have been studied in the ar-
chives of Centrum för näringslivshistoria (Centre for Business Histo-
ry) in Stockholm.33 Bonnier’s Paris letters from 1883 to 1889 have 
previously been published in an annotated edition by Margareta 
Gynning.34 Letters to Bonnier from artist friends have further been 
examined in their original, in particular Hanna Hirsch’s letters from 
1881 to 1885, which offer an insightful account of student life at the 
academy in Stockholm.35 Furthermore, the previously unpublished 

Fig. 13. Hildegard 
and Reinhold 
Thorell in the 
Artist’s Studio 
in Villa Solhem 
on Djurgården, 
Stockholm, 
1890s.
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letters from Venny Soldan-Brofeldt to Hanna Hirsch-Pauli provide 
crucial insights into their artistic collaboration and the reception 
of the Salon portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt from 1886–87 dis-
cussed in detail in the final chapter.36 

As with any historical investigation, this study depends on 
the empirical evidence that has survived over time and is availa-
ble to research, either as part of public collections and archives, 
or in the collections of private owners, who can be identified and 
are willing to share their possessions and knowledge with scholar-
ship. The production of Nordic women artists from the period 
under consideration is still underrepresented in museums. Ini-
tially, their work entered museum collections mostly in the form 
of donations, either by the artists themselves or their female col-
leagues, friends or relatives.37 In recent years, Nationalmuseum in 
 Stockholm, Sweden’s National Museum of Art and Design, has sys-
tematically acquired works by women artists, including Eva Bonni-
er, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli and Hildegard Thorell.38 At the same time, 
Den Hirschsprungske Samling in Copenhagen, an art museum built 
around the personal collection of the Danish tobacco manufacturer 
Heinrich Hirschsprung (1836–1908) focusing on Danish art of the 
“Golden Age” and “Modern Breakthrough”, has complemented 
its collection with works by Bertha Wegmann.39 Only recently has 
Weg mann’s Portrait of Marie Triepcke from 1885 been added to the 
Hirschsprung Collection, depicting Marie Triepcke (1867–1940), 
the painter’s student and later wife of the Danish artist Peder Sev-
erin Krøyer (1851–1909), in a scene of refined leisure, fashionably 
dressed and seated in a boat on a sunny day. The museum acquired 
the portrait in December 2020 for the highest price paid to date 
at a Danish auction for a work by a woman artist.40 Despite such 
remarkable efforts, the majority of the production of the key artists 
in this study remains in private ownership, still making it difficult 
to gain an overview of their oeuvre in its entirety. 

Similar problems occur in the archives. The attempts to trace 
primary sources on these artists have tellingly exposed the “archival 
practices of exclusion” that have led to the omission or even erasure 
of the memory of the life and work of women artists.41 In 1975, the 
writer and women’s rights activist Märta Tamm-Götlind (1888–
1982), who was the niece of Hildegard Thorell, offered to donate 
correspondence of the artist to Nationalmuseum, but the museum 
refused to accept the donation.42 Eventually Thorell’s estate was 
split, with the great majority of the correspondence being donated 

Fig. 14. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Portrait of 
Marie Triepcke, 1885.
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to Nordiska museet, which has a broader cultural-historical acquisi-
tion policy and apparently regarded the material as worth preserv-
ing. In contrast to Thorell, Jeanna Bauck left no relatives behind 
who could have secured her estate for posterity. The Swedish artist 
died in Munich in 1926, where she had spent the greater part of her 
life.43 Bauck’s estate records in the Staatsarchiv (The State Archive) 
in Munich meticulously document the sale and destruction of the 
entire estate of the artist, from furniture, sketchbooks and paint-
ings to personal documents, most likely including the letters from 
her artist friends.44 

The two examples raise awareness of the relatively limited avail-
ability of sources on these women artists compared to their male 
contemporaries, such as the Swedish artists Richard Bergh (1858–
1919), Carl Larsson (1853–1919) or Anders Zorn (1860–1920), 
whose legacy has been canonized and painstakingly preserved for 
posterity. Maria Tamboukou has described the feelings of frustra-
tion that the feminist scholar faces in the archives when conducting 
research on lesser-known artists, making one’s way through “com-
plex archival geographies” in search of “nomadic documents” that 
make up the life story of those non-canonical artists.45 A central 
task in the course of this research project has been to unveil the 
hidden structures of the archives, collect nomadic documents and 
create meaningful assemblages from the preserved material. 

After having introduced the empirical material, the following 
section will provide some remarks on the chosen timeframe: the 
dynamic decade of the 1880s. Furthermore, it will offer a brief his-
torical outline of the period under consideration, with a special fo-
cus on the changing status of women artists in the Nordic countries 
in the late nineteenth century.

The 1880s in Nordic Art – Professionalization, 
Mobility and Transnational Encounters

In Nordic cultural history, the 1880s tend to be described as a pe-
riod of transition towards modernism. Especially in literary histo-
ry, the decade is often referred to as the “Modern Breakthrough” 
based on the aesthetics of realism and naturalism developed by 
the Danish scholar and critic Georg Brandes (1842–1927).46 In the 
catalog of the 1985 exhibition 1880-tal i nordiskt måleri at National-
museum, Sixten Ringbom claimed that the 1880s were an “epoch 
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of its own” in Nordic painting.47 He argued that it was the decade 
during which Nordic artists received unprecedented international 
acclaim and revolted against the dictate of the academies and other 
conservative art institutions. In Sweden, this movement was led 
by the secessionist Opponenterna (The Opponents), consisting of 84 
expatriate artists scattered across Europe with Paris as their cen-
ter. They demanded a reformation of the institutional framework, 
exhibition regulations and teaching methods of the Royal Acade-
my of Fine Arts in Stockholm.48 In 1886, these artists founded an 
organization, Konstnärsförbundet (The Artists’ Union), which held 
its own exhibitions, becoming highly influential in the Swedish 
art scene throughout the 1890s.49 In the last twenty years, critical 
perspectives on the historiography of Swedish art of the late nine-
teenth century have nuanced this heroic story and revised the po-
larizing narrative of the Opponents versus the academy, resulting 
in a more complex understanding of the schism.50 

In his catalog essay, Ringbom further claimed that the 1880s 
were the decade during which realism51 and naturalism as stylis-
tic movements reached their major breakthrough in Nordic art.52 
Nordic painting was greatly influenced by these descriptive tradi-
tions throughout the entire decade, while impressionism wielded 
relatively little influence on those artists.53 This attitude is partic-
ularly evident in Eva Bonnier’s scathing critique of the first Salon 
des Indépendants in 1884: “On Sunday, Anna [Cramér] and I were 
at ‘les independants’ and I had never expected anything as dread-
ful – downright appalling. Then to the Salon, which on top of 
that was like a balm.”54 Bonnier’s attitude is representative for the 
majority of Nordic artists in the 1880s, for whom naturalism and 
the restrained modernism of the juste milieu constituted the dom-
inant aesthetic ideals.55 In short, the artists of the juste milieu com-
bined naturalism, thorough execution and finish with restrained 
stylistic facture and technical freedom in order to evoke sensory 
impressions, establishing a middle ground between impressionist 
avant-garde art and the academic or official art. 

The major ambition of the Nordic artists was to be accepted 
to the annual Salon – the official exhibition initially held by the 
Académie des Beaux-Arts and from 1881 onwards by the Société des 
Artistes Français.56 The adaptation to juste milieu artistic ideals in-
creased their chances to be allowed to participate in the prestigious 
exhibition. Being represented at the Salon, where several thousand 
artworks were exhibited each year, was tantamount to being rec-
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ognized as an artist and instrumental in shaping one’s reputation, 
not least at home, where newspapers and journals eagerly covered 
the event.57

At least as important from the perspective of this study as Ring-
bom’s arguments above, however, is the fact that the 1880s saw 
an unprecedented visibility of Nordic women artists. During that 
decade, Nordic women artists were better educated, more mobile, 
more networked, more visible in exhibitions and more publicly rec-
ognized than ever before. In fact, there are reasons to argue that 
they were never as present in the entire century as in the 1880s, 
given the cultural “backlash” in the 1890s, which led to the rela-
tive disappearance of women artists from the public sphere in the 
course of the male-dominated movements of national romanticism 
and symbolism.58 The 1880s were also the point in time when male 
artists seriously began to notice and reflect upon the presence of 
female artists in the art field. This is evident in a peculiar anecdote 
from 1885 recalled by the Swedish artist and writer Georg Pauli 
(1855–1935) in his book Opponenterna from 1927. Pauli was wan-
dering the streets of Paris together with his friend and colleague 
 Robert Thegerström (1857–1919) who called attention to two 
women walking a few feet ahead of them, one of them Pauli’s fu-
ture wife Hanna Hirsch:

“Look, there is Hanna Hirsch!” my comrade said.
“Who is that?” I asked.
“Don’t you know Hanna Hirsch? She is a painter, you know. She 
has talent – unfortunately,” added Bob.59

The pause followed by an expression of regret implies that these 
male artists began to regard their fellow women professionals as 
potential rivals. However, Thegerström’s comment about Hirsch’s 
“talent” must be understood as a backhanded compliment, as it 
implies that her abilities were limited and that she did not possess 
the genius of the “great artist” after all.

The culmination of the professionalization of women artists in 
Sweden in the 1880s had been preceded by a gradual improvement 
of the social situation and civil rights of women during the second 
half of the century. Sweden, where most of the artists in this study 
came from, experienced a population growth that coincided with 
changes in society brought about by industrialization and urban-
ization, eventually resulting in a growing number of unmarried 
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women. Debates intensified regarding how to provide women with 
opportunities to support themselves and as a consequence more 
professions were gradually opened to women. A quick succession in 
reforms in women’s rights followed: in 1846 women gained equal 
rights within trade and commerce, in 1853 the profession of teacher 
in the public school system was opened to women, in 1858 unmar-
ried women were granted legal majority at the age of 25 and in 1873 
women were allowed to attend university.60 

In the context of art education in Sweden, the year 1864 marked 
a turning point: The so-called Fruntimmers-Afdelningen (The Wom-
en’s Department) opened at Konstakademien, short for Kungliga 
akademien för de fria konsterna (Royal Academy of Fine Arts), and 
Swedish women artists won the right to train under similar con-
ditions as their male peers.61 In Edvard Forsström’s (1854–1934) 
drawing Nyckelhålet (The Keyhole), published in the academy’s stu-
dent newspaper Palett-Skrap, the women’s department is depicted 
as an enclosed sphere of artistic endeavor. The female students do 
not answer the male student’s voyeuristic gaze through the key-
hole, but are busy focusing on their work. To better understand the 
exceptional position of women artists in Sweden, a comparison to 
the situation in other European countries is revealing: the École des 
Beaux-Arts in Paris admitted women in 1897 and the art academies 
in Germany excluded them even until 1919. In France, the Union 
des femmes peintres et sculpteurs was founded in 1881 as a society for 

Fig. 15. Edvard 
Forsström, The 
Keyhole, from Palett-
Skrap, No. 14, 
November 1879.
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the promotion of women artists, aiming to improve their exhibi-
tion opportunities and public visibility.62 

While the women’s movement in the Nordic countries grew in 
strength during the second half of the nineteenth century, the cen-
tral artists in this study were not involved in any outspoken polit-
ical activism.63 The Norwegian painter Harriet Backer was quoted 
by her first biographer and former student Else Christie Kielland 
(1903–1993) as saying: “I think I serve the women’s cause best by 
focusing like a man.”64 By this she meant focusing seriously on 
her work as a painter in order to become recognized as an artist 
like any male colleague. A similar attitude appears to have been 
shared by the majority of the artists represented in this study. They 
chose to put all their energy into their work, which was supposed 
to speak for itself.

By the end of the 1870s, enough women were active as profes-
sional artists in Sweden to turn the arts into an acceptable field 
of work for women.65 By 1880, the year that marks the starting 
point for this study, the hundredth female student had enrolled at 
Konstakademien. Three years later, the French journal La Gazette des 
Femmes reported that private schools of drawing in Paris counted 
no less than 6370 women among their students.66 Obviously, the 
accelerating professionalization of Nordic women painters in the 
1880s had a huge impact on how these artists represented them-
selves, one another and their work spaces in painting, which makes 
this eventful decade worthy of a focused analysis.

Besides the timeframe, a few additional remarks are in order 
regarding the regional focus on artists from the Nordic countries, 
artists who were very mobile in the 1880s, moving back and forth 
between their home countries and the artistic centers in central Eu-
rope. As Øystein Sjåstad has pointed out with regard to the 1880s, 
“Nordic art is an interesting example of an art that moves between 
the local and the cosmopolitan”, and accordingly this study will 
move back and forth between the regional and international art 
scenes, between Northern and Central Europe.67 As noted above, 
the great majority of artworks analyzed in this study were creat-
ed during study periods in Paris, which makes the French capital 
the actual topographic center. According to Lena Holger’s calcula-
tions, 121 women artists from the Nordic countries studied in Paris 
between the International Expositions of 1867 and 1889, with Swe-
den representing the majority of 59 artists.68 

This cosmopolitanism, however, was more limited in reality 
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than these numbers might suggest: The majority of the Nordic 
artists, male and female, who lived in Paris in the 1880s socialized 
primarily with their compatriots and only few of them moved in 
French art circles.69 Male and female artists from the Nordic coun-
tries interacted regularly and their correspondence bears witness to 
frequent gatherings in cafés or restaurants, excursions to the coun-
tryside and mutual studio visits. Nordic artists created their own 
urban artists’ colony in alignment with other lingual, regional or 
national circles, such as the American community in Paris, which 
likewise avoided transnational assimilation.70 The more established 
artists tended to settle in Montmartre whereas the younger or less 
experienced artists preferred Montparnasse, where housing and 
studios were cheaper. As Alexandra Herlitz has remarked, the Nor-
dic community was still far from homogenous and conflicts con-
cerning age, class and gender unfolded under the surface of artistic 
comradery and exuberant sociability.71

The lure of the Parisian metropolis was based on the profes-
sional possibilities that it offered. Nordic women artists who came 
to Paris in the 1880s were “career migrants” with a rigorous work 
ethic.72 They embraced the city’s established art institutions, the 
private academies and the Salon, and pursued their training with 
great commitment within these regulated spaces. The eight artists 
in this study were all enrolled for shorter or longer periods at one 
or more of the three leading private academies that offered classes 
for women: Académie Julian, Académie Colarossi and the École de des-
sin et peinture pour femmes, better known as Académie Trélat.73 After 
having enrolled at Académie Julian in April 1881, Hildegard Thorell 
commented on the dominance of foreign and more precisely Scan-
dinavian artists at the academy: “We are a whole lot of students, 
three-quarters are Scandinavians, so I hear no French during the 
whole day.”74 The great majority of these foreign art students sought 
a temporary sojourn rather than expatriation and they wanted to 
acquire the skill, technique and reputation that would allow them 
to succeed in the domestic art market. Back home, they empha-
sized their cosmopolitanism and enjoyed the distinction afforded 
by their international experience.75 

During their sojourn abroad, Nordic women artists were able 
to escape their domestic obligations and the rigid social control 
exercised by their families. This “voluntary exile” brought about an 
exceptionally high degree of personal freedom and independence, 
which set them apart from their French peers.76 Nordic women art-
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ists had control over their own leisure activities, studied relatively 
undisturbed and rented their own working and living spaces. Con-
sequently, throughout the 1880s they formed a relatively consis-
tent and interconnected community with Paris as its center. They 
distinguished themselves by their high degree of professionalism, 
mobility and personal independence, which in turn facilitated the 
exploration of new modes of self-fashioning in painting.

Theories and Methods

Self-Fashioning 
The theoretical framework of this study proceeds from the con-
cept of self-fashioning. As stated above, the aim is to explore how 
Nordic women painters negotiated their professional identity in 
painting, or in other words, how they fashioned their selves in and 
through painting in the 1880s. Self-fashioning denotes both how 
the artists stage their selves in painting and how they instrumen-
talize their artworks in the context of their professional self-pro-
motion, their positioning in public life and on the art scene. Con-
sequently, self-fashioning in painting involves aesthetic and social 
aspects as well as the painting’s object history.

As a term, self-fashioning was introduced to the humanities by 
the literary historian Stephen Greenblatt. In his seminal study Re-
naissance Self-Fashioning from 1980, he examined the structures of 
selfhood as expressed in the literature of major sixteenth- century 
writers, such as Thomas More (1478–1535), Christopher Marlowe 
(1564–1593) and William Shakespeare (1564–1616).77 Greenblatt’s 
analysis is based on the observation that the Elizabethan era 
was characterized by an “increased self-consciousness about the 
fashion ing of human identity as a manipulable, artful process.”78 
Greenblatt employs self-fashioning to describe the process of con-
structing one’s identity and public persona according to a set of 
standards accepted by society. Fashioning describes the achieve-
ment of a “distinctive personality, a characteristic address to the 
world, a consistent mode of perceiving and behaving.”79 Green-
blatt’s concept of self-fashioning negates the sharp distinction 
between literature and social life, between the creation of literary 
characters and the shaping of the writer’s identity. Drawing on 
Clifford Geertz’s anthropological theory, Greenblatt understands 
both author and work as interacting “cultural artifacts”, which are 
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shaped by the symbolic structure of culture understood as “a set of 
control mechanisms – plans, recipes, rules, instructions … – for the 
governing of behavior.”80 In other words, the self that is fashioned 
is shaped by social, economic and political influences. Greenblatt 
thus understands the early modern person not as an autonomous 
entity or willful agent, but rather as an equivalent to the post-
modern self, meaning fragmented, divided and even fictitious.81 
With his radical reinterpretation of the Renaissance self, Stephen 
Greenblatt made a fundamental contribution to the development 
of new historicism, a critical movement in literary theory, which in 
re action against formalist approaches reads literary texts as cultural 
artifacts and practices.82 

Greenblatt’s concept has been broadly received in the humani-
ties, especially in art history, where it has helped to conceptualize 
the portrait and in particular the self-portrait as a conscious act of 
self-promotion and self-staging.83 The concept of self-fashioning, 
as it is employed in this study, allows one to approach paintings 
as aesthetic objects rather than as psycho-biographical documents 
and to study them in dialogue with the wider artistic concerns of 
their time in light of their public role as art.84 By using self-fashion-
ing as a theoretical starting point, the aim is to explore the artists’ 
self-staging without attempting to excavate the artist’s personality 
from inside the work. This study follows Richard Meyer’s criticism 
of those art historical approaches, which misunderstand the artists 
as “transcribers of their own identity” and employ the analysis of 
artworks as a means to uncover the psyche of their makers.85 Conse-
quently, it rejects any analysis that aims to conceptualize the artist 
and the artwork as two sides of the same coin, or that reads the art-
work as an expression of the personality or biography of the artist.86

Whereas Stephen Greenblatt adopts a limiting paradigm of 
identity formation, reading subjectification mainly in terms of 
sub jection, this study conceptualizes self-fashioning in painting 
and letter writing as an artful process by means of which the artist 
gains a prerogative of interpretation over her self.87 In other words, 
painting, posing and writing are here understood as acts of auton-
omy over one’s self-constitution, meaning “a capacity […] to de-
fine or create or invent oneself”.88 The concept of self-fashioning 
helps to avoid the common pitfall of overemphasizing obstacles 
and discrimination to the detriment of professional development 
and success. Carola Muysers, Frances Borzello and Rachel Mader 
among others have observed that negative lines of argument that 
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see women artists mainly as victims have turned into efficacious 
tropes in the historiography of women artists, which thereby fails to 
acknowledge the artists’ professional achievements. Muysers even 
claimed that “the marginalized woman artist” has become a trope 
in art history as powerful as that of the “male artistic genius”.89 Ex-
ploring the artist’s self-fashioning can break this narrative pattern 
because it redirects attention from historical constraints to artis-
tic practice. However, this does not mean ignoring the fact that 
the artists’ acts of self-assertion in painting are influenced by the 
governing patriarchal power structures or by discrimination and 
complicated by social norms and conventions.90 As the fashion 
scholar Joanne Entwistle has eloquently pointed out: “The options 
open for the performance of identity are not unconstrained. How 
we perform our identity has something to do with our location in 
the social world as members of particular groups, classes, cultural 
communities.”91 Employing Entwistle’s argument, self-fashioning 
in painting thus represents a compromise between social expecta-
tions or demands linked to gender, class and cultural identity and 
the artist’s individual desire to fashion herself as professional. 

In the context of this study, the present continuous in self-fash-
ioning denotes a performative understanding of identity construc-
tion. The artist is not understood as an essentialist category of pro-
fessional identity but a concept that is continuously in a state of 
becoming or fashioning. Fashion as a verb form means to do or to 
make, but here it is also used discursively as a means to examine the 
artist as both a “fashioned and fashioning subject”.92 

Sociology and fashion studies provide useful theoretical per-
spectives that help to conceptualize self-fashioning in relation to 
visual rather than literary representation. In these research fields, 
the body has been studied as a contingency that is treated as mal-
leable and that can be made aesthetic or fashioned according to 
prevailing customs and the governing social order.93 According to 
Finkelstein, the shaping and adorning of the body can be under-
stood as a means for a person to present her or his desired self-im-
age to others.94 Finkelstein has drawn attention to the paradox 
between authenticity and artifice in self-representation, between 
the idea that character is immanent in appearance and the human 
desire to fashion and manipulate appearance.95 In the nineteenth 
century, the reading of character from physical features was still 
popular among the middle classes, who at the same time strongly 
believed in the cultivation of personal appearance and manner of 
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conduct.96 Applied to this study, appearance, pose, expression and 
dress are instruments for the artists’ self-fashioning in painting and 
codes of communication with the beholder. These elements can be 
approached like a “vocabulary, complete with evocative subtext” 
that needs to be deciphered when studying the paintings.97 

Mediatization, Celebrity Culture and the Exhibition Artist
The closing decades of the nineteenth century saw an unprecedent-
ed mediatization of the artist and a growing celebrity culture, which 
turned the art of self-fashioning into a key to professional success.98 
Rachel Esner and Sandra Kisters have defined the mediatization 
of the artist as “the presence of visual artists in the mass media 
and the active usage of those media, from the written word to the 
moving image, by various agents in the cultural field – including 
the artists themselves – with the overarching goal of producing a 
certain image of the artist.”99 In order to prevail in the liberalized 
art market, the artist needed to craft a public persona in combina-
tion with an individualized oeuvre and a recognizable style.100 As 
Nicholas Green has argued, the market in contemporary art was 
reoriented in the second half of the nineteenth century towards the 
purchasing and selling of individual artists, with emphasis increas-
ingly being placed on the “uniqueness of the artist” and her/his 
personality and biography.101 In this shifting climate, a thriving art 
journalism and criticism was instrumental in promoting individual 
artists and serving the public’s growing interest in their allegedly 
eccentric personalities.102 

In order to grasp the changing status of the artist in the nine-
teenth century, Oskar Bätschmann has coined the concept of the 
exhibition artist as opposed to the early modern court artist.103 Bätsch-
mann identified a “change in the career pattern of the professional 
artist from a post at court to work for public exhibitions” that be-
gan to take place in the second half of the eighteenth  century and 
intensified during the following century.104 As exhibitions became 
institutionalized and the public (most notably the growing middle 
classes) emerged as influential consumers of art and art criticism, 
the artists began to produce for the market and to paint “exhibition 
work” that would help them build their reputation.105 The concept 
of the exhibition artist pays tribute to the enormous importance of 
public exhibitions in the making of the artist and her/his profes-
sional success. In the context of this study, it allows an exploration 
of how Nordic women painters navigated the art world of their 
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time and built a public persona by displaying their self-portraits, 
friendship images and studio interiors in exhibitions. 

As noted above, in the 1880s, the annual Salon in Paris still oc-
cupied a central position among the numerous exhibitions taking 
place each year in terms of its reputation and impact on the artists’ 
career. Bätschmann has argued that the exhibition was a “forum 
for rivalry and an arena where artists fought for recognition”.106 
At the Salon, the degree of recognition manifested itself in the 
hanging of the artworks. The hanging hierarchy was determined by 
the number of votes a work had received from the jury: the high-
er the approval, the closer the painting came to the “cimaise”, a 
wall molding that corresponded to the beholder’s eye level.107 The 
position of a painting in the exhibition was extremely important, 
given the fact that several thousand artworks were exhibited each 
year, some of them high up on the walls, practically inaccessible to 
the beholder’s eye. This practice fueled the competition among the 
artists, which is shown in a letter by Bertha Wegmann to Hildegard 
Thorell, in which she commented on the placement of works by 
her colleagues Jeanna Bauck, Asta Nørregaard and Harriet Backer 
at the Salon of 1882: “Jeanna’s painting is supposed to hang excel-

Fig. 16. Hugo Birger, 
The Scandinavian 
Artists’ Lunch at 
Café Ledoyen, Paris. 
Varnishing Day 1886, 
1886.
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lently at the Salon, but poor Nørregaard is again hung very high 
up, Backer by the way as well, but you have probably already heard 
about this, as you may be better informed than I am.”108 

How well the concept of the exhibition artist applies to the Nor-
dic artists in Paris in the 1880s is best exemplified by Hugo Birg-
er’s (1854–1887) large-scale group portrait The Scandinavian Artists’ 
Lunch at Café Ledoyen, Paris: Varnishing Day 1886 that depicts mem-
bers of the Nordic colony in Paris celebrating their successful par-
ticipation in the Salon. Women (artists) are absent from the scene, 
apart from the models and wives of the male artists.109 Herlitz has 
argued that the painting programmatically showcases the self-per-
ception of the Opponents, who fashioned themselves “as liberated 
and carefree spirits, but at the same time not as bohemian liber-
tines. They are moderately lively and decent.”110 This self-fashion-
ing as moderate rebels corresponds to their adaptation of a juste 
milieu painting style, reconciling academic and avant-garde tenden-
cies. Birger has staged his colleagues and comrades as accomplished 
exhibition artists, who are celebrating their success alongside jour-
nalists and critics. The focus of attention on the varnishing day 
of 1886 was the Finnish sculptor Ville Vallgren (1855–1940), who 
had just received an honorable mention at the Salon. Vallgren is 
depicted in an elevated position in the center of the group, put-
ting his arm around the gentleman to his left, the journalist and 
art critic Johan Christian Janzon (1853–1910), alias “Spada”, who 
was the foreign correspondent for Stockholms Dagblad in Paris and a 
friend and advocate of the Opponents. “Spada” is pointing at Vall-
gren and thereby enhancing the sculptor’s presence, while at the 
same time raising a glass filled with champagne above all the other 
attendees of this lively gathering. Birger’s group portrait renders 
strikingly visible the fruitful alliance of artists and art critics in the 
mediatization and fashioning of the artist. While women artists are 
largely absent from the scene, they were present in the Salon and it 
is their strategies of self-promotion in this important public arena 
that will be explored in this study. 

(Women) Artists: Rethinking the Artist 
through a Feminist-Performative Perspective111

As Marsha Meskimmon has pointed out, “writing about women’s 
art practices, historical or contemporary, is not a simple task; in-
deed, it is a dangerous one.”112 It might be just as dangerous to sub-
title, once again, an art historical dissertation with the undoubt-
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edly questionable term “women painters”. Writing about women 
artists is dangerous, because such an investigation risks to produce 
an alternative canon, instead of providing a critical approach to the 
prevailing norms by which women have been excluded from the 
histories of art in the first place. The challenge is, as Meskimmon 
has pointed out, not merely to recognize that art histories need 
to be rewritten, but to understand how this can be accomplished 
without writing separate art histories about women and their art.113 

In the context of the current study, the dangerous task is fur-
ther to challenge the established idea of the artist without simply 
splitting this idea into two distinct categories of “the (great) artist” 
and “the woman artist”.114 It is imperative to be aware that “wom-
an artist” is anything but an innocent term, simply denoting an 
artist of the female sex. As Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock 
have pointed out, the term rather implies that the woman artist 
is “distinct and clearly different from the great artist”.115 How can 
one, then, prevent the work of women artists from being placed 
in a linguistically and sociologically gendered, separate sphere and 
still talk about “women artists”?116 

One solution to this problem is to apply a feminist-performa-
tive approach that allows a rethinking of the idea of the artist. This 
is done, first, by acknowledging the gendered implications inherent 
in the idea of the artist and, secondly, by confronting the essentialist 
with a performative idea of the artist. This means conceptualizing 
the artist not as a given entity, but as constantly in the making and 
fashioned in relation to social norms, institutional frameworks, 
public reception, iconographic conventions, other artists and col-
leagues as well as spatial settings. The feminist- performative ap-
proach is highlighted in the title of this book: Becoming Artists.

Consequently, artistic identity is not understood as a condition, 
but as a process, which needs to be constantly upheld by the artist 
through her/his actions. Women who fashion themselves as artists 
and who do this as a collaborative project go against the still prev-
alent idea of the artist as a solitary (male) genius. The title of the 
book uses the plural artists to capture the collaborative and social 
aspects in self-fashioning. The self-representations of Nordic wom-
en painters in the 1880s render strikingly visible the multifaceted 
mechanisms that are at work in the construction and continuous 
appropriation of the idea of the artist, which makes it particularly 
fruitful to choose them as a group through which to study issues of 
artistic identity. 
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Whereas pioneering scholars like Linda Nochlin, Rozsika Park-
er and Griselda Pollock and others have highlighted the historical 
and institutional constraints as well as social inequalities under 
which women have labored as artists, this study aims to draw at-
tention to the performative potential in the artworks themselves. 
In order to rethink the idea of artist, it introduces the concept of 
the friendship image as a deconstructive tool. The friendship image 
–  in short: an artist representing another artist – is used as a means 
to approach artistic identity not as essentialist or unitary, but as 
performatively fashioned in collaboration. 

Becoming Artists
This study builds on a performative understanding of identity that 
is informed by Judith Butler’s gender theory as outlined in the essay 
“Performative Acts and Gender Constitution” from 1988.117 But-
ler argues that identity is not an expression of an inner essence or 
some pre-existing condition and substance; rather, it is performed, 
meaning constantly and repeatedly “done”. It is performative in 
the sense that the act brings into effect what it names. By apply-
ing the processual to questions of identity and identity formation, 
Butler conceptualizes gender identity as an effect that is generated 
through repetitive acts:

In this sense, gender is in no way a stable identity or locus of 
agency from which various acts proceed; rather it is an identity 
tenuously constituted in time – an identity instituted through 
a stylized repetition of acts. Further, gender is instituted through 
a stylization of the body and, hence, must be understood as the 
mundane way in which bodily gestures, movements, and enact-
ments of various kinds constitute the illusion of an abiding gen-
dered self.118 

Butler’s concept of performative acts involves a potential to over-
come dichotomies. Even though society can impose performative 
acts on subjects, a subversive potential is inherent in them, which 
eventually can enable individuals to embody themselves and chal-
lenge dominant norms.119 

Butler’s performative approach to gender identity can be ap-
plied to other categories of identity formation, such as professional 
identity or more precisely artistic identity. To paraphrase Butler, 
to be an artist is to have become an artist, to compel the body to 
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conform to a historical idea of artist, to induce the body to become 
a cultural sign, to materialize oneself in obedience to a historically 
delimited possibility, and to do this as a sustained and repeated cor-
poreal project.120 Artists adopt iconographic conventions in their 
self-representations: they take on specific poses and gazes, they 
hold palette and brush in certain manners, they position them-
selves in the studio at the easel, they dress themselves in painter’s 
smocks and so forth. Thereby they compel their bodies to conform 
to a historical idea of artist and they become the cultural sign of the 
artist. When it comes to women artists, becoming the cultural sign 
of the artist has subversive potential, since this sign is gendered 
male. Consequently, if a woman portrays herself or is portrayed as 
artist, she does not reaffirm but she rather subverts and reinterprets 
the cultural sign of the artist. 

From the perspective of a painter, portraying oneself or being 
portrayed by a colleague can be conceptualized as a performative 
act. Even though most artists produce only a few self-portraits and 
sit only for a limited number of friendship images, the production 
of a painting is a repetitive process. The making of a portrait often 
involves preparatory sketches and usually requires numerous, at 
times long sittings. It is created by means of the repeated applica-
tion of paint to the canvas and the continuous touch of the brush. 
On the part of the sitter, the act of posing – finding and adopting a 
pose, maintaining it throughout the session and re-adopting it for 
the next sitting – can be understood as a stylized repetition of the 
act of posing. From the perspective of both parties, portrayal thus 
involves repetitive, performative acts. By depicting oneself as the 
artist or by posing as the artist, one constitutes one’s professional 
identity as artist. 

Proceeding from Butler’s theory, the friendship image is under-
stood as the material result of the repetitive bodily acts performed 
by the painter and the sitter in the act of painting and posing. In 
the context of the friendship image, both painter and sitter simul-
taneously induce the body to become the cultural sign of the artists 
in an act of collaboration.

In an interview with Artforum from 1992, Butler noted that one 
should not misunderstand gender performativity as a radical and 
voluntary choice or even as a commodity. Instead, Butler argued: 
“Performativity has to do with repetition, very often with the rep-
etition of oppressive and painful gender norms to force them to re-
signify. This is not freedom, but a question of how to work the trap 
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that one is inevitably in.”121 This clarification is important when it 
comes to women’s performative appropriation of the idea of the 
artist. Paraphrasing Butler, appropriation does not simply mean 
getting up in the morning, looking into one’s closet, taking out the 
painter’s smock, starting to paint and turning into an artist. As the 
analyses of the paintings will demonstrate, the process of becoming 
artists is much more complicated than that and, in fact, it is a ten-
sion-filled process. It means adopting the dominant visual codes, 
but using them in alternative ways.122

The Presentation of Self
When it comes to studying how the painters fashioned themselves 
as artists in their work, Erving Goffman’s sociological study The 
Presentation of Self in Everyday Life from 1956 provides useful the-
oretical tools and terminology.123 Goffman uses a dramaturgical 
analogy in order to study social interactions, comparing people in 
everyday situations to actors playing a role on stage. Similar to But-
ler, Goffman sees identity as done rather than owned and empha-
sizes the notion of identity in process. Even though Goffman uses 
the metaphor of the theater, he does not imply that individuals 
adopt characters at will or that there is a true “self” apart from the 
performance.124 As the sociologist Steph Lawler has pointed out, 
Goffman “is arguing for something much more profound than the 
idea that we play roles: he is arguing that roles, or performances, 
far from masking the ‘true person’ (as is commonly assumed) are 
what makes us persons.”125 Applied to this study, to be an artist, then, 
is to perform being an artist.

According to Goffman, to make a performance trustworthy, the 
performer has to make sure to use the right expressive equipment, 
consisting of setting, appearance and manner.126 Applied to the 
performance of being an artist in painting, expressive equipment 
can involve the architecture and furnishing of the studio, the cloth-
ing of the artist, the attributes, the pose and the bodily or facial 
expression. 

What makes Goffman’s approach particularly useful in the con-
text of this study is that he draws special attention to the impor-
tance of space and community for the successful presentation of 
self. Goffman argues that spatial settings have an impact on how a 
person presents her-/himself to others. He distinguishes between a 
front region, where the performer is aware of her/his audience and 
plays to them, and a back region, where the performer can act in 
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contradiction to a given performance.127 The conceptual pair of 
front and back region will be discussed further in the final chapter of 
this study, in which it is applied to the studio space and its distinct 
liminality. 

When it comes to aspects of community and collaboration, 
Goffman introduces the performance team or, in short, team as a set 
of individuals who cooperate in staging a single routine.128 Goff-
man remarks that persons who are members of the same team in-
evitably find themselves in an important relationship to one an-
other and develop a sense of familiarity.129 Applied to this study, the 
team can be two or more artists who work closely together, who 
paint one another, teach one another, correspond with one anoth-
er, share a studio and so forth. The notion of the team is of partic-
ular importance for the second chapter that deals with the friend-
ship image, in which two artists create a team impression in painting. 
Goffman argues that team-mates are initiates and accomplices 
in the maintenance of the same performance, which means that 
“they are forced to define one another as persons ‘in the know’, as 
persons before whom a particular front cannot be maintained.”130 
He further suggests that the team and the team-performance are 
particularly suited for the analysis of the techniques and contin-
gencies of impression management.131 Goffman’s idea of complic-
ity in team-performances will be applied in the final chapter that 
addresses the conflicts that can arise in the team-performance of 
the friendship image when it is confronted with the public. Finally, 
Goffman makes a noteworthy distinction between team-mates and 
colleagues: “Colleagues may be defined as persons who present the 
same routine to the same kind of audience but who do not partici-
pate together, as team-mates do, at the same time and place before 
the same particular audience.”132 In that sense, artists who collab-
orate in the making of a friendship image are more than just col-
leagues, they are team-mates, or friends, who fashion themselves as 
professionals in collaboration.

Act of Portrayal and Mediated Self-Representation
To better grasp the sitter’s share in the making of the friendship 
 image, the analyses of the paintings draw on Harry Berger Jr.’s 
concept of the act of portrayal, which he first outlined in the essay 
“Fictions of the Pose: Facing the Gaze of Early Modern Portrai-
ture” from 1994.133 Berger begins by criticizing fellow art histo-
rians whose approach to portraiture is based on a “physiognomic 
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construal”, according to which character is inferred from physiog-
nomy and, as a consequence, a portrait is said to unveil the sitter’s 
mind or soul.134 According to Berger, the art historian’s reading of 
the artwork is overdetermined by the archive, understood as the 
inherited knowledge about a person’s biography or character, to 
such an extent that the portrait turns into a mere “index of the ar-
chive”.135 On the basis of the “physiognomic construal”, the painter 
is expected to extract the predefined character of his sitter in the 
likeness, while the sitter in turn is granted very limited agency in 
the making of the portrait. From today’s perspective, Berger’s crit-
icism is outdated in its generalizing terms, but research on women 
artists still shows a greater reliance on biography than comparable 
inquiries on male artists tend to do.136 

More important than Berger’s criticism, however, is his conse-
quent proposal to “reverse the emphasis of the physiognomic story 
and concentrate on the portrait as an index – an effect and repre-
sentation – solely of the sitter’s and painter’s performance in the 
act of portrayal.”137 Instead of reading the painted face as an “index 
of the sitter’s mind”, Berger suggests conceptualizing the portrait 
as “an index of what sitter and painter have in mind”.138 Rather 
than focusing solely on the painter, he suggests paying greater at-
tention to the sitter’s share in the act of portrayal and studying the 
pose as a bodily act.139 

Berger’s approach to portraiture as a collaborative performance 
between the painter and the sitter is central to the understanding 
of the friendship image in this study. The friendship image is con-
ceptualized as a joint effort of two painters, in which artistic iden-
tity is fashioned in dialogue in an act of portrayal. This approach 
has a profound impact on how the analyses of the paintings will be 
conducted: They will pay particular attention to dialogic aspects 
of the composition, the pose and the gaze of the sitter, which only 
become discernible when one approaches both artist and sitter as 
autonomous agents in the making of the painting. 

However, whereas Berger conceptualizes the act of portrayal as 
an image-immanent act, this study approaches the act of portray-
al also as a social act. Following Marcia Pointon, “portraiture is a 
question of the relationship between the self as art and the self in 
art”.140 This means conceptualizing the portrait as both an aesthet-
ic and a social object. Applied to the friendship image, this means 
understanding the collaboration between artist painter and artist 
sitter as both an aesthetic and a social dialogue. 
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Berger’s performative approach to portrayal highlights the fic-
tion and stagedness of any representation in painting: “The act of 
portrayal represented by the image is a fiction; it needn’t have oc-
curred in that manner; the portrait only pretends to represent the 
manner in which it was produced.”141 This theoretical stipulation 
is crucial to the understanding of self-fashioning as a manipula-
ble artful process. However, fiction is not tantamount to untrue or 
even false. As the literary theorist Paul John Eakin has pointed out 
in his study of autobiographical writing, “autobiographical truth 
is not a fixed but an evolving content in an intricate process of 
self-discovery and self-creation, and […] the self that is the center 
of all autobiographical narrative is necessarily a fictive structure.”142 
Eakin proposes that both fiction and the process of fiction-making 
are integral to “the truth of any life as it is lived and of any art de-
voted to the presentation of that life.”143 Applying this understand-
ing of fiction to the paintings means acknowledging the stagedness 
of (self-)representation beyond ideas of authenticity, essence, prov-
ability or dichotomic notions of true or false, real or fictitious.

In the article “Pompadour’s Touch: Difference in Represen-
tation” from 2001, Ewa Lajer-Burcharth developed Harry Berg-
er Jr.’s approach further from a materiality perspective, studying 
a series of portraits of the Marquise de Pompadour (1721–1764) 
by the Rococo painter François Boucher (1703–1770).144 Similar to 
Berger, Lajer-Burcharth aims to explore the “impact a person who 
commissioned a likeness has on how he or she actually figures in 
it”.145 Lajer-Burcharth suggests conceptualizing the portrait as the 
“aesthetic and material effect” of the encounter between painter 
and sitter. She considers the patron an “internal, pictorial effect” 
and introduces touch as an “instrument of a quasi-simultaneous 
 self -recognition of two selves coinciding in one form of represen-
tation.”146 She defines touch as the formal effect of the sitter’s “in-
tervention as a modifier of the painter’s vision”, analyzing how the 
sitter’s conception of her-/himself materializes in the painting.147 

Using the case of Boucher and his patron, the Marquise de Pom-
padour, as a methodological testing ground for the analysis of the 
portrait as a form of a “sitter’s mediated self-representation”, La-
jer-Burcharth proposes tracing the sitter’s imprint or effect in the 
material qualities of the artwork.148 From this perspective, Bouch-
er’s painting The Marquise de Pompadour at Her Toilette from 1758 
interlaces the painter’s and the sitter’s touch in the trope of the 
makeup.149 As the sitter applies the makeup to her face, the depic-
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tion of feminine toilette transforms into a pictorial situation and 
the painter repeats the sitter’s action in the act of painting: The 
sitter is being painted while she paints herself.150 

As with Berger, Lajer-Burcharth’s approach provides useful the-
oretical approaches that help address the sitter’s impact on her rep-
resentation in the portrait, an impact that has specific implications 
when the sitter herself is an artist, too. While the concept of mediat-
ed self-representation will be brought to bear on the friendship image 
throughout this study, the notion of touch will particularly inform 
the analysis of Hanna Hirsch’s portrait of Venny Soldan in the final 
chapter. Paraphrasing Lajer-Burcharth, the friendship image is a 
way for the artist to realize herself through a colleague’s touch.151

Ekphrasis and Art Historical Hermeneutics as Object-Based Methods
As mentioned before, this study is object- and archive-based and 
the methodology reflects the richness and complexity of the em-
pirical material. The methods of ekphrasis or the meticulous de-
scription of paintings and art historical hermeneutics are combined 
with a source-critical and twofold approach to the artists’ letters as 
both empirical material and sites of self-fashioning.

The three analytical chapters are organized along in-depth anal-
yses of seven key paintings, which constitute the central empirical 
material of this study. As Jaś Elsner has argued in his 2010 article 
“Art History as Ekphrasis”, “art history is ultimately grounded in 
a method founded on and inextricable from the description of ob-
jects”.152 Every analysis proceeds from the ekphratic description of 
the painting in question, which means approaching the artwork by 
means of thorough and meticulous viewing and describing. Such 
an approach is not without risks. As Øystein Sjåstad has pointed 
out, visual analysis involves the challenge of finding a balance be-
tween “overlooking and over-looking”, between looking too little 
and looking too much, between missing ambiguous but crucial de-
tails in the work and over-interpretation.153 

To find a balance between “overlooking and over-looking”, the 
analysis of the artworks is guided by Oskar Bätschmann’s art his-
torical hermeneutics, a method built on ekphrasis in the sense of 
careful looking, combined with a thorough validation of the result-
ing interpretation.154 In one sentence, art historical hermeneutics 
“comprises the theory of interpreting visual artworks, the develop-
ment of methods of interpretation and their validity, and the praxis 
of interpretation.”155 The advantage of Bätschmann’s approach is its 
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focus on the object, approaching it from various but distinct per-
spectives and angles. Viewing, describing and studying the paint-
ings in light of their media-specific properties and conditions of 
making lies at the heart of this approach: In the act of interpreta-
tion works of art should be considered as themselves.156 This means 
distinguishing between the artwork as itself and its contextual, 
historical or biographical explanations. These two concerns must 
be linked up with each other in the act of interpretation, but they 
must not dissolve into one another. They have to remain recog-
nizable as two separate levels of analysis. Applied to this study, art 
historical hermeneutics allows one to address the self-portraits, 
friendship images and studio scenes as aesthetic objects in their 
entire complexity, rather than reducing them, for instance, to the 
unidimensional evidence of the artists’ biographies. 

The description of the artwork is followed by an analysis based 
on the study of the available scholarly literature and additional pri-
mary sources, such as the artists’ own commentary on their work, 
which in the case of this study is primarily the artists’ correspon-
dence. Bätschmann recommends exercising caution when using 
artists’ comments, studying the meaning of a specific comment 
closely and analyzing its relationship with the work. Most impor-
tantly, one has to bear in mind the differences between painting 
and writing, between images and texts as well as between artis-
tic production and the artist’s self-interpretation.157 Even though 
artworks and artists’ statements are intertwined in the analytical 
chapters of this study, they are considered separate concerns and 
necessarily incongruent. 

Besides the artists’ letters and statements, contemporary art 
criticism is included in the analysis in order to study the contem-
porary reception of the paintings. When considering late-nine-
teenth-century art criticism, it is imperative to bear in mind that 
the genre is fraught with ideology, reflecting the gendered norms of 
the day that considered woman a creature of sympathy and feeling. 
As numerous scholars have highlighted, the gendered ideology of 
art criticism characterized the production of women artists as emo-
tionally driven and shaped by personal sentiment, as opposed to 
the intellectual approach and universal validity of the work of male 
artists.158 As Andrea Kollnitz has pointed out, art criticism has to be 
understood as a “linguistic power instrument”, which “by means of 
rhetorically presented interpretations and normative value judge-
ments creates and affirms images and ideas about different forms 
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of identity.”159 Consequently, art criticism is vital in creating and 
affirming the idea of the artist as distinct from the woman artist 
and, therefore, it has to be approached source-critically and should 
not be misread as factual evidence about the artwork.

Additionally, an iconographic analysis is incorporated in the 
analyses of the paintings in order to elucidate whether they refer 
to certain pictorial traditions. It is combined with the examination 
of the artwork’s genre, style and mode of expression and followed 
by the identification of visual or literary references. This means 
exploring similarities and correspondences and considering the 
possibility whether the artist in question might have been familiar 
with specific works by other artists or certain texts.160 Bätschmann 
chooses the term “reference” because he aims to replace the notion 
of influence with interaction. This distinction will become import-
ant in the very first chapter, in which Julia Beck’s self-portrait from 
1880 will be studied in light of its visual references. In order to 
provide a historical explanation of the artwork, its purpose needs 
to be considered. In the context of this study, this means: Was the 
painting intended to be exhibited? Was it specifically painted for 
the Salon or was it a commissioned work and, if so, who commis-
sioned it and for what purpose? 

Although Bätschmann discusses the various aspects of analysis 
in the order given above, he explicitly points out that the process 
of interpretation may start with any activity, move in different di-
rections and proceed in a recursive manner. Applied to the anal-
yses of the paintings in this study, art historical hermeneutics al-
lows one to choose individual approaches for every painting and 
to rearrange the succession of the analytical elements accordingly. 
Bätschmann concludes the presentation of his method by stating 
that the argumentative interpretation of an artwork establishes 
the preconditions for other scholars and beholders to contribute 
support for the argument or to reject it based on well-founded rea-
sons or new evidence.161 This is, in short, also the purpose of his 
method in the present study: Art historical hermeneutics does not 
enclose the artwork in a single explanation, it rather allows for the 
acknowledgment of other valid interpretations of the same artwork 
and invites for a fruitful dialogue between them. 

Epistolary Self-Fashioning 
As noted above, the artists’ letters constitute the central written 
empirical material in this study. The in-depth analysis of the artists’ 
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correspondence will explore the role of epistolary practices in Nor-
dic women painters’ networking across national borders. As men-
tioned above, the literary estate of Hildegard Thorell constitutes 
a unique source that makes it possible to explore the artist’s epis-
tolary network, while providing crucial insights into the painters’ 
working practice, their view of art, the reception of their work and 
their self-conception. While the letters offer important evidence 
about the life and work of Thorell and her artist friends, the aim 
is to study the letters as sites of self-fashioning in their own right. 
This means considering them as modes of expression parallel to but 
distinct from the paintings. By exploring the relationship between 
artist painter and artist sitter as well as between artist sender and 
artist addressee, the aim is to study the performative and dialogic 
construction of community and group identity.

Even though artists’ letters have a privileged status in much art 
historical writing, the discipline tends to lack a source-critical ap-
proach to the genre. As Natalie Adamson and Linda Goddard have 
pointed out, the artist’s statement is not only “an unmatched and 
irreplaceable companion to the work, but in many cases it becomes 
a proxy for, or even generative of, the artwork’s very substance.”162 
According to John House, artists’ letters are often attributed an un-
questionable authority that guides the analysis of artworks.163 He 
argues that artists’ letters need to be treated critically and strate-
gically, in relation to their addressees and their contexts.164 This is 
easier said than done. A letter exchanged between friends tends to 
be written in an intimate and seemingly uncontrived tone that can 
easily mislead the reader into believing that it constitutes an au-
thentic utterance that can be taken at face value. Engaging with the 
original documents over longer periods in the archives can easily 
lure the scholar into believing that s/he comes closer to the sub-
jects that s/he is studying with every page s/he turns. As Meritxell 
Simon-Martin has pointed out, at the end of the day in the archive 
it is easy to misunderstand the letters as “recordings of factual in-
formation about a person’s life, as if the raw experiences and true 
emotions of letter-writers were captured in them”.165 Therefore, it 
is crucial to develop a historical and media-specific awareness of 
the artists’ letters and conceptualize them not only as sources but 
also as verbal constructs.166 

Caution is particularly called for when studying letters from 
the late nineteenth century, and this is for several reasons. One is 
related to the growing celebrity cult and mediatization of the art-
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ist in the period, as outlined above. Artists’ letters and diaries, as 
well as biographies of artists, were increasingly being published 
towards the end of the century.167 When it comes to artists who 
figure in this study, a well-known example are the diaries of the 
French-Ukrainian painter Marie Bashkirtseff (1858–1884), which 
were published shortly after the painter’s early death.168 The corre-
spondence of Jeanna Bauck and Bertha Wegmann proves that they 
knew Bashkirtseff’s diary, reading it aloud to one another and rec-
ommending it to their friend Hildegard Thorell.169 

In her study of the intimate friendship between the famous 
Swedish author Selma Lager löf (1858–1940) and her colleague 
 Sophie Elkan (1853–1921), Eva Helen Ulvros has pointed out that 
the two writers repeatedly, and not without some irony, discussed 
a future publication of their correspondence. They even reflected 
upon which writing material to use to make their epistolary ex-
change more lasting and to facilitate its transcription by future 
scholars.170 In light of some suspicious gaps in the preserved cor-
respondence, Ulvros has suggested that Lagerlöf and Elkan delib-
erately destroyed some of their letters and thereby erased periods 
and aspects of their friendship, including the most intimate and 
passionate, eventually shaping the future reception of their rela-
tionship.171 As a consequence, there are reasonable grounds to sus-
pect that some of the artists in this study might have toyed with 
the idea that their epistolary writing might one day become public. 
Of course, this is not the same as to claim that they expected their 
letters to be published or examined by scholars, or that these letters 
were even written with such considerations constantly in mind. 

In fact, letters were never private in the nineteenth century in 
the sense that we might expect them to be from a contemporary 
point of view. It was common to read letters aloud or to forward 
them by including a personal note.172 Wegmann used to forward 
Thorell’s letters to Bauck to have them translated.173 As Margareta 
Gynning has remarked in her annotated edition of Eva Bonnier’s 
correspondence, the artist addressed her letters from Paris often 
to the whole family and she intended them to be read aloud or 
distributed among the closest family members.174 In 1883, Hanna 
Hirsch mentioned in a letter to Bonnier that she shared the con-
tent of the friend’s letters from Paris with her fellow students at 
the academy in Stockholm: “I read your Paris letters aloud to the 
girls, that is to say, as much as I considered appropriate.”175 Against 
this backdrop, one has to conceive of the letter as neither a wholly 
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private nor a wholly public document. As the literary scholar Cath-
arine R. Stimpson remarked, the letter occupies a “psychological 
and rhetorical middle space” between what we write for ourselves 
and what we write for an audience.176

Apart from its liminal position as a private-public document, 
it is important to consider that the letter had its own particular 
cultural status and gendered connotations, which emerged in the 
eighteenth century but remained formative during the entire nine-
teenth century. Letter writing represented a highly regarded cul-
tural practice among the middle and upper classes and formed an 
integral part of children’s education.177 Due to its natural style and 
spontaneous expressiveness, letter writing was conceived as a genre 
in which women in particular were supposed to excel due to their 
presupposed emotional temperament.178 The letter is a genre of 
writing with certain conventions, meant to evoke specific emotions 
through formalized expressions. Intimate women friends used to 
constantly express affection in their correspondence, often charac-
terized by a romantic and emotionally-charged language unfamil-
iar to the contemporary reader.179 The ritualized motif of “longing 
for the friend” served to secure and confirm the continuity of the 
relationship.180 Even though longing was a convention in episto-
lary writing, it stands in for the deeper importance of the medium 
of the letter in the context of Nordic women painters’ networking 
across national borders. As a “ritual of attachment”, letter writing 
helped artist friends to maintain a sense of community and to cul-
tivate their intellectual and artistic exchange, even after they had 
returned to their respective home countries after joint study peri-
ods abroad.181 

Further, strategies of self-management and -censorship have 
to be examined when critically analyzing the artists’ letters. An-
alyzing the family correspondence of a French bourgeois woman 
in the late nineteenth century, the historian Susan Foley has illu-
minated the processes by which girls and young women learned to 
control their emotions in their epistolary practices and fashioned 
selves that harmonized with their assigned social role. Foley has 
demonstrated how middle-class women in their correspondence 
constituted the self into acceptable channels, using self-effacing as a 
central strategy in their epistolary writing.182 The same strategy can 
be traced in Eva Bonnier’s letters to her family in which self-denial 
is an omnipresent motif. Similar self-effacing patterns also charac-
terize Hildegard Thorell’s letters to her husband, written in a naïve 
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and submissive tone, expressive of her dependent position in the 
marriage as the self-described hustrubarn (child-wife) to Reinhold 
Thorell, who was eleven years her senior.183 

Besides self-management, self-censorship is another aspect that 
complicates the analysis of the artists’ letters, and this is particular-
ly relevant in a period during which intimate same-sex friendships 
were met with increasingly skeptical and partly even hostile atti-
tudes.184 Inspired by the queer theorist Eve Kosofsky Sedgwick’s 
reparative approach, gender scholar Ulla Manns has discussed mo-
ments of silence in the sources on the Swedish women’s movement 
and suggested approaching them by means of queer readings that 
consider the heteronormative context in which they were written.185 
This means sensitizing oneself for small details and occasional 
comments that counteract the heteronormative ideology, and pay-
ing attention to silences, gaps or discontinuities in the texts. When 
studying the correspondence of Bauck, Thorell and Wegmann, par-
ticular attention was paid to such epistolary frictions.

Finally, letters have genre-specific structural properties, which 
pose certain methodological challenges to the scholar. The letter 
is dialogical, perspectival and emergent, which means that it is ad-
dressed to a specific person, relates to a particular recipient and 
presupposes that they share a common social world and time.186 
Hence, the letter is not occasioned or structured according to re-
searcher-determined concerns, and losses will inevitably occur in 
the translation of its content. 

All the above considerations in combination with the sub-
stantial scope of the consulted epistolary material were the ma-
jor methodological challenges in studying the artists’ correspon-
dence. Ultimately, it is imperative to be responsive to the letter’s 
genre-specific properties, to study what is mediated and what is not 
over time, and to pay due attention to blanks in the material as well 
as to mistranslations that can occur in the act of research.187 

As the historian Dena Goodman has argued, “writing allows 
a person to withdraw into him or herself, writing also facilitates 
the reflection through which personal autonomy is attained, or at 
least experienced”.188 Consequently, letter writing can be under-
stood as a practice of self-fashioning through which “individuals 
produce themselves as subjects”.189 Beyond serving as a medium of 
communication between a sender and a recipient, the letter is a 
literary medium for self-expression and representation, which pos-
sesses a certain degree of fictionality.190 On the basis of recent auto-
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biographical theory, letter writing can therefore be conceived as a 
“mediated act of self-projection”, which allows its author to nego-
tiate different subject positions and construct multiple personae in 
exchanges with different recipients.191 As mentioned above, the aim 
is to take another step in the reading of the letters and to extract 
more from them than just evidence about the artists’ life and work, 
additionally studying them as genuine sites of self-fashioning. Both 
the painting and the letter have their individual conditionalities, 
but visual and epistolary narratives can nevertheless be treated as 
interlinked media of self-fashioning.192 

Previous Research

This study is based on extensive archival research on well-known 
and less well-known women artists from the Nordic countries. It 
is positioned at the intersection of feminist art history and recent 
reconsiderations of Nordic art in the late nineteenth century that 
question modernist narratives, the notion of one-sided influence 
and nationalist art historiographies. It aims to provide an alterna-
tive approach to the so-called academic art of the late nineteenth 
century and offers new perspectives on the artists’ international 
careers and networks. Furthermore, this study relates to critical 
inquiries regarding the idea and myth of the artist as well as the 
role and function of the studio space in the construction of artistic 
identity. Finally, it is connected to research on portraiture as both 
aesthetic and social practice, offering new perspectives on artistic 
self-representation. Besides introducing the concept of the friend-
ship image, it also provides new methodological approaches to art-
ists’ letters and epistolary practices.

The closing decades of the nineteenth century are considered a 
“golden age” in Nordic art history. There is no other period which 
has been subject to more scholarly inquiries, publications or exhi-
bitions and which is more tightly embedded in the collective con-
sciousness of the Nordic nations. In the Swedish context, the clas-
sic work and the publication to which all subsequent scholarship 
responds is Sixten Strömbom’s comprehensive publication on the 
history of the Artists’ Union, Konstnärsförbundets historia, which was 
published in two volumes in 1945 and 1965.193 Strömbom’s narra-
tive is largely a heroic story that portrays the Opponents’ struggle 
for artistic freedom and self-expression against the reactionary and 
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backward-minded academy, eventually paving the way for modern-
ism. In this linear history of artistic progress, women artists figure 
only in the form of marginal notes.

The 1970s marked the starting point for feminist interventions 
in the history of art, both internationally and in the Nordic coun-
tries. In the anglophone context, Linda Nochlin’s thought-provok-
ing essay “Why Have There Been No Great Women Artists?” from 
1970 and the book-length study Old Mistresses: Women, Art and Ide-
ology by Rozsika Parker and Griselda Pollock from 1981 have prov-
en highly influential to this day.194 Around the same time in Swe-
den, Anna Lena Lindberg and Barbro Werkmäster conducted basic 
research on the lives and work of women artists, while highlighting 
the institutional and social preconditions and structural discrimi-
nation against women in the art field.195 In 1983, Anne Wichstrøm 
published the survey book Kvinner ved staffeliet: Kvinnelige malere i 
Norge før 1900, which has become a standard work on women art-
ists in Norway prior to 1900.196 In the Swedish context, Eva-Lena 
Bengtsson’s and Barbro Werkmäster’s Kvinna och konstnär i 1800-ta-
lets Sverige from 2004 has gained a similar status.197 When it comes 
to scholarship on women artists in Denmark and Finland with a 
temporal focus on the 1880s, pioneering research has been con-
ducted by Lise Svanholm and Riitta Konttinen.198

Ingrid Ingelman’s doctoral dissertation Kvinnliga konstnärer i 
Sverige: En undersökning av elever vid Konstakademin inskrivna 1864–
1924, deras rekrytering, utbildning och verksamhet at Uppsala Univer-
sity from 1982 was the first socio-historical inquiry about the art-
ists who studied at the women’s department at the Royal Academy 
of Fine Arts during the first sixty years after its formation.199 The 
publication in conjunction with the exhibition Från Amalia Linde-
gren till Julia Beck: Kvinnliga konstnärer på konstakademien 1847–1872 
at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm from 1997 further 
explored the artistic training of women artists at the academy be-
fore and after the inception of the women’s department.200 Mar-
gareta Gynning’s doctoral dissertation Det ambivalenta perspektivet: 
Eva Bonnier och Hanna Hirsch-Pauli i 1880-talets konstliv from 1999, 
about Eva Bonnier’s and Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s artistic production 
in the 1880s, is closely related to the current project, even though 
its psycho-biographical perspective clearly distinguishes it from the 
approach taken in this study.201 The same year, Gynning further 
published Eva Bonnier’s Paris letters from the years 1883 to 1889.202 
This important contribution has made accessible a first-hand ac-
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count by a woman artist of the artistic life of the 1880s, finally add-
ing a female voice to the numerous anecdotes of male artists. Patrik 
Steorn’s doctoral dissertation Nakna män: Maskulinitet och kreativi-
tet i svensk bildkultur 1900–1915 from 2006 was a pioneering contri-
bution to masculinity studies in Sweden.203 It applied queer theory 
to the representation of masculinity and the male nude around the 
turn of the century, analyzing its complex aesthetic, cultural, social 
and ideological implications. 

Anna Lena Lindberg’s study En mamsell i akademien from 2010 
on the artist Ulrica Fredrica Pasch (1735–1796) was not only the 
first monograph on the Swedish eighteenth-century portrait paint-
er, but more importantly it has also been methodologically inspir-
ing, as it has used Pasch’s case to discuss broader questions concern-
ing the social position, working conditions and self- promotional 
strategies of women artists in the period.204 When it comes to 
monographs and single-artist studies, Anne Wichstrøm’s eminent 
research on Asta Nørregaard in the form of several articles and a 
comprehensive monograph published in 2011 has provided im-
portant perspectives, particularly with regard to the analysis of the 
artist’s self-portrait from 1883.205 Görel Cavalli-Björkman’s com-
prehensive biography of Eva Bonnier from 2013 also needs to be 
mentioned in this context.206 

Katarina Wadstein MacLeod has published two articles and 
a book-length study on the representation of the interior in the 
work of Hanna Hirsch-Pauli and Fanny Brate (1861–1940), among 
others, studying the complex relationship between the home as a 
female sphere and artistic identity.207 Wadstein MacLeod’s current 
research project focuses on the collaboration and cohabitation of 
the painter Elisabeth Barnekow (1874–1942) and the sculptor Ida 
Thoresen (1863–1937), whose biographies are positioned at the in-
tersection of the upper-class milieu, artistic circles and women’s 
rights activism.208 Asking research questions akin to those posed by 
Wadstein MacLeod, Øystein Sjåstad has recently published an es-
say on the Norwegian painter Kitty Kielland, analyzing her artistic 
practice, writing, unconventional life choices and political activism 
from the perspective of queer theory.209

Museum-based research has been extremely important in put-
ting the life and work of Nordic women artists on the art historical 
map. The exhibition Kvinnor som målat, curated by Görel Cavalli- 
Björkman at Nationalmuseum in Stockholm in 1975, strategically 
presented works by women artists from the collections, which had 
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long been hidden away in the museum storages.210 In 1998, Lise 
Svanholm curated the first and only monographic exhibition on 
Bertha Wegmann to date at Øregaard Museum, located on the out-
skirts of Copenhagen. On the occasion of the exhibition, Svanholm 
published a small catalog, including a short essay about the life and 
work of the artist.211 In conjunction with the groundbreaking exhi-
bition project De drogo till Paris: Nordiska konstnärinnor på 1880-talet 
at Liljevalchs konsthall in Stockholm in 1988, a catalog was pub-
lished that presented essential basic research on the life and work 
of selected women artists from the Nordic countries who studied in 
Paris during the 1880s.212 This exhibition has also decisively shaped 
the notion of Paris as a liberating space for Nordic women artists 
in the period under consideration. 

The exhibition Når kvinder fortæller: Kvindelige malere i Norden 
1880–1900 at Kunstforeningen in Copenhagen in 2002 followed a 
similar approach, uniting a Nordic focus with an emphasis on Par-
is as a training ground.213 Anna Lena Lindberg’s essay on Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli’s portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt in the same cat-
alog has informed my analysis of the work in the final chapter and 
inspired the development of new perspectives on the representa-
tion of the studio space and the dialogue between painting and 
sculpture enacted in the likeness.214 The traveling exhibition Wom-
en Artists in Paris, 1850–1900 organized by the American Federation 
of Arts in 2017 was the first major show to bring together Nordic 
women artists with their internationally better-known French and 
American peers, such as Rosa Bonheur (1822–1899), Berthe Mor-
isot (1841–1895) and Mary Cassatt (1844–1926).215 

For the year 2022, Den Hirschsprungske Samling is preparing a 
monographic show on Bertha Wegmann entitled Bertha Wegmann: 
At male på mange sprog and Linda Hinners, curator of sculpture at 
Nationalmuseum, is organizing the exhibition How Wonderful To Be 
A Sculptor on Nordic women sculptors active between 1870 and 
1920.216 These ongoing exhibition and research projects point to-
wards a revitalized interest by Nordic museums in the production 
of turn-of-the-century women artists.

In parallel to the scholarship outlined above on women artists 
from the perspectives of feminist, gender and queer theory, the last 
twenty years have seen a trend towards revisionist approaches to 
Nordic late-nineteenth-century art that has nuanced and broad-
ened the historiography of the period in various directions. In her 
1999 doctoral dissertation Det sköna i verklighetens värld: Akade-
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misk konstsyn i Sverige under senare delen av 1800-talet, Maria Görts 
has questioned the strict dichotomic notion of academic versus 
modernist artistic outlooks and nuanced the history of the presup-
posed schism between the Opponents and the Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts in Stockholm.217 Görts’ study questioned the ideologi-
cally-motivated dismissal of academic art as second-rate and back-
ward-looking, thereby facilitating the reconsideration of those art-
ists who did not fit into the narrative of modernist progression. 

Charlotta Nordström’s doctoral dissertation Up the Stylish 
Staircase: Situating the Fürstenberg Gallery and Art Collection in a Late 
Nineteenth-Century Swedish Art World from 2015 falls into the same 
category of critical historiography, reconsidering the role of the 
Gothenburg collectors Pontus (1827–1902) and Göthilda Fürsten-
berg (1837–1901) in the promotion of the art of the Opponents and 
the Artists’ Union in Sweden.218 Nordström has not only demon-
strated that the couple’s collecting practice was more diverse and 
eclectic than previously assumed, but she has also highlighted the 
role of bourgeois collectors and the function of exhibitions in the 
making of artistic careers. 

In recent years, one can identify a trend in the scholarship on 
Nordic art from the late nineteenth century towards globalization, 
replacing the notion of one-sided influence from center (Paris) to 
periphery (the North) with ideas about artistic exchange, migra-
tion and transnational encounters. In her doctoral dissertation 
Grez-sur-Loing Revisited: The International Artists’ Colony in a Different 
Light from Gothenburg University in 2013, Alexandra Herlitz has 
revised the historiography of the artists’ colony in Grez-sur-Loing 
in the Fontainebleau forest and highlighted the internationality of 
the artistic community there, studying artistic cross-fertilization 
and exchange between Scandinavian and anglophone artists.219 
Traditionally, accounts of Nordic artists in Paris have emphasized 
how their exposure to French art, which culminated in the 1880s, 
eventually gave way to a return to their homelands and the devel-
opment of national romanticism in the 1890s that focused on the 
depiction of Nordic nature and cultural traditions. In her doctor-
al dissertation Le mythe du retour: Les artistes scandinaves en France de 
1889 à 1908 from 2013, Vibeke Röstorp questioned this assumption 
and demonstrated that many Nordic artists who came to Paris nev-
er returned to their home countries and chose to pursue a career in 
France instead.220 In an article from 2019, Röstorp has developed 
this argument further and introduced the term third culture artists, 
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denoting those artists who were considered exotic and innovative 
by the French, while being condemned as “Frenchified” by their 
compatriots at home.221 Röstorp’s concept of the third culture artist 
and her observations regarding the double-edged reception of Nor-
dic artists like Julia Beck can even be applied more broadly to those 
artists who migrated back and forth between their home countries 
and the artistic centers of Europe, such as Bertha Wegmann. 

In a recent case study of Anders Zorn’s painting The Ice Skat-
er from 1898 and its preparatory drawings and watercolors, Eliz-
abeth Doe Stone has demonstrated how the artist simultaneously 
incorporated memories from his stays in the Parisian metropolis 
and experiences from his home town of Mora in Dalarna into his 
work, pursuing a “career in transit”.222 Doe Stone’s argument that 
artistic careers are non-linear and that different experiences and 
impressions can be incorporated time-independently into a single 
work has been informative for this study. In her doctoral disserta-
tion “Excentriske slægtskaber: En mobilitetsbevidst gentænkning 
af danske kvindelige kunstnere ca. 1880–1910” at the University of 
Copenhagen from 2020, Emilie Boe Bierlich has likewise studied 
the dynamics of transnationalism, migration and mobility in the 
life and work of Danish women artists, including the transnational 
career of Bertha Wegmann as a central case study.223 Bierlich’s con-
ceptualization of mobility has helped to address the crucial impor-
tance of the dynamics of movement and travel for the construction 
of artistic identity, international networks and group affiliation.

A vast amount of scholarly literature exists on the self-por-
trait, but most investigations into artistic self-representation pro-
vide broad, often chronological surveys of the development of the 
genre, sometimes with a gender-specific focus on self-portraits by 
women artists.224 An important reference work has been Portraits of 
the Artist as a Young Woman: Painting and the Novel in France and Brit-
ain, 1800–1860 from 2011 by the scholar of French and comparative 
literature Alexandra K. Wettlaufer, which explores the construction 
of artistic identity in the work of women painters and writers in the 
period directly preceding this study.225 Wettlaufer has placed con-
siderable emphasis on the importance of the studio space for the 
self-invention of women painters in the first half of the nineteenth 
century and her study has therefore been particularly inspiring for 
my analyses of studio scenes. Working at the intersection of art 
history, celebrity studies and fashion studies, Andrea Kollnitz has 
devoted a number of articles to developing innovative transdisci-
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plinary and performative approaches to artistic self-representation 
that have informed the understanding of self-fashioning in this 
study.226 Tamar Garb has conducted relevant research on French 
portraiture in the nineteenth century, putting particular emphasis 
on the representation of the female sitter.227 Garb’s methodologi-
cal approach, which builds on focused visual analyses of a limited 
number of paintings, has been particularly instructive. 

The 2015 socio-historical inquiry Académie Royale: A History 
in Portraits by Hannah Williams has conceptualized the Académie 
Royale de Peinture et de Sculpture not as a dehumanized institution 
but as a “community of people”, informing my understanding of 
the friendship image as a social practice.228 Williams has analyzed 
male artists’ social networks in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries and discussed how portraits exchanged between artist 
friends embodied the relationship as “products of the maker’s per-
sonal investment, signs of the sitter’s implicit trust and celebration 
of times spent together.”229 Shortly before this manuscript went to 
print, Jessica L. Fripp published a book on portraiture and friend-
ship in eighteenth-century France, exploring how ideas about 
friendship were enacted in the lives of artists in the era of Enlight-
enment.230 In Fellow Men: Fantin-Latour and the Problem of the Group 
in Nineteenth-Century French Painting from 2013, Bridget Alsdorf has 
studied the group portrait in late-nineteenth-century French art. 
Refusing to treat the painters’ social and intellectual affiliations as 
trivial and anecdotal background to their work, Alsdorf has studied 
how their works reimagined affiliation in representation.231 Schol-
arship that explicitly focuses on artist portraits in Nordic art is rare, 
and to the best of my knowledge only Sine Krogh, in an article 
from 2015, has thoroughly analyzed the meaning of the artist por-
trait in relation to concepts of friendship.232 This study shares with 
the above contributions that collectivity, sociability, emulation and 
collaboration are understood to be essential to the creative process. 
Interpersonal relationships are not simply conceived as anecdotal 
backdrops to the work, but actively shape the artists’ self-fashion-
ing. Whereas the past ten years have seen an increase in studies 
exploring the creative sociability of male artists, contributions that 
focus on women’s artistic communities are still few, and it is this 
gap that the present study aims to fill.233 

When it comes to sociability as it plays out in the studio setting, 
Thomas Crow’s Emulation: Making Artists for Revolutionary France 
from 1995 is a classic study analyzing the complex interpersonal 
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dynamics and homo-social networks among artists working in 
Jacques-Louis David’s (1748–1825) studio.234 Sarah Betzer’s Ingres 
and the Studio from 2012 constitutes a challenge to the understand-
ing of the nineteenth-century artist workshop as an exclusively 
male sphere.235 Here, Betzer claims that the women sitters in the 
ingriste studio “played decisive roles and emerged as vital interloc-
utors in a shared aesthetic project” and thereby she conceptualized 
the studio as an expansive space in which both artists and sitters 
jointly negotiate artistic identity in “charged studio relations”.236 

The genre of the studio interior has been subject to extensive 
scholarly inquiry in the last two decades. The appeal of the studio 
space is premised on a renewed interest in the figure of the art-
ist and its discursive formation in modernity.237 Of particular rele-
vance for this study are those approaches by Phillippe Junod, Uwe 
Fleckner and Rachel Esner that read the studio interior as a spatial-
ized self-portrait and investigate the spatial dimensions of identity 
formation.238 The studio interior in nineteenth-century Nordic art 
has hitherto only been discussed by Erik Mørstad in an article that 
focused primarily on its iconography.239 

Besides Wettlaufer’s above-mentioned contribution, the role of 
the studio space for the professionalization of women painters in 
the nineteenth century has been addressed by Rachel Mader in her 
socio-historical inquiry on women artists in late-nineteenth-cen-
tury Paris.240 Rather than telling the story of women artists sole-
ly through narratives of oppression and marginalization, Mader 
has suggested employing the professional sphere of the studio as a 
means to highlight how women artists overcame obstacles despite 
structural discrimination.241 Whereas Mader reads the studio as a 
site for sociability and commercial interests, she negates that it also 
functioned as a space in which artistic identity was actively negoti-
ated.242 In contrast to Mader, who omits the Nordic artists active in 
Paris at the time, this study argues that the charged interaction be-
tween the artist and the studio space was crucial for Nordic women 
painters’ self-fashioning in painting in the 1880s. 

My understanding of the spatial dimension of self-fashioning 
is indebted to Susan Sidlaukas’ analysis of the interrelationship 
between space and identity in nineteenth-century painting.243 Sid-
laukas has not explicitly addressed the studio or the gendered im-
plications of the interior. However, her conceptualization of spatial 
identity has shaped the analysis of the studio scenes in the final 
chapter. 
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To a greater extent than art historians, literary scholars have 
explored the potential of space in facilitating women’s creativity 
and professionalization in the nineteenth century.244 Finally, critical 
reconsiderations of the public-private divide, studies on gendered 
spaces and women in the public sphere in nineteenth-century visu-
al culture, most notably the scholarship of Temma Balducci, have 
helped to conceptualize women artists’ studios as hybrid spaces that 
transgress the boundaries between the public and the private.245

The starting point for this research project was my own un-
published master’s thesis “Selbstportraits und Freundschaftsbilder 
skandinavischer Künstlerinnen in Paris während der 1880er-Jahre” 
from Freie Universität in Berlin in 2015.246 During the past five 
years of conducting this dissertation project, initial findings have 
been presented in two peer-reviewed articles, both published in 
2018: First results from the study of Hildegard Thorell’s correspon-
dence and preliminary analyses of the friendship images of Jeanna 
Bauck and Bertha Wegmann discussed in the second chapter have 
been published in RIHA Journal.247 An initial and summarizing 
analysis of Asta Nørregaard’s self-portrait from 1883 from the fi-
nal chapter has been published in Kunst & Kultur.248 Theoretical 
approaches and methodological challenges in the study of artists’ 
letters have been outlined in their initial stages in a contribution 
to the volume Skrif om vad du målar: Breven från Anna Nordlander till 
Kerstin Cardon from 2019.249 

Outline

This study is divided into three main chapters that are each ded-
icated to a genre of painterly self-fashioning: The first chapter is 
about the self-portrait, the second deals with the friendship image 
and the third chapter addresses the studio scene. The final chap-
ter is most eclectic in structure and content, as it revitalizes some 
of the discussions and analytical concepts presented and outlined 
in the previous chapters. The study concludes with a summarizing 
discussion. 

Chapter I is dedicated to Julia Beck’s strategies of self-promo-
tion and it centers around her self-portrait from 1880. The analysis 
of the self-portrait focuses on the emulative strategies by means of 
which Beck inscribed her self-portrait into the iconographic tradi-
tion of artistic self-representation. The aesthetic concept of emu-
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lation and its history is introduced, followed by a discussion of its 
gendered implications. Thereafter, Beck’s artistic training both at 
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm and at the private 
academies in Paris is outlined. Using the Swedish painters Hugo 
Birger and Ernst Josephson (1851–1906) as comparative examples, 
the chapter further studies how Nordic artists in Paris engaged in 
a competitive dialogue with the old masters in their work, simulta-
neously expressing a sense of emulative rivalry among themselves. 

The function of the self-portrait as an introduction piece at the 
Salon and as a marketing instrument is highlighted by means of a 
comparison with Jenny Nyström’s self-portrait from 1884. Beck’s 
self-portrait is then placed in a broader art historical context through 
comparisons with earlier artist portraits that likewise employed 
strategies of emulation. Finally, Beck’s career following her Salon 
debut will be examined and how she strategically tried to pursue 
her career simultaneously on the Swedish and the French art scenes 
will also be analyzed. Studying the object history of the self-portrait, 
the first chapter further explores how Beck navigated her “career 
in transit”250 and how she tried to reconcile her internationalism 
with her Swedish heritage by organizing her artistic legacy in her 
home country through the strategic donation of her own likeness. 

Chapter II analyzes community, sociability, friendship and col-
laboration among Nordic women artists in the 1880s by focusing 
on the artistic partnership of Jeanna Bauck and Bertha Wegmann. 
It starts off with a detailed definition of the friendship image, 
followed by an analysis of friendship in theoretical and historical 
perspective that addresses the shifting attitudes towards intimate 
friendships between women in the late nineteenth century. The 
emotional and practical impact of friendship and community on the 
professionalization of women artists in the late nineteenth century 
is examined through an analysis of travel companionship, cohabi-
tation, collective study and networking. This studies how women 
artists, internationally and in the Nordic countries, conceived of 
their community in travel writing, memoirs, essays and articles, as 
well as letters and diaries. Further, Barbara H. Rosenwein’s concept 
of the emotional community is introduced as a means to analyze the 
close ties of friendship that Nordic women painters developed in 
the period. The epistolary exchange between Jeanna Bauck, Hilde-
gard Thorell and Bertha Wegmann is analyzed alongside a chrono-
logical outline that allows a study of the course of their lifelong 
friendship. Thorell’s letters to her husband Reinhold are included 
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in the argument, as they provide an onlooker’s view of the relation-
ship between Bauck and Wegmann. The core of the second chapter 
is then dedicated to an in-depth analysis of the friendship images 
of Bauck and Wegmann, which are placed in a historic context and 
discussed in comparison to similar partnerships, most notably that 
of the Norwegian artists Harriet Backer and Kitty Kielland. Finally, 
the analysis of the letters and paintings is brought together in an 
analysis of the collaborative practices and dual authorship of Bauck 
and Wegmann.

Chapter III explores the function of the studio space in self- 
portraits, friendship images and studio interiors, combining all 
the genre categories explored in this study. It brings together the 
central concerns of the previous chapters – emulation and collab-
oration – and connects them with the appropriation of the studio 
space. The final chapter begins with an analysis of Brita Ellström’s 
(1873–1945) photographic album from 1903 that portrays the art-
ist’s studio in Paris from various angles. The album allows for an 
exploration of the multiple layers of meaning associated with the 
artist’s workshop as both an imagined and as lived-in space. The 
professionalization of women artists was closely intertwined with 
the spaces they inhabited. The access to (or lack of) a studio was de-
cisive for their ability to develop their skills as artists on a practical 
level, and on a metaphorical level it was decisive for their ability to 
conceive of themselves as artists. 

By studying representations of the studio in painting, journal-
ism and epistolary writing, the conflicted position of the profes-
sional space in the lives of women artists in the late nineteenth 
century is explored, followed by an in-depth analysis of three key 
artworks, the most central of which is Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s por-
trait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt from 1886–87. The analysis of the 
painting focuses on the charged juxtaposition of artist and space 
in this studio scene, followed by an exploration of the dialogic and 
collaborative encounter between artist-painter and sitter-sculptor 
in light of the reawakened paragone of painting and sculpture in 
the late nineteenth century. The idea of paragone also informs the 
analysis of Eva Bonnier’s studio interior from 1886, in which the 
artist in reference to the myth of Pygmalion seemingly brings her 
own sculpture to life. Finally, Asta Nørregaard’s self-portrait in the 
studio from 1883 is analyzed, focusing on the painting’s complex 
iconographic program that fashions the artist as universal genius.
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I. The Self-Portrait

The self-portrait is distinguished from all other forms of portrai-
ture by the simple fact that the artist is both the maker and the 
subject of the image. It is traditionally understood to be the prima-
ry genre of artistic self-representation and a manifestation of the 
artist’s self-understanding.251 With the emergence of the exhibition 
artist in the nineteenth century, the persona of the artist increasing-
ly became the subject of public interest. The media, the critics and 
the public were united in their desire to come closer to the individ-
ual behind the work. Since the self-portrait was painted without a 
commission, it was believed to be an authentic product of artistic 
freedom and a direct expression of the artist’s temperament and 
psyche.252 In this climate, the self-portrait gained renewed impor-
tance as a key genre of artistic self-fashioning. The following chap-
ter will approach the self-portrait as a medium of self-promotion, 
allowing the artist to construct an image of herself. The self-por-
trait will be conceptualized as both an aesthetic and a social object, 
by means of which the painter positioned herself in relation to her 
contemporary audience and in relation to a pictorial tradition. 

The following analysis revolves around the Swedish painter Ju-
lia Beck and the self-portrait she exhibited at the Salon of 1880. It 
will examine the self-promotional strategies that Beck employed to 
inscribe herself into the professional tradition of the artist and it 
will ask how she appropriated and reinterpreted the accompanying 
pictorial tropes from her own subject position.253 Emulation will 
be introduced as a key legitimizing strategy by means of which she 
appropriated the role of the artist in her self-portrait. Comparative 
works by Swedish and international artists will be used to contex-
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tualize Beck’s self-portrait and its use of emulation in a contempo-
rary and historical perspective. 

Further, this chapter will explore how Beck used the self-por-
trait towards the end of her career to organize her own legacy in 
Sweden. Beck never married and she spent the great majority of her 
adult life in France, only sporadically returning to her homeland. 
In contrast to those artists who returned to their home countries 
after a few formative years abroad and managed to shape their own 
reception, Beck can be considered an “outsider” who had to regain 
a position in Swedish art history. She left only a few personal traces 
behind and relatively little is yet known about her professional bi-
ography or her private life. The following chapter draws upon hith-
erto unpublished archival material, providing new insights into 
how Beck navigated her career between two cultural contexts. The 
analysis of Beck’s self-portrait and its function in the making of the 
artist’s international career exemplarily demonstrates how one can 
generate knowledge about the self-promotional strategies of artists 
by closely studying the self-portraits and their object history. 

Self-portraiture is an artistic practice that is embedded in gen-
dered structures of meaning. Artists produce images of themselves 
by employing certain iconographic and stylistic conventions, which 
were initially designed to promote the privileged status of the male 
artist.254 Therefore, every woman artist inevitably had to position 
herself in relation to this dominant and gendered tradition of rep-
resentation. From this it follows that every act of inscribing herself 
into that tradition and employing its visual tropes caused frictions 
that challenged the very narratives constituting the idea of the art-
ist. The following analysis aims to explore these frictions and to 
study the strategies by means of which Julia Beck challenged and 
reinvented the idea of the artist.

The Salon Debut

In the spring of 1880 Julia Beck submitted her self-portrait to the 
Salon in Paris. The artist represented herself in a half-length por-
trait dressed in a historicizing costume via a black cloak and a gray-
brimmed plume hat. The painting figured as her introduction piece 
with which she presented herself for the first time to the French 
public. For many foreign artists residing in Paris, having a picture 
accepted for the Salon was not only a priority, but often the central 

Fig. 17. Julia Beck, 
Self-Portrait, Paris, 
1880.
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goal of a stay in the French capital. To exhibit at the Salon was 
a means for women artists to prove their professional seriousness 
and to launch their artistic careers. Even though women artists 
encountered bias at the Salon, the exhibition was a public stage 
on which they could compete directly with their male peers, or as 
Kirsten Swinth put it: “Here, where they could be judged by merit 
rather than by sex, was where women chose to advance their cause, 
demonstrating their identification with professionalism.”255 Even if 
one had been accepted by the jury, it was a rather difficult task to 
stand out among the thousands of artists contributing to the pres-
tigious exhibition each year, as the Swedish journalist Claës Lundin 
(1825–1908) remarked in an article on Beck from 1894:
 

It certainly is not easy to attract attention at the Salon in Paris. 
The exhibition of 1880 was even very rich in female participants. 
No less than 1081 women were already then represented there, 
and to make oneself noticeable among such a mass is very dif-
ficult for a young artist without a famous name or guardian.256

Despite these obstacles, Beck’s self-portrait was well received by the 
French press and the Gazette des Femmes praised it as a “good debut”, 
adding: “Julia Beck has painted her own portrait with a delightful 
verve: under the elegant, gray hat you have the pleasure to see her 
face, which is rendered in a fresh and delicate touch.”257 

In the self-portrait, Beck has placed her body in front of an 
undefined, light brown background, parallel to the picture plane. 
She has turned her face towards the beholder and gazes attentively 
over her shoulder, maintaining a compositional distance to her au-
dience. She has depicted herself in three-quarter profile, with the 
left side of her face accentuated and the right lying in shadows. The 
artist’s left eye pierces out of the canvas under a slightly-raised eye-
brow and captivates the beholder’s attention. The skillful employ-
ment of chiaroscuro in the rendering of the facial features creates 
a sensation of drama. This impression is intensified by the black 
traveling cloak, which enhances the volume of the artist’s body. The 
traveling cloak is accentuated by the white chemise underneath, 
the strap of a bag and a red handkerchief, placed inside the breast 
pocket of the cloak. Beck is wearing a brimmed plume hat under 
which her long brown hair is visible. 

Beck’s likeness recalls Baroque portraiture in terms of style, 
palette, lighting, composition and dress. When asked about her 
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favorite painter more than fifty years after the completion of the 
self-portrait, Beck replied that she admired the Spanish Baroque 
painter Diego Velázquez (1599–1660) for his portraits.258 Admi-
ration for Velázquez was widespread during the late nineteenth 
century, among both French and Nordic artists.259 Apart from 
Velázquez, Julia Beck also seems to have taken inspiration from 
Rembrandt Harmenszoon van Rijn (1606–1669), who had gained 
a cult-like status by the end of the nineteenth century. As Alison 
McQueen has demonstrated, Rembrandt’s persona and oeuvre ac-
quired a mystic resonance among French artists of the period, es-
pecially among those who defined themselves as non-conformist 
or anti-establishment. French artists were inspired by the Dutch 
master’s presupposed eccentric personality and his distinct style, 
which they tried to emulate in their own works. For those painters, 
the emulation of Rembrandt’s artistic persona was a means to fash-
ion their own professional identities.260 Edgar Degas (1834–1917), 
for instance, explored his own artistic identity in a series of like-
nesses that were strongly inspired by Rembrandt’s self-portraits.261 
The fascination with Rembrandt also spread to the Nordic coun-
tries, indicated by numerous surviving copies of his works by artists 
such as Mina Carlson-Bredberg, Ernst Josephson, Julius Kronberg 
(1850–1921) and Maria Röhl (1801–1875) from Sweden, Albert 
Edelfelt (1854–1905), Venny Soldan-Brofeldt and Dora Wahlroos 
(1870–1947) from Finland, and Harriet Backer from Norway.262 
Anders Zorn kept a painting by Rembrandt in his Paris studio and 
he systematically collected etchings by the Dutch master, resulting 
in a considerable collection comprising 180 pieces that informed 
his own practice of the technique.263 

There is no evidence proving whether or not Beck copied 
Rembrandt while studying in the Louvre, but it is safe to assume 
that she saw his self-portraits during one of her visits to the gal-
leries.264 While Beck was working on her self-portrait, she was 
studying at Académie Trélat with Léon Bonnat (1833–1922), who 
is known to have introduced his pupils to the portrait painting of 
both Velázquez and Rembrandt.265 Bonnat is known to have en-
couraged Harriet Backer to study the work of Rembrandt and he 
congratulated her on an “excellent” copy in a short note.266 Prince 
Eugen (1865–1947), the Swedish painter and youngest son of King 
Oscar II (1829–1907), studied with Bonnat in the late 1880s and 
remembered that the teacher invited his students to his studio on 
Sundays, showing them old master drawings from his own col-
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lection. According to Prince Eugen, Bonnat used the drawings as 
examples to demonstrate to his students “what each of them need-
ed to observe in particular”.267 Prince Eugen’s account indicates 
that the study of the works by old masters was integral to Bonnat’s 
teaching practice.

Rembrandt frequently employed masquerade, disguise and ec-
centric dress in his self-portraits.268 In particular, the fashionable 
beret or bonnet is a recurring feature in his self-portraits and it is 
often adorned with feathers, which were supposed to signal the art-
ist’s poetic ingenuity.269 A central stylistic element in many of Rem-
brandt’s self-portraits is the use of chiaroscuro in the rendering of 
the features of the artist, creating a rich play of light and shade on 
the relief of the face.270 These sartorial and stylistic features can 
be found in Beck’s self-portrait: While the plume hat is the most 
prominent piece of dress in her likeness, the chiaroscuro and the 
shading of the face are the painting’s defining stylistic features. The 
combination of a watchful and a shaded eye probably alludes to 
the combined acts of self-scrutiny and introspection traditionally 
associated with self-portraiture. 

Beck’s piercing gaze appears to be as much directed at the be-
holder as it references the artist’s self-observation in the mirror.271 
The artist’s gaze in the mirror is traditionally conceived to have 
a self-distancing function in the sense that s/he renders her/him-
self other in an image, in which imagination and representation 
inevitably merge into one.272 The artist can never paint and look at 
her/his own reflection at one and the same time and consequently 
the self-portrait always represents a self-image in which appear-
ance and reality interfere.273 When it comes to women artists, the 
self-portrait gaze has certain gendered implications and can be un-
derstood as a marker of the artist’s self-transformation from object 
to subject. According to Laura R. Prieto, the gaze can thus turn 
into a symbol of the artist’s professional status:

Women artists could use this convention in their self-portraits 
to suggest their own keen powers of observation and analysis, 
their artistic skill – in effect, their professionalism. The artist 
who sat for a portrait and turned her gaze back out to the viewer 
transformed herself from an object to a subject. Her image was 
not merely the object of the viewer’s gaze, but asserted its own 
gaze upon the viewer.274
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When one further compares Beck’s likeness with Rembrandt’s 
Self-Portrait with Golden Chain from 1633 in the Louvre collection, 
the similarity in pose is also striking. Both artists have represented 
themselves in half-length portraits with their shoulders turned to-
wards the viewer. They both address the beholder by employing an 
abrupt turn of the head, a pose Hans-Joachim Raupp has termed 
Motiv der genialen Kopfwendung (Motif of the ingenious turn of the 
head).275 According to Raupp, this pose is not simply the logical 
result of the artist’s look inside the mirror or the rhetorical turn 
towards the beholder. Rather, the emphasized turn of the head has 
a symbolic function and stands in for the artist’s ingenuity and in-
tellectual properties.276 Applied to Beck’s self-portrait, this motif 
can be read as a bodily claim of the role of the artist and an ap-
propriation of properties traditionally associated with the opposite 
sex, such as inventiveness and genius.277 Ultimately, both the gaze 
and the turn of the head are authorial features that identify Beck as 
the maker of her own image. 

In her self-portrait, Beck referred to a venerable tradition of 
self-portrayal and employed its visual tropes. This does not mean 
that the likeness should be understood as a citation of a certain 
artist or a certain painting. Instead, I suggest that Beck’s self-por-
trait should be conceived of as an emulation of a certain tradition 

Fig. 18. Rembrandt, 
Self-Portrait With 
Golden Chain, 1633.
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of artistic self-representation. These emulative acts, staged in the 
self-portrait, are versatile, involving dress, gaze, pose and style of 
execution. Two years after her first arrival in Paris in 1878, in her 
first Salon contribution, Beck summarized her professional aspira-
tions and formulated a claim to succession at a decisive moment in 
her career. It is safe to assume that informed visitors to the Salon 
reflected upon Beck’s appropriation of certain tropes of self-por-
traiture and her Rembrandtesque use of the chiaroscuro. To better 
grasp the notion of emulation in relation to Beck’s self-portrait, the 
aesthetic concept and its history will be briefly presented, followed 
by a discussion of its gendered implications. 

Emulation as Admiring Rivalry

Julia Beck’s likeness can be placed in a long history of “visual ap-
prenticeship” based on the emulation, exercise and apprehension of 
technique, skill and idea.278 In modernist art history imitation and 
invention have often figured as two contrasting concepts: Imitation 
or copying are understood as passive and repetitive acts as opposed 
to creation and renewal conceptualized as independent and auton-
omous acts. The alleged rivalry between the so-called academic and 
avant-garde art in the late nineteenth century is grounded mainly 
in this dualism.279 Modernism and its quest for stylistic innovation 
and originality tends to imagine the rivalry with the masters of the 
past as a fight in aggressive and revolutionary terms.280 As opposed 
to this, in academic art theory, artistic development has tradition-
ally been conceptualized as a natural evolution from imitation via 
emulation to invention. From the Renaissance onwards, artistic 
training was grounded in the belief that artistic skill was primarily 
learned by copying the old masters. Only in the final stages of edu-
cation was the artist expected to contribute his own inventiveness, 
although still relying and building on the well-studied models.281 
Academic training depended on the “ambitious competition be-
tween modern and ancient rivals”, which acknowledged both the 
pedagogic value of imitation and the artistic value of invention.282 

As a key concept in early modern aesthetics, emulation united 
artistic continuity with creative novelty. Emulation is distinguished 
from imitation by the fact that the artist does not replicate, but 
rivals a master or a masterpiece, which involves the ambition to 
surpass the example.283 Emulation presupposes the knowledge and 
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understanding of the example and its underlying systems of belief, 
just as much as it requires full command of the technique. The act 
of emulation is generally conceived as respectful because it both 
pays homage and is an attempt to exceed.284 As David Mayernik has 
argued, “emulation practiced well involves critical tension between 
humility and self-confidence, between subsuming and asserting 
one’s identity”.285 However, since the Renaissance, emulation or 
aemulatio has been conceptualized as an ambivalent term and its 
competitive impulse has also been associated with darker and less 
benevolent feelings and character traits, such as envy and conten-
tiousness. Studying Renaissance literature and intellectual history, 
George W. Pigman has aptly summarized such negative feelings 
involved in artistic competition under “the dark side of emula-
tion”.286 Throughout this study, I will return to Pigman’s notion of 
the ambivalence of emulation as “admiring rivalry”, which oscil-
lates between homage and competition and which is understood as 
integral to artistic practice and self-fashioning in painting.287

In an article on the gendering of emulation in eighteenth-cen-
tury French art education, Laura Auricchio has explored the am-
biguity in women artists’ practice of emulation, which rendered it 
necessary for their professional careers, but also dangerous for their 
personal reputations.288 Auricchio argued that women artists had 
to be particularly careful not to transgress the fine line between 
honorary emulation and its “dark sides”, such as ignoble envy, 
greed or immodesty. The idea of emulation as a competition for 
glory and professional recognition was contradictory to conven-
tional notions of bourgeois femininity and antithetical to propriety 
or decorum.289 Further, Auricchio suggested that such fundamen-
tal conflicts between feminine virtue and professional emulation 
played a vital role in the eighteenth-century practice of barring fe-
male students from academic education.290 

While the ideal of proper and modest femininity still prevailed 
in the late nineteenth century, the number of professional women 
artists had greatly increased. Swedish women artists, including Ju-
lia Beck, had been granted admission to the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts in Stockholm, studying in the gender-segregated classes of the 
Fruntimmers-Afdelningen, founded in 1864. Consequently, as regu-
lar students at Konstakademien, women artists had gained the right 
to enter into a dialogue with the art of the past. However, they 
still had to balance emulation with gendered expectations. Indeed, 
Beck staged herself in the self-portrait as an academically trained 
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artist, who, by means of her training at the academy in Stockholm, 
was entitled to enter into a competitive exchange with the masters 
of the past. Consequently, Beck’s self-fashioning in the self-portrait 
was premised upon her training at the academy in Stockholm. In 
the following, the artist’s professional development, from her early 
artistic training at Konstakademien in Stockholm to her studies at 
the private academies in Paris will be outlined.

From Stockholm to Paris 

Julia Beck was born in Stockholm in 1853 as the daughter of Julia 
Carlsson (1825–1889) and the craftsman Franz Beck (1814–1888), 
who had immigrated to Sweden from Western Germany in 1840.291 
Beck’s father successfully established a professional position as a 
bookbinder in Stockholm. He specialized in luxury volumes, which 
brought him into contact with the financial and cultural elite of the 
Swedish capital. In her youth, Beck began to assist her father by 
creating the calligraphy for albums and diplomas. She would later 
work regularly as an illuminator, a practice that remained an im-
portant additional source of income for the artist alongside paint-
ing.292 Consequently, Beck was first introduced to artistic practices 
in her father’s workshop, a feature which has long been one of the 
most common ways for women to enter into an artistic profes-
sion.293 While her brother Viktor Beck (1852–1934) assumed their 
father’s artisanal occupation, Julia Beck eventually decided to study 
fine art. After three years at Slöjdskolan (The Handicraft School) 
in Stockholm from 1869 to 1872, Beck studied at Konstakademien 
between 1872 and 1877. According to the academy’s matriculation 
register, she was among the most accomplished students, passing 
several of her courses with distinction.294 

In an interview with the Swedish newspaper Dagens Nyheter in 
1934, Beck revealed that she had enrolled at the women’s depart-
ment of the academy against her father’s will, who believed that 
such education “did not suit a family girl”.295 She further explained 
that she was accepted only on the grounds of the sample work that 
she had sent in without including any official recommendation. 
After his daughter was accepted to the academy, Franz Beck sup-
ported her in her professional ambitions.296 In the interview from 
1934, Julia Beck emphasized that she entered the academy through 
her own efforts and initiative, and solely on the basis of her artistic 
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skill. Thereby, she fashioned herself as an artist outsider with in-
nate skills that were immediately recognizable.

During her five years of study at the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts in Stockholm, Julia Beck played a leading role in the estab-
lishment of the so-called Akademi-Klubben, the academy’s student 
organization, where both male and female students interacted in 
informal settings. The club arranged social activities for the stu-
dents, such as theatre performances, masquerade balls and dance 
nights. The organization’s first meeting took place in Beck’s studio 
and she became a member of the editorial staff of the lavishly il-
lustrated student newspaper Palett-Skrap, published by the club.297 
The social gatherings of the Akademi-Klubben were later revived in 
Paris, where the majority of its members had settled in the early 
1880s. Eva Bonnier reported in a letter to her family that Beck had 
invited former fellow members of Akademi-Klubben to her Parisian 
studio in the fall of 1883.298 The social exchange between male and 
female classmates at Akademi-Klubben laid the foundation for an 
expatriate community that the artists came to build among them-
selves in France.299 Beck’s central role in this artistic circle is evident 
in Bonnier’s correspondence, but also in Richard Bergh’s letters to 
his wife-to-be Helena Klemming (1863–1889) from Paris, in which 
he regularly mentioned Beck and the community’s frequent so-
cial interactions.300 The letters by Bonnier and Bergh indicate that 
female and male artists from Sweden did not operate in separate 
spheres, neither at home, nor in France, even though they received 
 gender-segregated artistic education.

The education at Konstakademien was founded on drawing and 
copying, first after plaster casts of antique sculptures and eventual-
ly after the live model. The collections of Nationalmuseum hold over 
one hundred drawings from the Antique and the Model School 
produced by Beck during her studies at the academy.301 Central to 
the teaching at Konstakademien was further the copying of works by 
old masters, preferably in the collections of Nationalmuseum. Lat-
er on, the academy’s scholarship recipients were expected to send 
home copies from their journeys to the continent. Lectures in art 
history were also part of the timetable.302 The success of Swedish 
women artists on the French art scene was highly dependent on the 
thorough and professional education they were offered at the acad-
emy in Stockholm.303 Beck’s teacher Léon Bonnat is said to have 
uttered his amazement at all of the “talented women artists from 
the North”. Bonnat’s statement is recorded in a letter by the Swed-
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ish artist Johan Ericson (1849–1925) from April 1880. According 
to Ericson, Bonnat further noted that he had not seen “such good 
foundations among women before” and he concluded that they 
must have “a good academy and excellent teachers” in the North.304

After her arrival in Paris in 1878, Beck periodically shared a stu-
dio in Montmartre with her compatriots Hildegard Thorell and 
Anna Munthe-Norstedt (1854–1936). In the winter of 1879–1880 
they all worked together on their contributions to the Salon.305 
At the time, Beck was studying at Académie Trélat under the guid-
ance of Léon Bonnat.306 Later in the 1880s, she also enrolled at 
Académie Colarossi and Académie Julian, where the Belgian artist 
Alfred Stevens (1823–1906) was her most admired teacher.307 The 
private academies possessed their own collections of historical or 
historicizing costumes and accessories, which were worn by the 
models during classes, and it is possible that Beck borrowed the 
extravagant plume hat that she is wearing in the self-portrait from 
Académie Trélat.308 

Both at the École des Beaux-Arts and at the private academies in 
Paris the practice of copying had a prominent place in the curric-
ulum. When they were not drawing after the live model at their 
school, pupils were advised to study regularly in the Louvre and to 
make croquis of great works in their notebooks.309 Peder Severin 
Krøyer commented on the purpose of his copies from the Louvre: 
“I want to hang them in my studio to serve as a constant incentive 
to spur me on.”310 The comment points, once more, to emulation 
as integral to both artistic education and artistic self-conception. 
Copying was believed to foster the artist’s power of invention 
through the thorough study of the old master’s composition and it 
was supposed to familiarize the student with the technique. Accord-
ing to Albert Boime, nineteenth-century art education cultivated 
a “ritualistic approach to copying” and encouraged its students to 
copy systematically in preparation for an independent piece, “so 
that the qualities of the old master were assimilated and reflected 
in the work”.311 The students were recommended to choose a model 
similar to the subject matter that they intended to treat based on 
the idea that the act of copying would lead to an identification with 
and finally an incorporation of the qualities of the old masters.312 

It is possible that the practice of copying inspired Beck to paint 
her self-portrait in a way that demonstrated her involvement with 
the art of the past. In light of what can be traced about Beck’s ed-
ucation in Stockholm and Paris, the self-portrait can be read as 
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an act of identification with the artists of the past, making herself 
their equal. In view of the gendered implications of emulation, this 
act of identification has subversive potential, when performed by a 
woman artist. In dialogue with Judith Butler, emulation can be un-
derstood as a strategy by means of which Julia Beck became the artist 
in her self-portrait: By means of emulation Beck could compel her 
body to conform to the historical idea of artist, she could induce 
her body to become a cultural sign. She materialized herself in obe-
dience to a historically delimited possibility, which in this context 
is the established iconography and the pictorial conventions of the 
self-portrait.313 

In fact, Beck’s first painting to be exhibited in the prestigious 
Salon had a legitimizing function because it was intended to reflect 
the academic training of its maker at a time, when women were still 
excluded from the École des Beaux-Arts. Consequently, the self-por-
trait can be understood as a demonstration of Beck’s mastery of 
tradition, transformed into her own invention. The self-portrait 
thus marked the completion of Beck’s artistic training and turned 
her into a professional in front of an audience of fellow colleagues, 
critics, future clients and commissioners. 

Emulating the Past and the Present

The emulation of the art of the past in terms of style of execution, 
composition, pose or dress was popular among emerging Nordic 
artists active in Paris around the year 1880. Although it had certain 
gendered implications, the practice was attractive to male artists 
as well. As the following examples indicate, emulation figured as 
a vital means to fashion artistic identity in an eclectic and experi-
mental manner. Emulation was both a playful and serious way of 
visualizing professional ambitions.

Between 1879 and 1881, the Swedish painters Hugo Birger and 
Ernst Josephson shared a combined living and studio space on Rue 
Gabrielle in Montmartre, and the location soon turned into a pop-
ular meeting place for the Nordic artistic community in Paris.314 
The artists furnished their Parisian studio with historical props, 
furniture and copies after works by old masters, including Rem-
brandt.315 Here, they engaged in a collaborative dialogue with the 
art of the past. In the first year, Josephson painted a role portrait 
of his friend Birger in the costume of a Landsknecht, a Renaissance 
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mercenary, with a sword in hands and arms crossed.316 Birger is 
standing next to drapery in front of an undefined reddish-brown 
background. The bearded artist meets the beholder with a serious 
gaze, contributing to the costume’s belligerent impression. After a 
period of educational journeys to the Netherlands and Italy, where 
Josephson had copied works by Rembrandt, Raphael (1483–1520) 
and Titian (late 1480’s–1576), he applied his newly gained skills to 
the portrait of his colleague and friend.317 

Subsequently, Birger painted a self-portrait, wearing the same 
costume of a Landsknecht. He is sitting in the friends’ shared stu-
dio, which is filled with historical props to give the impression of 
a Renaissance interior. The interior is decorated with antique fur-
niture, a large ornamented table cloth, a drinking cup and a skull, 
which is a traditional memento mori motif. The painting appears 
as a hybrid image that oscillates between self-portrait and genre 
motif, further recalling the iconography of the learned man in his 
study. Birger has depicted himself in classical profile, scrutinizing a 
statuette in front of him. The artist is holding a sketchbook on his 
lap and he is drawing a plaster cast of the Dancing Faun, excavated 
in Pompeii in 1830. In this self-portrait, Birger has staged himself 
in the role of the Renaissance artist, studying and admiring the art 
of the ancients. At the same time, he has referenced the practice of 
copying plaster casts, which had formed the basis of his own educa-

Fig. 19. Ernst 
Josephson, Hugo 
Birger, the Artist, as a 
Mercenary, 1879.
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tion at Konstakademien in Stockholm. Birger thus presents himself 
as both an academically trained artist and an intellectual who has 
thoroughly studied the art of the past. 

These examples indicate that identification with the old mas-
ters in terms of costume, subject matter and stylistic execution was 
a widespread phenomenon among the relatively inexperienced 
Swedish artists, who had recently arrived in the French capital and 
were still at the beginning of their professional careers. The case of 
Josephson and Birger further points to emulation as a practice that 
is just as much directed to the past as it is to the present. In their di-
alogic paintings, the two artists not only staged a competition with 
the masters of the past, they simultaneously enacted a competition 
among themselves. The paintings by Josephson and Birger need to 
be conceptualized as pendants, paintings in which the artists en-
gage in an admiring rivalry with one another. Emulation, as it was 
practiced by Birger and Josephson, can thus enact a dialogue with 
the old masters, while it also can also be used as a collaborative 
means of self-fashioning in painting. Against this backdrop, emula-
tion can be conceptualized as a practiced identification with fellow 
artists of both the past and the present. I will return to this notion 
of emulation as integral to artistic collaboration in the following 
chapters, especially when discussing other friendship images.

Fig. 20. Hugo Birger, 
Studio Interior with 
the Artist’s Self-
Portrait, undated.
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Strategies of Self-Promotion

When it came to self-portraits intended for the Salon, Julia Beck 
was not alone in her attempt to introduce herself to the French 
public with a likeness that drew on established iconographic con-
ventions and subversively renewed their meaning. In 1884, the 
Swedish painter and illustrator Jenny Nyström exhibited a self- 
portrait in a fashionable black silk dress and plumed hat in the 
form of an imposing knee-piece in life-size format.318 The painter 
is placed in front of a patterned yellowish-blue wallpaper and ad-
dresses the beholder with her gaze. Both the painting’s oblong, 
vertical format and Nyström’s confident pose recall the state por-
traits of rulers. The artist’s left hand is clad in a leather glove, 
while the right hand is pressed against the hip, holding the oth-
er glove. Nyström has placed great emphasis on the faithful ren-
dering of the right hand with the visible knuckles and a shining, 
golden ring on her annular finger. The pose with the hand resting 
on the hip and the elbow standing out was common in portraits 
of military officers and was supposed to signal leadership, pride, 
composure and strength.319 By means of the chosen format and 
pose, Nyström expressed a claim to visibility, on both a meta-
phorical and a literal level. The appropriation of a venerable tra-
dition of portraiture, originally reserved for rulers or noblemen, 
points to the sense of self-assurance that Nyström intended to 
convey in her portrait. Further, by exhibiting a portrait of that 
size, the artist could ensure sufficient attention at the Salon, even 
if her painting were to receive an unfortunate placement in the 
exhibition. 

The Paris correspondent for the Swedish newspaper Afton bladet 
remarked in his Salon review from 1884 upon the difficulties in 
locating works by Swedish and Scandinavian artists among the sev-
eral thousand paintings presented in the exhibition without any 
discernible order: “One can walk around for hours and search for a 
canvas one wishes to see without finding it. The reader should not 
count so exactly if we today are unable to list all the works of the 
Scandinavian masters or apprentices. If we get them right before it 
all ends, that alone will be a reasonable achievement.”320 The critic 
managed to locate Nyström’s self-portrait during his first visit and 
offered a favorable description: Fig. 21. Jenny 

 Nyström, Self-
Portrait, 1884.
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Jenny Nyström from Kalmar has painted a portrait of “Mlle J 
Nyström”, hoc est herself (?), from which one finds that the art-
ist has a distinguished appearance, black dress, a violet bouquet 
on her right shoulder, pretty hat and a rich fringe, which in a 
couple of weeks should have grown over her eyes. That aside, let 
us bow to the artist’s talent!321 

In the self-portrait, Nyström’s pugnacious pose contrasts to great 
effect with her “distinguished appearance” and fashionability. 
Nyström is wearing a modern haircut with a bushy fringe and a 
smile plays slightly upon her lips. The expanding rosette-shaped 
skirt of her precious silk dress contributes to her imposing appear-
ance. The uniformly black color of the dress helps to accentuate 
Nyström’s prominent signature, executed in red in the lower left 
corner of the painting, including the year of completion as well as 
Paris as the painting’s place of origin. In her self-portrait, Nyström 
has fashioned herself as a Parisienne in precious materials and up-
to-date style, combining the accentuated femininity of her dress 
with a pose often associated with masculine ideals.322 

Not unlike her colleague Beck, Nyström came from a lower- 
middle- class background and had to provide for her own liveli-
hood. Her father Daniel Nyström was an elementary school teach-
er in Kalmar, a town on the east coast of Sweden. After studies at 
Göteborgs Musei Rit- och Målarskola (Gothenburg Museum’s Draw-
ing and Painting School), Nyström enrolled at the Royal Academy 
of Fine Arts in Stockholm in 1873. She completed her studies in 
1881, after receiving the royal medal for the history painting Gustav 
Vasa as a Child in Front of King Hans. The award was a remarkable 
distinction conferred on a female student, given the elevated posi-
tion of history painting in the hierarchy of genres.323 The following 
year, Nyström received a scholarship allowing her to travel to Paris 
to study at Académie Colarossi and Académie Julian. Already during 
her student years, Nyström frequently contributed illustrations to 
books and journals, which rendered financial independence on a 
moderate basis.324 In May 1884, she wrote a letter to Count Georg 
von Rosen (1843–1923), the director of Konstakademien, informing 
him about her educational progress and accomplishments in Paris:

 
Your lordship is so kind as to recognize that I have worked like 
few others in terms of diligence and effort. I did not get away 
until November 1882, and by spring I had completed the large 
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copy solely to have something to send home immediately, and 
it cost considerable effort; in the spring of 1883, I unfortunate-
ly contracted typhoid fever, but as soon as I had regained a lit-
tle strength, I resumed immediately, studied diligently en plein 
air, made continuous progress in drawing from nature, studied 
watercolor, completed countless beautiful illustrations for “Bar-
naverlden” [The Children’s World], made studies assiduously in 
both watercolor and oil in the studio and outside, made all the 
watercolors that I sent home […], besides I put much work and 
effort into my large portrait and finally in the work in oil that 
I sent home; all this during a period of 18 months when I have 
been away.325

Nyström wrote to von Rosen in the hope of having get her schol-
arship extended. This hitherto unpublished letter offers a remark-
ably self-confident account of Nyström’s professional development 
abroad and fashions the writer as an industrious and diligent stu-
dent. In this letter, Nyström also mentioned that she put much of 
her energy into the large portrait, by which she meant her self-por-
trait for the Salon. In another letter from February 1884, addressed 
to the publisher Oscar Ludwig Lamm (1829–1890), Nyström stat-
ed that she could not work on his commissions for illustrations un-
til she had finished her submission for the Salon.326 The letters from 
spring 1884 demonstrate that Nyström prioritized the self-portrait 
over all other studies and commissions, highlighting the impor-
tance of the first Salon contribution as an essential career step.

Margareta Gynning has argued that Nyström used to place 
great emphasis on her appearance, evident not only in her self- 
portrait, but also in preserved portrait photographs from the same 
period in which she is always elegantly dressed.327 According to 
Gyn ning, fashionable dress was a means for Nyström to signify her 
social affiliation as a member of the middle classes.328 At the same 
time, dress can also be read as a marker of Nyström’s professional-
ism. By faithfully rendering the sartorial details in her self-portrait, 
Nyström could display her skills as a portraitist. In combination 
with the self-confident pose, the artist further displayed her artistic 
versatility. By eclectically drawing on both masculine and feminine 
ideals in portraiture, Nyström might have been attempting to ap-
peal to future clients of either sex. At the same time, the friction 
between the pose and the dress also points to the ambivalence in 
Nyström’s self-promotional strategy, oscillating between trying to 
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adopt the role of the artist and conforming to the gendered expec-
tations of dressing and conducting herself with a certain style.329 
As Frances Borzello has postulated, for women artists, producing 
a self-portrait traditionally involved reconciling “the conflict be-
tween what society expected of women and what it expected of 
artists”.330 Borzello further argued:

The problem for women – and the challenge – was that these 
two sets of expectations were diametrically opposed. The answer 
was a creative defensiveness. It is only through understanding 
the women’s desire to out-maneuver the critics by anticipating 
their responses that one can begin to make sense of why their 
self- portraits look as they do. They wanted to show that they 
were as good as painters past and present, but dared not risk 
looking boastful.331 

Even though late-nineteenth-century women artists were still 
faced with such opposing expectations, the likenesses by Beck and 
Ny ström contradict the above notion of “creative defensiveness”. 
Instead, both artists employ the medium of the self-portrait to ac-
tively promote themselves and to fashion themselves as profession-
als. The Salon paintings by Beck and Nyström point to the official 
function of the self-portrait as a central instrument of artistic self- 
promotion. In the case of Beck and Nyström, the self-portrait had a 
double strategic function in marketing the painter’s persona and in 
generating commissions for portraits. In their paintings, the artists 
combine a claim to professionalism with a display of artistic skill. 
Emulation figured as a key means to accomplish both purposes. 

Fig. 22. Jenny 
 Nyström, 1880s.
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Both artists appropriated pictorial tropes that were traditionally 
tied to a masculine portrait tradition, signaling character traits 
such as self-determination, strength, creativity and inventiveness. 
Beck and Nyström subversively inscribed themselves in that pic-
torial tradition and generated frictions in their self-representation 
that would arouse the attention necessary to launch their profes-
sional careers on an international art scene.

Ma(s)king Claims in Historical Perspective

Marsha Meskimmon has indirectly commented on the necessity of 
emulation and strategic friction as instruments with which women 
artists could fashion their artistic identity and challenge the idea of 
the artist:

To be a woman and an artist is already going against the grain. 
It is a profession whose history is dominated by men and thus 
standard notions of professional practice tend to be masculine 
[…]. Female practitioners also work within the visual language 
which, like other discursive forms in our society, has been devel-
oped by and for men. In order to produce meaning, they must 
use the dominant codes, but they may use them in alternative 
ways.332

Emulation can be understood as a way to use the dominant codes 
of visual language and to do so in alternative ways. Since emulation 
implies a wish to rival and eventually surpass the chosen example, 
it also involves creating an alternative representation. In what fol-
lows, Julia Beck’s self-portrait will be placed in a historical perspec-
tive by presenting a concise overview of self-portraits by women 
artists, which have likewise incorporated various emulative strate-
gies into their own self-promotion.

In 1770, the French artist Marie-Suzanne Giroust (1734–1772) 
painted a self-portrait in pastel in which she depicted herself at 
work. She is fashionably dressed and about to copy a self-portrait 
of her teacher Maurice Quentin de La Tour (1704–1788), which had 
been exhibited under the title L’auteur qui rit (The Laughing Artist) 
at the Salon of 1737.333 Both Giroust and La Tour had made pas-
tel their primary medium. Giroust is turning around in her chair 
to meet the beholder’s gaze with a friendly smile, while preparing 
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her pastel stick with a knife. The framed self-portrait by La Tour 
is placed on an easel next to her own copy, which is still in its ear-
ly stages with only the underdrawing apparently being completed. 
Anna Lena Lindberg has pointed out that Giroust self-confidently 
demonstrates her artistic ability to take a place in the art world 
side by side with her teacher.334 Proceeding from Lindberg’s obser-
vation, one can further argue that Giroust’s self-portrait addresses 
the practice of artistic emulation in its various stages from copying 
to invention. In her self-portrait, Giroust is depicted in the act of 
copying, but at the same time she demonstrates that she is capable 
of transferring this practice into her own invention. She is paying 
homage to her teacher, but she is also entering into an admiring 
rivalry with his example, allowing the beholder to compare the self- 
portrait of the teacher with her own. Giroust, who was married to 
the Swedish painter Alexander Roslin (1718–1793), painted her self- 
portrait after she had become a member of the Académie Royale in 
1770.335 Returning to Laura Auricchio’s previously cited argument 
about the double bind in emulation, the artist’s entrance into the 
prestigious institution legitimized her practicing emulation despite 
its “dark sides”, which opposed feminine virtue.336 

As a medium that was associated with color, softness, delicacy 
and volatility, pastel was traditionally associated with the “femi-
nine” and regarded as a medium suitable for women, which might 
have further rendered acceptable Giroust’s act of emulation.337 From 

Fig. 23. Marie- 
Suzanne Giroust, 
Self-Portrait with 
Maurice- Quentin de 
La Tour’s Self-Portrait, 
around 1770.
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this perspective, Giroust not only emulated her teacher La Tour, 
but also inscribed herself in a genealogy of female pastel painters 
culminating in the persona of the Italian artist Rosalba Carriera 
(1673–1757), who had contributed decisively to the development 
of the medium and its renewed popularity in France during the 
eighteenth century.338 Marie-Jo Bonnet has further called attention 
to the interior, with contemporary furnishing, in which Giroust 
has staged her self-portrait, arguing that this was the first time a 
French woman artist employed her own contemporary and per-
sonal environment as a site in which she constituted herself as the 
subject of representation.339 I will return to the function of space in 
the staging of emulative encounters and collaborative or competi-
tive practices between artists in the following chapters. 

Giroust’s contemporary, the Swiss-born painter Angelica Kauff-
man (1741–1807), similarly developed pictorial strategies to raise 
her claim for professional recognition by appropriating male artis-
tic topoi and subverting their iconographies.340 According to Ange-
la Rosenthal, Kauffman concealed her intellectual and professional 
aspirations behind the acceptable masks of traditional iconogra-
phies, which she reinterpreted in a manner that would conform to 
conventional taste as well as societal expectations in femininity and 
decorum. In her history painting Zeuxis Choosing his Models for the 
Painting of Helen of Troy, Angelica Kauffman appears among the five 
beautiful Crotonans, who present themselves to the painter Zeuxis. 

Fig. 24. Angelica 
Kauffman, Zeuxis 
Choosing his Models 
for the Painting of 
Helen of Troy, late 
1770s.
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In contrast to the other four women, Kauffman steps behind Ze-
uxis and frees herself from his objectifying gaze. She picks up one 
of his brushes and claims the role of the ancient artist, inscribing 
herself into a highly regarded tradition of history painting.341 

Not unlike Giroust, the French painter Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun 
(1755–1842) entered into an admiring rivalry with the Baroque art-
ist Peter Paul Rubens (1577–1640) in her Self-Portrait in a Straw Hat 
from 1782, which she modeled on his portrait The Straw Hat.342 In 
her self-portrait, Le Brun paid great attention to the depiction of 
the rich ruffs of her dress, the texture of her hair and the feathers of 
her elegant straw hat as well as the fine lines of her face, the red lips 
and slightly opened mouth. The sensuality of the likeness allowed 
Le Brun to demonstrate her skill as a portraitist, and at the same 
time, it figured as a means to moderate her professional aspirations 
and to conform to the conventions of the female portrait. However, 
Le Brun’s claim to professionalism is evident not only in the artist’s 
attributes in her hand, but even more so in the act of emulating 
and rivalling Rubens.343 Le Brun’s self-portrait is not a copy, but a 
likeness in its own right, an alternative representation, in which she 

Fig. 25. Élisabeth 
Vigée Le Brun, 
Self-Portrait in a 
Straw Hat, after 
1782.
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takes the place of Rubens and inscribes herself into a genealogy of 
great painters.344 

In 1825, the French portrait and genre painter Antoinette 
 Cécile  Hortense Haudebourt-Lescot (1784–1845) employed a simi-
lar strategy in a self-portrait, citing Raphael’s portrait of Baldass are 
Castiglione (1478–1529) from 1514–15.345 Like the Italian diplomat 
and humanist, Haudebourt-Lescot wears a black beret and a gold 
chain, and additionally a pair of pearl earrings. In contrast to the 
Renaissance sitter, Haudebourt-Lescot is holding a porte-crayon, 
which identifies her as an artist, highlighting drawing rather than 
painting as the basis of artistic practice. The self- portraits by Le 
Brun and Haudebourt-Lescot open up a dialogue between past and 
present by inviting a comparison with their male pre decessors.346 In 
addition to the use of emulation, Haudebourt- Lescot’s likeness has 
in common with the self-portrait by Beck the employment of male 
costume and the appropriation of a male portrait tradition.

In 1888, the Galleria degli Uffizi commissioned a self-portrait 
from the Dutch painter Thérèse Schwartze (1851–1918), who by 
that time had established a remarkable career as a portraitist.347 

Fig. 26. Antoinette 
 Cécile Hortense 
Haudebourt-Lescot, 
Self-Portrait, ca. 
1825.
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Schwartze modeled her self-portrait on Joshua Reynolds’ (1723–
1792) Self-Portrait Shading His Eyes from around 1747, which she 
had probably seen during a visit to London.348 The portraits are 
very similar in composition and color, but the most striking resem-
blance is the peculiar gesture of the artists shading their eyes with 
their hands. Rather than referencing the typical self-portrait-look-
ing into the mirror, the painters’ poses symbolize the far-reaching 
and visionary gaze of the artist. Schwartze is wearing spectacles, 
further highlighting her concentrated gaze. She has turned her ac-
tive looking into the subject of her painting, while at the same time 
engaging in a dialogue with the English master. According to Ra-
chel Mader, the emulation of the pose can further be understood as 
a visual reference to Reynolds’ art theory, in which he emphasized 
the importance of copying and emulation as necessary precondi-
tions of invention.349 In his Discourses, he coined the term “borrow-
ing”, meaning not simply copying, but rather a deliberate reference 
to a model with whom one wants to enter into a fruitful competi-
tion.350 Both by borrowing Reynold’s pose and by referencing his 
theoretical stance, Schwartze presented herself as an intellectual 
artist, well aware of the traditions of her profession. 

The above examples demonstrate that the emulation of the old 
masters through the adoption and reinvention of poses, dresses, 
compositions, iconographies and style of execution played a vital 
role in women painters’ self-fashioning as professionals from the 
eighteenth-century onwards. Such acts of emulation in painting 

 Fig. 27. Thérèse 
Schwartze, Self-
Portrait with Palette, 
1888.

 Fig. 28. Sir Joshua 
Reynolds, Self-
Portrait, ca. 1747–
1749.  
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allowed women artists to claim the idea of the artist. These acts 
reach far beyond masquerade or role play: They are serious and en-
during rather than playful and ephemeral. Ultimately, the purpose 
of emulation is to create an inextricable link between the portrayed 
and the idea of the artist. Emulation means incorporating the idea 
of the artist in the realm of the painting. Marsha Meskimmon has 
postulated that 

the feminine […] is intimately tied to mimicry and masquerade. 
There is no “transcendental” feminine position, merely mime-
sis and parodies of the norm; negotiations of the fact of being 
“other” to the mainstream. But, significantly, women are not 
simply mimics; rather they are able to use mimicry to subvert 
masculine norms.351 

Against this backdrop, emulation can be understood as a strategy 
that allows for circumventing the trap of mimicry and subverting 
the masculine norms constituting the idea of the artist. Emulation 
was a means to become the artist and to inscribe oneself into the 
mainstream of the profession, rather than being positioned outside 
the dominant narrative. Emulation had a subversive potential in 
the sense that it rendered strikingly visible the normative and its 
accompanying processes of exclusion. By enabling women artists to 
enter into a dialogue with the art and artists of the past and pres-
ent, emulation inevitably turned into a tool that empowered them 
to redefine what it meant to be an artist.

In light of the continuous and repeated practice of emulation as 
performed by women artists from the eighteenth century onwards, 
one can conclude that Julia Beck not only emulated the Baroque 
artist portrait, but on another level, she also adopted a strategy 
developed by the women artists of the past. In that sense, Beck’s 
self-portrait emulated the strategy of “ma(s)king claims”, which 
Rosenthal had coined in relation to Kauffman’s artistic produc-
tion.352 This strategy involved the appropriation of iconographies 
and tropes associated with the (male) artist without losing femi-
nine refinement and decorum. 

Even though it is impossible to ascertain whether Beck knew 
the above examples, it is likely that the work of renowned women 
artists of the past, such as Kauffman and Le Brun, were known to 
her. She might even have been familiar with Haudebourt- Lescot’s 
self- portrait that had already entered the collection of the Louvre 
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in 1867.353 The relevance of these predecessors for women artists 
in the period is further indicated by a copy of Le Brun’s Self-Por-
trait with Her Daughter that the Swedish painter Christine Sundberg 
(1837–1892) made in the Louvre around the year 1880. Sundberg 
lived permanently in Paris from 1868 until her death in 1892 and 
she regularly copied works by old masters upon commission.354 The 
preserved copy after Le Brun suggests that the work of pioneer-
ing women artists of the eighteenth century was known and rele-
vant to Nordic women artists in the period when Beck painted her 
self-portrait.

Julia Beck’s Internationalism

In what follows, Julia Beck’s life and work after her Salon debut 
in 1880 will be outlined and I will analyze how she navigated her 
career in between two cultural contexts and national art scenes. 
Proceeding from the notion of the exhibition artist, who had to 
professionally position her/himself by creating public visibility in 
exhibitions and through continuous press coverage, this subchap-
ter explores Beck’s self-promotional strategies in the course of her 
transnational career, in which the Salon portrait eventually re-
gained an important function. 

Fig. 29. Christine 
Sundberg, Copy after 
Elisabeth Vigée Le 
Brun’s Self-Portrait 
with her Daughter, 
ca. 1880.
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In the aftermath of her first participation at the Salon, Beck en-
tered into a new phase of her artistic career. In 1882, she settled in 
the artists’ colony in Grez-sur-Loing in the forest of Fontainebleau, 
an area that was particularly popular among Nordic and anglo-
phone artists.355 In contrast to her compatriots, Beck was one of the 
few artists who settled in the village permanently and, even during 
the winter months, only returned to the capital on occasion.356 
She participated actively in the vivid social life of the colony, of-
ten mentioned in contemporary accounts of the frequent masquer-
ade balls and festivities in the French village.357 In Grez-sur-Loing, 
Beck began to focus on landscapes painted en plein air and rendered 
in fleeting mild valeur and loose brushwork. Her landscapes from 
this period show great stylistic versatility, ranging from the flat and 
broad brushwork in the rendering of the water to more formalized, 
calligraphic elements in the depiction of the reed, at times paired 
with high horizontal lines and elongated formats that reveal the in-
fluence of japonism.358 During this period she resided in the colony, 
Beck became a member of the secessionist Opponent movement 
and in 1885 she signed the petition to the Royal Academy of Fine 
Arts in Stockholm demanding a modernization and liberalization 
of its organization, exhibitions and educational system.

In the historiography of both the Opponent movement and the 
Grez colony, Beck’s role has long been ignored.359 In recent years, 
she has been recognized as a leading landscape painter of her gen-
eration, yet only a handful studies and exhibitions have touched 
extensively upon her work.360 In her dissertation on the interna-
tional artists’ colony in Grez-sur-Loing, Alexandra Herlitz has re-
flected upon Beck’s remarkable absence from the historiography of 
the colony, although she was a vital member of the international 
community that visited the Fontainebleau region in the 1880s.361 
Herlitz has demonstrated that the artist made a major contribution 
to the development of the so-called Grez style with her lyrical and 
tranquil depictions of the Loing river in grayish and mild tones.362

In the interview with Dagens Nyheter in 1934, Beck recalled that 
she largely abandoned portrait painting after her father’s death in 
1888, and focused on landscape painting instead, because she no 
longer had the financial means to rent an appropriate studio in 
Paris: “My father died and I had to think of how to exist. In order 
to become a portrait painter, I would have needed a fine studio, a 
reception room and all these things one needed in Paris. Now I had 
to say goodbye to this. I had to thrust aside all portrait painting and 
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started with watercolors instead.”363 This statement shows that part 
of her decision to become a landscape painter and watercolorist 
was due to practical and financial reasons. For the rest of her life, 
Beck repeatedly had to tackle financial difficulties, as indicated in 
her correspondence with her colleagues and art patrons Eva Bonni-
er and Prince Eugen, to whom she tried to sell her work.364 

With her atmospheric depictions of rivers, lakes and water lilies, 
Beck belonged to those Nordic artists who most decidedly com-
mitted themselves to plein air painting and whose style was most 
closely related to French impressionism. In the year of her father’s 
death, Beck painted The Last Ray of Sunshine, depicting the Risle 
River near Beaumont-le-Roger in Normandy. In this atmospheric 
work, the artist has captured the last ray of sunlight that touches 
upon the forest and reflects in the water of the river. The flattened 
composition is characterized by a high horizontal line that almost 
dissolves due to the reflection of the trees on the water. The con-
tours of the landscape and the river have disappeared and trans-
formed into fleeting and delicate valeur that rhythmically structure 
the composition.

Beck’s engagement with the stylistic and formal features of the 
French avant-garde rendered her an easy target for the conservative 
critics in her home country. Throughout the 1880s, one can identi-

Fig. 30. Julia Beck, 
The Last Ray of Sun-
shine, 1888.
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fy a recurring pattern in the reviews by conservative Swedish critics 
who tended to describe her as a “radical”. In the fall of 1885, the 
artist and critic Hjalmar Sandberg (1847–1888) commented upon 
a landscape painting that Beck exhibited in the second Opponents’ 
exhibition, criticizing her for not having been able to “free herself 
from the pretentious grayish atmosphere, which appears to have 
been an epidemic in the artists’ colony in Grez”, further wonder-
ing why “the paintress has given up on her portrait studies, which 
just recently seemed to promise something”.365 The art historian 
and critic Karl Wåhlin (1861–1937) remarked the following year 
that in Beck’s work the “exaggerations and onesidedness of val-
eur painting” were more visible than in any other of the “Paris 
artists”.366 Finally, in a review of the Konstnärsförbundets utställning 
(Artists’ Union Exhibition) in 1888, the critic Carl Rupert Nyblom 
(1832–1907) identified Beck as an exponent of impressionism and 
criticized the stylistic movement’s “lack of truth”, which 

sees many more nuances in the color than a sound eye can per-
ceive and, finally, seized by a veritable mania, or some sort of 
self-disorientation, throws a rain of prismatically broken colors 
over the  subjects, which thereby are literally set on fire, all this 
done with the zeal to depict them in their full splendor of life, 
power and color.367 

A survey of the Swedish press in the 1880s shows that Beck’s work 
was regularly covered in reviews, which points to the artist’s stand-
ing as one of the leading landscape artists at the time. The critical 
reception of her art in the context of the Opponent movement and 
the early years of the Artists’ Union demonstrate that Beck was 
regarded as one of the most radical members of the group, follow-
ing the French example and the impressionist style in a more pro-
nounced manner than many of her compatriot colleagues.368 

Julia Beck stayed in France for the rest of her life, finally settling 
down in the village of Vaucresson near Paris in 1888. In December 
of 1890 she wrote a letter to Hildegard Thorell, in which she men-
tioned that she had worked productively, painting both figures and 
landscapes in recent months:

During the summer I painted three heads, thereafter in the au-
tumn another two. I am studying with great seriousness. I have 
tranquility around me. I have also painted a “Premier Prin-
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temps”, a “Fin d’Automne”. These for the Salon in March at 
Champs de Mars. In addition a “Sous Bois” and a larger “Au 
Lac” – I will try to present myself with honor at the New Salon. 
And you know well how one always awaits the moment with 
anxiety, when one sees one’s work in public, side by side with 
that of others. The winter is entrancingly beautiful, but awfully 
severe. The rime is hanging like real lace from trees and branches 
–  and the trunks stand clad in gray-green velvet. I have tried to 
put some winter moods on canvas, but the color is freezing on 
the palette. […] There are few Swedes in Paris and I have almost 
exclusively been around French families.369

This is one of the few preserved and hitherto unpublished letters 
by Beck and a rare occasion on which she shared some information 
about her work with one of her colleagues and friends, stressing her 
industriousness and productivity, her exhibition activities and her 
professional ambitions. She also mentioned that she moved pri-
marily in French circles, as many of her former compatriot friends 
had by then returned to Sweden. 

Vibeke Röstorp has mapped Beck’s exhibition activities in 
France from the 1890s onwards and has shown that the artist par-
ticipated in the exhibitions held at the art gallery of Le Barc de Bout-
teville alongside French impressionist and symbolist painters.370 Be-
tween 1891 and 1907, Beck also exhibited annually with the Union 
des femmes peintres et sculpteurs, which allowed for free participation 
without prior competition or selection.371 Her works were from 
time to time covered in the Swedish press and the Paris correspon-
dent for Svenska Dagbladet Erik Rusén (1864–1935) – alias “Volmar” 
–  praised her landscapes in the 1902 exhibition as “strongly per-
sonal” and characterized by “a fine poetical sentiment” and “an 
intimate knowledge of nature […] seen through a poet’s eye”.372 

A remarkable and hitherto unpublished source concerning Ju-
lia Beck’s self-promotional strategies is a small collection of let-
ters that she wrote to John Neander (1846–1918), an editor of the 
newspaper Nya Dagligt Allehanda. Here, Beck appeared as an en-
terprising artist who talks about her exhibition activities, sales to 
prestigious patrons and professional recognition in France, trying 
to convince the journalist to cover her professional progress in the 
newspaper.373 In 1893, she informed Neander that she had been in-
vited by the French committee to participate as illuminator in the 
World’s Columbian Exposition in Chicago, mentioning that she 
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had become a member of the Société des miniaturistes et enlumineurs 
en France (Society of French Miniaturists and Illuminators). 374 In 
December 1894, she announced that she had received a medal for 
her work at the Exposition, hoping that the good news would be 
covered in the newspaper.375 In 1896, Beck commented on her par-
ticipation in the exhibition of the Union des femmes peintres et sculp-
teurs, mentioning that her contribution had been praised by the 
president of the Republic Félix Faure (1841–1899) and his daughter 
Lucie Faure (1866–1913) on the day of the opening.376 

The correspondence with the editor of Nya Dagligt Allehan-
da not only provides some rare insights into Beck’s life in France, 
but it also demonstrates that she used the media and her person-
al contacts repeatedly and systematically for her own professional 
self-promotion. These letters indicate that Beck was eager to pres-
ent herself as a successful artist who was recognized by members 
of the cultured and political elite in France. At the same time, by 
informing Neander of her professional development, she aimed to 
be present in the press and in the art scene of her home country 
despite her relative absence. Even though she exhibited in Sweden 
from time to time, she rarely traveled home during these years. In 
1897, Beck mentioned in a letter that she had not been in Sweden 
for the past ten years and that she was now on her way to Gothen-
burg to show her works to the collector Pontus Fürstenberg.377 In 
an interview with the weekly women’s journal Idun from 1894, the 
artist was asked if she ever wanted to return to Sweden. Beck re-
plied that even though she loved the “happy, lively Stockholm”, she 
did not believe that she could be “productive enough” at home. 
She further explained that it appeared impossible to her “to work 
really seriously at home”.378 This observation seems to apply in 
some sense to all of the artists covered in the following pages: They 
all spent their most formative and/or productive years as artists 
abroad. 

A critic for Stockholms Dagblad remarked in an article about 
Beck’s visit to Stockholm in 1926: “More than one of our artists 
got caught in France and is more or less lost to the homeland.”379 
This comment still applies to Beck, when one considers the artist’s 
long-lasting absence from Swedish art history. In recent years, sev-
eral scholars have highlighted the impact of migration on the re-
ception history of Nordic women artists in the period, mentioning 
Beck as an example. Both Herlitz and Röstorp have used her case to 
analyze the systematic exclusion of expatriate artists from Swedish 
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art history. Herlitz has argued that the nationalist aesthetic ideals 
of the Artists’ Union became dominant in Sweden from the late 
1880s onwards, excluding Beck, who neither engaged in nation-
al romanticism nor painted genuinely Swedish motifs.380 Its pro-
tagonists, the artists and writers Richard Bergh, Karl Nordström 
(1855–1923) and Georg Pauli, as well as sympathetic critics and 
art historians, such as Georg Nordensvan (1855–1932) or Sixten 
Strömbom, were successful in writing their own history, with their 
anecdotal accounts shaping the reception of the period during the 
entire twentieth century.381 

Beck’s internationalism assigned her the place of an outsider 
caught in between two national historiographies, the Swedish and 
the French. According to Röstorp, the artist’s in-between-position 
was rendered most obvious in 1900, when Beck, alongside other 
expatriate artists, was disregarded for the Swedish section of the 
World Fair in Paris, organized by the Artists’ Union under the 
commissariat of Anders Zorn.382 Instead, Beck participated in the 
exhibition of the Union des femmes peintres et sculpteurs, which was on 
show at the same time. The critic Theodor Lindblom (1858–1903) 
reacted strongly to the artist’s omission from the World Fair, sug-
gesting that “art politics” had led to her non-consideration by the 
jury consisting of her former classmates and fellow Opponents.383 It 
appears likely that her work was considered not national enough in 
expression, style and motif to represent Sweden in the World Fair. 
As a consequence, Röstorp has coined the concept of the third cul-
ture artist, denoting those artists, including Beck, who were consid-
ered exotic and innovative by the French, while being condemned 
as “Frenchified” by their compatriots at home.384 Those artists, 
who had founded the Opponent movement in order to improve 
the exhibition opportunities of expatriates among other points of 
criticism, eventually excluded their former colleagues who resided 
abroad from participation, many of them women.385 This parochial 
and misogynist development might explain why Beck stated in the 
interview of 1934 that she regretted having been part of the Oppo-
nent movement, adding: “By now I understand better, what those 
years at the academy were worth.”386 The same year, she received 
the Légion d’honneur, the highest civilian decoration in France for 
her artistic work, which points to the professional recognition she 
had gained abroad but had been denied at home. 
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Organizing Her Legacy

Julia Beck was not only aware that her in-between position was 
harmful to her career and reception, but actively counteracted 
her marginalization. Towards the end of her career, she used the 
self-portrait from the Salon of 1880 to organize her artistic legacy 
and to secure a place for herself in Swedish art history.387 Fifty years 
after its completion, Beck donated the self-portrait from 1880 to 
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm. The letter to the 
secretary Erik Lindberg (1873–1966) from October 1930, in which 
she proposed bestowing the painting on the academy, indicates 
that the donation was a deliberate attempt to secure her reputation 
in her home country:

My dear Monsieur Lindberg, in few words what I have to say 
–  do you remember me through my dearly missed Hildegard 
Thorell – the photograph of my self-portrait executed and ex-
hibited at the “Salon des artistes français” already in 1881 or 82 
–  student of Leon Bonnat and Gérôme, my works from France 
always arose attention in the press – Henry Greville wrote about 
it – “Mlle Beck s’est pentre sous son chapeau grés en costume 
de voyage – Bon Début.” Now I wish to bestow my self-portrait 
on the Royal Academy of Fine Arts. Where I myself have been 
a student – with [?] colleagues. Among them Bergh, Zorn, [?], 
Lindman, Kreuger etc. – and myself one of the few female [?] 
Jenny Nyströms – Where I loved my [studies] under Boklund, 
Rosen, Wallander and Malmström. There I could study in the 
atmosphere I loved – It is a precious gift and beautifully [?].388 

Unfortunately, the document is glued into the pages of the protocol 
and therefore parts of it are unreadable. Nevertheless, the letter to 
the academy can be understood as a remarkable attempt by Beck 
to inscribe herself and her work in an academic line of succession. 
Not only the initial act of emulation performed inside the painting, 
but also the eventual act of donating the portrait to the academy 
followed the same strategy: to claim artistic recognition and to be 
recognized as part of an academic tradition of apprenticeship and 
genealogy. The painting would be incorporated into the academy’s 
collection of artists’ portraits and thereby Beck would finally be 
recognized as one of its legitimate representatives. In the letter, 
Beck anticipated the incorporation of her work and her persona 
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into the history of the academy by inscribing herself and her work 
into a genealogy of artists, diligently listing her teachers and some 
of the leading artists of her generation. The act of donating her 
self-portrait to the academy allowed her to enter into this particu-
lar line of succession and to reconcile her double artistic identity, 
torn between the French and the Swedish contexts. By donating 
the self-portrait to her former academy, Beck established her own 
legacy in Sweden, trying to make sure that her work would not be 
forgotten in her home country despite fifty years of relative ab-
sence. Both the painting and the donation can be understood as 
acts of self-fashioning as a member of the academic community. 

The Royal Academy of Fine Arts accepted the donation in No-
vember 1930.389 Beck expressed her satisfaction with the decision in 
a letter to a friend.390 It is worth noting that she kept the portrait in 
her possession for half a century and never sold it. Instead, at the 
end of her life she organized the self-portrait’s institutionalization 
and musealization. The self-portrait had a special place in Beck’s 
life story, as it stands in for the starting and the end point of her 
artistic career. It was the image with which she wanted to introduce 
herself as a professional painter to an international audience and it 
was the image by which she wanted to be remembered in her home 
country. This narrative testifies to the crucial importance of the 
self-portrait in the making of Beck’s decentered career. 

From another perspective, the story of the self-portrait sup-
ports the notion that the schism between the Opponents and the 
academy was less dichotomous and the relationship between the 
1880s generation of artists and the art establishment and its tra-
dition more ambivalent than the early historiography permitted. 
Consequently, it is not a paradox that Beck painted a self-portrait 
in academic manner and brownish palette, while rendering her 
plein air landscapes in fleeting valeur and impressionist brushwork. 
By emulating the masters of the past, Beck appropriated the role of 
the artist and legitimized her entry into the profession. As a land-
scape painter, she engaged with the new artistic developments of 
her own time and developed a personal style that ultimately defies 
any regional categorization. 
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II. The Friendship Image

In 1891 the Danish artist Anna Petersen (1845–1910) painted an 
interior representing a group of women spending the evening to-
gether by lamplight. In An Evening with Friends, by Lamplight four 
women, including the artist who is positioned outside the picture 
plane, have gathered to listen to the young musician Frida Schytte 
(1871–1948) play the violin. The scene is set in Petersen’s elegant-
ly furnished home: the walls are filled with paintings in golden 
frames, and the flowerpots on the windowsills, the carpets and 
curtains give the room a cozy and warming atmosphere. The only 
source of light is a paraffin lamp hanging from the ceiling. Schytte 
is standing next to the lamp, represented in profile and playing her 
instrument. Schytte’s reflection in the mirror enhances her pres-
ence. The audience for this intimate nightly concert are three wom-
en, their faces cast in shadows or turned away from the beholder. 
Two of the women are reclining on the sofa in relaxed postures, 
while the third woman is depicted from behind, sitting on a chair 
and holding a glass. The atmosphere of the gathering oscillates be-
tween interaction and isolation. The friends are united in listening 
to the sound of the music and at the same time appreciating it in 
silence and solitude. 

The conspiring air of such close friends’ gatherings in the  privacy 
of the home had by the end of the nineteenth century turned into a 
popular motif in art. In ambitious and multi-figured compositions, 
artists, such as Anna Petersen, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli and others, por-
trayed the artistic and intellectual circles to which they belonged.391 
After acquiring Petersen’s painting in 2007, the Hirsch sprung Col-
lection in Copenhagen investigated the identity of the women rep-
resented and concluded that the couple  reclining on the sofa were 
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(from left) the painters Bertha Wegmann and Jeanna Bauck and 
the woman sitting next to them on the chair was their colleague 
Marie Krøyer.392 In the painting the relationship between Bauck 
and Wegmann is somehow rendered unclear, but their spatial 
closeness and relaxed poses imply that they are comfortable with 
one another. The physical proximity of the two artists’ bodies turns 
them into the decentered couple of the image, while the nature of 
their relationship is literally lost in the dark.

The following chapter focuses on the friendship images by 
Bauck and Wegmann and explores the significance of their pro-
fessional and personal relationship for their self-fashioning. It 
uses their artistic partnership as a central case that aids in under-
standing the importance of friendship and collaboration for the 
self-fashioning of Nordic women painters. It focuses primarily on 
selected friendship images painted by the two artists, but it will 
also introduce examples by other painters to demonstrate how vital 
the genre was in the period. The following chapter investigates the 

Fig. 31. Anna 
Petersen, An Evening 
with Friends, by 
Lamplight, 1891.
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making of artistic identity through mediated self-representation.393 
It asks how both individual and collective identity are negotiated 
in and through those paintings in which the friend acts as sitter 
or model, and how these artworks in turn are constitutive for the 
emotional community of Nordic women artists. Conceptualizing 
portraits as social agents, the artists’ reciprocal acts of imagining 
companionship in painting are not merely understood as signs of 
friendship but objects fundamental to its negotiation and integral 
to the respective artists’ self-fashioning.

This chapter draws extensively upon previously unpublished ar-
chival findings, the correspondence by Bauck and Wegmann with 
their mutual friend and fellow colleague Hildegard Thorell con-
stituting the central source material. These letters will not only be 
used as empirical evidence informing about their lives, their rela-
tionship and the evolution of their works, but the analysis will also 
consider the role of the friends’ epistolary practice in the develop-
ment of their artistic partnership and professional network. 

First, it is necessary to define and conceptualize the genre cat-
egory of the friendship image and to discuss the importance of 
friendship in women’s lives in the late nineteenth century, and 
more precisely, inside the emotional community of Nordic women 
painters.

The Friendship Image as Genre Category

The hypothesis of this chapter is that friendship and collaboration 
were crucial for Nordic women artists’ self-fashioning in the late 
nineteenth century and that affectionate feelings and a spirit of 
belonging had a vital impact on their representation of one anoth-
er. A photograph discovered during the research process in the ar-
chives of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm can be read 
as a visual and bodily manifestation of the strong sense of commu-
nity among a group of female art students. It was taken in the late 
1880s at Fruntimmers-Afdelningen and represents four students who 
are standing closely together. They are holding tightly onto one 
another and it seems as if they are forming one unitary body and 
taking shelter behind one another’s backs. The student to the outer 
left has placed her hand in a confidential gesture inside the pock-
et of her fellow student’s apron. The latter is held in a tight em-
brace by another student positioned behind her, who is resting her 
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head on her shoulder. The women are smiling and looking at-
tentively into the camera, while their heads form a smooth line. 

The four painters can be identified by comparing their features 
to other photographs: Gerda Roosval-Kallstenius (1864–1939) to 
the outer left, Maria Asplund Wrangel (1861–1923) in the front, 
followed by Ida Gisiko (1859–1940) and finally Lotten Rönquist to 
the far right.394 Gerda Roosval, who married the painter Gottfrid 
Kallstenius (1861–1943) in 1891, and Lotten Rönquist remained 
close friends even after having completed their education at the 
academy. In the early 1890s, they studied together in Paris.395 

In this carefully staged photograph, the four students display 
their mutual affection and communal spirit. This image raises the 
question of how such a sense of community and camaraderie affect-
ed the professional development and self-understanding of women 
artists in the period. A fruitful way to answer this question is to 
study paintings in which artists sit for one another.

If the self-portrait is the artist’s favorite means of reflecting on 
her/his profession, the artist portrait may come second. Since the 
Renaissance, a portrait of a like-minded individual, a friend or a 
colleague has figured as a gift and a preferred object of exchange, 
but on a metaphorical level used as a means to exchange ideas, to 
comment on shared artistic ideals, or on the other’s personality and 
beliefs.396 It has been used to express admiration, as much as it has 
been employed to generate the same. The artist portrait is a form 

Fig. 32. Gerda 
Roosval-Kallstenius, 
Maria Asplund 
Wrangel, Ida Gisiko 
and Lotten Rönquist 
in the Higher 
Painting Class 
at the Women's 
Department of the 
Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts, Stockholm, 
1887–88.
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of artistic dialogue and competition at the same time. Friendship 
between artists is an encounter inter pares – and a portrait resulting 
from it an intimate get-together, seeing eye-to-eye in both its liter-
al and metaphorical sense. 

In what follows, I will broaden this rather loose definition and 
propose a genre category for paintings in which artists imagine one 
another. The purpose is to investigate what I suggest to term friend-
ship images, a genre category comprising paintings in which the art-
ist friend acts as a sitter or model. This definition derives from the 
fact that not all artworks examined in this study belong to a single 
established genre category, such as the portrait in its strict defini-
tion.397 The artists employed one another as sitters or models in or-
der to experiment in a range of genres, such as interior, genre, land-
scape and portrait, often deliberately letting them merge into one 
another.398 Despite the diversity and eclecticism of these paintings, 
I will argue that all of these friendship images have in common an 
addressing of companionship, artistic exchange, collaboration and 
community, sometimes in a more immediate and sometimes in a 
more suggestive manner. 

In the work of Nordic women painters, the genre of the friend-
ship image gained currency in the late nineteenth century and in 
particular in the 1880s. During this period, they transgressed the 
boundaries between amateurism and professionalism in consider-
able numbers and began to conceive of themselves as a community 
in an unprecedented manner.399 As will be discussed later in this 
chapter, women artists have addressed their relationships in paint-
ing in previous periods, but these images mostly visualized the 
hierarchical order between teacher and student. In the late nine-
teenth century women artists began to depict a shared experience, 
painting one another on an equal footing and in intimate settings, 
inserting obvious or hidden cross-references in the images that vi-
sually bind them together. 

To the best of my knowledge, there does not exist any explicit 
terminology, definition or theorization of the above phenomenon 
in anglophone scholarship. However, with regard to the German 
context, Klaus Lankheit introduced the term Freundschaftsbild 
(friendship image) in his seminal study Das Freundschaftsbild der 
Romantik from 1952, dedicated solely to works by male artists.400 
Here he identified the visual display of affection and a sense of 
community as a key characteristic of the romantic movement, dis-
cussing its representation in the works of Caspar David Friedrich 
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(1774–1840), the Nazarenes and others. According to Lankheit, 
the Freundschaftsbild is both a genre and a style, characterized by 
expressions of equality in content (inhaltliche Gleichwertigkeit) and 
form (formale Gleichgewichtigkeit).401 My approach is inspired by this 
definition, but I mean to add that equality also expresses itself in 
a shared authorship and a collaborative spirit. Lankheit initially 
applied the term only to double or group portraits, representing at 
least two friends together. His approach is therefore strictly limit-
ed to representations of friendship in painting.402 In both German 
and Nordic art history, the terms Freundschaftsbild and kamratpor-
trätt or venskabsportræt have become somewhat accepted, but rather 
non-reflected terms, applied more broadly to portraits exchanged 
between artists.403 Based on Lankheit’s initial definition, friendship 
image as the English equivalent to Freundschaftsbild is used here. At 
the same time, the aim is to apply the term more broadly as a figure 
of thought in order to gain insights into social practices of friend-
ship, exchange and collaboration amongst artists. This study advo-
cates for making the concept of the friendship image useable as a 
theoretical tool in understanding the specific nature of images that 
come into being through exchange and collaboration between art-
ists, when they sit for one another and thus share in acts of portrayal. 

When studying the collaborative practices of the painters, it is 
useful to employ the literary scholar Bette London’s definition of 
collaboration developed in relation to women’s literary partner-
ships. London defines collaboration as “acts of assistance and in-
spiration, acts of mentoring or mutual influence; acts of revision 
or editorial input.”404 By analyzing collaborative acts in painting, 
the purpose is to explore how Nordic women painters invented one 
another as professional artists in friendship images and how, by 
means of mediated self-representation, they decisively partook in 
one another’s self-fashioning. 

Women’s Friendships in the Nineteenth Century

In order to apply the concept of the friendship image as a modus 
operandi, it is necessary to clarify what is meant by friendship, both 
in a broader historical perspective and in the context of artistic 
partnerships between women in the late nineteenth century. On 
a basic level, friendship is based on the establishment of a com-
mon identity. Two people become friends when they realize that 
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they have something in common. Friendship, as an intersubjective 
relationship, needs to be reciprocal and presuppose some form of 
equality.405 In the Aristotelian tradition, a true friendship is based 
on the ability to love a friend for his own sake, instead of, for in-
stance, material or purely selfish reasons.406 Loving a friend does 
not, however, imply giving up on oneself. The friend is rather loved 
as another self, an alter ego.407 According to the philosopher Ben-
nett W. Helm, friendship is practiced identification, meaning to be 
concerned with another’s “identity in a way that is somehow anal-
ogous to my concern for my own identity.”408 Friendship can thus 
be defined as a form of “intimate identification”, incorporating 
another person’s identity into one’s own by, for instance, valuing 
something a friend loves for his or her sake.409 Only by questioning 
the individualist conception of persons are we able to make sense 
of both the intimacy and the shared agency involved in affectionate 
relationships.410 Helm’s insights inform the above definition of the 
friendship image. Being a friend and painting a friend are equally 
acts of identification that have the ability to trigger dynamics in 
both parties involved. The philosophers Dean Cocking and Jea-
nette Kennett have employed the analogy of the portrait painter, 
when likewise discussing the transformative power of friendship: 

The portrait painter does not aim to produce a mirror image 
of her subject. […] Rather, a good artist draws her subject in a 
new light; she influences and enriches our sense of the person 
portrayed. So, too, do our close friends draw us and so enrich 
our sense of self through their engaged interpretations of us. I 
do not see myself in you as the mirror view suggests, I see my-
self through you. We are thus, to some significant extent, each 
other’s creators.411 

Borrowing from Cocking and Kennett, in the friendship image 
both artist painter and artist sitter turn into one another’s “cre-
ators”. 

Friendship is grounded in choice and selection. We choose our 
friends, as the writer C. S. Lewis (1898–1963) remarked, because 
we share certain insights, interests or tastes that distinguish us from 
others.412 This is why every friendship is also “a sort of secession, 
even a rebellion […] a pocket of potential resistance” from the rest 
of society.413 Friendship thus possesses a subversive and liberating 
potential. It can provide affiliation and belonging to a group, trig-
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ger dynamics, and figure as an agent of social change.414 As the liter-
ary scholar Sharon Marcus has pointed out in relation to Victorian 
society, friendship offered women of the middle classes a free zone, 
which enabled them to take an active stance towards one another: 

Female friendship reinforced gender roles and consolidated 
class status, but it also provided women with socially permissi-
ble opportunities to engage in behavior commonly seen as the 
monopoly of men: competition, active choice, appreciation of 
female beauty, and struggles with religious beliefs. As friends, 
women could comport themselves with one another in ways for-
bidden with men, without compromising the respectability so 
prized by the middle class.415

While women were expected to take on a passive role in their re-
lationships with men, they were allowed to show agency, initia-
tive and spontaneity and express themselves more freely in their 
friendships with other women, which were relationships of their 
own choice.416 In their influential work, the American historians 
Carroll Smith-Rosenberg and Lillian Faderman have highlight-
ed the importance of female friendship in women’s lives in the 
nineteenth century.417 Faderman has argued that deeply felt and 
passionate friendships between women were accepted by society, 
which considered women friends “kindred spirits who inhabited a 
world of interests and sensibilities alien to men.”418 Being among 
other women meant being trusting, unrestrained and sharing one’s 
inner thoughts and feelings. While women were expected to hide 
their emotions in the presence of men, the “shield of passionless-
ness” could be lowered in front of other women.419 Emotionally 
passionate and physically expressive relationships between wom-
en were accepted by middle-class societies in the nineteenth cen-
tury, because they were believed to promote feminine virtues, 
such as sympathy and altruism, which would eventually turn the 
women into good wives and mothers.420 Even though the work of 
Smith-Rosenberg and Faderman is shaped by a certain romantici-
zation of female friendship and has been criticized for segregating 
intimacy between women in a “female world” in accordance with 
the ideology of the separate spheres, it has initiated research inter-
est in the history of friendships between women.421 

During the late nineteenth century, as more women began to 
claim gender equality, there was all the more reason for them to 
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bond against those who wished to deny them greater possibilities. 
As Martha Vicinus has observed, women’s friendships became par-
ticularly intense and all-encompassing during the last thirty years 
of the century, which was a time when women were experiencing a 
growing contradiction between old patterns of behavior and social 
expectations as well as new professional ambitions.422 Women who 
wanted to pursue a career were particularly reliant on support by 
like-minded friends in order to cope with structural discrimination 
and prejudices on the basis of their sex. Friendship became a par-
tial solution to these contradictions through companionship and 
solidarity. 

Towards the end of the century, as sexuality began to be medi-
calized and categorized and the term lesbianism came more widely 
in use, anxieties about gender distinction became more pronounced 
and previously positive and tolerant attitudes towards intimate 
women friends began to be challenged.423 The female body, which 
had long been regarded as more or less asexual and passive, began 
to be perceived as sensual and capable of a desire that had the po-
tential to be destructive or even fatal.424 In the Nordic countries, 
a heated public debate (in Sweden known as sedlighets debatten) 
unfolded in the 1880s in the press, literature and theatrical plays 
about sexuality and sexual morals.425 At the same time, influential 
medical practitioners and scholars, who worked in the growing 
field of sexology, stigmatized same-sex love as a functional sign of 
degeneration and as a disease causing insanity.426 Sexologists popu-
larized the idea of a so-called third sex, which was supposedly driv-
en by inverted emotions and a neurotic desire to reject women’s 
assigned role.427 Building on such theories, influential conservative 
commentators vilified same-sex partnerships as “pathological” and 
“morbid”.428 Intimate relationships between women began to be 
conceived as a threat to patriarchal society, the institution of the 
family and the whole social order.429 Unmarried working women 
who claimed a place for themselves in public life were criticized as 
abnormal, both socially and biologically.430 

The late nineteenth century was a period of radically chang-
ing conceptions of female friendship. Relationships that once were 
considered as consolidating traditional gender roles and class status 
began to be conceived as a threat to the status quo because they 
were believed to promote women’s self-sufficiency, professionaliza-
tion and their financial and emotional independence from men. 
It is crucial to be aware of these shifting attitudes towards female 
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friendship, when it comes to studying the relationships of women 
artists and their representation in both epistolary exchanges and 
friendship images. When women artists fashioned their relation-
ship in writing and in art, they could draw on a long tradition of 
the promotion of female friendship and ideas about its ennobling 
effects, but they also had to position themselves in relation to dis-
crediting attitudes towards unmarried, working women and inti-
mate women friends.

Professional and Emotional Community

For the women artists covered in this study, friendship had both a 
practical and an emotional value. Middle- and upper-class women 
in the late nineteenth century could not travel unchaperoned if they 
wanted to make a decent impression.431 Female art students who 
went abroad to complete their education normally organized their 
journeys in small groups of two or three women, colleagues or rela-
tives, who traveled together. Working women often shared accom-
modation and women artists rented studios together to lower their 
expenses. In a letter from December 1868, Bertha Wegmann de-
scribed her daily routines in Munich and how she organized the co-
habitation with her fellow colleague Rosie: As soon as the sun came 
up and until five o’clock in the evening the roommates painted in 
their shared studio and between five and seven they went to a draw-
ing school to draw from the life model. Thereafter they returned 
home, had tea and proceeded to draw one another, often working 
until midnight.432 The seriousness of the fellow students’ (collective) 
studies is a recurring theme in women artists’ personal testimoni-
als and autobiographical writings in the late nineteenth century.433 

Women painters were not allowed to receive independent 
teaching from a male artist. Instead the women needed to form 
groups or classes if they wanted to behave with decorum.434 At the 
private academies in Paris, female students had to work in crowded 
classes and were only provided minimum instruction from their 
teachers. As a consequence, they improved mainly by watching 
one another and critiquing one another’s work. The Finnish artist 
and writer Helena Westermarck (1857–1938), who studied both at 
Académie Trélat and Académie Colarossi in the early 1880s, recalled 
that, as an inexperienced student, she learned most by studying 
the more advanced students’ work.435 The British painter and early 
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feminist writer Anna Mary Howitt (1824–1884) described her own 
and her fellow colleague Jane Benham’s (*1829) artistic education 
in mid-nineteenth-century Munich, stating that the alternative to 
private instruction with a renowned master was to educate one an-
other: “We determined, if we could find no real first-rate master, to 
have models at our own rooms, and work from them most carefully 
with our anatomical books and studies beside us; that we would do 
all as thoroughly as we could, and help and criticise each other.”436 

Since hiring models was expensive, art students often took turns 
in sitting for one another. When Wegmann studied at Johanna Un-
ger’s (1837–1871) private drawing school in Munich in 1868, she 
complained that the professional models were very expensive.437 
Consequently, at the little school it was the rule “that all members 
shall paint one another” and the teacher’s friends had permission 
to paint the students, “but only under the condition that they will 
sit and let themselves be painted in return.”438 Marie Bashkirtseff 
explained in her diary that her fellow students at Académie Julian 
at times refused to sit for a colleague who had not yet proven suc-
cessful at the Salon.439 Modeling for a fellow student was not only 
a common educational practice, but it could also figure as a sign 
of recognition of the painter’s status or a friendly gesture, because 
sitting for a portrait was a time-consuming favor. Lack of time was 
also the reason Hildegard Thorell refused Ernst Josephson’s request 
to paint her portrait in Paris in 1880.440

The importance of exchange and interaction with fellow art stu-
dents is a recurring theme in the writings of women artists in the 
late nineteenth century. The British painter Charlotte J. Weeks (ac-
tive 1876–1890) argued in an article entitled “Lady Art-Students 
in Munich” from 1881 that a woman needed to make friends if she 
wanted to succeed as an artist: 

It would be advisable for a stranger to cultivate as much as pos-
sible the society of her fellow-students. Constant emulation and 
interchange of opinion on art-subjects is valuable, and the long 
winter evenings are usually employed in drawing from the fig-
ure model. A lady places her studio at the disposal of perhaps 
half a dozen friends and acquaintances, who share the expense of 
model, light, and heat […]. I always experienced the utmost cor-
diality and friendliness from all with whom I came in contact, 
and there is no difficulty in forming a pleasant and profitable 
circle of acquaintances.441
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In her practical handbook Studying Art Abroad And How To Do It 
Cheaply from 1879, the American artist May Alcott Nieriker (1840–
1879) likewise advised her countrywomen: 

It only needs, however, the co-operation of a sufficient number 
of earnest female students to form a club, hire a studio, choose 
a critic, and engage models, to secure the same advantages now 
enjoyed only by men, at the same exceedingly low rates.442 

Helena Westermarck recalled the lively discussions on artistic mat-
ters with her female peers and compatriots in Paris in her memoir:

It was exciting for us to meet in surroundings that were brimful 
with artistic interests. I cannot remember that, when some of 
us were together, we talked about anything else but art – with 
enthusiasm – or in desperation – but always with a youthful, 
profound trust in the power, honor and splendor of art.443

As Alexandra K. Wettlaufer has observed in her study of Anglo- 
American women artists’ travel writing, artists tend to portray 
themselves in their travel narratives as members of a communi-
ty of like- minded friends. Central to their accounts “is a sense of 
community: women travel together; paint and sculpt together; 
meet, observe, and depict other women; discover women painters 
of the past, […] actively encouraging their sisters in art.”444 There-
by they inevitably challenged the romantic idea of the (male) art-
ist as a solitary, isolated and melancholic genius.445 Apart from the 
above-mentioned memoir by Westermarck, Nordic women artists 
did not engage in writing travel narratives to the same extent as 
their American peers.446 However, community constituted a central 
theme in their private correspondence, as will be demonstrated in 
the course of this chapter.

Although many women artists supported one another in differ-
ent ways, collegial relationships were anything but free from com-
petition. It is notable that Weeks used the term “emulation” in 
the article quoted above when referring to the collaborative spirit 
among female art students. As discussed in the previous chapter, 
emulation can entail such opposing emotions as identification, 
homage and admiration, as well as rivalry and envy. The practice 
of emulation ran contrary to traditional ideals of girls’ education, 
which fostered propriety rather than competition.447 Emulation 
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had an inherently subversive potential when exercised by women 
artists, as it strengthened their professional ambitions. In her study 
on the function of male sociability and voluntary association in the 
construction of a bourgeois culture in nineteenth-century France, 
the historian Carol E. Harrison claimed that emulation was a “dis-
tinctly male preserve” strongly linked to bourgeois manhood: 
“The ability to learn from and surpass the example of one’s peers 
without permitting rivalry to create bitterness was a particularly 
masculine attribute.”448 The professional sphere of art education in 
France calls into question this gendering of emulation as an ex-
clusively masculine attribute. In fact, emulating the work of their 
peers was a vital informal classroom practice among female art stu-
dents both at the academy in Stockholm and at private art schools 
in Paris, Munich and other artistic centers. Mutual emulation fa-
cilitated the professional development of women artists more than 
the occasional formal education by their official teachers. 

The letters sent by the young Hanna Hirsch to her more advanced 
colleague and childhood friend Eva Bonnier pay vivid testimony 
to the competitive spirit among female art students at the acad-
emy in Stockholm. While Bonnier was already studying in  Paris, 
Hirsch kept her informed about her own studies at Fruntimmers- 
Afdelningen.449 In winter 1883, Hirsch reported who among her fel-
low students had recently made progress, who had fallen into the 
teacher’s disfavor, who appeared to be more talented than the oth-
ers and finally who had fallen in love with whom.450 The rivalrous 
atmosphere at the academy increased towards the end of the aca-
demic year when the students participated in the academy’s annual 
competitions. When describing her fellow students’ contributions, 
Hirsch used particularly harsh language: “Fanny [Ekbom] is the 
best of all and I think she is making great progress. I wish she could 
do her painting well and beat Gerda [Wallander]’s to death.”451 

Likewise, at the private academies in Paris similar competitions, 
called concours, were a regular teaching practice that facilitated rival-
ry and encouraged the students to constantly compare themselves 
to one another.452 According to Hildegard Thorell, the students at 
Académie Trélat were even seated according to skill: the more ac-
complished students, among them Harriet Backer, sat in the front 
with the best view of the model on a so-called place d’artiste.453 The 
Swedish painter Mina Bredberg made an ink drawing in 1884, de-
picting her fellow students at Académie Julian in the crowded class-
room, drawing a nude model positioned at the end of the room. 

 Fig. 33. Mina 
 Carlson-Bredberg, 
Atelier Julian, 1884.
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Below her drawing, Bredberg has commented on the different stu-
dents, introducing the Polish artist Anna Bilińska (1857–1893) as 
the academy’s “best student” and a Miss Dean as “the second-best 
student”. Bredberg’s comments imply that the classes at Académie 
Julian and other art schools possessed their own hierarchic structure 
that distinguished the more accomplished students from the rest of 
the class. 

The above examples demonstrate that it is crucial to provide a 
balanced account of such communities. The relationships between 
artists often involved cooperativeness, friendship and affection, but 
they were also based on calculated or practical considerations and 
could cause rivalry as well as negative feelings, such as envy or re-
sentment. 

During study periods abroad, women peers and friends replaced 
the family as the defining social framework. The detachment from 
home and the autonomy of expatriate life allowed for a greater 
emotional freedom and intensified relationships between women 
friends.454 Many working women, including artists, chose to remain 
unmarried and formed long-lasting partnerships with women 
friends and kin, particularly sisters, and built their own social safe-
ty nets. Jeanna Bauck, for instance, lived for long periods together 
with Bertha Wegmann and eventually formed a household with 
her adopted sister Hanna.455 Hanna Lucia Bauck (1845–1926) was a 
pianist and an integral member of the friends’ artistic  community. 
She recurs as a versatile model in the oeuvres of both Bauck and 
Wegmann. The sister apparently allowed the artists to work freely 
because her portraits display a remarkable stylistic versatility and, 
at times, an experimental character.456 Wegmann’s portrait of Han-
na Lucia Bauck, probably painted around 1890, is an exceptional 
work in the artist’s oeuvre in its employment of loose, shimmering 
brushwork and an expressive color scheme. Female family mem-
bers proliferated as ready-at-hand models in the figure paintings 
of many women artists in the period, who articulated and explored 
these intimate relationships and complex ties of affection in paint.457

Friendship, like all forms of emotional relationships, remains 
an intangible concept, which raises the question of whether it is ap-
plicable in a scholarly context at all. Despite widespread insecurity 
among scholars about how to address feelings scientifically, emo-
tions have in the last twenty years become a central subject of inqui-
ry in the humanities.458 Working in the emerging field of the histo-
ry of emotions, the medievalist Barbara H. Rosenwein introduced 
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the concept of “emotional communities”, allowing one to “uncover 
systems of feeling”, such as “the nature of the affective bonds be-
tween people” belonging to a specific social group.459 Rosenwein 
defines emotional communities as “groups in which people adhere 
to the same norms of emotional expression and value – or devalue 
–  the same or related emotions.”460 According to Rosenwein, this 
concept is applicable to a variety of social communities, both larg-
er entities, such as a certain occupational group, as in this context 
artists and painters, and smaller entities, here a group of friends.461 
Different emotional communities can exist side by side and indi-
viduals can move in between them, but not always without causing 
conflict.462 Even though Rosenwein initially developed this theo-
retical approach in relation to medieval communities, it can and 
has already been applied to other historical contexts.463 

I suggest to conceive of the social networks and friendships de-
veloped by Nordic women painters in the late nineteenth century 
as emotional communities. In doing so, one can make better sense 
of the friendship images and epistolary exchange of these artists. 
Nordic women painters, like Bauck, Thorell and Wegmann and 
their circle of sisters and female artist friends, shared a set of values, 

Fig. 34. Bertha 
Wegmann, Portrait 
of the Swedish Pianist 
Hanna Lucia Bauck, 
undated.
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interests, experiences and feelings, which makes Rosenwein’s ter-
minology applicable and useful in this context. The concept helps 
to grasp the conflicted notion of being woman and artist in the 
late nineteenth century as a shared experience. Further, emotion-
al community proves a more suitable term for such relationships 
than “sisterhood”, which has occasionally been used as a substitute 
for the more common term “brotherhood” in studies of women 
artists’ communities.464 In contrast to artistic brotherhoods, such 
as the Nazarenes in the early nineteenth century, the women art-
ists whose works are studied here did not conceive of themselves 
as a separate, elitist group, neither did they officially unite under 
a shared program or manifesto.465 Furthermore, artistic brother-
hoods were characterized by exclusiveness, institutionalized struc-
tures and a shared ideology.466 The relationships of the women art-
ists in this study were more interpersonal, informal and pragmatic, 
rendering emotional community a more appropriate concept. 

Corresponding Lives: Jeanna Bauck,  
Hildegard Thorell and Bertha Wegmann

In what follows, the history of the artistic partnership between 
Jeanna Bauck and Bertha Wegmann and their friendship with Hil-
degard Thorell will be reconstructed by means of an in-depth sur-
vey of their correspondence. Since neither of these artists is yet a 
household name in Nordic art history, the analysis of their letters is 
organized along a chronological outline that allows a simultaneous 
presentation of their biographies.467 The central aim is to analyze 
how the artists represent their relationships in writing and how 
they establish an emotional community in their epistolary practice.

Jeanna Bauck was born in Stockholm in 1840 into an artisti-
cally inclined middle-class family. Her father Carl Wilhelm Bauck 
(1808–1877) was a musical composer, writer and lecturer at Kungli-
ga Musikhögskolan (Royal College of Music).468 In 1863 she left Swe-
den to study painting privately in Dresden, Düsseldorf and final-
ly in Munich, where she arrived in 1866.469 The Bavarian capital 
remained Bauck’s base for the rest of her life. In the survey book 
Women Painters of the World from 1905, Bauck was listed among 
Germany’s leading women artists, taking a “rank among the seri-
ous women painters of today”.470 Even though her life and  oeuvre 
are today largely forgotten, such mentions demonstrate that she 
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had a considerable reputation as an artist at the turn of the century. 
An examination of German art journals shows that Bauck began to 
exhibit frequently in Munich from 1866, and that her landscapes 
were reviewed favorably by the press.471 Around the year 1871, 
Bauck became acquainted with Wegmann, who in December of 
that year mentioned her for the first time in a letter, calling her a 
“a quite talented landscape painter”.472 The friendship between the 
two artists intensified in the following years.

Bertha Wegmann was born in Soglio, Switzerland in 1847 and 
relocated as a child to Copenhagen, where she grew up in a mer-
chant family. After having received her primary artistic training in 
Denmark, Wegmann moved in 1867 with financial support from 
Jewish patrons to Munich. Here she continued to study privately 
and worked as a portrait and genre painter for 13 years.473 By the 
end of her stay in Munich in 1879, Wegmann was considered one 
of the most talented women painters of the Munich school.474 Weg-
mann later stated that the reason for her move to the Bavarian 
capital was the relatively low living expenses in comparison to oth-
er artistic centers.475 It is likely that other reasons played into her 
decision: Munich offered good exhibition opportunities, a flour-
ishing art market and an excellent art academy, which was closed 
to women but its members supervised female students privately.476 

According to Charlotte J. Weeks, the city provided women art-
ists with plenty of training opportunities and an unparalleled free-
dom that allowed them to live “a garçon life, such as can only be ob-
tained in a place where it is a common thing for a lady to live alone 
in lodgings”.477 Bauck and Wegmann spent the formative years of 
their respective careers in this relatively liberal environment, and 
it was here that their friendship evolved. The sources regarding the 
early years of their friendship are limited to the formal letters that 
Wegmann sent to her patrons in Copenhagen and in which Bauck 
is only mentioned from time to time.478 In 1879, both artists par-
ticipated in the Internationale Kunstausstellung (International Art 
Exhibition) in Munich, where they were exposed to French plein 
air painting and the works of the painters of the Barbizon school. 
These impressions may have prompted them to relocate to France 
to gain fresh artistic impulses.479

The body of source material increases dramatically as soon as 
the friends travel to Paris in the fall of 1879 and meet their fel-
low colleague Hildegard Thorell, who described her encounter 
with Bauck and Wegmann in great detail in correspondence with 
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her husband  Reinhold. Thorell was among the few married wom-
en who pursued a professional career as a painter. She studied at 
the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm between 1876 and 
1878, before moving to Paris in 1879 to complete her education.480 
Thorell met Bauck and Wegmann in a guesthouse on the Rue des 
Bruxelles in the ninth arrondissement in Paris, where they all re-
sided over the winter.481 In December 1879, Thorell offered a warm 
portrayal of her Swedish acquaintance:

Jeanna Bauck is one of the most adorable people I have met in 
my life. The first impression, i.e. her appearance is not appealing 
–  she looks like a student with her short hair, but that similar-
ity disappears as soon as you talk to her. She seems exception-
ally mild, bright, modest and always with bon courage. She is 
39 years old, which I almost could not believe, but she told me 
today. She is awaiting an intimate friend and moreover a prom-
inent painter from Munich, Miss Wegmann, Danish, who will 
also be living here. […] I almost dare to say that Jeanna and I 
have already become good friends.482 

A photograph taken at the studio of Franz Hanfstaengl in Mu-
nich, probably from the early 1870s, shows the youthful features 
of Bauck, who was wearing her hair short. In the nineteenth cen-
tury, such a coiffure was associated with emancipated and intel-
lectual women and was worn by artists and writers, such as the 
French animal painter Rosa Bonheur, the French writer George 

Fig. 35. Fr. Hanf-
staengel, Jeanna 
Bauck in Munich in 
the 1870s.
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Sand (1804–1876), the Norwegian sculptor Ambrosia Tønnessen 
(1859–1948) and the Swedish critic Klara Johanson (1875–1948).483 
In contrast to the self-confident Swede, Wegmann had, according 
to Thorell’s first impression, a sensitive character and appeared to 
be dependent on her friend: “Bertha is a fragile nature, […] and it 
would not happen, even just for an hour that Jeanna would sepa-
rate from her.”484 During their first winter in Paris, the three artists 
studied together at Académie Trélat and spent much time, including 
the Christmas holidays, together.485 

In December 1879, Thorell decided to take private lessons from 
Wegmann, whose work she admired immensely: “I am extremely 
happy that Bertha Wegmann is painting in the atelier, since we 
learn a lot just by watching what she does and, besides, she has 
taken me under her wings.”486 It is remarkable that Thorell chose 
this wording, as it suggests that Wegmann felt a responsibility for 
the younger artist and a protective urge that exceeded an ordinary 
teacher- student-relationship. Wegmann became both a close friend 
and a mentor for Thorell, rendering their relationship somewhat 
asymmetrical, with Thorell looking up to Wegmann. In the weeks 
to follow, Thorell entered into a productive period: “Under Ber-
tha’s guidance I have no less than three portraits in the works and I 
find in Bertha the best teacher.”487 According to the student’s own 
accounts, Wegmann’s private tuition had a greater impact on her 
artistic development than the sporadic corrections by Léon Bonnat, 
Jean-Léon Gérôme (1824–1904) and Jules Bastien- Lepage (1848–
1884) at Académie Trélat.488 In retrospect, writing to Thorell, Weg-
mann also acknowledged the importance of skillful fellow students:

I also long to see you again and to talk to you a bit, but there can 
be no question of going to Paris again right now, I simply cannot 
afford it, but I would like to paint there together with you again 
some winter, preferably at a school as back then, I thought the 
time at Trélat’s was so nice and enjoyable, and we all had such 
an upswing, there was real progress. […] I don’t believe that any 
other school would be as good as Trélat’s, even though she was a 
crazy woman, but there were good teachers, and the whole thing 
was not as business-like as in the other schools. I look upon the 
time there as one of the most enjoyable episodes in my life, and 
as one of those during which I made the greatest progress […] 
Back then there were so many skillful students, and they do help 
more than having teachers for ten years.489
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These and other similar comments suggest that the influence of fel-
low students was in fact far greater on Nordic women painters’ pro-
fessional developments than the sporadic supervision by the teach-
ers at the private academies in Paris. Whereas the renowned French 
teachers provided Thorell with the desired professional pedigree, 
the day-to-day interaction with her peers and the informal teach-
ing by Wegmann had a far greater impact on the advancement of 
her painting technique. In correspondence with her husband Re-
inhold, Thorell repeatedly expressed her admiration for Wegmann 
and her gratitude for the support she received from her friend:

You may not understand how much I am indebted to her, but it 
is essentially to her credit if I have improved my painting. She 
has put unusually much effort into me. I asked Jeanna for advice, 
but she explained that B. had made the effort only out of her 
own interest in me, since she believes that I have talent. […] You 
will never see any male artist who has bolder brushwork, more 
power, or a more beautiful perception of nature than Bertha is 
able to put into what she paints.490

In return, Thorell sat for her new mentor, who painted an intimate, 
small-scale portrait of her student in fashionable dress in only two 
days.491 Thorell explained: “She will paint me with my generally 
much admired green hat and new coat, which both together should 
give a most stylish impression.”492 Around the same time, Thorell 
painted the portrait of an American widow, Miss Gay, who was liv-
ing with her daughter in the same guesthouse as the artists. Thorell 
depicted the American sitter in the same coat that she herself was 
wearing in Wegmann’s portrait. By comparing the delicately ren-
dered fur-trimmed coats and reddened cheeks of the sitters in the 
portraits of Hildegard Thorell and Miss Gay, one can easily dis-
cern the stylistic similarities between teacher and student. For the 
likeness of Miss Gay, Thorell employed a technique of applying a 
light layer of bright colors as underpaint that she had learned from 
Wegmann.493 

Thorell’s portrait of Miss Gay was accepted for the Salon of 
1880, and it had a prominent position in the exhibition. The 
following year the painting was acquired by the Gothenburg 
Museum.494 Bauck was also represented at the Salon in 1880, 
participating for the first time and exhibiting a landscape in the 
style of the Barbizon school entitled Summer Evening. Bauck took 

Fig. 36. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Hildegard 
Thorell, The Artist, 
1880.
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part a second time in 1882 and that year Wegmann was listed 
as her teacher in the Salon catalog.495 Wegmann celebrated her 
first success at the Salon in 1881. She participated under the 
Francophone name Berthe Vegman and received an honorable 
mention for her portrait of Jeanna Bauck (see fig. 60).496 

In the summers of 1881 and 1882, Bauck and Wegmann lived 
together in the guesthouse Hôtel de la Marie in Écouen in the Île-
de-France. Here, they collected sketches to work with during win-
ter and made day trips to the capital to visit exhibitions.497 During 
such excursions to Paris they would also visit their friend Thorell, 
who described these meetings in letters to her husband. Thorell 
found the friends’ company “refreshing” and the professional ex-
change gave her “courage and passion to work”.498 In the summer 
of 1881, Thorell sat once more for Wegmann. In this genre paint-
ing Thorell is sitting in a landscape setting listening to a young 
man reading aloud.499 In return, Wegmann provided advice and in-
struction, which Thorell thankfully remarked upon: “You cannot 
imagine how warmly interested she is in my painting and how well 
she understands me. I could never have met any teacher that suits 
me better.”500 A few weeks later, Thorell reflected upon Wegmann’s 
selfless support: “Kind Bertha, she cares about me as if it was her-

Fig. 38. Jeanna 
Bauck, Summer 
Evening, 1880. 

 Fig. 37. Hilde-
gard Thorell, 
Portrait of a Lady, 
Miss Gay, 1880.
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self.”501 The letters by Thorell speak of a strong sense of communi-
ty, trust and identification among the artists. Since Thorell uttered 
her admiration for Wegmann not only in correspondence with her 
artist friends, but also in multiple letters to her husband, it seems 
that she expressed honest and deeply felt emotions.

Back home in Copenhagen in October 1882, Wegmann com-
mented on her fickle artistic temperament and longed for a re-
union with Bauck in Munich: “Yes, such a poor artist’s soul is a 
wondrous thing… now it goes up, now it goes down, now one is in 
seventh heaven, and now in purgatory! You can understand how I 
long to come to Munich and show my works to Jeanna, and where 
I will study so much!”502 Upon her arrival in Munich, Wegmann 
exclaimed once more in a letter to Thorell: “I have great katzen-
jammer and I am bursting to show my paintings to Jeanna in order 
to hear the sentence on me, since in Copenhagen I do not have a 
soul on whose opinion I count. Today Jeanna will come to my stu-
dio, and then I will learn my fate.”503 This humorously dramatizing 
statement implies that Wegmann relied on Bauck’s advice in artis-
tic matters and that her friend’s opinion was very important to her.

In the spring of 1883 Thorell joined her friends in Munich for 
a couple of weeks to study with Wegmann, who by that time al-
ready tutored a number of students privately, both in Munich and 
in Copenhagen.504 Wegmann commented upon Thorell’s decision 
to come to Bavaria: “It pleases me a lot that you want to follow 
through with coming to Munich and I will happily do everything 
to support you in your art. You know well how much I care about 
you and how much I believe in your great talent.”505 Even this study 
period is meticulously documented in the correspondence with 
Reinhold Thorell, in which Hildegard Thorell provided detailed 
accounts of the instructions by Wegmann. In Thorell’s letters, We-
gmann appears as a strict and honest teacher, who always “sharp-
ened her eyes” when criticizing the colleague’s work, while at the 
same time reassuring her of her talent.506 Often Thorell spent the 
evenings together with her friends in the Bauck sisters’ apartment:

Yesterday evening I was invited to eat supper with Jeanna and 
her sister, i.e. there was no other guest but me. Bertha lodges 
there and we had such a great time. I never have a better time 
than in the company of these two friends. There, in private, we 
had the liveliest discussion about the right of art to exist or not 
to exist.507
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Here, Thorell emphasized the intimacy of their relationship, which 
allowed them to debate open-heartedly about artistic matters. Af-
ter Thorell had returned to Stockholm, Bauck stated that her home 
felt empty without her friend’s presence, comparing their lives 
with those of “migrating birds without a permanent home”.508 By 
1883 the artists had established lives and careers in three different 
countries, turning the periods they spent together into something 
rare and precious. 

In the months to follow, Bauck and Wegmann kept Thorell in-
formed about their artistic progress. In June 1883, Wegmann strug-
gled to finish the painting Mother with a Child in a Garden for the 
Nordisk Kunstudstilling (Nordic Art Exhibition) in Copenhagen, 
while Bauck reflected sympathetically on her perfectionism:

 
She is up to her ears in a hurry with her “Mother with the Child” 
in the garden, you know, it is again completely overworked, has 
turned into something completely brilliant, but it has to go head 
over heels in a couple of days and there is still plenty missing, 
it is for the exhibition in Copenhagen – […] She is currently 
painting and sighing over her canvas – outside the rain has been 
pouring for four days and nights. It is dark and the lighting is 
miserable, so she needs to pause from time to time – poor her, 
she is tired and hopes that she soon will be done with this never- 
ending canvas! Yes, quid pro quo – she is sacrificing everything 
for her art and therefore it is simply just that she is so successful.509

Fig. 39. Bertha 
Wegmann, Young 
Mother with a Child 
in a Garden, 1883.
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According to Georg Nordensvan’s enthusiastic report in Ny Illus-
trerad Tidning, the painting eventually won both critical and public 
acclaim at the exhibition.510 The same year, Thorell assisted Weg-
mann in selling the painting to Nationalmuseum.511 

In a letter to Thorell from the summer of 1883, Bauck praised 
Wegmann’s portrait of her sister Anna Seekamp in an enthusiastic 
manner, indicating that she identified strongly with her friend’s 
success: “I am really fond of Bertha’s portrait of her sister, it is the 
best I have ever seen in terms of portraiture, and I am so conceited 
about my friend having done it that I look down my nose at the 
whole world.”512 Wegmann had won a third-class-medal at the Salon 
of 1882 for this insightful likeness of her sister. In early May 1882, 
shortly after the exhibition had opened, Wegmann had informed 
Thorell about her Salon success, indicating that the jury member 
Jean- Charles Cazin (1840–1901) had advocated for her portrait:

I seem to have a good friend in the Jury, maybe it is Cazin. You 
know, the one who was so enthusiastic about Jeanna’s portrait, 
because I received a note with the following content: “Excellent 
portrait, fort apprecié hier au jury” – but there was no signature, 
therefore I must assume that it was Cazin, since I don’t know 
anyone else. I have also heard that the portrait has an excellent 
placement at the Salon, and I am as happy as a clam. Forgive me 
for trumpeting the news so quickly, but you are an artist’s soul 
and can understand how much this means, especially when one 
didn’t have high hopes.513 

Wegmann remained the only Nordic woman artist to receive a 
medal from the jury throughout the 1880s.514 The following year, 
Wegmann also received the Thorvaldsenske Udstillingsmedalje at the 
annual Charlottenborg exhibition in Copenhagen, the highest 
honor awarded by the committee of Denmark’s most prestigious 
art exhibition.515 In the portrait, the artist’s sister has taken a break 
from her needlework and is curiously glancing at the beholder 
while playfully letting the yarn glide through her fingers. Accord-
ing to Wegmann’s own account, the sittings with the sister helped 
her to get over all the “pettiness” she felt she was surrounded by 
at home in Copenhagen.516 According to an obituary in a Danish 
newspaper, Anna Seekamp was an amateur landscape and flower 
painter herself and her home in Rungsted, outside of Copenhagen, 
was “always open for young artists”.517 The portrait of Seekamp 
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proved Wegmann to be a successful exhibition artist, who managed 
to receive recognition for a work both abroad and at home. The 
artist and critic Niels Vinding Dorph (1862–1931) later comment-
ed on Wegmann’s success at the Charlottenborg exhibitions in the 
1880s: “Older visitors to the exhibition will still remember those 
years when Bertha Wegmann’s art dominated Charlottenborg, and 
when large crowds assembled in front of her paintings.”518

How important the company of her friends was to Wegmann 
becomes apparent in two letters from 1883. In July, she confessed to 
Thorell that she wished for Bauck to move to Copenhagen to live 
with her, as she felt incomplete without her closest friend: “I wish 
she would like to be there with me – as long as she is not there, too, 
I feel drawn back and forth and have nowhere to gain a foothold.”519 
Bauck wrote these lines to Thorell to Wegmann’s dictation, which 
turns the comment into an indirect request addressed to Bauck. In 
December, Wegmann also assured Thorell of the exceptionality of 
their friendship:

Fig. 40. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Madame 
Anna Seekamp, the 
Artist’s Sister, 1882.
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If only you had not been so far away, so often I long to talk to 
you about our shared great love, about divine art, there is no one 
that understands this passion quite like you, and experiences it 
so fervently and burningly. Here, among these merchants, these 
wholesalers, these practical and material people, I often feel as if 
in a desert, and there is no one who understands me.520

Extending far beyond epistolary conventions of politeness, these 
assuring and tender comments in the letters demonstrate that the 
friends formed an emotional community characterized by shared 
experiences, feelings and beliefs. The artists distinguished clearly 
between their friendship, which was apparently based on mutual 
understanding and understood as emotionally deep, sincere and 
trustful, and their more superficial relationships to other people. 
Their friendship was based on affection, identification and at times 
even co-dependence, resulting in a pronounced sense of communi-
ty that basically excluded the rest of the world. Time and again, the 
three artist friends reassured one another that they lived in a world 
of shared artistic concerns and emotions, often considered incom-
prehensible to those situated outside of their emotional community. 

During the following thirty years, Bauck and Wegmann regu-
larly visited one another and undertook study trips together.521 In 
May 1884, Bauck visited Wegmann in Copenhagen522 and in the 
winter of 1885, when the latter was receiving medical treatment 
for her rheumatism and chlorosis in Dresden, Bauck took care of 
her, “faithfully following” the friend throughout the “misery”, as 
the patient thankfully remarked.523 To help Wegmann return to 
artistic productivity, the artists copied together after old master 
paintings in the Dresdner Gemäldegalerie. During this sojourn in 
Dresden, Weg mann painted the second known friendship image of 
Bauck (see fig. 64), which she exhibited both at the Salon of 1886 
and at the Exposition Universelle of 1889.524 Bauck and Wegmann 
returned to Écouen for a joint study trip during the summer of 
1886.525 

After having spent the summer of 1889 in Tyrol, Wegmann vis-
ited Bauck in Munich during the fall and stayed for a lengthy peri-
od in her friend’s home. Bauck mentioned in her correspondence 
with Thorell that Wegmann chose to live in extreme isolation: 
“Now in Munich she has become really unsociable, cannot stand 
talking to anyone, locks herself up in the studio, and doesn’t want 
to do anything but quietly sit and paint with me, read and keep 
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silent! I am the only lucky one who is allowed to be around.”526 In 
late October, Wegmann sent a series of ink drawings to the Danish 
physician Peter Dethlefsen.527 In one of these images, entitled Vore 
aftener i Jeannas atelier (Our Evenings in Jeanna’s Studio), Wegmann 
has depicted herself in Bauck’s company. Bauck is sitting in an arm-
chair reading in a book, while Wegmann, sitting right next to her, 
is drawing in a large sketchbook. Weg mann’s informal double por-
trait captures the intimacy of the friends’ relationship. 

In the autumn of 1891 the artist friends returned to Tyrol to hike 
and collect sketches together, as Bauck informed Thorell: “We each 
drew a sketchbook full, not with vedute, but with atmospheres, in-
teriors, whatever we liked – it is a joyful memory.”528 In the summer 
of 1892529 and in the fall of 1894 Wegmann returned to Munich 
for intensive study periods, as Bauck explained: “We have been 
hard-working together that time, the idea was that we would study 
together the whole winter, and indeed we painted from morning 
to dusk, just as much as was possible.”530 These repeated periods of 
working together, during which they experimented and collected 

Fig. 41. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Our 
Evenings in Jeanna’s 
Studio, from a letter 
to Peter Dethlefsen, 
October 24, 1889. 
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sketches for later compositions, appear to have fulfilled an import-
ant function in both painters’ artistic practice. Both repeatedly de-
scribed these periods as particularly creative and productive. 

During her 1894 sojourn in Munich, Wegmann was accompa-
nied by her new companion Toni Müller (1864–1947),531 whom she 
had first introduced in a letter to Thorell the previous year:

I have got a new friend who is living with me now, but Jeanna 
allows it, because it is a sweet quite young girl, actually a true 
child, I met her in the summer on Rügen, and she became so 
fond of me that she asked if she could come along with me. I 
like her a lot and her company is a great joy and comfort to me. 
Jeanna knows how much her company means to me and she is 
happy that I am not so alone anymore.532

The appearance of a close companion in Wegmann’s life seemed 
to have caused some friction between her and Bauck. When Weg-
mann, many years later, in 1912, borrowed Bauck’s apartment and 
studio in Munich and lived there together with Müller, Bauck of-
fered a vivid description of her friend’s companion, revealing mixed 
feelings: “a protégée, a younger girlfriend, a unique, remarkable, 
not completely normal poetess […], Toni Möller [sic] is her name – 
beautiful, energetic, domineering, but everything around her has a 
tendency towards the abnormal – otherwise endlessly good-heart-
ed.”533 The descriptions of Müller in the letters by Bauck and Weg-
mann raise some questions regarding the nature of this “triangular 
relationship”. 

The cohabitation between Wegmann and Müller lasted from 
1892 until the artist’s death in 1926, whereupon Müller entered a 
Catholic convent in Copenhagen.534 During the final years of her 
life, Wegmann lived in a pension for women in Copenhagen to-
gether with Müller, who took care of her, as stated in an  article 
in the Danish newspaper Politiken from November 1923: “It is 
not easy to meet the old painter. If one visits her after 7 p.m. in 
the ‘Dame hotellet’ where she has her private place of residence, 
her lovely friend and good spirit, Miss Müller answers that Miss 
has already gone to bed.”535 The two women lived openly together 
and apparently they had their strict daily routines. In this account 
Müller is assigned the role of the good “housewife” who looks af-
ter her companion. Their relationship can best be described as a 
life partnership or Boston marriage, meaning two women living 
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permanently together, independent of financial support from a 
man.536 Müller’s father built a studio for Wegmann in his house in 
the mountains of Silesia near Wölfelsgrund (today Międzygórze), 
where the couple lived for several years.537 

Wegmann was considerably older than Müller, seventeen years 
her senior, also implied in her previously quoted choice of words, 
calling her companion a “true child”. In 1898, Bauck referred to 
Müller in a letter to Thorell as Wegmann’s “foster child”, which 
suggests that the couple had a somewhat asymmetrical relation-
ship, with Müller dependent on Wegmann.538 As the literary histo-
rian Carina Burman has pointed out, it was quite common among 
turn-of-the-century female couples to compare their partnerships 
with mother-daughter relationships and play with such associa-
tions in private circles.539 During a visit to Berlin in 1904, Weg-
mann and Müller had their picture taken at the photographic stu-
dio of Hermann Tietz (1837–1907). The two women are elegantly 
dressed, they stand closely together while holding their dog Fuggi. 
In this photograph, Wegmann and Müller stage themselves as a 
couple and the pet between them symbolizes their close bond.540 

Müller also featured as a model in Wegmann’s oeuvre, and prob-
ably in the late 1890s the artist painted a portrait of her companion 
against the background of a dark forest.541 If one compares the sitter 

Fig. 42. Hermann 
Tietz, Bertha 
Wegmann and Toni 
Müller with their dog 
Fuggi in Berlin, 1904.
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in Portrait of a Young Woman in a Blue Dress with Müller’s features in 
the photograph from 1904, the resemblance is striking enough to 
identify her as the sitter. Müller is wearing a page-boy haircut that 
frames her round face, characterized by big eyes and full lips. She 
is wearing a blue blouse with a collar and a ribbon that is reminis-
cent of a sailor dress, which due to its natural waist was one of the 
designs promoted by the dress reform movement.542 The portrait of 
Müller is executed in broad and vibrant brushstrokes and the area 
around the hands, holding a yellow flower, is only loosely rendered. 
In this experimental portrait, the artist’s companion appears as a 
modern woman, whose androgyne appearance and boyish haircut 
indicate her unconventional lifestyle.

Bauck’s characterization of Müller raises some questions re-
garding the nature of her own relationship with Wegmann. It is 
remarkable that Wegmann suggested in the letter from 1893 that 
she needed Bauck’s permission to form a household with Müller, 
which implies an unusual dependence and a close bond between 
the friends. Bauck’s verbose description of Müller’s personality in 
the letter to Thorell from 1912 appears disparaging, and it seems as 
if she was jealous or wished to dissociate herself from Wegmann’s 
mannerless companion. Judging from some of her comments in 
the correspondence, Bauck had a more conservative outlook than 
Wegmann. She criticized, for instance, the younger generation of 

Fig. 43. Bertha 
Wegmann, Portrait 
of a Young Woman 
in a Blue Dress (Toni 
Müller), undated.
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women artists for making themselves “ridiculous with their boyish 
manners, drinking, smoking, partying”, thereby discrediting the 
whole professional group of women artists.543 

In contrast to Müller’s apparently asymmetrical relationship 
with Wegmann, Bauck and Wegmann had a more egalitarian 
partnership of strong emotional and professional significance. Of 
course, the contemporary reader of these letters might wonder if 
any of these relationships would in today’s terms be considered ho-
mosexual or lesbian. From the sources at hand it is impossible to 
trace whether these women engaged in any sexual intimacy.544 Even 
between friends, much remained unspoken as well as unwritten and 
one cannot know to what extent Bauck and Wegmann shared their 
thoughts and feelings with their married friend Thorell.545 Only in 
two consecutive letters from 1891 has Wegmann mentioned an “in-
termezzo” with a man bearing the initials P.D., immediately ensur-
ing herself that Thorell would not share her newly won knowledge 
with anyone else.546 As Martha Vicinus has pointed out, women 
had good reasons to be discreet about their sexuality because the 
consequences of being outspoken about physical desire could be 
dangerous to their reputation and respectability.547 

Both the question of whether these relationships were lesbian 
or not, and any possible answer, appear anachronistic given that 
Bauck, Wegmann and Müller most probably never thought in such 
strict categories as heterosexual versus homosexual desires.548 In 
an interview on the occasion of her seventieth birthday in 1917, 
Bertha Wegmann stated “My life was devoted to friendship, I was 
loved very much”, and she added: “For five years I have lived in the 
mountains of Silesia, where a young friend’s father had built me a 
studio.”549 In this statement, directly followed by a comment about 
Toni Müller, Wegmann used friendship and love interchangeably 
and she described the former as a guiding theme in her life. As the 
literary historian Birgitta Holm has argued, intimate relationships 
between women in this period defy any easy categorization and 
one should rather conceive of them as evolving along a “gliding 
scale”, which, in this case, oscillated between friendship and love.550

Anna Petersen’s group portrait An Evening with Friends, by 
Lamp light from 1891 (see fig. 31), introduced at the beginning of 
this chapter, elucidates the complexity in reading these ambiguous 
relationships. Bauck and Wegmann are sitting on the sofa to the 
left with their faces turned in opposite directions. They are focus-
ing on the music and do not engage in any direct interaction. At 
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the same time, the two artists are sitting close together and because 
their shoulders meet, it even seems as if they are holding hands. 
Examining the scene more closely, this certainty disappears. Their 
hands remain hidden in the shadow cast by their own bodies. Even 
though the beholder cannot know if they are touching one anoth-
er, the representation of their harmonious togetherness implies a 
strong sense of intimacy.

Despite some remaining insecurity, it seems legitimate to use 
friendship as an umbrella term to describe the above relationships. 
Friendship had ambiguous meanings and divergent uses in the pe-
riod, applicable to both sexually and non-sexually intimate rela-
tionships between women. As Sharon Marcus has pointed out, in 
the nineteenth century, friend was a “capacious term” and could 
denote an emotional intimate or a lover.551 Against this backdrop, 
Marcus concludes: “We can best understand what kind of relation-
ships women had with each other not by hunting for evidence of 
sex, which even if we find it will not explain much, but rather by 
anchoring women’s own statements about their relationships in 
a larger context”, such as “the complex linguistic field of lifewrit-
ing”.552 The above statements by Bauck and Wegmann are rare oc-
casions of “queer dissonance” in their correspondence, counteract-
ing the dominant gender ideology of the day.553 Such a reading only 
becomes visible if the reader considers the heteronormative social 
context in which the letters were written.554 In many ways, these 
relationships, whether they were sexual or not, undermined and 
challenged the heteronormative ideology that governed the peri-
od. As Øystein Sjåstad has remarked in relation to Kitty Kielland’s 
non-normative life choices, “to remain unmarried voluntarily was 
a queer choice, but this did not automatically mean the woman 
was a lesbian”.555 Inspired by Tone Hellesund’s understanding of 
the single middle-class woman or “spinster” as a queer cultural cat-
egory, Sjåstad has defined queerness as the challenge of society’s 
gender expectations and the willingness to build a life independent 
of these constraints.556 

Bauck, Wegmann and Müller built lives that revolved around 
their emotional community, consisting of female friends and sib-
lings. In the context of this study, the fact that their relationships 
during different periods in their lives closely resembled marriages 
–  in the sense that they constituted the women’s primary emotion-
al bonds – is more important than their sexual orientation. These 
women formed partnerships with one another and concluded social 

Fig. 44. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Portrait of 
the Swedish Painter 
Jeanna Bauck, 1905.
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contracts, providing economic and social safety as well as emotion-
al support. In contrast to heterosexual marriages, however, these 
partnerships offered one decisive advantage: They allowed for the 
personal freedom to pursue a professional career, which was denied 
to the majority of women who married a man. Bauck and Weg-
mann, whose partnership is central to this chapter, developed an 
emotionally intimate and professionally productive relationship. 
During long periods in their lives, they formed a household and 
a studio community, they supported one another financially and 
collaborated artistically. 

Following the two artists’ deaths, Toni Müller played a decisive 
role in securing the friends’ work for posterity. Wegmann herself 
documented in her will that Danish museums should be allowed 
to choose a painting from her estate.557 Several museums followed 
that invitation on the occasion of the memorial exhibition held in 
Charlottenborg in October 1926, including Århus Kunstmuseum, 
which selected Wegmann’s portrait of Jeanna Bauck from 1905.558 
In 1931, Müller made sure that key works by Bauck and Weg mann 
entered the collection of Nationalmuseum.559 Finally, in 1941, Müller 
organized a second commemorative exhibition of Wegmann’s 
work. At this exhibition, the remaining paintings in the artist’s es-
tate were sold in order to build a foundation for destitute young 
women artists in Wegmann’s name.560 

In their correspondence with Thorell, Bauck and Wegmann re-
peatedly emphasized their mutual influence on one another’s artis-
tic progress and recounted joint study trips and co-working periods. 
In the late 1890s, when Bauck was living in Berlin and teaching at 
the Verein der Berliner Künstlerinnen (Association of Women Artists 
in Berlin), Wegmann visited her several times.561 During a visit in 
1898, Wegmann and Bauck worked simultaneously on their re-
spective portraits of Hanna Lucia Bauck, depicting the sister from 
slightly different angles.562 In a letter to Thorell, Bauck mentioned 
that Wegmann had the idea for the portraits after copying Sandro 
Botticelli (1445–1510) in the Gemäldegalerie, suggesting to paint 
Bauck’s sister in the style of the Renaissance master.563 The artists 
learned much from such joint exercises, as Wegmann explained in 
a letter to Thorell from 1887: “How much I would like to paint 
together with you, dear Hildegard, how refreshing it would be to 
paint together from a model, but I don’t have the means for this. 
Unfortunately, I have to consider selling, and then I cannot paint 
studies, because no one wants to buy them.”564 
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The preserved letters indicate that Wegmann made her last long 
study trip to Munich from the fall of 1911 until the summer of 
1912.565 The First World War eventually kept the friends apart for 
several years and thereafter there is no mention of any study trips or 
visits in the preserved letters.566 In a letter from 1915, Bauck regret-
ted not having been able to work together with Wegmann: “She 
had so much wanted to come here during the winter to really paint 
aside me, something we both used to benefit from a lot. But I have 
had a real wartime here and barely got through it alive.”567 When 
talking about painting jointly, Bauck used the Swedish term ikapp 
(“måla ikapp med mig”), which means to do something simulta-
neously in the form of a competition. Hence, she implied that she 
collaborated with Wegmann through competition and emulation, 
meaning that they improved by trying to keep pace with one an-
other. Inherent to both friendship and artistic collaboration is the 
notion that one wants to live up to the partner’s expectations and 
skills. Therefore, the painters’ artistic partnership oscillated be-
tween, at first sight, opposing poles of collaboration and competi-
tion. In other words, a collaborative-competitive spirit formed the 
core of their shared artistic practice. 

 Fig. 45. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Portrait of 
Hanna Lucia Bauck in 
a Blue Dress and with 
a Little Dog on her 
Lap, 1898. 

 Fig. 46. Jeanna 
Bauck, The Painter’s 
Sister, 1898. 
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When the friends had reached old age, long journeys became 
impossible to undertake and the letters became the sole source of 
communication and exchange.568 In 1918, Bauck summarized her 
feelings in a letter to Thorell: “Sad that we are so far apart – my 
dearest friends are far away, you in Stockholm, Bertha in Copenha-
gen […] – as inaccessible as if they were on the moon.”569 During 
the 1920s the epistolary exchange became more infrequent until it 
finally ended with the deaths of Thorell’s correspondents in 1926. 

This analysis has shown that the letters exchanged between 
Jeanna Bauck, Hildegard Thorell and Bertha Wegmann had both 
social and psychological functions. The correspondence allowed for 
communication when apart and forged interpersonal ties. It fig-
ured as an emotional outlet for self-expression and group-building. 
The study of the epistolary exchange demonstrates that the art-
ists’ relationship was shaped by a strong sense of community and 
belonging, and it was built upon shared feelings, experiences and 
professional aspirations. The correspondence further indicates that 
Bauck and Wegmann not only shared a strong emotional bond as 
friends, but that they even collaborated closely as artists. In the 
following, the focus will shift from the friends’ letter-writing to 
their paintings by means of detailed analyses of selected friendship 
images and shared artistic practices.

Doubled Portrait 

The artistic companionship of Jeanna Bauck and Bertha Wegmann 
spanned over many years and resulted in several friendship imag-
es. Bauck painted Wegmann once, probably in 1889, representing 
her friend at work in the studio (see fig. 50). Wegmann portrayed 
Bauck on several occasions during the 1880s: for the first time in 
Paris in 1881 (see fig. 60) and for the second time in Dresden in 
1885 (see fig. 64). Both portraits were exhibited at the Salon in Par-
is in 1881 and 1886 and were thus essential in shaping Wegmann’s 
reputation as a portraitist. The catalog published on the occasion 
of Wegmann’s memorial exhibition in Charlottenborg in October 
1926 lists two additional portraits of Bauck painted in the 1880s, 
neither of which has yet been located or identified.570 Wegmann 
painted her last known portrait of Bauck in 1905, depicting her 
older friend in profile, seated in an armchair with her hands folded 
over a book (see fig. 44). The scarce literature on the artists tends 
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to state that they painted around twenty portraits of one another, 
without providing any supporting information.571 

When it comes to group portraits, Bauck might also have sat 
for Wegmann’s genre painting Two Friends Drinking Tea in the Art-
ist’s Studio, which was begun around 1885 and completed as late as 
1925.572 The lady with the curly blonde hair to the left bears some 
resemblance to photographs and portraits of Bauck. The woman to 
the right with the brown hair and heart-shaped face is reminiscent 
of Hildegard Thorell in Wegmann’s likeness from 1880. Yet, there 
is no further supporting evidence proving these identifications. A 
pencil drawing by Wegmann in the collections of Statens Museum 
for Kunst in Copenhagen depicts a similar scene with three wom-
en drinking tea in a studio. An ink drawing with the same motif, 
included in a letter from Wegmann to Peter Dethlefsen from the 
fall of 1889, allows us to identify the women (from left) as Jeanna 
Bauck, Hanna Bauck and Agathe Röstel, and it also reveals that 
the depicted room is Bauck’s studio on Land wehrstrasse 40 in Mu-
nich.573 Agathe Röstel was a genre painter who had her studio in 

Fig. 47. Bertha 
Wegmann, Two 
Friends Drinking Tea 
in the Artist’s Studio, 
1885–1925.
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the same house.574 In 1879, Wegmann painted a portrait of Röstel, 
which she displayed on a wall in her studio in Copenhagen as late 
as 1917, as evidenced in a photo graph. The portrait remained in 
Wegmann’s ownership until her death.575 Even though information 
on their relationship remains scarce, Weg mann’s portrait and her 
drawings strongly suggest that Röstel was a close friend.

The following analysis of the friendship images focuses on the 
studio scene by Bauck and the two Salon portraits by Wegmann. 
In these paintings the artists elaborate most deliberately on their 
shared role as professional artists. In particular, the two Salon 
portraits, which were intended to be put on display in the most 
prestigious exhibition of the time, fulfilled an important function 
in showcasing both the painter and the person represented. The 
primary function of these exhibition pieces was to establish a pro-
fessional reputation for the artist, but partly also for the sitter. At 
the same time, the paintings by Bauck and Wegmann also figured 
as tokens of friendship. Two of the three paintings, Bauck’s genre 

Fig. 48. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Afternoon 
Tea in the Artist’s 
Studio, 1889.
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scene and Wegmann’s 1881 portrait, remained in Wegmann’s pos-
session, pointing towards their personal importance as friendship 
images. As material signs of friendship, these paintings recalled the 
presence of the friend, even when she was far away in a different 
country. In the friendship image, the temporal and the permanent 
–  the ephemeral act of portrayal and the lasting presence of the 
artwork – establish a sense of companionship in the moment of 
the sitting and keep it alive ever after. After Wegmann’s death in 
1926 both paintings were donated to Nationalmuseum according to 
the artists’ will and thereby incorporated into an eminent museum 
collection.576 

It was long believed that Bauck’s undated genre scene depicting 
Wegmann portraying a hitherto unknown gentleman was painted 
in Munich in the late 1870s, shortly before the artists traveled to 
France in 1879.577 The dark palette, seemingly metonymic with the 
Munich school, was the central stylistic argument for this dating. It 
was based on the idea that the works of the two painters “lightened 

Fig. 49. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Jeanna, 
Hanna and Agathe 
Röstel in Jeanna’s 
 Studio with the 
Dessert, 1889.
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up” considerably as soon as they moved to Paris and were exposed 
to the art of French plein air painting.578 

Emilie Boe Bierlich has recently located the portrait that Weg-
mann is painting in Bauck’s studio scene in private ownership and 
identified the sitter as  Peter Dethlefsen, a Danish physician and 
psychiatrist of renown.579 Weg mann’s painting is undated, but ac-
cording to the entry on Deth lefsen in Dansk Biografisk Leksikon, she 
portrayed him in 1889, meaning that this portrait was painted af-

Fig. 50. Jeanna 
Bauck, The  Danish 
Artist Bertha 
 Wegmann Painting a 
Portrait, 1889.
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ter the artists’ longer sojourns in Paris in the early 1880s and after 
Bauck had settled again in Munich.580 This date is further support-
ed by an entry in the Salon catalog of 1889 that lists a painting 
by Wegmann entitled Portrait de M. le Dr. P. D., which must be the 
portrait of Peter Dethlefsen.581 Hence, Wegmann’s portrait as well 
as Bauck’s genre painting were most likely painted in the winter of 
1888–89 or spring of 1889.

Based on the preserved letters with greetings and drawings that 
Dethlefsen received from Bauck and Wegmann between 1889 and 
1903, the artists were on friendly terms with their sitter.582 The 
previously mentioned letters from Wegmann to Thorell, which re-
cord an “intermezzo” with “P.D.” in Paris in 1891, indicate that 
the artist and her sitter eventually developed a temporary romantic 
attachment.583 Peter Dethlefsen, born in 1855, studied neurology 
in Berlin from 1887 and finally completed his education in Paris in 
1891. The worldly physician might have sat for Wegmann’s portrait 
during a journey to Munich. Since Wegmann visited Bauck reg-
ularly in Munich for longer co-working periods, it appears likely 
that she painted the portrait of Dethlefsen in her friend’s studio. 
Judging from the letters to Thorell, Bauck, in turn, traveled only 
rarely to Copenhagen. In a letter to Thorell from Jenbach in Tyrol 
in August 1889, Wegmann noted that Bauck had probably told the 

 Fig. 52. Bertha 
Wegmann, Portrait 
of Peter Dethlefsen, 
1889.

 Fig. 51. Peter 
Dethlefsen (1855–
1937).
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friend what she had been working on before leaving for the moun-
tains.584 This letter indicates that Wegmann spent the spring of 1889 
in Munich, where she could have painted Dethlefsen’s portrait. 

In October 1889, Wegmann sent the above-mentioned illustrat-
ed letter (see fig. 49) to Dethlefsen, depicting Bauck’s studio from a 
different angle than the one chosen by her friend in the painted stu-
dio scene. How ever, both Wegmann’s drawing and Bauck’s studio 
scene include very similar furnishing, draperies, easels and large 
windows with metal muntins. Wegmann’s studio in  Copenhagen, 
which was located in the Kunstnerhjemmet (The Artist Home) on 
Gothersgade, had smaller windows at that time.585 In Bauck’s 
paint ing, the studio is filled with dark wooden furniture and the 
chair in the foreground, a Bavarian Bauernstuhl (peasant chair), was 
a typical element in Munich homes during the late nineteenth cen-
tury. The various decorative objects in the interior are represented 
in artful disarray and provide the room with a homely atmosphere. 
Clockwise, one sees a portfolio containing drawings and prints, a 
decorative drapery, a parasol and a chest of drawers on top of which 
stands a replica of the Venus de Milo. The painting placed on the 
wall in the back can be identified as Woman in Black by Bertha Weg-
mann from 1872 in the collection of Nationalmuseum.586 Wegmann 
might have left the painting in Munich as a souvenir to her friend, 
who eventually must have returned it to her, as it was included in 
her estate.587 In front of the window to the right, Bauck has ar-
ranged a still life with a wine bottle, a hand mirror and a collection 
of paintbrushes, surrounded by a group of house plants. 

If one compares Bauck’s painting with contemporary photo-
graphs depicting studios in Munich, the similarities are striking 
and they strongly support the argument that both her studio scene 
and Wegmann’s portrait of Dethlefsen were painted there.588 A 
useful source in this respect is the photographic series of artists’ 
studios produced by Carl Teufel (1845–1912) between 1889 and 
1900, documenting several hundred work spaces in the Bavarian 
capital.589 This photographic series forms a unique source for the 
social history of art in Munich and it testifies to the high degree of 
standard ization among the studios in the late nineteenth century. 
In Teufel’s photo graphs the residents are often present, but they 
tend to merge with the rich décor of their interiors. A typical exam-
ple is the photograph depicting the studio of the painter Luise Max- 
Ehrler (1850–1920), which conveys the same atmosphere as Bauck’s 
painted interior and is furnished with similar decorative elements. 
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The evidence available at present and the arguments outlined above 
suggest that Wegmann’s portrait and Bauck’s studio scene were 
painted in Munich in the winter 1888–89 or spring 1889. Thus, 
the painting was created ten years later than previously assumed, 
which invites a reconsideration of the simplified historiography of 
the supposed relocation of Nordic artists from Munich to Paris. 
The history of artistic progress, leading from the dark academic 
painting of the Munich school to the bright naturalism of French 
plein air painting, is in fact a parallel phenomenon. I would argue 
that this case is an exemplary demonstration that the careers of art-
ists are not linear but circuitous. Just as Bauck and Wegmann move 
back and forth between different cities and artistic centers, their 
art evolves in pendular movements. Different artistic expressions 
can exist side by side and simultaneously in a single artist’s work.

At least as relevant as the date and place for the context of this 
study, however, is the meaning of the portrait sitting that Bauck’s 
studio scene depicts. Frances Borzello has postulated that women 
painters in the nineteenth century never reversed the hierarchies of 

Fig. 53. Carl Teufel, 
The Studio of Luise 
Max-Ehrler, 1889.
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looking by placing a man as the object of scrutiny in their studio.590 
The subject matter of Bauck’s genre scene is indeed exceptional, as 
it depicts her fellow colleague and friend Bertha Wegmann in her 
professional role, working on the portrait of a male sitter and, in 
fact, on a painting aimed for the Salon. Wegmann has turned her 
back on the beholder and is working at her easel in the center of 
the composition. Her sitter, Peter Dethlefsen, is formally dressed 
and has taken a seat in a chair placed on small pedestal in the cor-
ner of the room. In Bauck’s genre scene, he is smoking a cigar, a 
prop that disappeared in Wegmann’s eventual portrait. Apart from 
this detail evoking the processuality of the depicted sitting, the two 
portraits of Dethlefsen coincide to a high degree, including the sit-
ter’s pose, forward-leaning and with a walking cane in his hands. 
In both cases, Dethlefsen is staged as an elegant member of the 
middle classes, dressed in a black jacket, polished shoes and leather 
gloves. The inclusion of a seemingly affluent and urbane male sitter 
in the composition renders Wegmann a sought-after professional 
who has entered a business relationship. The distance between the 
artist on the studio floor and the male sitter on the pedestal under-
lines the seriousness and propriety of this professional exchange. In 
Bauck’s genre scene, Dethlefsen turns into a signifier of Wegmann’s 
professionalism.

Following the logic of the painting’s composition, the male sit-
ter was faced with two women painters simultaneously working 
on his representation: While Wegmann was painting his portrait, 
Bauck painted a genre scene representing the sitting. With regard 
to the French and British contexts, Alexandra K. Wettlaufer has 
argued that more and more women artists in the nineteenth centu-
ry began to challenge and circumvent the structures of the gaze to 
claim a (contested) subject position in painting.591 During the last 
twenty years, scholarship on nineteenth-century visual culture has 
questioned the gendered dynamics of vision and emphasized the 
role of women as active spectators.592 The friendship image can be 
understood as a key genre in which women artists claim the role of 
active spectators. In the works of Bauck and Wegmann, the gaze 
is used as a central instrument in claiming a subject position that 
unmistakably fashions the colleague as professional. 

When it comes to claiming the subject position of the artist, I 
propose that the friendship image holds one important advantage 
in contrast to the self-portrait: It allows the artist to be represented 
in the act of painting at the same moment when she actually puts 
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the brush on the canvas. Only here can the artist’s act of painting 
potentially occur simultaneously with the making of the friendship 
image that represents that very act. In the self-portrait, the art-
ist cannot represent her-/himself at work in the same way, because  
s/he depends on the mediation provided by the mirror. From that 
perspective, Bauck’s depiction appears more immediate and rep-
resents the colleague in a moment of absorption and concentrated 
work. This impression of focused seclusion is further enhanced by 
Weg mann’s averted position in relation to the beholder. 

Bauck’s genre scene can be understood as a double portrait, in 
which Wegmann’s act of painting inside the painting is mirrored by 
her own simultaneous act of painting her friend in the act of paint-
ing. In that sense, the friends reproduce one another’s gestures and 
both perform the role of the artist at the same time. As Marsha 
Meskimmon has pointed out in her study of self-portraiture, to 
alternate between subject and object functions possesses a range of 
critical implications for women artists:

Self-portraiture is implicated in the complex interweaving of the 
subject and object roles we play. The author of the self-portrait 
is both subject and object. For women, this interaction is partic-
ularly critical. Woman has been the object of art for centuries, 
while women have remained marginalized as producers. To act 
in both roles, simultaneously, is to stage a crucial intervention.593

Bauck’s genre scene represents such an intervention, as it enables 
two women painters to act as producers of a work of art at the same 
time. In fact, what the beholder sees on the canvas in the center of 
the composition is not the portrait of Dethlefsen, but rather Weg-
mann’s head, which is framed by her own canvas, as she blocks the 
likeness she is working on from view. From the beholder’s perspec-
tive, Wegmann thus becomes a portrait head on her own canvas, 
which turns the scene into a mediated self-representation painted 
by her artist friend Bauck. Wegmann changes from object to sub-
ject and back in this act of portrayal that ultimately renders the 
division between the categories of the object and the subject rather 
unclear. 

Applying Ewa Lajer-Burcharth’s concept of mediated self-rep-
resentation to Bauck’s friendship image, Wegmann realizes herself 
through Bauck’s touch in the moment when Wegmann appears as a 
portrait head on her own canvas.594 At the same time, Bauck realiz-
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es herself through Wegmann’s touch in the moment Bauck depicts 
Wegmann from behind and repeats her actions. Consequently, the 
act of painting is conceived as a shared endeavor, just as the studio is 
conceptualized as a co-inhabited space. By representing her friend 
Wegmann at work in her own artistic realm, Bauck transforms the 
studio into a space for artistic emulation and collaboration. In this 
studio scene, the artists’ identities entangle and the positions of the 
painter and the represented seem to merge into one.

In this friendship image, Bauck and Wegmann stage a relation-
ship between equals and fashion themselves as team-mates in Goff-
man’s terms: they perform the role of the artist together at the 
same time and place before the same particular audience.595 Having 
the collaborative structure of Bauck’s friendship image in mind, it 
is worth comparing this late nineteenth-century studio scene with 
earlier paintings, in which women artists represented themselves 
and their peers in the role of the artist. In order to analyze concep-
tual and compositional changes and continuities over time, it is in-
formative to study two eighteenth-century examples by the French 
painters Adélaïde Labille-Guiard (1749–1803) and Marie-Gabrielle 
Capet (1761–1818). These are rare group portraits, in which women 
artists stage themselves as members of an occupational group.

From Exceptional Woman to Team-Mate

In 1785, Adélaïde Labille-Guiard painted a programmatic and large-  
scale self-portrait at the easel with two female art students.596 The 
pupils Marie-Gabrielle Capet and Marie-Marguerite Carr eaux de 
Rosemond († 1788) are positioned behind their seated teacher, 
who is at work, and are putting their arms around one another in 
a confidential gesture. While Capet is joining the teacher in ad-
dressing the beholder with her gaze, Rosemond is looking at the 
canvas. Labille-Guiard is fashionably clad in a sumptuous silk dress 
and a plumed hat with a silk ribbon. She is prominently holding 
palette, brushes and a mahlstick in her hands, making it perfect-
ly clear that she is the main character of this scene. The artist’s 
attitude towards her pupils is characterized by maternal intima-
cy. Even though the students are compositionally subordinate to 
their teacher, Labille-Guiard has portrayed them as recognizable 
individuals rather than as anonymous types. The presence of the 
students underlines Labille-Guiard’s professional standing and af-
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firms her commitment to teaching.597 A few years later, in 1789, 
Labille- Guiard submitted a portrait to the Salon that represented 
her favorite student Capet in the role of the artist working on a 
miniature.598 In the end, Capet specialized in miniature painting 
and collaborated with  Labille-Guiard by turning the teacher’s por-
traits into miniatures.599

At the Salon of 1808, Capet exhibited a studio scene that fig-
ured as an homage to her late mentor Labille-Guiard. It shows 
Labille-Guiard painting the portrait of a male sitter under the 
guidance of her husband and teacher François- André Vincent 
(1746–1816).600 The sitter is the artist Joseph-Marie Vien (1716–
1809), who was Vincent’s teacher and recognized as the father of 
the modern French school.601 Positioned behind Labille- Guiard’s 
back, Vincent points towards a detail on the canvas, apparently 
giving advice, while her gaze follows his gesture. Sitting on a chair 
right next to Labille-Guiard, Capet – the painter of the scene – has 
inserted herself into the composition, assisting her teacher by pre-
paring her palette. The other attendees of the sitting are students of 
Vincent and members of Vien’s family, but Capet is the only per-

Fig. 54. Adélaïde 
Labille-Guiard, 
Self-Portrait with Two 
Students, 1785. 
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son in the scene who addresses the beholder with her gaze. Thereby 
she implies that she is the maker of the painting. Her role as artist is 
further underlined by the attribute of the palette. In a sense, Capet 
shares the attributes of the artist with her teacher Labille- Guiard, 
who is holding a brush in her right hand. 

Similar to the genre scene by Bauck depicting Wegmann at work, 
both Capet and Labille-Guiard act as artists at the same time: Ca-
pet is capturing the sitting and Labille-Guiard is painting the por-
trait of a male sitter. However, inside the composition Capet stages 
herself not as Labille-Guiard’s collaborator, but as her assistant and 
she therefore takes on the role of the student rather than that of the 
colleague. In her study of the eighteenth- century artist portrait in 
the context of the Académie Royale, Hannah  Williams has argued 
that a normal master-student relationship oscillated between in-
timacy and distance: while master and students were separated by 
hierarchy, they were nevertheless united by their working relation-
ship.602 This ambivalence between intimacy and distance is also 
characteristic of the encounter between the teacher and her students 
in the group portraits by Labille-Guiard and Capet. In these works, 
the relationship between teacher and student is conceived in terms 
of hierarchy and genealogy, emphasizing lineage and succession.603 

However, in its combined representation of male and female 
teacher-student relationships and its visual entanglement of the 
ideals of fraternity and maternity, the studio scene by Capet dis-
plays a sense of equality between the sexes that integrates the wom-
en artists into a greater line of succession.604 In fact, that line reach-
es from Joseph-Marie Vien to Marie-Gabrielle Capet, with her 
personifying the conclusion of this genealogy as the artist who doc-
umented it in paint.605 This compositional and conceptual equality 
between male and female artists can be read in light of Labille- 
Guiard’s involvement in the short-lived reform efforts towards an 
abolition of the limit on the number of women academicians in 
the Académie Royale.606 In 1808, Capet chose to depict an imaginary 
scene that alluded to the actual event of Labille-Guiard executing 
the portrait of Vien in 1782, a painting that had secured the teach-
er’s position as a member of the Académie Royale.607 Consequently, 
this studio scene has a twofold legitimizing function in fashioning 
both Labille- Guiard and Capet as members of an artistic commu-
nity built on rank, genealogy and professional pedigree. 

Mary D. Sheriff has coined the term exceptional woman in a study 
of Elisabeth Vigée Le Brun, in which she analyzed how the paint-
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er’s professional identity and career were informed by eighteenth- 
century notions of feminine creativity and achievement conceived 
largely as matters of exception.608 The notion of the exception al 
woman was used to justify the status quo according to which only 
out standingly talented women artists entered the academy and 
enjoyed its privileges. Capet’s and Labille-Guiard’s studio scenes 
follow this logic to some extent, as they only allow a single female 
painter to take on the leading role of the exceptional woman.609 A 
woman artist who represented herself on an equal footing with a 
female peer would have formed a threat to the status quo because 
she would have suggested the woman artist to be a normality or 
even the rule rather than the exception. However, these studio 
scenes also entail an implied challenge to the idea of the exceptional 
woman. Even though the female students are rendered subordinate 
to their admired teachers, their inclusion in the composition intro-
duces them as the artists’ potential successors. 

Fig. 55. Marie-
Gabrille Capet, 
Studio Scene, 1808.
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Marie-Geneviève Bouliard’s (1763–1825) portrait of Adélaïde 
Bi nart (1769–1832) in the role of the artist from 1796 forms an 
interesting supplement to the above-mentioned examples because 
it suggests a more egalitarian relationship between artist- painter 
and artist- sitter.610 In contrast to the above teacher-student rela-
tionships, Bouliard and Binart were colleagues and consequently 
situated on the same level in the artistic hierarchy. This equality is 
implied in the immediateness of the portrayal: Binart is sitting on a 
chair, holding palette and brushes in her left hand. She is dressed in 
a white chemise and wearing her curly hair down and loose accord-
ing to contemporary fashion. The painter has relinquished any in-
clusion of narrative content in the scene and has instead placed 
the sitter in front of an undefined background. Consequently, the 
painting focuses entirely on the intellectual and artistic exchange 
between the painter and her sitter.611 Bouliard’s portrait is rendered 
in immediate frontality with Binart looking at the beholder with 
an intense gaze. This frontality seems to reflect a mutual under-
standing between artist-painter and artist-sitter and it is a compo-
sitional feature that will recur in the friendship images of the nine-
teenth century, such as Bertha Wegmann’s 1881 portrait of Jeanna 
Bauck analyzed below.

Fig. 56. Marie- 
Geneviève Bouliard, 
Portrait Adelaïde 
Binart, 1796.
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The Interior as Friendship Image 

Towards the end of the nineteenth century, when women were pur-
suing art as a profession in growing numbers, the friendship image, 
set in the shared working and living space, first turned into a more 
common subject matter for painting. Emphasizing collegiality and 
a shared existence, women artists built a sense of community by 
painting one another in a communal environment. Around the 
same time, when Jeanna Bauck and Bertha Wegmann produced 
their friendship images, the Norwegian painters Harriet Backer 
and Kitty Kielland entered into a similar artistic partnership.612 
Several parallels are noticeable between these two artist couples, 
making the comparison worthwhile. Backer and Kielland became 
close friends in Munich in 1875. The former moved to Paris in 1878 
and the latter followed in 1879 and together they shared an apart-
ment and studio over many years. It is difficult to assess and define 
the relation ship between Backer and Kielland, but as with Bauck 
and Wegmann, it was a partnership that constituted the two artists’ 
primary emotional bond over many years. The fact that parts of 
Backer’s correspondence, including her correspondence with Kiel-
land, were only made available to scholarship and the public in the 
form of censored transcripts indicates, once more, that the sources 
on the intimate friendships of women artists are structured by si-
lences, gaps and discontinuities.613 

Whereas Backer painted predominantly interior scenes with 
rich colors and light reflections, Kielland was mainly a landscape 
painter best known for her depictions of the Jæren region with its 
fenlands and expansive horizons. In Paris, Kielland also painted 
several interiors, one of which depicts Backer in their shared apart-
ment and studio in 1883.614 In the interior from rue de l’Université, 
Backer is reading at a desk in a corner of the room.615 She is depict-
ed in profile, gazing down at a book in front of her and she seems to 
be absorbed in her reading. The pose with the head resting on the 
hand enhances the intellectual aspects of her activity. By the end 
of the nineteenth century, reading had transformed from a group 
activity centered on recitation into a private activity undertaken 
in isolation.616 Indoor genre images depicting women alone and 
absorbed in their reading proliferated in the 1880s.617 In Kielland’s 
interior, the friend is depicted with her back turned towards the 
viewer. Oblivious to her surrounding, Backer appears self-con-
tained and somewhat detached from the rest of the composition.
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The absorption of the figure is mirrored by the interiority of 
the secluded studio space framed by a group of plants next to a 
window, the presence of which is only indicated by the ray of light 
it casts upon the sitter. On the wall above, a Jæren motif by Kiel-
land is prominently displayed, depicting the Norwegian landscape 
that by that time had become the artist’s signature. The painting 
is surrounded by a Japanese parasol and a pair of fans, fashionable 
items referencing the artists’ shared interest in japonism.618 On the 
easel to the left the beholder is allowed a glimpse of a painting in a 
golden frame that can be identified as Backer’s portrait of Kielland 
painted the same year. It represents the middle-aged and respected 
artist friend sitting in an arm chair in fashionable dress, wearing 
leather gloves and holding a matching fan. The portrait combines 
a classical monumentality in its compositional setting with a dis-
tinct realism in the rendering of the friend’s facial features.619 Both 
Kielland’s studio interior and Backer’s portrait were first shown in 
1883 at the Nordisk Kunstudstilling (Nordic Art Exhibition) in Co-
penhagen.620 For the attentive visitor, the interconnectedness of the 
two exhibited pieces must have been evident. Thereby, Backer and 
Kielland not only displayed their individual works at the exhibi-
tion, but simultaneously staged their relationship.

In the interior painting the likeness is yet unfinished and a cou-
ple of brushes and a rag are placed in front of it, indicating the 
act of painting. The objects suggest that the painter and the sitter 

 Fig. 57. Kitty 
 Kielland, Studio 
Interior, 1883.

Fig. 58. Harriet 
Backer, The Painter 
Kitty L. Kielland, 
1883.
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have only taken a break from work, while also revealing the double 
function of the room as a combined home and studio. The scenery 
indicates that Backer and Kielland worked simultaneously on their 
respective friendship images and sat on a rotating basis for the por-
trait and interior respectively. In April 1883, Backer mentioned in 
her correspondence with her former teacher and friend, the Nor-
wegian painter Eilif Peterssen (1852–1928), that she had worked 
intensively, nine days in a row, on Kielland’s portrait, trying to fin-
ish it in time for the Salon in May.621 Eventually she gave up on 
the idea, and this might have been around the same time Kielland 
began working on the interior.622 

Marit Lange has claimed that Backer and Kielland, in their 
series of paintings that depict their shared apartment and studio, 
“never represented the studio as a work space, but always as a pret-
ty home”.623 By contrast, one can also claim that it is precisely the 
multifunctionality of the interior, as both a home and a workspace, 
that is emphasized in Kielland’s painting. The unfinished painting 
and the artist’s tools identify the depicted room as a work space. 
The interior stages the two painters’ combined artistic versatility 
by means of the landscape on the wall, the portrait on the easel, the 
genre scene of the reading woman in the center as well as the still 
life of plants to the left and last but not least the interior painting 
itself. Similar citations of paintings in paintings recur in Kielland’s 
oeuvre. Already in 1881, she had painted an interior from her apart-
ment in Paris with a breakfast table.624 Above the Baroque-inspired 
still life on the table, she inserted a portrait of herself painted by 
Backer.625 In both Parisian interiors, Kielland is present through 
portraits painted by her long-time companion. 

As Alison Strauber has argued, domestic ideals were increas-
ingly incorporated into artist portraits and scenes of sociability 
in the studio in French art in the second half of the nineteenth 
century.626 Analyzing works by Frédéric Bazille (1841–1870) and 
Pierre- Auguste Renoir (1841–1919), Strauber has claimed that “the 
all-male studio merges with the bourgeois home, creating spaces 
of comfort and companionship that reinforce the bonds of male 
artistic communities.”627 According to Strauber, the artists shifted 
the emphasis from the studio as a space of work and craftsman-
ship to a space of sociability and leisure.628 This renegotiation of 
the studio space might reflect the shifting artistic focus on subject 
matters associated with leisure and recreation in urban and natural 
settings. Kielland’s interior likewise oscillates between work and 
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leisure in its combination of the activities of painting and reading 
in an environment that is both studio and home.629 The interior’s 
ambiguity might reflect the complex relationship of Backer and 
Kielland, which was both an intimate friendship and a professional 
partnership between two like-minded colleagues. 

The artists’ sense of community is indicated by a series of 
cross-references inserted into Kielland’s studio scene. The “happy 
home”, as Backer called the apartment that she shared with her 
“roommate and best friend”, is decorated with several pairs of ob-
jects, such as the finished painting on the wall and the canvas on 
the easel, or the two chairs and the two fans, which can be read as 
symbols of the artists’ companionship.630 Such formal and icono-
graphical features that convey personal affiliations are common 
for friendship images in the period.631 A well-known example of 
such a pictorial strategy of cross-referencing is Édouard Manet’s 
(1832–1883) portrait of Émile Zola (1840–1902) painted for the 
Salon of 1868. The sitter is surrounded by art objects that reflect 
the taste and interests he shared with his painter friend.632 This 
friendship image has in common with Kielland’s studio interior 
that the relationship between artist and sitter is not primarily ad-
dressed by means of direct bodily interaction, for example in form 
of a welcoming or answering pose or gaze. Instead, affiliation is 
revealed for the privy observer through the narrative aspects of the 
surrounding space and the objects displayed. According to  Richard 
Brilliant, Manet’s portrait of Zola was shaped by the twofold pur-
pose of invoking the painter’s own presence through the portrayal 
of his writer friend. Manet has produced a representation of him-
self in the “process of fashioning an image of a distinguished ‘oth-
er’.”633 The same notion of mediated self-fashioning applies to Kiel-
land’s interior, and to an even higher degree to Bauck’s genre scene 
from Munich. Whereas Kielland evokes her own presence mainly 
through the portrayal of the shared home and work space, with its 
meaningful objects, Bauck does the same, not only through the de-
picted interior, but also through Wegmann’s action, which mirrors 
her own act of painting.

Apart from the allusions inside Kielland’s interior, the subject 
matter of the painting itself can be understood as an homage to 
the friend because it cites the genre that was Backer’s specialty: the 
interior with a staffage figure or the realistiske samtidsinteriør (realist 
contemporary interior), as Marit Lange has termed such images.634 
The studio scene can be read as a citation of paintings such as Blue 
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Interior from the same year, in which their colleague Asta Nørre-
gaard sat for the staffage figure absorbed in needlework.635 

This notion of the friendship image as a citation of the col-
league’s work can also be applied to the case of Bauck’s studio 
scene. A late statement by Wegmann from 1925 regarding her Mu-
nich years is particularly illuminating in this context:

Back then I did not consider for a moment becoming a portrait 
painter, but I was rather interested in what one could call situa-
tion painting [Situationsmaleriet]. Not the genre painting, with 
anecdotes inside, which I always hated. But just the situation im-
age: “An Artist’s Garret”, “Mother with Her Child in a Garden” 
and so forth, whatever you may call it, my old paintings from the 
days of youth! That I turned out to be a portraitist simply hap-
pened when I had used a model for one of my situation paint-
ings and people found the likeness characteristic and good.636

In the interview Wegmann made a noteworthy distinction between 
anecdotal genre paintings, depicting arranged and narrative scenes 
that were often intended to entertain or educate, and her own nat-

Fig. 59. Édouard 
 Manet, Portrait of 
Émile Zola, 1868.
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uralistic depictions of everyday, momentary situations without edi-
fying undertones.637 By depicting a situation from the artists’ shared 
studio, Bauck cited the friend’s preferred genre from her Munich 
years. The eclecticism with which Wegmann and Bauck developed 
the hybrid genre of the situation painting reflects the tendency to-
wards a disintegration of traditional genre categories in the peri-
od.638 According to Wettlaufer, strategically disrupting and recon-
figuring genre categories enabled women writers and artists in the 
nineteenth century to propose alternative ways of understanding 
art, society and gender, and to publicly introduce the “image of the 
female creator”.639 

In their situation paintings from Munich and Paris, Bauck and 
Kielland stage their combined living and working environments as 
enclosed spaces of female companionship, in which collaboration, 
community and artistic productivity can thrive. The combination 
of work and leisure in the furnishing of the interiors as intertwined 
homes and studios underscores the importance of friendship in the 
painters’ life both on a personal and a professional level. As the 
artists furnish the rooms with objects that symbolize their artistic 
community and cross-reference their oeuvres, they fashion a com-
mon artistic identity mediated through the studio space.

After having studied Bauck’s studio scene in a broader historical 
and contemporary perspective, the following analysis will focus on 
Wegmann’s two portraits of Bauck that were exhibited at the Salon 
in Paris in the 1880s.

Fashioning Two Versions of Jeanna Bauck

During their stay in Paris in 1881, Bertha Wegmann painted a por-
trait of Jeanna Bauck, the painting she chose as her entry piece at 
the Salon the same year. The Salon catalog offered the following 
description of the painting: 

Young blonde woman, with a tousle-head, depicted en face, 
sitting on a bench, in the artist’s studio, under a big window, 
which offers a view over the rooftops of a city, under a clear and 
fresh light. She is dressed in black and she holds an album in 
her crossed hands on her knees. To the right, a palette, a towel, 
paintbrushes.640 
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Bauck is seated on a table in the studio, palette and brush placed to 
her left. The artist is wearing a dark dress and a golden chain around 
her neck, and she is holding a book in her hand with her index fin-
ger placed inside to mark a page. The gesture imparts spontaneity 
to the scene, making it appear as if Bauck has just been interrupted 
by the painter and is now gazing back at the friend and the behold-
er. The genuineness of the sitter’s facial expression is enhanced by 
the slightly opened mouth that signals a smile. The opened mouth 
was an unusual feature in portraiture at the time because it broke 
with rules of conduct and was thus considered inappropriate in for-
mal or public portraits.641 It seems as if Bauck is about to react to 
something Wegmann is saying and in the next moment she might 
respond or smile. Bauck’s relaxed attitude matches the recalcitrance 
of her headdress. Her blonde and curly hair is shining, framing her 
face almost like a halo. Wegmann employed a comparable style of 
depiction in later paintings such as Young Mother with a Child in a 
Garden of 1883 (see fig. 39), in which the head of the mother is illu-
minated in a similar manner.642 The Danish art historian and crit-
ic Julius Lange (1838–1896) stated that Wegmann’s sitters tended 
to shine from within, as if illuminated by a lamp.643 This stylistic 
feature seems to have appeared for the first time in the portrait 
of Bauck. At that time, Wegmann began to paint in brighter col-
ors and she experimented more with light effects as seen in the 
hair of her friend, which reflects the daylight entering through the 
windows. The landscape sketch in the background testifies to the 
artists’ shared interest in plein air painting. It most likely originates 
from one of their joint study trips and reveals that the person por-
trayed is a landscape painter. 

In the 1881 portrait Bauck is leaning forward as if she wants to 
come closer and bridge the spatial divide between herself inside the 
painting and the painter, her friend Wegmann outside the picture 
plane. The sitter’s informal pose of leaning forward, as if reach-
ing out to the painter, can be understood as an act that expresses 
friendship and affection. This pose is common in friendship imag-
es in the period and recurs in portraits of male and female artists 
alike. 

The Finnish painter Hilma Westerholm (1863–1952) assumed a 
similar pose in a portrait painted by her colleague and compatriot 
Elin Danielson-Gambogi (1861–1919) in 1888. According to Riitta 
Konttinen, both the setting and the pose were inspired by  Edgar 
Degas’ portrait of the flower painter Victoria Dubourg (1840–1926) 

Fig. 60. Bertha 
 Wegmann, The Artist 
Jeanna Bauck, 1881.
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from 1868–69.644 The Finnish artist and critic  Fanny Churberg 
(1845–1892) wrote a favorable review of Danielson- Gambogi’s por-
trait, describing it as an intimate likeness belonging to the sphere 
of the family or the inner circle. Churberg praised the composition 
as “original”, as it appeared “like a moment’s fortunate touch upon 
reality”, while the sitter’s personality was convincingly rendered in 
a refreshing manner.645 A similar impression is conveyed in Bauck’s 
portrait, especially in the pose, which appears spontaneous and in-
formal. Likewise, friendship images by male artists, such as Richard 
Bergh’s portrait of Nils Kreuger (1858–1930) from 1883, apply the 
forward orientation of the sitter’s body and thus follow this con-
vention of the friendship image.646

Borrowing from Aby Warburg (1866–1929), this popular mo-
tif of the affectionate pose of the sitter – leaning forward while 
gazing expectantly at the beholder or the artist friend – is used in 
these friendship images as a Pathosformel. When Warburg coined 
the term in 1905, he was referring to a recurring passionate lan-
guage of gestures and an emotionally charged visual trope.647 The 
friendships of women in the nineteenth century were structured by 

Fig. 61. Elin 
Danielson-Gambogi, 
Hilma Westerholm, 
1888.
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certain codes and rituals, often involving the frequent exchange of 
letters and gifts in the form of dedicated poems, portrait drawings 
or photographs.648 The affectionate pose can be read as one such 
code by which friendship was fashioned in portraiture. Hence, one 
can read the Pathosformel of the affectionate pose as a visual equiv-
alent to the frequent verbal exclamations of love and admiration 
in letter writing in the period. Both visually and verbally, in their 
poses and in their letters, Bauck and Wegmann performed their 
friendship by continually expressing a sense of companionship 
across different media.

The room that surrounds Bauck in the portrait contributes to 
the atmosphere of intimacy. Bauck is sitting in a corner of the stu-
dio and she is surrounded by vine leaves that are growing wildly 
on the top of a small shelf. The plant makes the room appear like a 
bower and the division between the inside and the outside is ren-
dered somewhat unclear. The intrusion of nature into the artists’ 
studio can be understood as a comment on the sitter’s profession as 
a landscape painter. Bauck is sitting on a table with a book in her 
hands and it seems as if she has just taken a short break from work, 

Fig. 62. Richard 
Bergh, Portrait of the 
Painter Nils Kreuger, 
1883.
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as the painter’s tools – a palette, brushes and a rag – are prominent-
ly placed to her left, ready to be used. The visual entanglement of 
the act of reading and painting recalls Kitty Kielland’s interior ana-
lyzed above. In both cases, the friend is staged as an intellectual and 
an artist at the same time. Whereas Kielland’s interior recalls the 
tradition of the reading woman popularized in seventeenth-cen-
tury Dutch painting, Wegmann’s portrait is more unconventional 
in its seeming spontaneity, informality and direct address of the 
beholder. 

The viewer today might not react immediately to the fact that 
Bauck is sitting on a table rather than a chair and crossing her legs 
at the knees, but for the contemporary observer such a setting con-
stituted a radical break with the conventions in portraiture.649 Both 
the position on the table and the sitter’s uncombed hair broke with 
decorum and counteracted accepted ideals of proper femininity in 
portraiture. In formal portraits, the female sitters crossed their legs 
at the ankles, never at their knees.650 As Tamar Garb has argued, a 
woman’s social standing was measured in relation to her narcissis-
tic self-absorption, and those women who did not care about their 
appearance risked being called “monstrous” or “manly”.651 

A later account of Bauck’s unconventional appearance and per-
sonality is telling in this context. When the German painter Paula 
Becker (1876–1907) was studying with Bauck at the Verein der Ber-
liner Künstlerinnen in 1897, she provided a lively characterization of 
her teacher in a letter to her parents:

Do you want to know what she is like? First, what she looks like. 
Well, unfortunately she looks like most female artists: unkempt 
and a little shabby. She probably took care of her hair when she 
was young, but now it looks more like a mound of feathers. Her 
figure is large, fat, without a corset, and she wears an ugly blue-
checked blouse. At the same time, she has a pair of happy bright 
eyes which are always observing things, and with which (as she 
told me later), she always draws a grid of horizontal and vertical 
lines over any new face she meets.652

In contrast to her condescending comments about the teacher’s 
“rough-and-tumble appearance”,653 Becker’s remarks about Bauck’s 
personality reveal sympathy and admiration:
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Jeanna Bauck […] is extremely practical. Everything she says, in 
fact, is practical and at the same time wonderfully subtle. She 
is very modern, which means, in the good sense of the word, 
nothing more than youthful effervescence. She is in remark-
able condition for someone fifty years old. I love her very much. 
Speaking with her gives me a feeling of great comfort. She is so 
charming and innocent, has that kind of innocence that simply 
disarms you.654 

Becker began her account by criticizing the teacher’s rough looks, 
which she identified as a common feature in women artists. In the 
letters to her parents Becker reiterated prevalent prejudices about 
women artists, who in contemporary caricature often appeared 
disheveled and boisterous.655 At the same time, the teacher’s cha-
risma, as well as her practical and straightforward manners, appar-
ently made a lasting impression on the student, who would soon 
become a member of the artists’ colony in Worpswede and marry 
the painter Otto Modersohn (1865–1943). The letters by Becker 
indicate that Bauck was an unconventional appearance according 
to the standards of the day, with her short and untamed curly hair 
and her refusal to wear a corset. This non-conformist attitude is 
mediated in Wegmann’s portrait mainly by means of the natural 
hairstyle, the open mouth and the relaxed position on the table. 

The pointed informality conveyed in Bauck’s appearance and 
pose is a typical feature of the friendship image and the studio scene 
in the nineteenth century. In fact, it is most common in the work of 
male artists. During a joint stay at the artists’ colony in Skagen in 
Denmark, the Norwegian painter Christian Krohg (1852–1925) de-
picted an informal conversation with his colleague Charles Lundh 
(1856–1908) by inserting his own feet resting on a chair in the low-
er right corner of the composition. Lundh is casually sitting on a 
chair opposite the painter with his head resting on his hand and 
listening carefully. In Gustave Courbet’s (1819–1877) The Painter’s 
Studio from 1855, the artist’s friend, the writer Charles Baudelaire 
(1821–1867) is sitting on a table reading a book at the right edge of 
the monumental composition.656 Finally, in 1867, the French paint-
er Frédéric Bazille painted a portrait of Pierre-Auguste Renoir in 
which the colleague is nonchalantly seated on a chair with his feet 
resting on the edge of its frame.657 

These are just three examples that demonstrate the prevalence 
of informal poses and various ways of sitting in friendship 
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images and studio scenes in the nineteenth century, in both Nordic 
and French art. Such a seemingly unmannered representation not 
only conveyed an uncontrived and trustful relationship with the 
painter, but it also fashioned the sitter as an unconventional and 
genuine artistic personality.

Hildegard Thorell’s correspondence indicates that Wegmann’s 
portrait of Bauck met with an ambivalent reception and contradic-
tory reactions in Paris and Copenhagen. Writing to her husband 
in June 1881, Thorell gave a vivid account of a peculiar episode at 
the  Salon:

How much I am looking forward to studying with Bertha, I love 
very much what she does. On the 24th she is coming in to Paris 
to receive her mention honorable in grand style. The other day 
when J. & B. were at the Salon a woman approached Jeanna and 
asked if it was herself who had painted her portrait in such an 
excellent manner, to which Jeanna replied that it was her friend 
who had done the same, introducing Bertha to the stranger, who 
then explained that she was Mme. Cazin, married to the emi-
nent painter, adding that “every time my husband and I are here, 
we admire this portrait.” B. has heard from elsewhere that the 
whole École des Beaux-Arts is in admiration of the portrait.658

Fig. 63. Christian 
Krohg, Charles Lundh 
in Conversation with 
Christian Krohg, 1883.
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In her letters, Thorell tended to mention the two artist friends in 
one breath and referred to them as a unitary entity, often using the 
abbreviation “J. & B.” (Swedish “J. o. B” with “o.” for “och”). This 
episode from the Salon testifies to the positive reception of the por-
trait in the French art scene. Marie Cazin (1844–1924), who was a 
landscape painter herself and married to fellow artist Jean-Charles 
Cazin, was not only very taken by the portrait, but first mistook it 
for a self-portrait. It is noticeable that Thorell deemed the confu-
sion worth mentioning in a letter discussing the positive reception 
of the portrait. She might have wanted to imply that the confusion 
of the portrait as a self-portrait pointed to the persuasiveness of 
the portrayal. 

In light of the close artistic companionship between Bauck and 
Wegmann, Cazin’s misreading of the painting as a self-portrait 
holds some truth after all. Ultimately, the portrait can be read as 
a mediated self-representation depicting a shared existence. By ex-
hibiting the portrait of her closest artist friend at the Salon, Weg-
mann fashioned an image of the woman artist that represented 
herself just as much as it represented Bauck. Consequently, I would 
argue that the artist and the sitter fashioned a collective rather than 
a solitary artistic identity that came into being in a dialogic act of 
portrayal. 

The reception of the portrait in Wegmann’s home country dif-
fered decisively from the praise initially expressed by the Parisians. 
In a letter to Thorell from December 1881, Wegmann reflected 
upon the lack of understanding that she faced in Copenhagen: 
“My studies, and Jeanna’s portrait simply have no luck here, they 
look at them dumbfounded, and there is no one that comprehends 
one whit of my painting.”659 In September the following year, Weg-
mann added:

I despise the Danes with their philistinism, which pervades all 
their manners and tastes. Would you believe they found Jeanna’s 
portrait to be “flighty and wild”, this means to say as much as in 
Swedish “rusket” [unruly] and for the sole reason that she is not 
sitting neatly combed in a chair with her hands tidily in her lap, 
as in all their other portraits.660

Wegmann criticized the conservative taste in art in her home coun-
try in a harsh tone. By using the term “philistinism”, she referred 
to the then common stereotype of the narrow-minded “bourgeois” 
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as reactionary and hypocritical as opposed to the non-conformist 
and visionary “bohemian artist”.661 In Wegmann’s opinion most of 
the female portraits produced in Denmark at the time were very 
conventional, representing delicately dressed and coiffured women 
in passive poses. 

On the occasion of Wegmann’s seventieth birthday in 1917, 
Niels Vinding Dorph commented upon the unusual activeness of 
the sitters in Wegmann’s portraits, and he argued that she did not 
try to achieve “a cold distance between the beholder and the de-
picted”, which was common for most portraits in Denmark.662 To 
the contrary, he suggested that Wegmann’s sitters met the beholder 
as if engaging in a direct and personal conversation:

These eyes meet our eyes with a penetrating look, this mouth talk-
ed and smiled at you, this figure was so closely observed in terms 
of expression and movement that you felt convinced that this was 
the man, exactly in the way his personality appeared to his sur-
roundings, and in that way, he is supposed to be remembered.663 

Dorph concluded that Wegmann’s portraits did not show any 
“Danish characteristics”, which made her appear like a stranger in 
the eyes of the public in her home country.664 When it comes to 
the portrait of Bauck, the Danish audience was expecting a more 
distanced and idealized likeness. The naturalistic depiction of a 
professional woman artist in the privacy of her own studio appears 
to have caused mainly incomprehension. As Wegmann’s own state-
ment indicates, in the public’s eye the proper and neat appearance 
of the sitter in a portrait was closely associated with ideals of moral, 
character and propriety and consequently, Bauck was compromised 
by Wegmann’s unconventional depiction.665 

Wegmann’s comment further points to the difficulties that such 
Paris- trained third culture artists, who introduced a remote natural-
ism to their work, faced upon returning to the more traditionalist 
and conservative art scenes in their Nordic home countries.666 Al-
though considered traditionalist and conservative by French art-
ists, the Paris Salon constituted in the eyes of Nordic artists, like 
Weg mann, an opportunity to validate their non- conformist artis-
tic tendencies, which were often dismissed by the art establishment 
in their home countries.667 Nevertheless, despite different tastes in 
art, participation, or even distinction, at the Salon had an import-
ant legitimizing function at home. 
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In a letter to Thorell from December 1883, Wegmann com-
mented on the purchase by Nationalmuseum of her painting Mother 
with a Child in a Garden (see fig. 39) and argued that the award of a 
medal at the Salon of 1882 for the portrait of Anna Seekamp (see 
fig. 40) was decisive in establishing her reputation in Denmark:

So eventually the Swedes bought my painting, and I am actually 
happy about it, because I think that the Swedes have better judg-
ment than the Danes. It is odd that you, who have such kinship 
in your taste with the French would buy my painting, but as I 
always say, no one is a prophet in their own country, and if they 
had not given me the medal in Paris, I would still be as unknown 
and disrespected here as a poor house sparrow.668

In an obituary published in the newspaper Nationaltidende in 1926, 
a critic commented upon the reception of Wegmann’s work in Den-
mark, and argued that the “foreign character” of her art “made her 
stand outside the development of Danish art”, although she was, 
from an artistic perspective, among the most accomplished paint-
ers of the day.669 Not only because of her painting style, but also due 
to her Swiss background and international training, Wegmann was 
considered a foreigner by the Danish public.670 In her study of the 
dynamics of transnationalism, migration and mobility in the life 
and work of Danish women artists at the turn of the century, Emi-
lie Boe Bierlich has argued that a discriminatory web of prejudices 
against nationality, artistic training and gender assigned Wegmann 
an outsider position and legitimized her marginalization.671 

When Wegmann entered the Charlottenborg exhibition com-
mittee and became a member of its jury in 1887, she reflected once 
more on the conservative art establishment in her home country: 
“So many asked me to accept the election, because otherwise there 
would be so many old wigs and professors who condemn every-
thing that belongs to the modern school; so I didn’t want to reject 
it, although it is anything but a pleasant job.”672 The following year, 
Wegmann used her powerful position as the first female member 
of the plenary assembly of Det Kongelige Danske Kunstakademi (The 
Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts) to help establish an art school 
for women under the roof of the academy in Copenhagen.673 

In 1885, as if she wanted to silence the critics in her home coun-
try, Wegmann painted a more respectable portrait of Bauck, who, 
this time, is depicted as a refined lady in a fashionable dress, seated 
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in an armchair. However, it is only at first glance that this likeness 
appears aligned with more conventional portraiture. Rather than 
folding her hands tidily in her lap, Bauck strikes her own subversive 
pose in this second likeness intended for the Salon. 

According to the Salon catalog of 1886, Wegmann was repre-
sented that year with a portrait.674 A letter by Bauck from June 
1886 reveals that the exhibited work was Wegmann’s portrait of 
Bauck, now in the Hirschsprung Collection and previously dated 
to 1887.675 Furthermore, the letter to Thorell provides important 
insights into the circumstances of the painting’s making and what 
it felt like to see it on display at the Salon. Bauck explained that 
the portrait was painted in Dresden in 1885, during a period when 
Wegmann was suffering from rheumatism:

In the middle of all this distress she painted nonetheless a most 
fine and beautiful portrait of me, so remarkable that not only the 
critics and my humble self, but even the worst of all, she herself, 
really had to admit that it was good, when we just recently were 
at the Salon and had been intimidated by all the good things 
there (good lord, how these people can paint!!!), and suddenly 
were standing in front of my portrait. The format is very small, 
the face 14 centimeters, I am sitting in a chair, totally comme il 
faut, in black with a black capote bonnet and a black glove on 
the left hand, and with my pince-nez at my lips, the right hand 
holding the glove and lying on my knee, the whole a knee-piece 
–  warm light-gray background. It was a feat to paint in an ordi-
nary room, with the sun shining in every time there was some 
sun and without any of the usual studio comforts.676

In the same letter Bauck informed her friend about her overall im-
pression of the works exhibited at the Salon:

There is such a sum of talent that one could go around here for a 
year just to study and learn. And it is this genuine ultra-modern 
fat technique, wet and juicy and delicious […] – nothing else 
than this is to our taste, one walks around like a real gourmand 
and despises everything that is not excellent. […] However 
poorly we tend to think of the French, their art is immaculate – 
and the noblesse of the color, and their superiority in drawing is 
quite daunting to see!677

Fig. 64. Bertha 
 Wegmann, Portrait of 
the Swedish Painter 
Jeanna Bauck, 1885.
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In the second friendship image of Bauck that was displayed at the 
Salon in Paris, the sitter is no longer represented in the role of the 
painter, but rather as a refined lady with a sober expression and ma-
ture facial traits. In her gloved left hand Bauck is holding a pince-
nez, which she leans against her chin. Her right hand is resting in 
her lap, holding the second glove. Bauck is sitting in an armchair, 
which is placed diagonally to the picture plane, thereby establishing 
a barrier between the sitter and the beholder. This position empha-
sizes the sitter’s respectability. 

According to the sociologist Beverley Skeggs, respectability can 
be understood as one of the most pervasive signifiers of class, and 
as a standard to which every middle-class individual in the period 
aspired. At the same time, respectability figured as an efficacious 
marker of distinction against the working-class masses.678 The no-
tion of respectability as a marker of class distinction will run like 
a common thread through the following analysis of the portrait, 
which is based on the assumption that respectability and profes-
sionalism are here bound together in a charged relationship. As 
the critique of the 1881 portrait of Bauck already has indicated, 
expectations or judgments about respectability were central to the 
visual representation of femininity in the nineteenth century and 
consequently also to the representation of the woman artist. The 
critique of the first Salon portrait raises the question of how the 
ideal of the respectable woman could be made compatible with the 
professionalism of the artist.

In the 1885 portrait Bauck’s pose is more distanced and is com-
bined with a sharp, however friendly, gaze directed at the behold-
er. The artist is clad all in black and her fashionable appearance 
enables Wegmann to display her ability as a portraitist, especial-
ly when it comes to the rendering of the different nuances of the 
dark garments of varying textiles in dialogue with the sitter’s fair 
skin: the friend’s softly curled lips touch the cold shining metal 
of the glasses, which in turn reflect the daylight, entering into the 
room from the side. The stringy leather of the glove forms a fine 
material contrast to the dark semi-transparent veil touching the 
sitter’s skin and the large silk ribbon, and so forth. All these diffi-
cult sartorial details were captured by Wegmann under aggravated 
circumstances outside a proper studio. The painting is executed on 
wood, which further accentuates the small-scale painting’s textual 
qualities. In Wegmann’s portrait of Bauck the art of fashion and 
the art of painting are intimately intertwined and both are used as 
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means to stage the artist’s remarkable abilities as a portraitist at the 
Salon of 1886. At the same time, the meticulous depiction of sarto-
rial details – the different fabrics, the quality of the leather and the 
good seams – convey the privileged social status of the sitter, which 
is enhanced by the choice of all-black.679 

The dark clothes direct the beholder’s attention more closely to 
the facial features, such as the tiny wrinkles around Bauck’s pene-
trating eyes, which are rendered convincingly by the painter friend. 
Almost forty years later in 1924, a Danish critic remarked after a 
visit to Wegmann’s studio: “She is a dedicated lover of beauty, but 
prefers those models who are of a characteristic type and who are 
marked by life. ‘This is why it is difficult to paint the very young’, 
she says.”680 Indeed, studying the small-scale portrait of Bauck 
closely, one can see that Wegmann has meticulously documented 
the first signs of aging in her friend’s face, which was, according to 
the sitter’s own account, only 14 centimeters in diameter in size in 
the final composition. 

With the portraits of Bauck, Wegmann introduced herself to 
the French and international art scene in 1881 and reaffirmed her 
reputation as an accomplished portraitist five years later. Bauck’s 
use of the phrase comme il faut in the letter to Thorell is a key to the 
understanding of the portrait. The phrase suggests a certain con-
straint that can involve both appearance and conduct, or character. 
In light of the critique of the 1881 portrait of Bauck, the second 
friendship image can be read as a response directed at the critics 
and as a sequel or pendant to the first Salon portrait. Whereas the 
1881 Salon portrait staged Bauck as the artist, the portrait exhibit-
ed in 1886 represented the friend as a refined lady. As pendants, the 
friendship images fashioned two versions of Jeanna Bauck, which 
together demonstrated that professionality and feminine elegance 
were not mutually exclusive. 

In the following, I want to suggest that Bauck is fashioned as 
a femme comme il faut or a proper lady in the 1886 Salon portrait. 
This idiom comme il faut was widely in use at the time, not only in 
the French, but also in the Swedish language, and it was repeatedly 
employed by several of the artists in this study in their epistolary 
writing.681 The expression was supposed to convey a certain moral 
and social type of judgment that conformed to the social distinc-
tion of the (upper) middle classes.682 The literary historian Susan 
Hiner has analyzed the complex category of the femme comme il faut, 
studying “the notions of respectability and distinction that define 
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her and that she redefines”.683 In her study of fashion and the fem-
inine in nineteenth-century France, Hiner has emphasized the im-
portance of the fashion accessory as a marker of distinction and as 
a tool for women to classify and codify their position in society.684 
The notion of the femme comme il faut points to the interrelationship 
between the fashionable and the moral.

Directing attention towards the importance of clothing as a 
marker of distinction allows one to study the impact of fashion on 
the (mediated) self-fashioning of the artists Bauck and Wegmann. 
In a study of the Swedish modernist artist couple Sigrid Hjertén 
(1885–1948) and Isaac Grünewald (1889–1946), Andrea Kollnitz 
has analyzed the relationship between the role of the (woman) 
artist and fashion, which she conceptualized as a “liberating and 
confining performative marker”.685 Kollnitz has called attention to 
fashion and accessories as ambiguous signifiers of the divided role of 
the woman artist, who is the maker of her own work, but has to con-
stantly present herself as a respectable woman in front of others.686 

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, women were 
aware of the fact that their class status was not self-evident, but 
had to constantly be regained through performative acts. Combin-
ing Butler’s theory of gender performativity with the category of 
class, a woman’s middle-class identity is obtained through the styl-
ized repetitions of acts and these acts also involve wearing certain 
clothes and accessories. Applying this perspective onto the friend-
ship image, I will now study the use of fashion and accessories in 
Jeanna Bauck’s portrait from 1885 as both confining and liberating 
performative markers in the construction and subversive distortion 
of the femme comme il faut. 

The glove and the veil were necessary accessories in French 
bourgeois women’s day and evening toilettes and signified the de-
partment store and Parisian consumer culture.687 As signs of re-
spectability, the glove and the veil were also associated with “bour-
geois modesty and bodily decorum”.688 According to Hiner, veils 
and gloves indicate certain modes of behavior because they cover 
and protect female flesh and at the same time they suggest sensual 
pleasure by means of their softness and by leaving visible certain 
portions of the female skin.689 The dialectic tension between con-
cealing and revealing is reflected in the depiction of Bauck’s hands: 
her left hand is covered by a black glove while the right hand is 
holding one, thereby contrasting the leathery surface with the fair, 
soft skin of its wearer. Likewise, a veil is attached to Bauck’s hat, 
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although it does not prevent the artist from piercing out of the 
canvas. The glove was vital in affirming a woman’s status as part of 
the leisured middle classes because it signified her distance to labor. 
White hands figured as a corporal expression of minimal manual 
labor, and, for working middle-class women, the glove was a useful 
concealer that hid traces of labor, thereby guaranteeing their social 
disassociation from the working classes. The glove helped to pre-
vent class slippage and maintain whiteness and racial distinction.690 
At the same time, the glove was a conforming device, comparable 
to the corset.691 

Applied to the portrait of Bauck from the Salon of 1886, the 
glove can be read as a sartorial instrument that was meant to re-
store the integrity of both the artist and the sitter after the harsh 
critique directed at the likeness from 1881. By means of her con-
spicuous dress and accessories, Bauck is fashioned as a respect-
able lady of the middle classes. A woman’s sumptuous attire, un-
derstood as an identity obtained through consumption, usually 
paid homage to the husband’s success, his prowess in the market 
and his ability to accumulate fortune.692 Since Bauck was an un-
married painter, all the economic power and conspicuous consump-
tion conveyed in her attire is reducible to her own professional 
achievement.693 By the end of the nineteenth century sober black 
became fashionable for female daytime dress and was believed to 
signify the wearer’s dignity, maturity, substance and probity.694 
Black was the color of “bourgeois sobriety”, and according to the 
sartorial norms of the middle classes, it was still mainly associated 
with men’s fashion and the professional or commercial aspects of 
public life.695 Sober and restricted clothing signaled that its wearer 
was morally and financially responsible.696

Édouard Manet was famous for “his constant use of black” and 
he prominently employed all-black clothing in his portraits.697 In 
his portraits of the politician Antonin Proust (1832–1905) and 
the writer and journalist Théodore Duret (1838–1927), Manet 
combined the black costumes with the typical middle- class acces-
sories of the leather gloves, top hats and walking sticks.698 The 
portrait of Antonin Proust was exhibited at the Salon of 1880 
and therefore it must have been known to both Wegmann and 
Bauck. Wegmann stated in an interview from 1917 that she had 
once visited Manet in his studio, and although she did not care 
much for his art, she was inspired by his revaluation of color.699 
The encounter with the French artist might have had an impact 
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on her portrayal of Bauck, in which she subtly communicated the 
sitter’s independence, self-obtained dignity and professional sta-
tus by means of dress and color.

According to Kollnitz, fashion can be employed as a tool for 
challenging or breaking norms in painting and in gender. With 
regard to Hjertén’s self-staging, she has argued that the artist 
combined the beautifying and idealizing aspects of fashion with 
expressive distortion, creating a sense of uneasiness by means of 
certain colors and shapes in her clothing and its representation on 
canvas.700 In Bauck’s portrait, the pince-nez, combined with the 
playful gesture with which it is displayed, creates a sense of distor-
tion and constitutes a friction that disrupts and challenges the first 
impression of the sitter as a femme comme il faut. 

The pince-nez featured rarely in representations of women in 
the nineteenth century, but occurred at times in portraits to high-
light the intellect of the sitter. A prominent example is Mary Cas-
satt’s portrait of her mother reading the newspaper.701 The practical 
glasses usually indicate that the sitter is actually reading rather than 
simply posing.702 Furthermore, there is an even longer tradition of 
spectacle-wearing artists in self-portraits, an accessory meant to 
convey the intellectual nature of the person depicted.703 As Anna 
Lena Lindberg has remarked, glasses symbolize the sense of sight, 
the artist’s most important tool. In that sense they can be under-
stood as an artist’s attribute, a substitution for the easel, palette or 
brushes. Another dimension of the representation of glasses in a 
self-portrait is power, since they improve and enhance sight. The 
glasses thus reinforce the artist’s scrutinizing gaze.704

A comparable example of the use of the pince-nez is the Finnish 
painter Helene Schjerfbeck’s (1862–1946) likeness of her colleague 
and friend Helena Westermarck, painted in 1884 during a class at 
Académie Colarossi in Paris. Westermarck is depicted in profile with 
her mouth slightly open, wearing a pince-nez and concentrating on 
something beyond the realm of the composition. She is probably 
painting, too, even though the beholder cannot see her tools, the 
canvas or a motif. However, the expressive and loose brushwork 
in the area of Westermarck’s arms and hands indicates movement 
and suggests that she is working. In Schjerfbeck’s portrait the in-
dustriousness and concentration of the friend’s invisible action is 
enhanced by the practical pair of glasses. 

In the late nineteenth century, the pince-nez became particu-
larly fashionable among men of the middle classes, while women 

Fig. 65. Helene 
Schjerfbeck, 
Portrait of Helena 
Westermarck, 1884.
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usually preferred the lorgnette, a pair of elegant spectacles with 
a handle. Whereas the lorgnette was worn like a piece of jewelry, 
the pince-nez was a much more practical item because it allowed 
its wearers to use their hands freely.705 In the portrait, Bauck is 
holding a pince-nez in an oval style with a thin rim on a fine gold 
chain attached to her dress. This was the most common version 
worn by women.706 Emancipated women often favored the pince-
nez over the lorgnette.707 Against this backdrop, the pince-nez can 
be read as an important element in the fashioning of Bauck as a 
professional. 

Instead of actually wearing her pince-nez, Bauck is thought-
fully holding it in her hands, as if she is about to put it on her 
nose in the next moment. According to Anne Higonnet, the hands 
were central to the bourgeois gentleman’s portrait and they were 
supposed to be activated by certain gestures or attributes. In con-
trast, women’s hands were expected to be more passive, gloved or 
soft and ivory white, gentle and ornamented by fans, bouquets or 
needlework.708 Similarly, Tamar Garb has suggested that the male 
and female portraits in the nineteenth century assumed different 
functions and required different modes of reception by the viewer: 
Viewing the portrait of a man presupposed “laborious looking” 
and the beholder needed to carefully decode attributes, signs and 
symbols. In contrast to the intellectual engagement required by a 
male likeness, the portrait of a woman was expected to offer mainly 
“sensual delight and surface pleasure” and to stimulate the imagi-
nation rather than to inform.709 

Wegmann’s Salon portraits counteract such dichotomic, gen-
der-differentiated approaches to portraiture. Instead, they com-
plicate and subvert the conventions of the female portrait. In the 
1881 Salon portrait, Bauck’s natural appearance and her relaxed 
pose challenged decorum. The following year, the artist’s sister 
Anna Seekamp subverted a traditional motif of female diligence 
by joyfully playing with a ball of yarn rather than dutifully doing 
her needlework.710 Finally, in 1886, Bauck is staged at the Salon as 
an intellectual with a pair of practical glasses as a central attribute. 
Bauck’s right hand is resting in her lap, as if Wegmann wanted to 
reply to the comments by the Danish public, who rejected the 1881 
portrait, because Bauck did not “sit neatly combed in a chair with 
her hands tidily in the lap, as in all their other portraits.”711 

Nevertheless, in the second likeness for the Salon, Bauck’s por-
trayal is far from conventional: the sharp and almost challenging 
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look of her eyes combined with the playful display of the glasses 
once more turn the gaze – a woman artist’s active looking and ob-
servation of the world – into the theme of the artists’ collabora-
tive portraits. In the two friendship images intended for the Salon, 
hands, faces and attributes of professional or intellectual identity 
–  the book, the palette, the brushes and the pince-nez – are care-
fully rendered, combined with a naturalistic portrayal of the facial 
features and alert gazes. The 1886 Salon portrait shows evidence of 
aging, while securing the sitter’s integrity by means of a sober and 
meticulous depiction. Both portraits convey character, pride and 
psychological depth and are based upon the intellectual dialogue 
and joint professional endeavor shared by the painter and the sitter. 
In light of Garb’s argument, the friendship images by Bauck and 
Wegmann reinvent the female portrait as an intellectual challenge 
for the beholder that requires laborious looking.

Wegmann chose her dear artist friend Jeanna Bauck and her 
sister Anna Seekamp as her favored sitters for these three Salon 
contributions. The decision to collaborate with her colleague and 
her sibling in the making of these important exhibition pieces was 
most likely a result of the repeated difficulties that the artist had ex-
perienced with occasional and professional models. In March 1880, 
Thorell informed her husband that Wegmann had already partially 
completed a portrait of a young Frenchwoman for the Salon, when 
the sitter’s father decided to withdraw the commission only two 
weeks before the submission date:

Poor little Bertha Wegmann had such bad luck recently. She was 
supposed to do a large portrait for the “Salon” (and it is the 
main purpose of her visit here to paint something for the same) 
of Mlle. Chanclarc who had given her word of honor to pose 
properly for it; and then on Friday comes her sister, who is mar-
ried here, although even she had given her consent and declares 
that their father has written and has forbidden the daughter to 
have her portrait painted, since Mlle. W. could keep the por-
trait and then the girl’s reputation could suffer, because possibly 
Mlle. W. could give it away to whoever. Thereupon Bertha re-
plied that she had given her word of honor that nobody would 
get the portrait, but the sister responded “yes, artists are still 
artists” (meaning not to be trusted), then Bertha, who is very 
proud, turned her back on them.712
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The trouble with the commissioned likeness in 1880 explains why 
Wegmann first participated at the Salon the following year with 
Bauck’s likeness. It is worth noting that the father feared for the 
reputation of his daughter if she sat for the portrait. It seems as 
if he wanted to prevent his daughter from being regarded as an 
artist’s model due to the questionable social standing of the profes-
sional models.713 Furthermore, the sister’s comment points to the 
artist’s ambivalent social position, as she implied that Wegmann 
was not trustworthy. In her correspondence Thorell reported re-
peatedly on Wegmann’s conflicts with unreliable models.714 In the 
spring of 1881, Thorell also remarked that it had become increas-
ingly difficult to find available models due to the high demand by 
Parisian artists.715 These anecdotes point to the various problems 
and insecurities faced by the artists when hiring occasional or pro-
fessional models.716 In light of these experiences, it is hardly sur-
prising that Wegmann rather relied on friends or relatives for her 
Salon paintings in the years to come. Wegmann’s close ones were 
not only free of charge, but she could also expect them to sit in 
the way she wanted – meaning that they gave her the time and the 
number of sessions she needed, and allowed her greater freedom 
in her work. 

By the mid-1880s, Wegmann had made herself a name as a so-
ciety portraitist in Copenhagen, receiving numerous commissions 
from the higher social strata of Danish society, which allowed her to 
provide financially for her closest relatives.717 At least at one point, 
Wegmann supported Bauck financially. In 1904 she had some mon-
ey sent to her.718 Throughout the years, Bauck repeatedly stated in 
her letters to Thorell that “commissions rained” on Wegmann.719 
In 1915, she remarked: “Bertha has a lot of commissions and works 
more than her powers allow […]. She writes that people buy enor-
mous amounts of paintings in Copenhagen, but of course only by 
Danish painters. They are ultra-patriotic there.”720 This comment 
points once more to the impact of nationalist tendencies on Weg-
mann’s career. Nevertheless, she managed to establish a successful 
career as a portraitist in Denmark despite her outsider position as 
a Swiss-born and internationally-trained artist.721 

Already by 1884, Wegmann’s portraits were in great demand in 
Denmark, but she declared that she did not intend to work solely as 
a portraitist: “I have to work, almost every day I refuse some por-
trait commission, people are like crazy, and I do not have in mind 
to solely become a portrait painter.”722 Wegmann considered work-
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ing to commission monotonous and tiresome and she complained 
in a letter to Thorell: “Portraits, portraits and always portraits, this 
affects both soul and art, and this is what I have been fighting with 
the entire winter; those are lucky, who do not need to paint for 
the sake of money!”723 In 1886, she stated that painting landscape 
studies during the summer helped her to “wash herself clean” from 
commissions and the tiring need to unite likeness with idealiza-
tion. According to Wegmann’s own account, painting landscapes 
was also a welcome change after all the conflicts with her French 
models.724 In 1920, Bauck reported again on Wegmann’s workload: 

She was so flooded with all these same old portrait commissions, 
and so tired of all these constant eyes and noses and mouths, 
that so need to resemble, and often are so uninteresting. […] 
No, then I prefer my landscapes […] in which lie feeling and 
poetry, but how rarely such reside in some everyday person that 
wants to be painted!725 

These accounts indicate that painting an artist friend or a relative, 
someone the artist could easily relate to, must have been a much 
more stimulating activity than working upon commission. Such 
statements thus point to the exceptional position of the friendship 
images in the artistic production of the Bauck and Wegmann. In 
the eyes of the artists, the commissioned portraits were primarily a 
source of income and had only a very limited artistic merit. When 
asked by a Danish journalist in 1923 about her work as a portraitist 
and how many portraits she had painted over the years, Wegmann 
distinguished clearly between commissioned works and those she 
painted independently:

Hundreds, thank god they were not all commissions. Those 
which I painted for my own pleasure were the most fun. […] 
Yes, so you feel most free. I am such a pliable nature and I can-
not help but being influenced by the people I paint, to my own 
torment. […] I feel unhappy when I cannot do as I wish. I al-
ways seek to make my models forget themselves, so that the pose 
does not appear conscious. I speak to them about the one they 
love or the one they care about. And then they forget everything 
about who they believed they had been. So, they become real 
people… Portrait painting is psychology. That is why it gets on 
the nerves.726
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This statement indicates that the personal engagement and inter-
action with the sitter were central to Wegmann’s working method 
as a portrait painter. She further revealed that her sitters had a cer-
tain impact on her in return, and one can imagine that this applied 
to an even higher degree to the sitter, who was her closest friend 
and colleague, with whom she shared the same profession, an in-
timate companionship and a similar background. This collective 
identity might have prompted and upheld Wegmann’s interest in 
her favorite sitter, Jeanna Bauck. By representing her fellow col-
league, she could put her own experiences on canvas, too. 

The analysis of Wegmann’s Salon portraits of Bauck has demon-
strated that the artist is not a stable or static category, but that it 
is refashioned in every act of portrayal. Conflicting notions of pro-
fessionalism and femininity were renegotiated and resolved in the 
shared artistic project of the friendship image.

Collaborative Practice and Dual Authorship 

Writing from Munich in the fall of 1880, the Norwegian painter 
Gerhard Munthe (1849–1929) commented on the artistic partner-
ship of Bauck and Wegmann in a letter to his parents. He appre-
ciatively called them “two inseparable friends, whose names re-
sound over the whole of Germany”, explaining that they had just 
returned from Paris “with excellent studies done in the country side 
in France”. He mentioned that Bauck had to care for her moth-
er and siblings, and that it was probably only with the help of 
Weg mann’s financial support that she had been able to make the 
journey. Munthe concluded his admiring report: “They are very 
reclusive, and I am one among the few friends who are granted 
an audience by this exceptionally skilled ladies’ firm.”727 Munthe’s 
portrayal of the two companions indicates that he was rather im-
pressed by their talent and proud to call himself their friend. He 
appears to have been both puzzled and fascinated by their unusu-
ally close relationship. The choice of words towards the end of his 
account is especially remarkable in the sense that he compared 
the partnership between Bauck and Wegmann to a business. The 
characterizations “two inseparable friends” and “this exceptionally 
skilled ladies’ firm” imply that Munthe was aware that the artists’ 
relationship was more than emotional, but that it had professional 
implications. In his eyes, their relationship was both a private and 
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a professional partnership. It is notable that Kitty Kielland used a 
similar metaphor in a letter, when describing her close partnership 
with Harriet Backer: “For other people we have turned into one 
person, so they generally mix us up. We are like a company, e.g. 
Steen & Strøm, they know the company, but forget who is Steen 
and who is Strøm.”728 In both cases, the artist companions were 
identified as a unity by their surroundings to such an extent that 
the individuals became almost indistinguishable.

Not only colleagues and acquaintances reflected on the close 
artistic union between Bauck and Wegmann, but even the con-
temporary press repeatedly touched upon their relationship when 
covering the individual artists’ work. In 1897, the German wom-
en’s journal Frauen-Daheim visited Bauck in her Berlin studio and 
provided an engaging portrayal of the artist. The anonymous au-
thor commented on the “sisterly friendship” and “intimate col-
laboration” with Wegmann, who had inspired Bauck to paint por-
traits.729 In 1900, the German illustrated magazine Moderne Kunst 
elaborated on Wegmann’s impact on Bauck in similar terms, stat-
ing that she “owes her great skillfulness in the portrait genre” to 
her Danish colleague.730 While the first article spoke of an equal 
and collaborative relationship between the painters, the second 
text described it more as an one-sided dependent teacher-student 
relation ship. A third article from 1898 in the American cultural 
journal The Inter national Studio treated Bauck and Wegmann as 
equal partners and commented upon the similarities in their work. 
The author stressed the shared qualities of the two painters’ por-
traits, lying in their ability to look into the soul of their subject 
and penetrate into the character of the individual depicted.731 Fi-
nally, on the occasion of Wegmann’s seventieth birthday in 1917, 
the Danish newspaper Illustreret Tidende commented upon her re-
lationship with Bauck:

Together with her faithful friend and fellow student, the land-
scape painter Jeanna Bauck in Munich, she has conducted many 
study trips around the world, and it is said that these two paint-
ers’ artistic views are so similar that at times it can be difficult 
to determine which of them has painted a work, in which their 
painting styles are united. Otherwise, it is generally claimed that 
one never is in doubt when standing in front of a Bertha Weg-
mann.732
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All four articles have in common that the commentators reflect 
upon the two painters’ collaboration and identify it as integral to 
their respective professional development. Ultimately, the Danish 
critic even argued that the artists’ close relationship has led to a 
shared artistic expression that made it difficult to distinguish be-
tween the individual artists’ works.

The preserved correspondence and additional hitherto unpub-
lished archival sources suggest that the artists’ collaboration tran-
scended the practices of reciprocal portrayal, joint study periods 
and cohabitation described above. In fact, the two painters seem to 
have systematized their cooperative painting practice in a way that 
renders Munthe’s phrase of the “ladies’ firm” more accurate than 
one might have initially believed. 

In 1923, Wegmann was commissioned to paint the portrait of 
Queen Alexandrine of Denmark (1879–1952).733 The following 
spring, Bauck informed Thorell that Wegmann was struggling 
to finish the painting and added: “She wishes to have my help-
ing hand, because it is boring, but no one should see that I am 
painting too.”734 A few weeks later Bauck stated, when reporting on 
 Wegmann’s burdensome workload: “She has portrait commissions 
and she finds it exhausting. Once, I used to paint the clothes, the 
background, and the details in her portraits in order to spare her 
some effort, but from here I cannot do that.”735 These late letters, 
written when Bauck was eighty-two years old, reveal that the artists 
collaborated on Wegmann’s commissions and that Bauck repeated-
ly executed parts of the friend’s portraits. Furthermore, Bauck re-
ferred to their collaborative painting practice as a shared secret that 
no one was supposed to know about. This might explain why there 
is no reference to this practice in any previous letter to Thorell. 

In light of this account, one can neither prove nor rule out the 
possibility that Bauck painted parts of Wegmann’s portraits for the 
Salon, thus not only sitting for, but painting some of the details in 
her own mediated – or maybe even immediate – self-representa-
tions. This evidence also adds a new dimension to Bauck’s studio 
scene depicting Wegmann painting the portrait of Peter Dethlefsen 
for the Salon of 1889 (see fig. 50). While Wegmann is standing in 
the center of the composition painting the portrait, Bauck is invis-
ible to the beholder’s eye and positioned outside the picture plane. 
Following the logic of the composition, both artists are simulta-
neously working on the portrait of the male sitter. Wegmann is 
painting Dethlefsen’s portrait, while Bauck is depicting the sitting 
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and thereby participating in her friend’s work. Or to put it differ-
ently, Bauck is painting the canvas that Wegmann is working on 
and is partaking in the friend’s art. In the end, Bauck’s genre scene 
alludes to the friends’ collaborative painting practice and hints at 
their shared secret, which is encapsulated in the preserved letters. 
Potentially, the revelation in Bauck’s letters to Thorell thus adds 
another dimension to the collaborative nature of the friendship 
images.

A letter by Toni Müller on the occasion of the donation of sev-
eral paintings by Bauck and Wegmann to Nationalmuseum in 1931 
not only supports Bauck’s claims, but shows that the painting as-
sistance was mutual. Wegmann’s longtime companion remarked 
that she was not surprised to hear that the curators had difficulties 
attributing the works. According to Müller, “the painting styles of 
these intimate friends and art companions had, after many years of 
joint study trips and studio community, started to resemble one an-
other in such an astonishing manner” that the two painters “even 
amused themselves with executing minor parts in one another’s 
paintings.”736 Müller further explained:

There are, for example, several portraits of J.B., where B.W. has 
painted the hand or hands (she loved to paint hands and J.B. 
disliked it). The daughter of a Belgian envoy in Berlin has hands 
by B.W. in J.B.’s portrait, just like the singer Eugen Hildach in 
Frankfurt am Main, and Hanna Bauck’s hands in the portrait 
that is owned by the Krupp collections and so forth.737

According to Müller, Wegmann used to say that Bauck “had in her 
little finger more talent than all other artists in their whole hands”, 
but she sometimes lacked patience, “so when she got tired of a 
commission, she simply sent the painting over to Cph to B.W. who 
would reach out with her helping hand finishing what J.B. did not 
want to complete, preferring a new task.”738 Müller’s explanations 
support the impression that these joint painting practices were car-
ried out on a routine basis, reminiscent, on a smaller scale, of the 
division of labor in early modern artist workshops. When it came 
to executing commissions, Bauck and Wegmann collaborated prag-
matically like partners in a firm. 

The purposeful pragmatism of the artists’ productive collabo-
ration runs contrary to the widespread understanding of the mod-
ern artist as autonomous, independent, self-contained and creating 
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original work.739 The painters’ collaborative method of painting 
involves a radical challenge to the prevalent trope of the artist as a 
solitary genius and its claim to originality, meaning that one work 
needed to be attributed to one artist alone. In contrast to the early 
modern workshop practice, the nineteenth-century artists’ mode 
of operation was supposed to be entirely individualist. The mak-
ing of an author name as well as a public signature and reputation 
were essential for professional success.740 In light of these prevalent 
topoi of solitary genius, individual authenticity and personal style, 
collaboration was more or less proscribed. 

The importance of the ideal of individual authenticity is evident 
in an event that the French impressionist painter Berthe Morisot 
described in a letter to her sister Edma (1839–1921). When Mor-
isot struggled to finish her painting The Mother and Sister of the Art-
ist in time for the Salon of 1869, Édouard Manet offered to help 
her out.741 Manet eventually reworked and finished the painting 
against the will of his colleague, who considered the whole episode 
“agonizing” and hoped the painting would be refused.742 As Marni 
R. Kessler has pointed out, although such corrections were not nec-
essarily uncommon, they were forbidden and could lead to exclu-
sion from the Salon.743 Kessler referred to Manet’s intervention as 
an invasion of Morisot’s space of representation: “His invasion of 
her canvas, his layers of paint effectively veiling her paint, may be 
seen as a similarly proprietary effort, as his way of claiming Mor-
isot’s space of production, and not necessarily as an artistic collab-
oration.”744 

It is informative to compare Morisot’s shocked reaction to 
Manet’s invasion of her canvas with Bauck’s and Wegmann’s mutu-
al interventions. Whereas the first incident points to the asymmet-
rical relationship between Morisot and Manet, it seems as if nei-
ther Bauck nor Wegmann experienced their friend’s contributions 
as any form of invasion or intrusion. Whereas one can read Manet’s 
interference as a one-sided proprietary and paternalistic act, the col-
laborative practice of Bauck and Wegmann was mutual and equal. 
Nevertheless, Bauck and Wegmann also kept their collaboration a 
secret and it seems likely that they did so because the authorship 
of women artists and the originality of their work was repeatedly 
contested by critical or hostile voices that questioned their abilities 
and professionalism. For instance, in 1858 the American sculptor 
Harriet Hosmer (1830–1908) was accused by the British press of 
allowing Italian craftsmen to produce her work, although the use 
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of studio assistants and marble cutters was common practice in the 
period.745 Such mistrust against women’s artistic merits was never 
fully to disappear in the late nineteenth century.

To my knowledge, there are only a few examples in Nordic 
painting of the period where collaboration is evident and even 
forms an integral part of the conception of the work. Some of these 
paintings were created in the context of the artists’ colonies, where 
fellowship, group identity and shared artistic ideals were fostered 
as a countermovement to individualism and urban isolation.746 In 
Skagen, the married artist couples Anna and Michael Ancher and 
Marie and Peder Severin Krøyer collaborated on paintings that ad-
dressed their partnership in life and in art.

In a joint work painted in the winter of 1882–83, Anna and Mi-
chael Ancher represented themselves in their home, the Havehu-
set, in Skagen. Anna Ancher (1859–1935) portrayed her husband 

Fig. 66. Anna and 
Michael Ancher, 
Judgement of a Day’s 
Work, 1883.
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 Michael Ancher (1849–1927), who in return portrayed his wife and 
painted the surrounding interior.747 In the resulting genre scene, 
the couple are sitting in their armchairs, contemplating from a 
critical distance a work placed on an easel. Apart from the easel, 
the interior resembles a typical middle-class home: blooming flow-
ers, a golden frame and an old master portrait convey elegance 
and refinement. The subject matter oscillates between the estab-
lished genres of the conversation piece and the group portrait with 
a married couple, in which the dog traditionally signifies marital 
fidelity. Likewise, Michael Ancher’s gesture of touching the back 
of his wife’s chair is conventional: he looks over her from behind 
her seated position. Marital harmony is further indicated by several 
rhythmic doublings across the scene: a pair of tea cups, two opened 
books on the table and a kerosene lamp that reappears as a reflec-
tion in the mirror. Anna Ancher, with her recognizable features in 
sharp profile and in an elegant red dress, marks the center of the 
composition. In Judgment of a Day’s Work from 1883, the couple are 
viewing a painting that they have been working on during the day. 

In a letter from November 1882, Anna Ancher told her cousin 
Martha Møller (1860–1929) that collaborating with her husband 
was a welcome distraction from painting the local fishermen: “Be-
sides, it just interests us right now to work on a small painting, for 
which we paint one another; it is so pleasant to get away from all 
the common fisherfolk and to find some civilized people, who, by 
the way, are much more picturesque than the prior.”748 Apparently, 
Anna and Michael Ancher wanted to escape from their usual sub-
ject matter, namely the local population of villagers and fishermen. 
This double portrait is thus as much about dissociation, as it is 
about association: The Ancher couple renders itself as a unity dis-
tinguished from the local population that surrounds it. This unity 
implies a clear class distinction, already indicated in the opposing 
pair of the “common” versus the “civilized” people in Anna Anch-
er’s statement. The artists’ dissociation from the local community is 
emphasized in the painting by means of their intellectual and con-
templative activity (rather than the actual act of painting as a craft 
or manual labor) and the surrounding middle-class environment.

In Judgement of a Day’s Work, Anna and Michael Ancher fashion 
a common identity by means of mutual portrayal, corresponding 
actions and a shared home. The painting’s dual authorship figures 
as a metaphor for the couple’s creative unity and it was exhibited in 
the name of both artists the following year at the Charlottenborg 
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exhibition in Copenhagen.749 Otherwise, as the couple’s individual 
styles merge into one, the collaborative effort would not have been 
visible to the naked eye. 

In contrast to the stylistic harmony of the Anchers’ double 
portrait, Marie and Peder Severin Krøyer collaborated on a small-
scale double portrait in 1890 that renders their individual hands 
strikingly visible: While her brushwork is broad and expressive, his 
is finer and more delicate. While she painted him in a cool color 
scheme, he chose a warm palette for her portrayal. In the center of 
the composition, where the individual expressions meet, the dif-
ferently applied paint forms a barrier that separates the individu-
al frontal portraits from one another. Due to the frontality of the 
portraits, the artist couple are not sharing in a dialogue with one 
another, but they rather engage in two separate conversations with 
the beholder.

Fig. 67. Marie and 
Peder Severin Krøyer, 
Double Portrait, 1890.
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The same year, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli painted a portrait of her 
colleague Karl Nordström, whose daughter later claimed that her 
father had painted the still life in the background consisting of bot-
tles and books.750 In contrast to Kjell Boström, who referred to this 
anecdote and believed himself able to identify the artists’ hands 
and typical color schemes in the final work, Margareta Gynning 
claimed that Hirsch-Pauli had painted the still life herself, asking: 
“Why should someone else need to paint the motif, if she herself 
was a skillful still life painter at the time?”751 If Nordström actually 
executed a detail in his portrait, it should not necessarily be read as 
an act of artistic superiority. It could also be understood as an emu-
lative and dialogic play between the artists, common in friendship 
images from the period. In contrast to the above-mentioned case of 
Manet and Morisot, Nordström and Hirsch-Pauli never engaged in 
any asymmetrical teacher-student relationship. Therefore, a poten-
tial contribution from his side would not have been perceived as a 
threat to her professional independence. Hirsch-Pauli exhibited the 
portrait of Nordström frequently in the early 1890s, which points 
to its importance in her artistic production.

Of course, similar collaborative efforts in painting were not 
limited to the Nordic context. Rosa Bonheur, for instance, added 

Fig. 68. Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli, Portrait 
of Karl Nordström, 
1890.
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a bull to her likeness painted by Édouard Dubufe (1819–1883) in 
1857, thereby displaying all her skill as an animal painter in a por-
trait otherwise painted by her male colleague.752 Another French 
example is Frédéric Bazille’s studio scene Studio on the Rue la Con-
damine. Here, his friend Édouard Manet inserted the exaggeratedly 
tall figure of Bazille into the scenery to make him appear among 
his friends. According to Bridget Alsdorf, by assisting his friend, 
Manet allowed Bazille to figure in the painting as an equal part 
of the group of artist friends without compromising the composi-
tion’s collective statement.753 Consequently, the history of the mak-
ing of the painting corresponds to the artistic and social interaction 
among artists and critics it is supposed to display.754 

These Nordic and French examples can be conceptualized as 
friendship images in the sense outlined at the beginning of this 
chapter. They are characterized by a dialogical structure that em-
phasizes collaboration and community on a material and icono-
graphic level, or in terms of execution and subject matter. The case 

Fig. 69. Frédéric 
Bazille, Studio 
on the Rue la 
 Condamine, 1870.
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of Bauck and Wegmann considerably exceeds the examples out-
lined above, since their collaboration was not confined to paintings 
that addressed artistic identity, friendship and community. Instead, 
their co-authorship even included commissioned works and was 
kept secret from the public. One can assume that contemporary 
buyers expected an authentic work by the hand of the individual 
painter, either by Bauck or Wegmann. Obviously, one cannot rule 
out the possibility that other painters in the period collaborated in 
a similar manner. However, to the best of my knowledge there does 
not exist any comparable case in which the collaborative practice is 
documented to the same extent as it is for Bauck and Wegmann.

In her letter to the director general of Nationalmuseum, Toni 
Müller recounted another episode from the painters’ artistic part-
nership that further demonstrates that collaboration was integral 
to their professional identity and their self-fashioning as artists. 
Müller explained that Bauck and Wegmann not only painted but 
even signed some of their studies together: 

Sometimes the two artists would even paint a painting very 
openly together, such as a landscape (or a still life with flowers, 
one of them one piece, the other another piece). I own a pretty 
landscape of a meadow with willows, where the signature was 
once written out as Bauck-Wegmann, but unfortunately and 
much to my regret, the art dealer who framed and sold several 
of them in the auction after B. W.’s works unwarrantedly cut off 
half the signature, leaving only Wegm. I was very angry and sad 
about this, but he reckoned that it was out of the question to 
have both names there (and indeed, I actually thought that this 
was deliciously interesting).755

This anecdote indicates that collaboration shaped the artists’ entire 
painting practice from the experimental and preparatory study to 
the finished painting intended for sale. It is remarkable that the art-
ists even signed some of their studies together and thereby openly 
marked them as collaborative pieces. Signing a painting is the most 
obvious act of artistic self-fashioning, since it inevitably binds the 
work together with the artist’s persona.756 The signature is the ul-
timate sign of individual authenticity and it is deeply rooted in the 
general conception of creativity.757 To share the signature, and there-
by the authorship over the artwork, counteracted prevalent notions 
of unitary artistic identity and individual genius, which explains 
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the art dealer’s incomprehension and disapproval.758 From his per-
spective, a doubled signature risked reducing the profit of the sale. 

The painters themselves deliberately encapsulated their entan-
gled artistic identity and collaborative partnership in a doubled 
signature. Borrowing a trenchant formulation by Chadwick and de 
Courtivron, this act of co-authorship challenged the limited under-
standing of creativity as “an extraordinary (usually male) individu-
al’s solitary struggle for artistic self-expression.”759 From a feminist 
perspective, the study of such collaborative practices has the poten-
tial to form a powerful instrument for a critique of the paradigm of 
the single (and usually male) artist, still dominant in art history.760 
According to Lorraine Mary York, scholar of English and culture, 
women’s collaborative practices in the nineteenth century can be 
understood as a form of resistance to the romantic construction of 
the author as a particularly male type.761 

As Bette London has pointed out in relation to women’s collab-
orative writing, collaboration rarely takes place out in the open: 
“Collaborations, indeed, frequently exist even where two authors 
don’t name themselves as such.” Collaboration is often practiced in 
secret in order to protect the authors’ arrangements “from public 
scrutiny – even public ridicule”.762 When it is practiced by women, 
collaboration easily runs the risk to be misunderstood as female 
passivity or to be viewed as a sign of sentimentality and weakness, 
or it could seemingly confirm the bias against the originality of 
their art.763 As opposed to such prejudices, the case of Bauck and 
Wegmann demonstrates that the artists’ regular collaboration on 
portrait commissions grew out of pragmatic considerations of 
making their work more effective through the division of labor, 
and it raises awareness of the everyday realities of artistic practice 
often denied or neglected by artists themselves and historians alike. 
The case of Bauck and Wegmann exemplarily allows for a reconsid-
eration of the importance of collaboration for artistic practice and 
identity formation. Ultimately, their collaborative practice chal-
lenges the idea of the artist as an individualist. 

Returning to the correspondence of Bauck and Wegmann with 
Thorell, the artists’ epistolary exchange shows some striking sim-
ilarities to the above outlined collaborative painting practice. The 
artists’ dual authorship and mediated self-representation in paint-
ing find equivalents in their writing practice. Wegmann repeatedly 
stated in her letters to Thorell that she disliked writing letters and 
had some troubles expressing herself in writing:
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Well, it is true that I am bad writer, and I do not want to deny 
that I would prefer it by ten, a thousand times to sit opposite 
you and talk to you while I look into your large childish eyes. 
Instead I am sitting here with the cold paper and the ugly ink 
bottle and let the words creep across the paper like a slow snail. 
Everything one says appears so old and stale, not really worth 
writing down. It gets even older from the slowness of the pen 
and I could die of impatience before I have said the most basic 
things. If one could express one’s thoughts in painting it would 
be so much easier, but how should I depict gratefulness?764

Likewise, Bauck claimed that it was easier for Wegmann to finish 
an entire painting than a single letter.765 At times, Wegmann had 
great difficulties deciphering Thorell’s Swedish letters, and then 
she forwarded them to Bauck to have them translated.766 Bauck 
used to call herself Wegmann’s “secretary” and occasionally she 
would act as her friend’s scribe, answering her correspondence.767 
When she was spending time together with Wegmann, Bauck of-
ten wrote letters in both artists’ names to Thorell or according 
to Wegmann’s dictate. Writing from Munich in July 1883, Bauck 
noted in the upper left corner of the first page: “Written by Jean-
na, but dictated by Bertha”.768 In the course of the letter, Bauck 
indicated that she alternated her own voice with Wegmann’s dic-
tation: “Now comes Jeanna herself” is followed by “now Bertha 
comes again.”769 Whereas the entire letter is written in Bauck’s 
handwriting, Wegmann has signed it herself. Repeatedly, Bauck 
wrote in Wegmann’s name and in a letter from November 1884 
she stated accordingly: “Today I figure as Bertha’s secretary, and 
while she is sewing eagerly, I am writing to you according to her 
dictation. […] Now I withdraw my little person and let Berthel 
speak.”770 In the summer of 1886, Bauck introduced a letter to 
Thorell in a similar manner: “This time it is myself, Jeanna, who 
is writing, but both in my and Bertha’s names, so it applies just as 
much to her.”771 

The dialogic or mediated structure of the artists’ writing prac-
tice and the shared authorship of the resulting letters shares some 
 striking similarities with their collaborative painting practice and 
their friendship images.772 Wegmann expressed herself through 
Bauck both in painting and in writing. In both media, the letter and 
the friendship image, Wegmann communicated through her friend. 

Fig. 70. Page from 
a letter by Jeanna 
Bauck and Bertha 
Wegmann to 
 Hildegard Thorell, 
Munich, July 19, 
1883.





Employing Ewa Lajer-Burcharth’s concept of touch, both painting 
and letter writing figured as creative arenas for the artists to realize 
themselves through one another’s touch – be it the touch of the 
ink on paper, the touch of the brush on canvas, or the doubled and 
entangled signature. By writing and posing, Bauck and Wegmann 
expressed themselves through mediated self-fashioning. Thereby, 
the artists counteracted prevalent notions of solitary authorship 
and isolated genius across different media. 
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 Fig. 71. 
Brita  Ellström, 
Photographic album 
from Paris, 1903.

III. The Studio Scene

The hitherto unpublished file on the painter and illustrator Bri-
ta Ellström in the archives of the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in 
Stockholm contains a small self-made photo album from the art-
ist’s stay in Paris in 1903.773 At the time, Ellström held a scholar-
ship from the academy in Stockholm, which allowed her to study at 
Académie Colarossi and Académie de la Grande Chaumière. On the first 
page of her album, the artist has drawn the layout of her studio, 
informing precisely of the measurements of the room, the place-
ment of the furniture and the staircase reaching up to a loft bed, 
the number of windows and the position of the entrance door. This 
ground plan is complemented by a series of photographs metic-
ulously documenting the interior of the studio from various an-
gles.774 Each image is accompanied by a short description.775 Ell-
ström herself, or visitors, are absent from the photographs, apart 
from one image portraying the painter’s model Marie Cataldi, who 
is shown sweeping the floor.776 Ellström assembled her memories 
from France in an album, in which the combined home and stu-
dio represented her experiences abroad. In designing the album, 
she engaged in an activity that was traditionally associated with 
women of the middle classes. Since album art was usually pursued 
in a domestic environment, and was considered a private and per-
sonal activity, it was long regarded as a practice particularly suited 
for women.777 In nineteenth-century album art, the drawing room 
functioned as a semi-public space of feminine refinement, staged 
theatrically in photocollages.778 The albums reflected the growing 
fashion for home decoration, which exerted a considerable influ-
ence on the construction of middle-class aesthetics and identity.779 
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Especially middle-class women used home decoration as a means 
to express themselves.780 In contrast to traditional album art, Ell-
ström’s album depicts a more hybrid kind of domesticity. Instead 
of a drawing room, the pages of her album stage an artist’s com-
bined working and living environment, and they thereby showcase 
the inhabitant’s professional identity.781 Even though this example 
reaches beyond the temporal focus of the 1880s, it is used as a start-
ing point for this chapter because it renders tangible the symbolic 
importance of the studio space for the construction of artistic iden-
tity. For Ellström, the album was a means to document her journey 
to Paris and she decided to memorize her personal environment, 
which she had designed according to her own wishes and needs. 
Making the album can be understood as an act of claiming that 
environment, and this possessive act points to the vital importance 
of this temporary home and work space for the experience abroad 
as a whole.

Similar practices of documentation also materialize in the pre-
served archives of many artists from the late nineteenth century. 
Artists repeatedly provided detailed descriptions of their studios 
and homes in diaries and letters. For instance, the correspondence 
of Eva Bonnier and Richard Bergh and the diaries of Marie Bash-
kirtseff contain detailed descriptions of studios, their architecture, 
furnishing and atmosphere.782 From time to time artists added 
sketches to their accounts: Newly arrived in Paris in November 
1879, Hildegard Thorell included a quickly drawn ground plan of 
her room in the guesthouse on Rue de Bruxelles in a letter to her 
husband Reinhold.783 She repeated this gesture when she visited 
Jeanna Bauck and Bertha Wegmann in Munich in February 1883.784 
Christine Sundberg made several drawings and watercolors depict-
ing interiors from her homes in Sweden and abroad.785 These ex-
amples suggest that Ellström was no exception in her desire to pre-
serve, in one way or another, the memory of her temporary home 
abroad.

The Studio as Imagined and Lived-In Space

This urge to document one’s living and working environment co-
incided with the growing symbolic importance of the interior in 
the nineteenth century. Private or semi-private spaces, from the 
middle- class home to the writer’s study or the artist’s studio, came 

Fig. 72. Ground 
plan of Hildegard 
Thorell’s room in 
the guest house on 
Rue de Bruxelles in 
Paris, from a letter 
to Reinhold Thorell, 
November 12, 1879. 
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to be understood as ideal places for retreat or contemplation and 
as refuges from the ever-changing outside world in an age of rapid 
modernization and industrialization.786 Walter Benjamin (1892–
1940) analyzed this phenomenon in his unfinished Passagen-Werk 
(Arcades Project), in which he famously compared the interior to 
“a box in the theatre of the world”.787 In this period, the interior 
turned into a privileged site for the self-fashioning of the middle 
classes.788 A person’s milieu was believed to be the most truthful, 
lasting and complete reflection of character and therefore superior 
to appearance, which was conceived as superficial, ever-changing 
and ephemeral. The lasting presence of space was charged with 
meaning and was supposed to reflect the resident’s temperament, 
creative outlook and personal convictions.789 

The home of Karin Bergöö Larsson (1859–1928) and Carl Lars-
son, Lilla Hyttnäs, in the province of Dalarna in Sweden, exempli-
fies this development towards an integration of the home in the 
self-fashioning of the artist.790 The artist couple meticulously de-
signed the interior decoration of their tradition-inspired home and 
showcased the result in watercolors. These images were popular-
ized in the best-selling book Ett hem (A Home) in 1899, which pro-
moted the elegant simplicity of Lilla Hyttnäs as a model of domestic 
and social reform according to the principles of the Arts and Crafts 
movement.791 

The growing symbolic potential of the interior stimulated a re-
newed interest in the artist’s studio space. Of course, artists had 
painted their studios in previous centuries and there is a long 
iconographic tradition of the self-portrait in the studio.792 How-
ever, as Eva Mongi-Vollmer has demonstrated, it was not until the 
second half of the nineteenth century that the studio gained its 
own “dense discursive identity”.793 This paradigm shift in the con-
ception of the studio is epitomized in Gustave Courbet’s monu-
mental composition The Painter’s Studio from 1855, which, accord-
ing to the artist’s own titling, constituted A Real Allegory Summing 
up Seven Years of My Artistic and Moral Life.794 The painting has been 
subject to countless interpretations, but they all tend to acknowl-
edge that the artist elevated the studio (and thereby himself) to 
the spiritual center of society.795 In contrast to depictions of the 
artist’s workshop in the early modern period, representations of 
(the artist in) the studio, in the nineteenth century, were character-
ized by an increased subjectification.796 The studio space gained a 
strong symbolic importance in the negotiation of artistic identity, 
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at times being elevated to a quasi-sacred space. The studio as a sub-
ject matter not only flourished in painting, but also became a vital 
theme in literature, criticism and journalism and “the visit to the 
studio” became a popular genre of the reportage. The flourishing 
celebrity culture and awakened interest in the persona of the artist 
led to a growing demand in such “home stories”, with detailed de-
scriptions of artists’ working environments and gossip about their 
private lives.797 

The following chapter explores the symbolic importance and 
pictorial potential of the studio space in the self-fashioning of the 
artist, with a special focus on its gendered implications as a room 
of one’s own for the professionalization of women artists.798 It asks 
how women artists employed the studio as a representational are-
na in which they staged themselves in their professional role, and 
through which they could orchestrate their professional aspirations 
and aesthetic convictions. In the late nineteenth century, the stu-
dio space occupied a prominent position in the production of Nor-
dic women painters and more precisely among those residing in 
Paris in the 1880s. The following analysis of the role of spatiality 
in Nordic women painters’ self-fashioning is informed by Susan 
Sidlaukas’ study of Body, Place and Self in Nineteenth-Century Paint-
ing.799 Analyzing artworks by Edgar Degas, John Singer Sargent 
(1856–1925) and Édouard Vuillard (1868–1940), Sidlaukas has read 
their painted interiors as contested terrains, in which questions 
of identity were intensely negotiated. She argued that these late-
nineteenth- century painters explored subjectivity in painting pri-
marily by means of a charged juxtaposition of figure and space.800 
Proceeding from Sidlaukas’ observations, this chapter brings the 
charged juxta position between artist and studio into focus and an-
alyzes the interaction and friction between the artist’s body and 
her working environment. By doing so, it takes up the key concerns 
from the two previous chapters, emulation and collaboration, and 
combines them with the appropriation of the studio space. 

The key works in this chapter are the friendship image by 
 Hanna Hirsch-Pauli depicting her friend and colleague Venny 
Soldan- Brofeldt from 1886–87, the studio interior by Eva Bonni-
er from 1886 and the self-portrait by Asta Nørregaard from 1883, 
supplemented by comparative works by Mina Carlson-Bredberg, 
Anna Nordlander (1843–1879), Jenny Nyström and Lotten Rön-
quist, among others. Using Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s friendship image 
as a central case, this chapter explores the pictorial strategies by 
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means of which Nordic women artists appropriated and widened 
spaces of representation, and thereby turned the studio into a room 
of their own.801 

To a greater extent than the previous chapters, the following 
analyses draw on diverse primary sources, including contemporary 
reviews and newspaper articles, previously unpublished letters as 
well as private and published photographs, which are used as com-
parative material for the paintings. It is imperative to bear in mind 
the fundamental differences between these visual sources and their 
diverse contexts of origin: A private photograph used as a personal 
memory or souvenir served completely different purposes than a 
painting, which was employed as an important exhibition piece to 
be put on display at the Salon in Paris. Nevertheless, both allow for 
the study of the complex layers of meaning associated with the stu-
dio and help to grasp this space as an ideal interior and a real lived-
in space.802 This is not to say that the photographs are not staged, 
but comparing them with the paintings provides useful insights 
into the ways in which the studio was fashioned in art. Ultimately, 
the studio depicted in painting is never a visual documentation of 
a real lived-in or worked-in space, but always an ideal interior and 
an imagined space. Consequently, one will rarely encounter an ab-
solute congruence between paintings and other primary sources. 

The studio figured as a particularly fruitful site for the staging of 
identity due to its liminal position between the public and the pri-
vate sphere. In the studio, the artist can work in solitude, but here 
s/he can also receive visitors and display or exhibit her/his works. 
Here s/he can sell works, campaign for and advertise her/his pro-
duction, and thereby even turn the workshop into a commercial 
space. The studio functions as a site for contemplation or socializa-
tion and can be opened up or closed according to the resident’s mo-
mentary needs. As has been demonstrated in the previous chapter, 
many women artists lived in apartments that were combined living 
and working spaces, complicating the matter further and calling 
into question the notion of the home as a private haven, secluded 
from the sphere of productive labor. 

By turning the studio into the subject of a painting and exhib-
iting the resulting artwork, by making it accessible to the public, 
artists could bridge the divide between the spheres once more: in 
the painting they might be depicted in solitude, yet by exhibiting 
the work, the painting itself becomes a public object for scrutiny. In 
other words, when an artist paints her-/himself in solitude, s/he ob-
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viously anticipates the painting’s public exposure and her/his own 
exposure as well. As Marc Gotlieb has aptly argued, the studio is a 
“public stage in the guise of a private arena” and a “symbolic space 
disguised as a real one”.803 In other words, the studio is a hybrid 
space that oscillates between the public and the private, between 
the real and the imaginary.

Scholarship on the nineteenth century across various disciplines 
has long been conducted along the lines of a strict dichotomy be-
tween the public and the private.804 In the field of visual culture, 
the last ten years have seen an increase in scholarship that ques-
tions and complicates the public-private dichotomy by studying 
hybrid spaces.805 This chapter contributes to this development by 
studying the studio’s liminality. In art history, Griselda Pollock’s 
widely received article “Modernity and the Spaces of Femininity” 
was among the first to draw attention to the importance of space 
or spatial restrictions on the construction of gender and gendered 
space in impressionist painting.806 According to Pollock, the pic-
torial world of French impressionist women artists was restricted 
to the private sphere, the homes, the private gardens or the balco-
nies, whereas their male colleagues depicted the buzzing street life 
of the Parisian metropolis.807 Margareta Gynning has commented 
upon the limitations of Pollock’s approach with regard to the Nor-
dic context and highlighted the prominent position of the studio 
interior in the production of women artists. Gynning remarked 
that the studio’s function as a semi-public work space ran contrary 
to the presupposed ideological separation between male-as-public 
and female-as-private sphere.808 She emphasized the studio’s sym-
bolic function for Nordic women painters as an expression of a 
unique life experience, reading the widened space as an expression 
of a feeling of independence that enabled the artists to disassociate 
for a period from their upper-middle-class background and sophis-
ticated lifestyle.809 In similar fashion, Alexandra K. Wettlaufer has 
reflected upon the gendered implications of the studio’s liminal po-
sition that allowed a gradual transition of women from the domes-
tic sphere to the work space, from amateurism to professionalism 
and from individual isolation in the home to a collective identity 
with other female colleagues established in shared studios or pri-
vate academies.810 

When it comes to the studio space, the dichotomic public- 
private divide along the lines of gender thus appears problematic. 
Many (women) artists received guests, buyers, journalists and critics 
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in their studios during visiting hours, such as the French painters 
Louise Abbéma (1853–1927) and Eva Gonzalès (1849–1883), who 
is known to have opened her studio to the public to exhibit a 
painting that had been refused by the Salon.811 The Swedish painter 
Amalia Lindegren (1814–1891) had opening or drop-in hours in 
her studio in Stockholm for clients who wanted to be portrayed.812 
The French artist Madeleine Lemaire (1845–1928) held a popular 
salon in her studio in Paris, where she received members of the 
high society and persons from the intellectual circles of fin-de-
siècle Paris.813 The studios and homes of foreign artists in Paris were 
often important meeting places for the expatriate communities. 
Already in the 1870s, the studios of the Swedish artists Christine 
Sundberg and Mimmi Zetterström (1843–1885) were the place to 
go for compatriot women painters who had recently arrived in 
Paris and needed advice regarding training, art schools, studios and 
housing.814 The home of the Swedish sculptor Ida Ericson-Molard 
(1853–1927) and her husband William Molard (1862–1936) turned 
into an important meeting point for intellectuals and artists in the 
1890s.815 The Parisian studio of the American Salon painter Elizabeth 
Jane Gardner (1837–1922) became a haven for visiting American 
artists.816 Gardner held afternoon teas once a week, private viewings 
and larger gatherings to launch her Salon paintings.817 These 
examples demonstrate that the studio space often fulfilled a variety 
of public functions in terms of commerce, marketing and sociability. 

In order to fully grasp the studio’s hybridity and the consequent 
effects on the self-fashioning of the artist, it is fruitful to employ 
Erving Goffman’s conceptual pair of the front region and the back 
region, or backstage. Even though Goffman’s model appears at first 
sight just as binary as the public-private dichotomy, he explicitly 
conceptualizes the two regions as unstable and shifting.818 A certain 
space can be a front region at one moment and transform into a 
back region at the next. The studio can be understood as a space in 
which this transition is particularly fluid and the artist can exper-
iment with this fluidity in the context of her/his artistic self-fash-
ioning. The artist can easily turn the studio into a playground in 
which s/he can make her audience believe they have entered the 
back region, the intimate realm of the artist and a site of ostensi-
ble authenticity, when in fact they are observing a performance in 
progress in the front region. Goffman attributes the back region a 
subversive potential, since here the performer can step out of his 
role and act out otherwise suppressed behaviors:
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A back region or backstage may be defined as a place, relative to 
a given performance, where the impression fostered by the per-
formance is knowingly contradicted as a matter of course. […] 
It is here that the capacity of a performance to express some-
thing beyond itself may be painstakingly fabricated; it is here 
that illusions and impressions are openly constructed. Here 
stage props and items of personal front can be stored in a kind 
of compact collapsing of whole repertoires of actions and char-
acters. […] Here the team can run through its performance, 
checking for offending expressions when no audience is present 
to be affronted by them; […] Here the performer can relax; 
he can drop his front, forgo speaking his lines, and step out of 
character.819

In the back region, a front regional behavior can be openly contra-
dicted and the performer can challenge or undermine her/his role 
as performer. If one considers the performance of the middle-class 
woman and the performance of the artist as two different and part-
ly opposing performances, one can understand the studio as a space 
that facilitates a transition between the two. The studio can be con-
ceived as the back region to the performance of the middle-class 
woman: When she enters the studio, she is able to drop the front of 
the wife/daughter/sister and to give the performance of the artist. 
Here, she can step out of the character of middle-class woman and 
step into the character of the artist. In the studio she can fashion 
herself as artist. This hybridity of the studio as a real and imagi-
nary, a public and private space, renders it an ideal space in which 
to stage such shifting notions of selfhood. These two spaces should 
not be conceived of as static and dualistic, as perhaps this thought 
experiment might suggest. But rather, access to a studio was an 
integral precondition for the appropriation of the professional role 
of the artist. 

In her now classic essay A Room of One’s Own from 1929, the 
British writer Virginia Woolf (1882–1941) discussed the inter-
dependence between space and creativity.820 She argued that access 
to a personal and private space was, alongside money, an essential 
precondition for creativity and more specifically literary success.821 
In accordance with Woolf, the feminist literary scholar Germaine 
Greer used the appropriate phrase of the “reduced scale of female 
life” when discussing how women in nineteenth-century society 
were not allowed to occupy much space, whether figuratively in the 
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sense of being quiet and modest or literally in the sense of being 
denied a personal space in the home.822 Studying the depictions of 
studios in the paintings and epistolary writings of Nordic wom-
en painters in the late nineteenth century demonstrates that these 
artists defined the studio as a room of their own long before this was 
theorized by Woolf. 

The recently rediscovered and published correspondence of the 
Swedish painter Anna Nordlander indicates that the studio was a 
space that a woman artist needed to earn. Nordlander, who studied 
at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm between 1866 and 
1871, was the daughter of a clergyman from Skellefteå in northern 
Sweden.823 The letters to her friend and fellow colleague Kerstin 
Cardon (1843–1924) show that she felt torn between her profes-
sional ambition and her obligations towards her family. During a 
stay at her parents’ home in the summer of 1871 Nordlander stat-
ed: “Here at home, they don’t seem to be in favor of me painting 
in a studio of my own until I am better.”824 At the same time, she 
claimed that her painting skills would decline with each day with-
out a studio at her disposal.825 In Nordlander’s case, the right to a 
studio was questioned by the family and had to be earned on the 
basis of artistic skill, which – according to her own account – could 
only be achieved when working in a proper studio. The artist’s 
comment points towards a dilemma in which access to a studio and 
professionalization were intimately intertwined. 

Nordlander’s letters to Cardon document the friends’ dogged 
search for a suitable studio to share in Stockholm during the winter 
of 1871–72 and these joint efforts appear to have been an important 
step in acquiring independence and self-confidence.826 The artists 
turned into active agents, who searched for a suitable location, ne-
gotiated the price and rented a studio in their own names. Not only 
did the mere possession of a studio confirm the artists’ professional 
status, but the practical actions involved in acquiring it were just 
as vital in constructing a professional identity. Writing from Skel-
lefteå, Nordlander asked her colleague “to keep her ears open for 
the slightest word” about an available studio and “to keep her eyes 
looking upwards to spy out some hitherto unknown large window 
that could bring us happiness.”827 

An undated studio interior painted by Nordlander suggests that 
the artist friends were eventually successful. The interior depicts a 
large room with a high ceiling and the longed-for large northern 
window. The walls of the room are decorated with some framed 

Fig. 73. Anna 
Nordlander, Studio 
Interior, undated.
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and unframed artworks, and a portfolio with prints is lying on the 
studio floor. Even though the interior is furnished with a table, a 
chair and some other objects that are scattered across the room, it 
appears spacious with the floor in the foreground left completely 
empty. By far the most prominent object in the room is a large easel 
to the right of the composition. The canvas suggests that the artist 
has only for a moment interrupted her ongoing work. The artist 
herself or other people are absent from the scene. The large easel 
turns into a surrogate for the artist, whose presence is implied in 
the interior, which she has painted herself. A noteworthy detail is 
the ennobling drapery that separates the interior from the realm of 
the beholder, making the studio appear like a theater stage framed 
by velvet curtains. In Nordlander’s interior, the studio becomes a 
spatialized symbol of the artist’s professionalism.

The practical and metaphorical significance of the studio res-
onates in the preserved letters and the painted interior by Anna 
Nordlander. In the letters and diaries of women artists in the peri-
od, the studio is a key symbol of personal freedom and profession-
al independence.828 Marie Bashkirtseff, for instance, described the 
liberating effect of the studio in an often-quoted passage from her 
diary: “In the studio everything disappears, you don’t have a name, 
no family; you are no longer the daughter of your mother, you are 
yourself, you are an individual and you have art in front of you and 
nothing else. You are so happy, so free, so proud.”829 After having 
married and left her parental home in 1869, the former painter 
Edma Morisot wrote a longing letter to her sister Berthe, in which 
the studio is likewise imagined as a space where they can breathe 
freely: “I am often with you, my dear Berthe. In my thoughts I fol-
low you about your studio, and I wish that I could escape, were it 
only for the quarter of an hour, to breathe that air in which we lived 
for many long years.”830 After her own marriage, Berthe Morisot did 
not have a studio at her disposal, even though she continued her ca-
reer as an artist. She used to paint in the living room, and when she 
received visitors she pushed her easel out of sight into a closet.831 

The ambivalence in combining professional ambitions and 
domestic duties is similarly present in the working environment 
of Hanna Hirsch-Pauli following her marriage to Georg Pauli in 
1887. Before agreeing on the engagement to her colleague, she 
made clear that she would under no circumstances terminate her 
artistic career.832 Although Hirsch-Pauli continued to work pro-
fessionally as a painter during her entire married life as intended, 
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her studio, or the absence of it, symbolized her torn position as 
wife, or mother, and artist. This is well exemplified in an article in 
Idun from 1899 by Ernst Högman (1861–1943), describing a vis-
it to the Pauli’s home in Södermalm in Stockholm.833 As Katarina 
Wadstein MacLeod has demonstrated, the article and the accom-
panying photographs associate Georg Pauli with the professional 
and artistic sphere, whereas Hanna Hirsch-Pauli is presented as the 
mistress of the household, taking care of the family and children.834 
Högman explains that Georg Pauli is “dressed in brushes, palette 
and painter’s cloak”, trying out “a proper painter’s pose in front 
of the large canvas” in his studio.835 In a photograph published on 
the front page of the journal, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli is sitting at her 
easel surrounded by her children. The interior resembles a bour-
geois Salon more than a studio, and this impression is supported by 
the adjoining text stating that she is portrayed “in her milieu – the 
home”.836 Hirsch-Pauli is working on the portrait of her daughter 
Ruth, who is sitting next to the easel, and her art is thereby tightly 
associated with the home and her maternal role.837 All other work-
ing tools are hidden in a small chest placed on the chair next to the 
artist, reminiscent of Morisot’s practice of hiding away her working 
tools in a closet.

Fig. 74. Hanna Pauli 
at her easel, photo 
from Idun, 1899.
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A second, yet in the literature on Hirsch-Pauli largely unnoticed, 
article in the Swedish journal Svenska hem i ord och bild from 1918 
follows a similar narrative pattern to the Idun article, associating 
the artist with the private sphere. The piece by Mary T. Nathorst 
(1879–1974) describes the Pauli’s villa in Storängen, accompanied 
by a series of photographs of the interiors. The reader learns that 
the villa houses a studio for each artist, but whereas Georg Pauli’s 
studio is used exclusively as a workspace, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s stu-
dio frequently serves as a drawing room:

The studios are located side by side on the upper floor and both 
occupy quite large areas. But whereas Mr. Pauli’s studio is ex-
clusively a work space, which is opened to strangers only in case 
of emergency and for greater invasions, Mrs. Pauli’s studio of-
ten serves as a drawing room. The easels are pushed aside, voilà 
tout!838 

Two accompanying photographs from Hirsch-Pauli’s studio vi-
sualize its double function: one showing a sitting area, the other 
representing several canvases the artist is working on. The divi-
sion of domestic spaces, with exclusively male areas protected from 
any intrusion versus the integrative female spheres that served si-
multaneously as drawing rooms, is common for middle- and up-
per-class homes in the period.839 Such space usages render tangible 

Fig. 75. “Hanna 
 Pauli’s Studio”, 
 photo for Svenska 
hem i ord och bild, 
1918.
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Greer’s notion of the “reduced scale of female life”840 and they in-
dicate that women inhabited a limited physical and social space in 
comparison to men. Womanhood was associated with the drawing 
room, because it was her duty to turn the family’s dwelling into a 
cheerful and warm place.841 This is also implied in the Idun article, 
which praises Hirsch-Pauli for providing her family with a home of 
“warm and fine character”.842 

The case of Hirsch-Pauli demonstrates the ambivalence of the 
studio space both as a metaphor for professionalism and personal 
fulfilment and as a threat to familial duties and societal expecta-
tion. For many women artists in the period, only a journey abroad 
offered them a way to break free from this ambivalence and to es-
tablish their own living and working spaces, separated from the 
enclosed world of the family and its accompanying duties and ex-
pectations. As foreigners in Paris, Nordic women artists not only 
escaped the strictures of their own societies, but were even relative-
ly unaffected by the rules that often restrained the personal auton-
omy of French women.843

Fig. 76. “A Corner of 
Mrs. Pauli’s Studio”, 
photo for Svenska 
hem i ord och bild, 
1918.
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The Appropriation of the Working Studio

In the winter of 1886–87 Hanna Hirsch, who was not yet married 
at the time, painted a portrait of her friend and colleague, the Finn-
ish artist Venny Soldan, in their shared studio in Paris.844 Soldan is 
sitting on the floor of the scarcely furnished room, wearing a sim-
ple black dress and slippers. While her right foot is hidden under-
neath the dress, her left foot is outstretched and displayed prom-
inently with its underside directed at the beholder. Soldan wears 
her hair in a bun and the sleeves of her dress are rolled up, thereby 
emphasizing the hands. While the right hand is leaning against the 
floor and supporting the artist, the left hand is holding a clump of 
clay. The sculptor’s tools and a preparatory sketch – in the form of a 
drawing of a female nude – are placed right in front of Soldan, who 
is thereby identified as both the conceptual and physical source of 
the artwork that she is about to make. Soldan is sitting in front of 
a camp chair on large pieces of paper, which protect the floor from 
paint. Apart from the paper filled with colorful splashes of paint, 
the painting is dominated by muted tones, grayish-green and gray-
ish-red, some black and ochre. 

The sitter addresses the painter with a somewhat dizzy gaze and 
with her mouth slightly open, as if she is being captured in the mo-
ment when she is beginning to interact with her colleague, but has 
not completely turned her thoughts away from her own work.845 
The immediacy of Soldan’s interaction with Hirsch is enhanced by 
both her pose and her placement inside the composition. Soldan 
is positioned in the foreground, almost at the edge of the picture 
plane, while leaning forward in the direction of the beholder. The 
sketch is cut off from view at the upper edges, and thereby the 
compositional divide between the artist and the beholder seems 
to disappear. A Japanese folding screen decorated with a bird mo-
tif is placed behind the artist. To the left, sketches and drawings 
are pinned onto it. The screen hides half of the room from the 
beholder’s view. However, in the dark end of the studio one can 
make out the back of a stretched canvas and a sculpture of a couple 
united in a tight embrace. While Soldan is positioned diagonally 
against the picture plane, the planks of the wooden floor provide 
the room with a vertical drive. Thereby, the studio paradoxically 
appears both narrow and wide. This impression is enhanced by 
the ambivalent compositional structure of the painting: while the 
artist in her deep black dress occupies the majority of the picture 

Fig. 77. Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli, The 
 Artist Venny Soldan-
 Brofeldt, 1886–87.
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plane, the surrounding room seems spacious due to its emptiness 
and simplicity. 

The following analysis focuses primarily on three aspects that 
I consider central to Hanna Hirsch’s portrait of Venny Soldan: 
This is, first, the ambivalent spatial structure of the painting and 
the conflicted relationship between the body of the sitter and the 
surrounding studio interior, as well as the symbolic implications 
of the studio’s austerity. Secondly, the importance of touch in the 
depiction of Soldan in the role of the sculptor and its different lay-
ers of meaning. Thirdly, the painting’s dialogic character that can 
be understood as a materialization of a collaborative competition 
between artist painter and sitter sculptor. 

As noted in the introduction, the portrait of Soldan has gained 
an iconic status in Nordic art history. It has been subject to numer-
ous interpretations, the most comprehensive contributions being 
those by Margareta Gynning and Anna Lena Lindberg. Gynning 
has analyzed the portrait of Soldan as a realistisk miljöporträtt (re-
alist milieu-portrait), in which an artist captures the individual in 
her/his own environment.846 In her psycho-biographical reading, 
Gynning has argued that Hirsch approached her sitter from the 
sonposition (son position), which allowed her to free herself from her 
own position as a woman and to depict the friend from “a young 
man’s perspective”, adopting the point of view of the male norm.847 
Gynning’s reading is based on the feminist theory of the Danish 
literary scholar Pil Dahlerup, according to which women writers of 
the “Modern Breakthrough” adopted different symbolic positions 
in their writing, such as son, daughter, the emancipated woman and 
so forth, in order to assign themselves a place in patriarchal soci-
ety.848 According to Gynning, Hirsch has adopted an ambivalent 
position: She has disassociated herself from Soldan by depicting 
her friend “from a patriarchal perspective” as a “foreign being”, 
who, as a woman artist, is “positioned outside civilization”. At the 
same time, Hirsch has united the portrayal of her colleague with 
her own experience of being “a woman artist in a morbid patri-
archy”.849 Gynning’s idea of the son position’s discriminatory disso-
ciation from the sitter runs contrary to my understanding of the 
friendship image as a mediated self-representation and collabora-
tive act of self-fashioning. 

In contrast to Gynning, Lindberg has approached the portrait 
of Venny Soldan from an aesthetic and iconographic perspective. 
Analyzing the meaning of Soldan’s pose in relation to contempo-
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rary depictions of seated figures in Nordic and French art, Lind-
berg has drawn attention to the fact that Soldan, even though she 
was mainly working as a painter, was depicted in the role of the 
sculptor.850 

The following analysis builds on Lindberg’s important obser-
vations, but it will ultimately offer an alternative reading of the 
painting as a friendship image that enacts a paragone among the 
arts. Furthermore, Soldan’s hitherto unpublished letters to Hirsch 
will be analyzed, providing important insights into the controver-
sial reception of the work in Finland.851

Hanna Hirsch and Venny Soldan had a comparable upper-mid-
dle-class background and both had studied art thoroughly before 
they embarked on a journey to Paris in 1885.852 Hirsch studied at 
Konstakademien between 1881 and 1885, and in her last year she 
was awarded a prize for her multi-figure composition By Lamplight. 
In her final years at the academy in Stockholm, she was more and 
more critical of the teaching, evident in the correspondence with 
Eva Bonnier, who had moved to Paris already in 1883.853 Hirsch 
used to eagerly await any news from Paris, as a letter from Janu-
ary 1884 indicates: “The girls at A.K. [Akademi-Klubben] long as 
much as I do for letters from you and the story about Courtois and 
your working life aroused general contentment. I told them about 
some episodes from your comrade life […], which sounded heaven-
ly to our family-home-accustomed ears.”854 Following her gradua-
tion in 1885, Hirsch moved to Paris, where she stayed for one and 
a half years. Bonnier promised Hirsch’s parents to keep a watching 
eye over her younger friend and acted as her chaperone during this 
period.855 Hirsch returned to Sweden in the spring of 1887, and in 
October the same year she married her colleague Georg Pauli. 

Soldan studied in her younger years with the Finnish painter 
Maria Wiik (1853–1928), and between 1880 and 1883 at the draw-
ing school of Finska Konstföreningens ritskola (The Finnish Art As-
sociation’s Drawing School) in Helsinki, followed by two years at 
a private academy in Saint Petersburg. Soldan arrived in Paris in 
1885 and stayed until 1889. After returning to their home coun-
tries, the artists remained friends for the rest of their lives, cor-
responding frequently and conducting study trips together from 
time to time.856

In Paris, Hirsch and Soldan met in the classes of Académie Co-
larossi, became close friends and periodically shared accommoda-
tion. Soldan later described these Paris years as the period in her 
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life during which she had the freedom to focus all her attention 
on her work: “It was inspiring and stimulating to study under the 
guidance of such prominent artists, and it was wonderful to de-
vote yourself entirely to your work, to your art, without having 
to think of anything else.”857 Hirsch painted the portrait of Soldan 
in the winter of 1886–87 in a combined apartment and studio on 
the Rue Notre-Dames des Champs 53 in Montparnasse, which 
they had borrowed from her future husband Georg Pauli.858 During 
this period of cohabitation, Hirsch and Soldan decided to collabo-
rate on their contributions for the Salon of 1887. Whereas Hirsch 
painted the friend in oil, Soldan sculpted a portrait of Hirsch in 
bas relief. Eva Bonnier visited their studio on several occasions and 
commented upon their collaboration in her letters to her family in 
Stockholm:

Hanna is painting “the Finn” in life-size. This generous creature, 
who has come here to study painting, sacrifices her entire day to 
sit; during the day she is her model and otherwise her “femme 
de menage”. But Hanna is also the Finn’s maid in return, for she 
combs and dresses her up when she is invited out, although it is 
scarcely worth it. She remains Miss “Soldier” after all.859

Apart from the ironic and disdainful tone, which is rather typical 
of Bonnier’s letters, the comment indicates that the friends’ rela-
tionship was trustful and intimate. Further, it draws attention to 
the selflessness with which Soldan dedicated much of her time to 
the sittings with Hirsch. According to Bonnier’s accounts, Hirsch 
painted the portrait first and after she had completed it, Soldan 
proceeded to model the relief.860 In a photograph showing the art-
ists in their studio, published in an article in Idun in 1933, the bas 
relief with Hirsch’s profile is placed on an easel and prominently 
displayed in the middle of the room.861 Right next to it, to the left, 
Hirsch is standing singing to the music that Pauli is playing on the 
piano. To the right, Soldan is seated on a sofa listening to the music 
with a facial expression that closely resembles the one in the por-
trait. Hirsch-Pauli is quoted in the article in Idun as follows:

We didn’t have great demands during this time. The studio was 
extremely cold and humid, my Finnish friend needed to wear 
a muff when I painted her. In the bedroom the moisture was 
dripping down the walls, and there was only a little window in 
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the ceiling. We cared very little about the material side of life 
in general, and I personally was extremely unpractical with my 
clothes and other belongings. […] My friend and I were almost 
always trudging around in slippers, so we wouldn’t wear out our 
shoes and it was so comfortable.862

Margareta Gynning has reflected upon the striking incongruity be-
tween the photograph and the descriptions in Eva Bonnier’s letters 
versus the painting and Hirsch-Pauli’s later account. She argued 
that the artist cleared the studio space in the painting from all signs 
of comfort, because she wanted to convey an impression of alien-
ation.863 While the studio is richly furnished and looks rather cozy 
in the photograph, in the interview the artist emphasized its ex-
treme simplicity and discomfort. In the painting, everything that 
might look homely has disappeared, except for Georg Pauli’s para-
vent. Whereas Eva Bonnier envied her friend for her “charming 
calorifère, which is burning all day” and “has dried out the room 
completely”, Hirsch-Pauli claimed that the room was cold and 
wet.864 It seems as if it was the painted studio interior that the artist 

Fig. 78. Georg Pauli, 
Hanna Hirsch and 
Venny Soldan in 
the studio in Rue 
Notre-Dames des 
Champs 53, Paris, 
around 1886–87.
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wanted to remember and the readers to imagine. In the interview, 
she tried to align the studio as she experienced it in reality with 
the studio as she imagined it in the painting. Both in the painting 
from 1887 and in the statement from 1933 the studio is staged as 
an austere environment in which comfort is clearly subordinate to 
artistic production. The austerity of the studio space, and the sup-
posedly strenuous working conditions, were a means for the artist 
to appropriate an artistic ideal of privation and hardship. Although 
the studio functioned as both a living and a working environment, 
the artist negated its multifaceted function in the painting, empha-
sizing its professional purpose alone. This allowed both Hirsch and 
Soldan to convincingly fashion themselves as professionals. Rather 
than reading the austere studio as a symbol of alienation, I want 
to put forward the idea that the studio is supposed to convey the 
artists’ professional ambitions.865 

In the period, depictions of studios in painting and art journal-
ism tended to oscillate between the two extremes of the simple and 
austere working studio or the lavishly decorated show studio.866 Even 
though these concepts were linked to contrasting ideals of artist-
ry, both extremes were, in their own ways, well-suited for women 
artists who wanted to ward off any accusation of dilettantism. In 
contrast to the amateur artist pursuing the arts in the middle-class 
home, an austere studio signaled professionalism.867 Hanna Hirsch 
staged the studio as a working sphere, clearly separated from the 
realm of private life. The Parisian working studio allowed the artist 
to distance herself from the domesticity of bourgeois commodity 
culture and hence also from her own cultural and class background. 

From the opposite perspective, the show studio, which was filled 
from the bottom up with exotic objects and paraphernalia, symbol-
ized artistic eccentricity and cosmopolitanism as well as social ac-
ceptance and monetary success. Jenny Nyström embraced the ideal 
of the show studio in a series of watercolors and gouaches from 
Paris and Stockholm, depicting various female models from behind 
in interiors inspired by japonism and orientalism.868 After her re-
turn from Paris in 1885, Nyström established a successful career as 
an illustrator. Following her marriage in 1887, through her art she 
was able to provide for both her husband and her son, contributing 
the majority of the family income. During that time, Nyström dec-
orated her studio on Tegnérgatan 37 in Stockholm in the abundant 
style of the show studio, and she printed visiting cards informing 
on its opening hours.869 A contemporary critic praised the home 
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of Jenny Nyström and Leonard Daniel Stoopendaal (1853–1927) 
in the following words: “The young couple’s charming home and 
in particular the artistically sublime studio can be counted among 
the utmost that our capital is able to accomplish in terms of mod-
ern taste and real luxury.”870 In 1887, Nyström painted a gouache 
depicting a semi-naked model with long blonde hair from behind, 
reclining on the floor of the artist’s opulently furnished Stockholm 
studio. The model is lying next to a polar bear fur, a typical ac-
cessory of the show studio.871 The interior is filled with precious 
art  objects and props referencing the owner’s internationalism and 
savoir vivre. A wide range of exotic collectibles – such as a porce-
lain vase, a mask, a paravent, a fan, a table with intarsia and ostrich 
feathers – testify to Nyström’s interest in japonism and oriental-
ism.872 The overabundance of the luxurious props stands in for the 
creative inventiveness and financial success of the painter. The pose 
of the reclining semi-naked model is inspired by the motif of the 

 Fig. 79. Jenny 
Nyström, From My 
Studio in Paris I, 
1884.

 Fig. 80. Jenny 
Nyström, Studio 
Interior, 1887.
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Odalisque, a popular iconography in French Salon art in the suc-
cession of Jean-Auguste-Dominique Ingres’ (1780–1867) famous 
interpretations of the theme.873 The manner in which Nyström ap-
plied the style of the eroticized and exoticized show studio to her 
own interiors is quite exceptional for a woman artist in the period. 

Hirsch and Nyström embraced different ideals of the working 
and the show studio in their art, and their choices might reflect 
not only their different artistic outlooks, but also their individual 
positions at certain moments in their careers, as an unmarried art 
student in Paris and a married artist and established illustrator in 
Stockholm respectively. This observation is further supported by a 
studio interior painted by Lotten Rönquist in 1892, shortly after 
her arrival in Paris.874 Although the interior is devoid of any human 
presence, the northern window, the paintings and sketches on the 
walls as well as the canvases piled up in the back of the room, clear-
ly identify the inhabitant as an artist. The traveling trunk to the 
right indicates that one has entered the studio of a foreigner who 
has just arrived in the French capital. However, the most promi-
nent feature of the painting is the glowing stove in the foreground 
to the left, indicating the presence of its maker.875 

In French nineteenth-century painting the humble stove in the 
studio or garret became a symbol of the hardship suffered by the 
struggling artist, reappearing prominently in the works of Eugène 
Delacroix (1798–1863) and Paul Cézanne (1839–1906).876 Such 
cutouts from the artists’ studios turned into a popular subject mat-
ter in naturalism, which deemed the everyday reality of the artist 
and his/her surroundings worthy of depiction.877 In such paint-
ings, the artist is present in absence and his/her personal belong-
ings and spatial surrounding turn the interior into a substitute 
self-portrait.878 Rönquist adopted the ideal of the working studio 
in this painting from her study period in Paris. 

As mentioned before, the act of painting the studio is always 
an act of depicting an imagined environment, a space that does 
not need to correspond to the real, lived-in space. A preserved 
photograph of the combined home and studio of Rönquist and 
her colleague Gerda Ahlm (1869–1956) in Paris shows a much 
homelier atmosphere than the painted interior from 1892. The 
imagined studio scenes by Hirsch and Rönquist indicate that the 
ideal of the working studio had a particular appeal for aspiring 
women artists who studied abroad, where they were partly 
disassociated from their familial, class and cultural background. 

Fig. 81. Lotten 
 Rönquist, Studio 
 Interior, 1892.
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The working studio can be understood as an aesthetic symbol for 
an all-encompassing artistic ideal, to which every other aspect of its 
maker’s identity and personal background became secondary. This 
universal artistic ideal could best be fashioned in the voluntary 
exile of Paris.

In his review of the portrait of Venny Soldan in the context 
of the Konstnärsförbundets utställning (Artists’ Union Exhibition) in 
1887, the critic Herman Anakreon Ring (1859–1927) stated that 
the sitter’s simple appearance and the austere studio surroundings 
had at first made him believe he had entered a prison cell.879 From 
Ring’s point of view, the painting’s most striking feature was its 
“reckless truth and simplicity”. His critique of the portrait is worth 
quoting at length, as it helps understand the radical nature of the 
portrayal in the eyes of a contemporary observer:

This painting appeals without any outer means, only through its 
inherent and striking, indeed, almost reckless truth and simplic-
ity. A young woman in an ordinary, in fact, cheap, black domes-
tic dress is sitting on the floor; that is all. Since the attributes are 
so shabby, in the beginning one believes one has been led into a 
prison cell. But if you look for just a moment, but closely, at the 
face of the figure, you will quickly realize that this is impossible. 

Fig. 82. Gottfrid 
 Kallstenius, The 
artists Gerda Ahlm, 
Gerda Roosval-
 Kallstenius and 
Lotten Rönquist in 
the studio in Paris, 
1891–92.
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The young lady has, in fact, been depicted during her work, in 
a studio, where people actually work and not only receive visi-
tors. She has for a second paused the modeling and her hands, 
which hold the plastic clay, rest for a moment. But her soul is 
not resting, you can see that. Simply look at that thinking, alert 
and intelligent face! A new idea has presented itself to her and 
she holds herself back just for a moment before she proceeds 
to tackle the sketch and give it a whole new form. There is an 
intelligence in this portrait, which fascinates with an irresistible 
power. This is how we want to imagine the young American 
woman sculptor in Louisa Alcott’s novel, who is working on the 
future woman.880

Ring was obviously fascinated by Hirsch’s portrait of Soldan and 
particularly by the realism of the image in terms of the depiction 
of the studio space and the portrayal of the woman artist. He de-
scribed Soldan as an artist who is entirely occupied with her work, 
being depicted in a moment of inspiration or creative rest, which 
prepares her for the next step in her work. The critic was captivat-
ed by the intelligence and creativity that he saw captured in the 
portrait. Whereas Ring sympathized with the naturalist ideals con-
veyed in the portrait of Soldan, Fanny Churberg was puzzled and 
repelled by the same aesthetic convictions when she encountered 
the painting in the Konstnärsgillets julutställning (Christmas Exhibi-
tion of the Artists’ Guild) in Helsinki in 1887:

Her [Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s] other large painting “A Portrait” 
catches the beholder’s interest and recognition due to the cer-
tainty and intelligence with which it is executed and studied. 
One may find the arrangement somewhat peculiar. The lady 
portrayed, sitting rather nonchalantly on the floor, is dressed in 
a fairly sloppy manner and overall without the slightest hint of 
grace and it is a piece of everyday life of rather prosaic nature. 
Such a narrow motif for such a large canvas makes the contrast 
all the more striking. But this is how the extreme realists want 
to have it and each of them smiles with pleasure about the good 
artwork. And technically it is, indeed, well understood and com-
pleted. We admire it in this respect, and otherwise smile at the 
rest, as the Danes say and hope that this prose may not spread 
too much, since in art one seeks primarily beauty.881
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This review has hitherto been overlooked in the literature on 
Hirsch-Pauli, despite the fact that it is a rare example of a female 
critic’s reaction to a work by a woman artist.882 As a critic,  Chur berg 
frequently advocated the works of women artists and helped to in-
crease their visibility in the Finnish press.883 However, in striking 
contrast to Ring, Churberg did not mention with one word that 
the sitter in the portrait was an artist. Even though she commented 
on Soldan’s ungraceful appearance, she did not inform the reader 
about what the sitter is actually doing in the portrait or that she 
is depicted in a studio. Instead, she referred to the portrait as a 
“piece of everyday life”, misleading the reader who might have be-
lieved that she is reviewing a common commissioned portrait of a 
female sitter. Churberg did not care for the realism of the portrait 
of Soldan, a depiction of a woman sculptor in a working situation. 
In fact, it seems as if Churberg, who was a painter herself, wanted 
to disassociate herself from the sitter by refraining to identify her as 
an artist. By ignoring Soldan’s occupation, Churberg deprived her 
of affiliation with her own profession. 

As a landscape painter trained in the idealist tradition of the 
Düsseldorf School, Churberg criticized the painting for its realism 
and its lack of delicacy and decorum. Riitta Konttinen has high-
lighted how Churberg, in her late career as a critic, was involved 
in the heated debates on idealism versus realism in art, arguments 
fought out between the different generations of Düsseldorf- and 
Paris-trained artists.884 Churberg’s own view becomes most appar-
ent in her claim for beauty towards the end of her critique, and it can 
be understood as representative of her artistic outlook based on the 
ideal of beauty in art, and the conviction that the artist should el-
evate nature.885 Some Swedish critics commented on Hirsch’s por-
trait from a similar viewpoint when it was exhibited in the Artists’ 
Union Exhibition in 1888, criticizing the “unrefined” and “affect-
ed” pose as well as the painting’s overall “simple impression” and 
lack of “taste”.886

The depiction of the artist-craftsman as low, commonplace and 
humble placed the portrait of Soldan in a realist tradition.887 In 
1909, Hirsch-Pauli wrote an obituary for Eva Bonnier, in which 
she argued that the ideals of their artistic youth were to “blow away 
the ‘silly old philistinism’ in art and morality” in favor of a “search 
for truth”.888 She stated that “one did not yet care or have time for 
beauty as such, as form, but only for the idea, the idea”.889 The por-
trait of Soldan is indebted to this ideal of truthfulness, and thereby 
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it forms a strong contrast to the idealism advocated by Churberg. 
From the Finnish critic’s point of view, the subject matter of the 
painting was much too narrow, limited and ordinary to be worthy 
of depiction on such a large canvas. Indeed, Hirsch not only depict-
ed her colleague in an everyday working situation, but she did so on 
an unusually grand scale. 

The Touch of Clay

Sculpture, in comparison to painting, is a more physical and space- 
consuming art form that requires a studio or a work space sepa-
rated from the home.890 A sculptor’s studio is by definition simple 
and functional, since as the dirt and dust from working fills the 
room, any sumptuous furnishing would be damaged.891 As a more 
laborious art form, sculpture in the nineteenth century stood in 
contrast to “drawing room art” that could be executed in the home, 
and hence it constituted a particular threat to traditional female 
roles.892 Indeed, the spatial setting was crucial for the social accep-
tance or disapproval of middle-class women’s engagement with 
art.893 Since it was the most physically demanding of all the fine 
arts, debates erupted as to whether women were physically capable 
of pursuing sculpture. As already mentioned in the previous chap-
ter, pioneering women sculptors like Harriet Hosmer were accused 
of letting studio assistants execute their work, even though this was 
common practice at the time for both male and female artists.894 

In contrast to stone, clay was relatively easy to form and its 
tractability lacked all the implications of the subjugation of the 
material traditionally associated with sculpting in marble, which 
rendered it in some sense a more acceptable material for wom-
en.895 The production of smaller sculptures in bronze, by means 
of the lost-wax technique, was technically relatively undemanding 
for the artist, because experienced craftsmen realized the model in 
bronze.896 Therefore, this practice was particularly popular among 
painters, like Venny Soldan, who only occasionally experimented 
in sculpture.

The emergence of the exhibition artist and the burgeoning celeb-
rity culture brought about a “fetishization of the celebrity sculp-
tor”, according to which the traces of the artist’s fingerprints were 
supposed to symbolize the originality of the work, even in times 
of increased multiplication of bronze casts.897 As Angela Dunstan 
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has argued, “the preoccupation with sculpture’s authenticity esca-
lated just as the art was increasingly conceived as a collaborative 
creative process rather than the production of a sole genius.”898 The 
notion of touch was central to nineteenth-century debates about 
authenticity and the sculptor’s versus the workmen’s handling of 
the sculpture. 

At the same time, the artist’s forming touch had strong erotic 
implications shaped by classical narratives, such as the Pygmalion 
myth, according to which the act of sculpting initiated a love affair 
between a male artist and his female creation.899 In Hirsch’s por-
trait, Soldan is about to model a sculpture after a sketch of a female 
nude, possibly drawn from a live model. During the 1880s, wom-
en’s participation in the life class was still regarded as controversial, 
and many commentators in the period considered it indecent if 
women sculptors modeled the nude from life.900 The erotic impli-
cations in sculpting are referenced in Hirsch’s and Soldan’s shared 
studio in the form of the sculpture of a couple united in a tight em-
brace in the corner of the room. In that sense, the scene challenged 
prevalent prejudices about women in art on several levels.

In Hirsch’s portrait the notion of touch is implied in Soldan’s 
gesture of holding a piece of clay in her hand. While the right hand 
is leaning on the paper, the other is holding the clump of clay in 
dirty fingers. Obviously, the artist is not afraid to soil her hands 
with clay. Hirsch has chosen not to idealize her friend’s hands, but 
rather she has realistically rendered the dirty hand and the strong 
fist with which Soldan supports herself. The left hand that is hold-
ing the clay is highlighted by means of the outstretched arm that 
seems to reach in the direction of the beholder. In this pointed 
act of showing the material of her work, craft is emphasized, and 
Soldan is staged as the maker of her own work. This gesture, the 
artist’s touch of the piece of clay, refutes any questions regarding 
the artist’s capability and the authenticity of the artistic process. 

As the historian Constance Classen has pointed out in her cul-
tural history of the touch, the handling of sculptures was common-
place in museums and galleries until the middle of the nineteenth 
century, when the touching of the objects began to be prohibited.901 
In this period, the sense of touch was relocated to the artist’s work-
shop. In that sense, Soldan’s touch of the clay and the seemingly 
inviting gesture of the outstretched hand renders tangible the os-
tensible authenticity of the studio as a space where the beholder 
can come closer to the creative process than anywhere else.

Fig. 83. Mina 
Carlson- Bredberg, 
Self- Portrait, 1889.
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According to Mary D. Garrard, the hands are “the locus of 
agency, both literally and symbolically” and therefore they have a 
certain gendered dimension. In representations of women artists, 
strong forearms or firm hands imply agility, power and self-con-
fidence and can be understood as a claim to professionalism.902 
The motif of the rolled-up sleeves, firm grips and acting hands not 
only shapes Hirsch’s portrayal of Soldan, but can be found in oth-
er representations of women artists in the period. In 1889, Mina 
Bredberg exhibited a self-portrait at the Exposition Universelle, 
showing herself at work at the easel in her Parisian attic studio.903 
Bredberg addresses the beholder with a direct and self-confident 
gaze, while she holds palette and brush in her hands. It seems as if 
she is collecting some yellow paint from her palette, but at the same 
time the brush is directed towards the lower right corner of the 
canvas, where artists usually sign their work. If this is the case here, 
the artist indicates the completion of the painting inside the paint-
ing. This potential gesture of authorship is repeated on the stretch-
er frame, on which Bredberg has signed and dated her self-por-
trait. Meanwhile, the canvas on which she is working is invisible 
to the beholder’s eye. Bredberg is dressed in a long gray painter’s 
smock. The sleeves of the cloak are rolled up, signaling the indus-
triousness and vigor of the painter’s engagement with her art. The 
artist’s right hand runs parallel to the picture plane, and its lively 
flesh tones are highlighted against the gray smock. She is holding 
her brush firmly in the grip of her relatively large hand, thereby 
underlining her role as the maker of her own work. In the works 
of Bredberg and Hirsch, emphasis is placed on craftsmanship, the 
artistic process and in particular on the working hand.

The realism with which the material aspects of art making and 
the handling of the material are addressed in the portrait of Soldan 
is notable, especially given the fact that cleanliness was an import-
ant class signifier of the bourgeois comme il faut.904 As an artist por-
trait, however, the painting by Hirsch is a typical example for the 
nineteenth century, when representations of sculptors tended to 
combine material and physical aspects of production with intellect-
uality and the idea behind the work.905 For instance in Elisabeth 
Jerichau  Baumann’s (1819–1881) portrait of her husband Jens Ad-
olf Jerichau (1816–1883) from 1846, the sculptor is represented in 
a moment of inspiration.906 He is sitting on a chair, gazing into 
the distance and he is holding a clump of clay as well as a wooden 
modeling tool, the same sculptor’s attributes as in the portrait of 
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Soldan. In the back of both portraits, the beholder gets a glimpse 
of a completed creation.907 The portraits stage working in clay as 
a manual labor based on an inner idea.908 In both cases the raw 
and untreated material figures as a central attribute signifying the 
profession, while the modeled plastic in the shadowed background 
of the composition plays only a subordinate role. The portraits by 
Hirsch and Jerichau Baumann thereby emphasize the processual 
and material aspects of art making. 

The same applies to a studio scene painted by the Canadian art-
ist William Blair Bruce (1859–1906) in Rome in 1891, portray ing 
his wife, the Swedish sculptor Carolina Benedicks-Bruce (1856–
1935), in her workshop.909 Benedicks-Bruce is depicted in profile 
in a moment of contemplation, standing a few feet away from her 
work. Her hands are covered in clay, indicating that she is the mak-
er of the sculpture in front of her. The studio is characterized by the 
same austere atmosphere as Hirsch’s interior, while the sculptor’s 
simple gray smock recalls Bredberg’s self-portrait, even though the 

Fig. 84. Elisabeth 
Jerichau Baumann, 
The Sculptor 
Jens  Adolf Jerichau, 
1846.
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waist is here accentuated by a belt. The grayish palette of Bruce’s 
monumental painting (about 2 × 2 meters in size) corresponds to 
the monochrome sculpture created by his wife. 

Hirsch and Bruce place their artist sitters in the professional 
environment of a working studio in which the processual, material 
and craft aspects of sculpting are emphasized. In both cases, the 
sense of touch is highlighted and the sculptors’ hands are inextri-
cably interlinked with their material: Soldan’s hand is holding the 
clump of clay while Benedick- Bruce’s forefinger is covered in clay. 
The touch of clay on the artists’ hands can be understood as mate-
rial imprints of authenticity and authorship.910 

Fig. 85. William 
Blair Bruce, Femme 
Sculpteur, 1891.
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Venny Soldan as Worker-Artist

The nineteenth century saw the rise of the “myth of the work-
er-artist”, and since sculptors already had the status of workmen, 
the practice of sculpture gained a certain standing and enjoyed re-
newed popularity.911 The emphasis on craftsmanship and the artis-
anal and material aspects of artistic creation in the representation 
of the sculptor, in combination with the frugal and unhomely stu-
dio environment, enabled Hanna Hirsch and Venny Soldan to strip 
off their upper-middle-class background and to stage themselves 
as worker-artists. In later years, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli admitted that 
she used to feel a strong urge to identify with her male colleagues 
of working-class background. She stated in an interview with the 
Swedish women’s journal Svensk Damtidning in 1937:

We used to lead a hard-working and simple life […]. Many of us 
were very poor, and I myself, who actually, and unromantically, 
received an allowance from home, of course lived in the same 
way. It went so far that my father began to feel seriously con-
cerned over the little sums of money I asked for.912

The statement indicates that the artist tried to adapt to the life-
style of her colleagues with working-class backgrounds, and it ap-
pears as if she believed that the life of a proper artist should be 
simple and ascetic.913 In her obituary of Bonnier, Hirsch-Pauli later 
claimed that her friend likewise sympathized with socialist ideals 
and chose the same strategy of showing her solidarity with “the 
poor colleagues”.914 As mentioned before, Hirsch-Pauli and Bon-
nier had a similar family background. Both of them came from 
the Jewish upper middle class of Stockholm and their families 
belonged to the capital’s cultured elite. They knew one another 
since childhood and followed the same path in their artistic edu-
cation until they arrived in Paris in the 1880s. In the correspon-
dence with her family, Bonnier repeatedly emphasized that she led 
a simple lifestyle during her stay in Paris, which in turn prompted 
Georg Pauli to wonder why someone “who has such an elegant 
home” would not want to furnish her studio “a bit more ‘artiste-
ment’”.915 It seems likely that Bonnier, who came from a wealthy 
family of publishers, felt a need to disassociate herself from her 
social  background and to merge with the lifestyle of her colleagues 
abroad. 
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Lindberg has noted that Soldan was notorious among her Finn-
ish colleagues because of her radical and secular views.916 Soldan 
might have been initially influenced by her father, the engineer and 
philosopher August Fredrik Soldan (1817–1885), who sympathized 
with socialist ideals and had traveled to Paris in 1848 to partici-
pate in the revolution that led to the creation of the French Second 
Republic.917 Already during her time as a student in Maria Wiik’s 
drawing school in Finland, Soldan came into conflict with the more 
conservative and devout art student Hanna Frosterus (1867–1946), 
because of her “socialist” and “radical ideas”. Frosterus recalled 
that Soldan “hated all unnecessary things and luxury items”.918 The 
previously unpublished letters from Soldan to Hirsch reveal that 
the two friends frequently discussed issues of class and the role of 
the artist in society during their period of cohabitation and col-
laboration in Paris. After her return to Helsinki in the autumn of 
1887, Soldan confessed to her friend:

The socialist seeds that you sowed in me begin to grow deep 
roots. It manifests itself in the fact that I am irritated by this 
snug coziness. I enter a beautiful room and feel disgust, and, 
I generally find it disgusting that we eat our dinner in perfect 
tranquility and with great pleasure before we pick ourselves up 
and give a crust of bread to the beggar who is waiting at our 
door, smelling our food. I forget all this when I am working but 
now and then art appears to me like the flowers on a nice dinner 
table, the dessert, or the icing on a cake, and now I have not 
worked for a long time. Besides, I find all my old ideas empty 
and useless. Can we afford to grow flowers when we should be 
growing rye? But flowers are the joy of the people. But who can 
rejoice when the body is screaming for bread and the soul for 
justice?919

This statement shows that Soldan reflected upon her own privi-
leged position and empathized with the poor in society. Social in-
justices prompted her to question the overall purpose of art. Ac-
cording to Soldan’s own account, these feelings of doubt were a 
direct result of her discussions with Hirsch. It does not seem far-
fetched to conclude from this statement that the artists discussed 
issues of social injustice pertaining to class and financial privilege 
during the sittings for the portrait. In fact, the statement further 
indicates that the two artists were committed to the claim of the 
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French realists to redefine the purpose of art as a political means to 
bring about social improvement.920 

On another level, Soldan’s statement points to the dialogic po-
tential of the friendship image, according to which one must un-
derstand both the act of painting a portrait and the act of sitting for 
a portrait as a negotiation of a shared artistic message. According 
to her own account, Soldan redefined her view of art during the 
sittings with Hirsch, prompting her to reflect on the reality of her 
own position in society and her role as an artist. Ultimately, the let-
ter by Soldan points again to the vital importance of the friendship 
image in the negotiation of Nordic women painters’ professional 
identity and artistic outlook in the 1880s, as discussed in the pre-
vious chapter.

In light of Soldan’s statement, the austere studio space in 
Hirsch’s painting fulfilled a double function in terms of gender 
and class identity. Its emptiness and simplicity distinguished the 
studio from the “well-mannered pleasantness” of the middle-class 
home.921 In their imagined Paris studio, Hirsch and Soldan turned 
from upper-middle-class dilettantes into serious working- class art-
ists. Whereas Margareta Gynning has proposed in her reading of 
the painting that Soldan is positioned “outside civilization” and 
appears “classless”, I would suggest that Hirsch and Soldan asso-
ciated themselves with the working classes by transforming their 
home into a working studio, and by staging themselves as work-
er-artists.922 

Soldan’s pose, sitting on the floor with outstretched feet, is a 
cent  ral element in the artist’s identification with the working class-
es.923 This seemingly genuine and uncontrived pose violated norms 
of feminine decorum and must have been conceived as improper 
by the majority of contemporary observers.924 The artist’s uncon-
ventional position on the studio floor has received much scholar-
ly attention and caused a debate on whether or not the pose was 
in spired by Jules Bastien-Lepage’s genre painting Haymaking from 
1877. 

In retrospect, Georg Pauli stated that many of the foreign artists 
who traveled to France in the 1880s considered Bastien-Lepage the 
“focal point and the leading name” of the development towards 
“truthfulness” in art.925 The comprehensive memorial exhibition 
dedicated to the artist at the École des Beaux-Arts in 1885 contrib-
uted to Bastien-Lepage’s fame and his popularity among Nordic 
artists in Paris.926 Even though Hirsch did not arrive in Paris until 
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after the exhibition had closed, it is very likely that she knew about 
the painting and had seen it, at least in reproductions.927 Further, 
Hirsch’s paintings from her student years in France were repeat-
edly compared to Bastien-Lepage’s work by critics and colleagues 
alike.928 

Although Gynning has acknowledged the enormous impact of 
the juste-milieu artists on Nordic painting during these years, she 
has objected to any connection between Hirsch’s portrait of Soldan 
and Bastien-Lepage’s genre scene.929 According to Gynning’s argu-
ment, the peasant woman is represented in a passive pose of rest, 
whereas Soldan is represented in an active engagement with her 
art.930 Interestingly, the exhausted appearance of the peasant wom-
an irritated Bertha Wegmann, who commented on the painting in 
a letter to Hildegard Thorell in 1889:

I know the painting by Bastien-Lepage in the Luxembourg very 
well – it is among the most beautiful in terms of color, but ac-
tually, I don’t much like the peasant woman who is sitting and 
gaping – I think she looks like an idiot, but her hands and arms, 
and the colors and the whole atmosphere are really wonderful.931

Fig. 86. Jules Bastien-
Lepage, Haymaking, 
1877.
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Wegmann’s statement suggests that the painting was discussed as 
a controversial artwork in Nordic art circles. Despite the ambiva-
lent reception of Bastien-Lepage’s portrayal of the peasant woman, 
Soldan is depicted in a quite similar state of absorption, immobility 
and motionlessness. The rendering of Soldan’s body and her pose, 
her frontality and several details in her portrayal – the worn soles 
of the shoes, the untidy hair and the peculiar facial expression with 
the staring gaze and half-open mouth – bear close resemblance to 
Bastien- Lepage’s peasant woman.932 The horizon line of the land-
scape and the studio floor are situated remarkably high in the pic-
ture, while the sitter is positioned prominently in the foreground. 
In light of these numerous similarities, it appears likely that the 
representation of Soldan was informed by Bastien-Lepage’s genre 
scene.

Anna Lena Lindberg and Lena Johannesson have argued that 
the impact of Bastien-Lepage’s Haymaking can be considered cen-
tral to our understanding of Hirsch’s portrait of Soldan. They have 
convincingly demonstrated that the motif of the seated figure on 
the floor with outstretched feet recurred frequently in the art of 
the period, and became a trope of exhaustion and alienation as well 
as a common signifier of the lower social strata in society.933 Con-
sequently, Hirsch and Soldan decided on a pose that was strongly 
associated with the lower classes and manual labor. In this fiction of 
a pose, Soldan is fashioned as a worker-artist.934 However, as Lena 
Johannesson has observed, Soldan’s pose deviates in one important 
respect from the depiction of the peasant woman and portrayals of 
other working-class people in the art of the period: Soldan crosses 
her legs underneath her skirt and moderates her otherwise provoc-
ative pose.935 In doing so, Soldan maintains a sense of feminine 
refinement and respectability, while at the same time adopting a 
worker-artist ideal that runs counter to the same traditional con-
ceptions of womanhood. 

Returning to the relationship between Soldan’s body and the 
surrounding studio space, it is notable that she occupies the ma-
jority of the picture plane. The artist’s compositional presence is 
further intensified by the black dress visually dominating the scene. 
In her seated pose, Soldan appears grounded on the studio floor, 
an impression further enhanced by her outstretched left foot and 
by the fist of her right hand that is leaning against the ground. 
Soldan’s possessive pose and her unusual compositional presence 
can be understood as a bodily appropriation of the studio space, 
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making it a room of her own, adding another symbolic dimension, 
in addition to its possible emulation of the work of a renowned 
French artist. I will return to this observation at the end of this 
chapter.

The Paragone of the Sister Arts

At first glance it appears self-evident that Hirsch portrayed Soldan 
in the role of the sculptor because she was working on the relief 
portrait at the time the painting was made. This seemingly obvious 
explanation might justify why that choice has rarely been addressed 
in previous research on the painting. Only Lindberg has offered 
an interpretation where she understands the depiction of Soldan 
as a sculptor as an important element in the aesthetic program of 
the painting. Lindberg has suggested that we read the portrait of 
Soldan as a modernized personification of La Scultura, the art of 
sculpture, and as an attempt to unite the classical iconography with 
a pictorial language inspired by Bastien-Lepage and French natu-
ralism.936 

While I agree that the depiction of the role of the sculptor in 
the painting has a deeper programmatic meaning apart from the 
current circumstances, in what follows I want to offer an alterna-
tive reading. This reading directs attention towards the interaction 
between the painter and the represented, based on the assumption 
that it had a specific appeal for Hirsch to represent her friend and 
colleague in the role of the sculptor, while claiming the role of the 
painter for herself. I want to propose that the interrelationship be-
tween painting and sculpture is a central theme of the painting, 
in which the artist friends enact a dialogic encounter or paragone 
between the arts. Collaborative and emulative competition, as 
demonstrated in the previous chapter, was a crucial aspect in the 
making of a friendship image. In light of this understanding of the 
friendship image, the following analysis proposes that the portrait 
of Soldan stages a competitive dialogue or a paragone between the 
arts and the artist friends. 

The concept of the paragone was developed in Renaissance Ita-
ly and described the fruitful competition between the arts, such as 
painting versus sculpture or painting versus poetry. Whereas par-
agone is traditionally understood as a rivalry and artistic conflict, 
it can also positively connote a productive and dialogic concept 
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of comradeship, according to which the comparison of one’s own 
work with works by other artists or different artforms can turn 
into an inspiring and collaborative stimulus that helps to improve 
and develop one’s artistic practice.937 The paragone was intensely 
discussed in the French academy under Roger de Piles (1635–1709) 
during the seventeenth century, and by the nineteenth century 
the notion of the paragone had turned into a vital theme in art 
historical scholarship and art theory.938 Recently, Sarah J. Lippert 
has studied how the paragone motif gained a particular currency 
among nineteenth-century French and British painters and sculp-
tors.939

The decision by Hirsch and Soldan to each submit a painting 
and a sculpture to the Salon of 1887 can be understood as a starting 
point for the paragone to be eventually enacted in the portrait. In 
the painting, the drawing of a nude is lying prominently on the 
studio floor, placed right in front of Soldan and opposite Hirsch 
at the lower edge of the composition. According to Renaissance 
art theory, both painting and sculpture had their roots in drawing 
or disegno, the origin of both art forms.940 This shared origin is ad-
dressed in the painting: Soldan is about to form the clay after the 
drawing, which is placed on the paper filled with splashes of color, 
referencing painting in return. The colored sheets of paper or fab-
ric, on which Soldan is sitting, consequently symbolize colore, and 
thereby one central feature that, in the eye of the painter, legiti-
mized the superiority of painting over sculpture.941 In contrast, the 
unique quality of sculpture is symbolized by the clump of clay in 
Soldan’s hands, referencing the sense of touch and the haptic qual-
ities of the three-dimensional art form.942 The visual entanglement 
of painting and sculpture reappears in the back of the composition, 
where a sculpture is placed right in front of a canvas with its back 
turned towards the viewer. It seems as if Hirsch wanted to decide 
the paragone in favor of painting, as her spontaneous color spots in 
the front occupy a much more prominent position in the painting 
than the completed sculpture in the shadowy corner of the room. 
In the end, it is the portrait itself that best exemplifies the qualities 
of the art of painting. The dialogical or paragonal character of the 
portrait of Soldan is mirrored in the pose and facial expression of 
the sitter, who seems to have just been interrupted in her work. 
The open mouth and the pose, as if Soldan was about to speak 
while leaning forward in the direction of the friend, symbolize the 
dialogue between the artists and the sister arts.943 
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The unique and inherent qualities of the different artforms 
were widely discussed in art theory up until the nineteenth cen-
tury. In her reading of the portrait as a personification of La Scul-
tura, Lindberg has argued that well-established iconographies, 
such as the personifications of the arts, were familiar to the artistic 
gene ration of the 1880s.944 The Norwegian art historian Lorentz 
Dietrichson (1834–1917), who was an influential art theorist and 
professor at Konst akademien, discussed the character and quality of 
sculpture and painting in his popular aesthetics Det skönas verld: 
Estetik och konst historia (The World of Beauty: Aesthetics and Art 
History) from 1870.945 Here, he described color as central to the 
art of paint ing and touch as integral to the nature of sculpture: 
“This is the sculptor’s way of seeing: he sees with a sensitive eye, 
he senses with seeing hands. The sense of touch is as effective as 
the sense of sight; for him light only exists to reveal the forms: 
the plastic artist thus ignores color.”946 Although Dietrichson had 
already left the academy in Stockholm when Hirsch took up her 
studies, it appears safe to say that such basic considerations about 
color versus touch remained common knowledge among the stu-
dents at the academy.947 

Similar discussions were eventually revitalized in Paris, where 
more and more painters began to experiment with sculpture or 
addressed sculpture in painting.948 In an article about the Swedish 
submissions to the Salon of 1885, the journalist Johan Christian 
Janzon, alias “Spada”, commented upon works exhibited by Carl 
Georg Arsenius (1855–1908), who had sent in both a painting and 
a sculpture to the annual exhibition. Janzon believed the choice to 
be a result of the French influence: 

We know that numerous French painters are quite good sculp-
tors and vice versa. Gérôme, for instance, has received a first-
class medal in sculpture, Meissonier often models his subjects 
before he puts them on canvas. Dubois, Falguière, Mercié are 
also ranked as painters. Not to speak of the deceased Michelan-
gelo, although he certainly wasn’t born in Montmartre.949

During their stay in Paris both Soldan and Hirsch were working in 
sculpture. Not only Soldan worked on her relief portrait of Hirsch 
for the Salon, but Hirsch, too, experimented with sculpting in 
clay.950 Hirsch’s interest in sculpture is evident in the correspon-
dence of Eva Bonnier, who already in the spring of 1886 described 
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their first attempts at modeling in clay at Académie Colarossi, and 
under the supervision of their Swedish colleague, the sculptor Per 
Hasselberg (1850–1894):

Hanna and I have started to model a little Italian boy and will 
continue with it tomorrow and maybe a few more days, if we find 
it worth the effort. I have been thinking about taking a model 
and sculpting, to have some variation and rest from painting for 
a while, and Hanna has tried it out once at Colarossi, too, with 
a mask and found it very amusing. Yesterday she came to me in 
the morning as usually on Sundays, and […] we paid Hasselberg 
a visit, because Hanna wanted to see his old man. There, we cop-
ied a little head together, of which Hanna tired quickly and she 
started making fantasy figures in relief on the blackboard on the 
wall, which were very funny. Then we both felt the inclination 
to sculpt and decided to take a model and get some clay for the 
next day. Hasselberg may come and court us.951

In the beginning, such experiments in clay were a welcome change 
and distraction from painting, but soon Bonnier focused more se-
riously on sculpture, partly because she believed she would have a 
better chance at being accepted by the Salon jury with sculpture 
than painting.952 This strategy proved successful and Bonnier ex-
hibited two busts at the Salons of 1887 and 1888.953 

While the sculptures are lost, Bonnier’s eclectic engagement 
with painting and sculpture is epitomized in a studio interior paint-
ed in 1886. It represents the bust of the little Italian boy whom 
Bonnier and Hirsch had hired as a model in March of the same 
year.954 As with Hirsch’s allusion to the concept of the paragone in 
her portrait of Soldan, Bonnier, in her interior scene, revitalized an 
ancient iconography about the interrelationship between painting 
and sculpture and placed it in a contemporary studio context.

Eva Bonnier’s Studio Interior: 

An Allusion to Pygmalion 

In Eva Bonnier’s studio interior, the bust of the boy is placed on 
the modeling stand, suggesting that the artist painted the head 
while she was still working on the depicted sculpture. Although 
the artist herself is not present, the tools placed right next to 
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the bust indicate that she might soon proceed with the work. 
The painting, with its sketchy execution, mirrors the unfinished 
condition of the sculpture. The scene is set in Bonnier’s studio on 
the Rue Humboldt in Montparnasse. A painting and a canvas in 
the back indicate that the owner of the studio is a versatile artist, 
working as both a painter and a sculptor. A tambourine to the right 
further signals the artist’s interest in music. The same instrument 
reappears in several of Eva Bonnier’s studio interiors from Paris.955 

In light of the studio’s pivotal importance as a marker of pro-
fessionalism, it is worth noting that the interior was known under 
the title Studio Interior (Per Hasselberg’s Studio) when it entered the 
collection of Nationalmuseum in 1910.956 In the catalog of Eva Bon-
nier’s memorial exhibition in 1961, the painting was still entitled 
In Hasselberg’s Studio, and the sculpture depicted in the scene was 
attributed to the Swedish sculptor Verner Åkerman (1854–1903).957 
According to Sixten Strömbom, who wrote the only essay in the 
catalog, the painting was an expression of Eva Bonnier’s admira-
tion for and emotional attachment to Per Hasselberg, who had in-
spired her to her various attempts in sculpture.958 As a consequence 
of this false attribution, Bonnier was disentitled in a twofold way: 
she lost authorship of her work and ownership of the space that 
was integral to her professional identity. Eventually, in her doctor-
al dissertation from 1999, Margareta Gynning reattributed both 
the sculpture and the studio to Bonnier on the basis of the artist’s 
correspondence.959 The history of the studio interior demonstrates 
that women artists risked being deprived of their studio spaces, 
their authorship and consequently their professional identity even 
long after their death.

A central feature of Bonnier’s studio interior is the bluish light 
that enters the room through the window in the upper back corner, 
dramatically illuminating the bust of the boy. Although his eyes 
are closed, the boy’s facial expression seems extraordinarily lively, 
as if the first beams of sunlight to touch his skin will soon wake 
him. The rendering of the sleeping adolescent has a strong sensual 
appeal that, in part, derives from his relative passivity, exposure 
and bodily display. The sleeping boy in the studio is immersed in 
a bluish, lunar color that recalls depictions of Endymion, the lover 
of the goddess Diana, who was put into an eternal sleep by godfa-
ther Zeus.960 The atmospheric painting and the expressiveness of 
the sculpture address the artist’s role as creator, who is capable of 
bringing the inanimate to life both in the medium of painting and 

Fig. 87. Eva Bonnier, 
Interior of a Studio in 
Paris, 1886.
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in the medium of sculpture. The sacralization of art and art pro-
duction is implied in the seemingly otherworldly rays of light that 
enter the room. A certain aura seems to surround the sculpture, 
whose modeling stand takes on the ennobling effect of a pedestal. 
Bonnier’s vigorous brushwork in the execution of the painting co-
alesces with the lifelike nature of the depicted sculpture, bringing 
to mind the idea of the paragone outlined above.

Eva Bonnier’s studio interior cannot only be read as a reflec-
tion on the fruitful interrelationship of painting and sculpture as 
it is expressed in her own oeuvre, but can also be understood as a 
free interpretation or pictorial allusion to the myth of Pygmalion 
about the Cypriot sculptor who made his sculpture come to life. 
In his Metamorphoses, Ovid tells the story of Pygmalion, who fell in 
love with the female statue in ivory that he had carved. He prayed 
to Venus, who helped him bring the sculpture to life. Pygmalion 
eventually became a symbol of the artist’s dream to create a living 
work. Bonnier alludes to the iconography of the myth by making 
the sculpture of the boy appear animate, as if undergoing the trans-
formation into a living human being. 

Traditionally, representations of the Pygmalion myth empha-
size the erotic aspects of the narrative, according to which the male 
hero desired his own female creation. The strong sexual connota-
tions of the iconography might explain why the subject was never 
directly addressed by women artists in the nineteenth century.961 
The myth about the sculptor, and his fetishized statue, served as 
a “powerful symbol of the male artist’s subjecthood” and was so 
influential in shaping the perception of the sculptor as “natural-
ly” male that it had an exclusionary impact on women’s entrance 
into the profession.962 As Alexandra K. Wettlaufer has observed, 
the Pygmalion iconography gained increasing popularity at that 
moment in post revolutionary France, when women became more 
visible in the public sphere. The currency of the myth in art and lit-
erature can thus be understood as a reaction to women’s “anxiety- 
inducing new roles as producers and consumers of art”.963 Accord-
ing to Wett laufer, inherent to the metamorphosis of Galatea was 
the threat that she would transform from sculpture to human be-
ing, or from passive object to active subject. The renewed popular-
ity of the myth of Pygmalion was symptomatic of “a crisis of male 
identity and a fear of female subjecthood”.964

In her studio scene, Bonnier does not directly claim the role of 
Pygmalion for herself, she rather relocates it into her studio space 
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and transfers it to the sculpture on the modeling stand in its sen-
sual expressiveness and aliveness. The studio space thus enabled 
Bonnier to allude to the trope of the sculptor as magician and to 
subversively appropriate an imagery from which women as artists 
had traditionally been excluded. In that sense, Bonnier’s studio in-
terior can be understood as a mediated self-fashioning in the role 
of Pygmalion. Employing the argument that the studio interior can 
be conceived of as a self-portrait, Bonnier’s presence is not only im-
plied, but even visually embodied in the sculpture on the modeling 
stand and its imagined awakening.965 In her study of the empty 
studio as self-portrait, Rachel Esner has argued:

To depict the empty studio is no mere exercise or stock-taking, 
but rather a form of philosophical reflection on one of the most 
fundamental problems of the artist in the modern world: the 
conflict between autonomy and engagement, between the de-
mands of the discourse of the modern artist and the reality of 
actually being one.966

There is a gendered implication to this conflict, to which the sub-
ject matter of the empty studio provided a pictorial solution. The 
fundamental conflict between the idea of the artist and the reali-
ty of being one was particularly pronounced for an artist like Eva 
Bonnier, who was a Jewish woman of upper-class background. Her 
father Albert Bonnier (1820–1900) was the founder of the success-
ful Bonnier publishing house and acted as an important patron of 
some of the artists belonging to Eva Bonnier’s close circle of col-
leagues and friends.967 According to Margareta Gynning, the ex-
pectations that were linked to this conflicted identity kept Bonnier 
from staging herself in the role of the artist, with the studio interior 
being the only exception.968 Gynning further argued that working 
in sculpture was a welcome change from painting and an artform 
with which Bonnier could exercise more freedom without the pres-
sure resulting from strong ambitions. Therefore, the artist “dared” 
to portray a work of art she had made herself and to position it in 
the very center of her own studio.969 While Gynning identified the 
painting as a sketch, even though it is prominently signed in the 
upper left corner, I would rather read it as a finished and program-
matic work. Bonnier’s studio interior alludes to the idea of the par-
agone and the Pygmalion myth, while at the same time exhibiting 
the artistic versatility of its maker. Rather than reading sculpting 
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in clay as a distraction from greater ambitions, Bonnier’s studio in-
terior enacts a fruitful dialogue between the practices of sculpture 
and painting.

The myth of Pygmalion remained a popular theme in paint-
ing and literature throughout the nineteenth century, where it was 
predominantly used by artists as a means to reflect on themselves 
and their profession.970 The myth about the artist Pygmalion, who 
created a sculpture of his own accord and without commission, 
stood in for an altered self-awareness among artists who produced 
independently for a liberalized art market.971 When employed by 
painters, the use of the subject matter usually served to illustrate 
the superiority of painting over sculpture, and representations of 
Pygmalion often turned into painted comments on the paragone.972 
To stage the Pygmalion myth in painting was thus an ideal oppor-
tunity to reflect upon the sister arts of painting and sculpture.

In the late nineteenth century, the iconography of Pygmalion 
appeared in the work of French and Nordic artists alike. In the 
years around 1890, the influential Salon painter and professor at 

Fig. 88. Jean-Léon 
Gérôme, Pygmalion 
and Galatea, ca. 
1890.
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the École des Beaux-Arts Jean-Léon Gérôme painted and sculpted 
variations on the theme of Pygmalion and Galatea. While Gérôme 
never depicted himself in the painter’s studio, he created several 
self-portraits in the role of the sculptor that revolve around the 
conjunction of artist, live model and sculpture and allude to the 
myth of the Cypriot sculptor.973 Gérôme’s self-portraits were never 
exhibited at the Salon, and some of them were even created a few 
years after the paintings by Hirsch and Bonnier, but all of them can 
be placed in the same vital late-nineteenth-century discourse about 
the interrelationship between the arts and the paragone between 
painting and sculpture.974 

In the Salon of 1887, the same year in which the portrait of Sol-
dan was displayed, the French artist Édouard Dantan (1846–1897) 
exhibited the painting Casting from Life, depicting the interior of a 
sculpture workshop. A sculptor and his assistant are about to take a 
cast of a female model, who is standing in cont rapposto on a ped-
estal. The two men are depicted in the process of loosening the 
cast from the model’s leg, inviting the beholder to compare the 
nude woman’s lively flesh color with the gray plaster. Although the 

Fig. 89. Édouard 
Dantan, Casting from 
Life, 1887.
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painting offers a seemingly truthful depiction of the work in the 
studio, the scene evokes associations to the Pygmalion myth and 
the men’s touch of the woman’s naked body may also insinuate 
erotic undertones. 

Already in 1887, the studio scene was acquired by the Gothen-
burg collector Pontus Fürstenberg, one of his most expensive pur-
chases.975 Fürstenberg was an important patron for the Swedish 
artists in Paris in the 1880s, and he stood in close contact with the 
Opponents, especially with Georg Pauli, who had already advised 
him on some of his acquisitions.976 Pauli later recalled that Fürsten-
berg bought the painting by Dantan “to throw a bridge” between 
the more radical artworks in his collection and the more conserva-
tive, enjoyment-seeking public that was invited to visit his gallery 
in Gothenburg on Sundays. With its juste-milieu artistic language, 
the painting by Dantan was supposed to “conciliate” the visitors 
with the art of the Opponents.977 Lennart Waern has categorized 
Fürstenberg’s acquisition policies during the 1880s as guided by a 
“borgerlig realism” (bourgeois realism), in which representations 
of labor rarely represented a harsh social reality.978 The statement 
by Pauli indicates that the subject matter of Dantan’s studio inte-
rior appealed broadly and across artistic camps. The case of Casting 
from Life supports the argument that the iconography of Pygmalion 
and the motif of the paragone were popular themes among artists 
associated with the juste milieu, the Salon jury, collectors, as well as 
the public in Paris and Sweden around the time when Bonnier and 
Hirsch painted their studio scenes.

The notion that such classical themes as the paragone and the 
Pygmalion myth had great currency among the Opponents and 
their wider artistic circle is further supported by Carl Larsson’s 
decorative program for the Fürstenberg Gallery from 1888–89, 
for which he reinterpreted the iconography of Pygmalion in the 
context of naturalism. In the painting Modern Art, Larsson has de-
picted himself in the role of the sculptor, turning his back to the 
viewer and modeling a female nude in clay. The sculpture has al-
ready come to life, gazing down at her maker and taking him by 
her hand. Thereby, the notion of touch is emphasized. In the back-
ground Larsson has depicted himself once more and this time in 
profile, painting en plein air under the guidance of a personification 
of Japanese art.979 For the decorative program of the Fürstenberg 
Gallery, Larsson painted not only a triptych, but also executed the 
reliefs and the surrounding wall decoration. By including himself 
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in the final scene as both painter and sculptor, Larsson fashioned 
himself as a universal artist, who incorporated the paragone in his 
own artistic persona.

The above examples suggest that the paragone between the arts 
was a vital theme in the art of the time, especially among those 
artists who pursued a “negotiated modernism” according to juste- 
milieu ideals, an artistic stance that would appeal to both an inter-
national and a Nordic audience.980 

Rather than staging the paragone as a single individual’s strug-
gle with different materials, like Bonnier and Larsson, Hanna 
Hirsch staged artistic creation in her friendship image as an em-
ulative and collaborative effort between herself as the painter and 
her colleague and friend Venny Soldan as the sculptor. Instead of 
mythically elevat ing the paragone with her sister art, Hirsch literally 
takes sculpture down from its pedestal and lets it sit on the wooden 
floor of a humble studio. This is a radical move given the tradition-
al role of woman as the artist’s model and the female body as the 
subject for sculpture. Soldan’s pose is not only provocative in the 

Fig. 90. Carl Larsson, 
Modern Art, 1888–89.
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sense that it counter acts feminine decorum by appropriating the 
ideal of the worker- artist, it is also unusually proprietorial in the 
sense that it stages an act of appropriation of the studio as a profes-
sional space and hence turns Soldan into the creator of sculpture.

The Sitter’s Share or the Sitter’s Risk

How radical the portrayal of Venny Soldan in the role of the sculptor 
actually was at the time is expressed in a letter written by the sitter 
a few months after the portrait was completed. After having been 
exhibited at the Salon, prominently positioned on the cimaise, the 
painting was shown in the Konstnärsgillets julutställning in Helsinki.981 
A previously unpublished letter from December 1887 that Venny 
Soldan sent to Hanna Hirsch-Pauli, who had married in October, 
reveals how the negative reception of the painting upset the sitter:

You see, I am so angry that I cannot sit still and draw but have 
to unburden myself a little! It requires an immense amount of 
self-confidence not to be crushed by the weight of the accusa-
tions; the portrait you see; the wretched portrait; and it is I 
who have to carry it all even though it is you who should be held 
responsible for having painted such a piggish thing. The indig-
nation is increasing; Now even the accessories are indecent. (To 
say nothing about the frame.) Although I cannot understand 
why people do not feel ashamed to talk one on one about such 
things. Certainly, some of the lady artists are completely satis-
fied, but “the gentlemen look at it with different eyes, of course.” 
If it is an honor to be on everyone’s lips, you have, indeed, been 
honored here in our beloved, dull-witted homeland. They think 
it is good, but nevertheless they want to haggle away every sin-
gle thing that apparently makes it good. But now I am so tired 
of the topic that I cannot stand talking about it anymore. By 
the way, it has never happened that a Swede came here without 
moving heaven and earth.982 

The open-hearted letter, with its unusually indignant tone, not 
only reveals the sitter’s personal perspective on the controversial 
reception of the painting, but also complicates the issue of shared 
authorship in the context of the friendship image and artistic col-
laboration.
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First, Soldan admits that she is profoundly hurt by the criticism 
directed at the portrait. It seems as if she is not only referring to 
the official criticism in the reviews, but also to the private gossip 
amongst the visitors, and in particular the male visitors, to the ex-
hibition. The remarks must have been rude given the artist’s rather 
shocked reaction. The letter also shows that the criticism was pri-
marily directed at the sitter’s appearance, such as the position on 
the floor, the pose with the outstretched leg, the simple clothes and 
the slippers. Soldan’s letter suggests that the criticism at large was 
comparable in content and tone to the reviews in the press, such as 
Fanny Churberg’s remarks about her “fairly sloppy dress” and her 
“ungraceful” appearance, or the comments by Herman Anakreon 
Ring about her “ordinary” and “cheap dress” and “shabby accesso-
ries”.983 

Since the Finnish audience considered Soldan’s appearance in-
decent, the painting from Paris eventually turned into a threat to 
the artist’s reputation in her home country. Soldan’s strong reaction 
can be understood in light of “the internalized sense of shame” 
that many women felt who sought public recognition in the period. 
According to Jan Marsh, such feelings derived from the still preva-
lent opinion that women should not be talked about by strangers. 
It was irrelevant if it was their portraits or their bodies that were 
exposed to insults.984 The moralizing equation between the person 
and her representation was already indicated in the previous chap-
ter in the context of the conflicts between Bertha Wegmann and 
her occasional models, and in relation to the harsh critique of the 
portrait of Jeanna Bauck from 1881. The reception of Hirsch-Pauli’s 
portrait of Soldan in Finland is comparable to the criticism direct-
ed at Wegmann’s likeness of Bauck in Denmark. In both cases the 
reception circled around ideas of respectability versus impropriety, 
and the poses played a crucial role in the debates, since both artists 
were seated improperly, according to dominant taste: Bauck seated 
on a table, Soldan positioned on the floor. The overall positive re-
ception at the Salon in France was followed by harsh criticism from 
the public in the artists’ homelands.

In light of the scandal surrounding the portrait, Soldan consid-
ered it unjust that the accusations were only directed at her, the sit-
ter, rather than at Hirsch-Pauli, who had painted the portrait. The 
comment “it is I who have to carry it all even though it is you who 
should be held responsible” addresses some of the key issues dis-
cussed in the chapter about the friendship image, such as mediated 
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self-representation, collaboration and shared authorship. Soldan’s 
comment can further be read in the context of Harry Berger Jr.’s 
theoretical approach that understands portraits as “representations 
of both the sitters’ and the painters’ self-representation” and as “vi-
sual narratives for which […] sitters and painters are, in varying de-
grees, responsible”.985 In Soldan’s view, Hirsch-Pauli bore the main 
responsibility because she had painted the portrait. In contrast, the 
Finnish audience considered Soldan, as the sitter in the portrait, 
responsible for the ungraceful representation. The controversy sur-
rounding the exhibition of the painting in Helsinki raises the ques-
tion of who bore the main responsibility for the friendship image: 
the artist who painted or the artist who posed? The indignant letter 
suggests that Soldan was under attack, because it was nonetheless 
she herself whom the audience encountered in the portrait, where-
as Hirsch-Pauli remained partly invisible and uncompromised by 
her own work. 

Even though the friendship image is a collaborative effort, it 
eventually poses a greater risk to the sitter, as the portrayed, who 
is the person exposed to public scrutiny in a more immediate man-
ner than the painter. Returning to Erving Goffman’s argument 
about back and front regional behavior, the back region has an experi-
mental character that allows the team to practice its performance, 
“checking for offending expressions when no audience is present 
to be affronted by them”.986 As soon as the studio turns from back 
to front region and the painter, as the sitter’s implied counterpart, is 
replaced with the beholder, the meaning of the painting and the ef-
fect of the scene changes dramatically and the audience is affronted 
by the performance. Employing this argument on Hirsch-Pauli’s 
portrait and its reception as it is documented in the letter, Soldan 
was caught in between the two contradictory performances of the 
middle-class woman and the worker-artist. Goffman has elaborat-
ed on the conflict that occurs when a performer gives inconsistent 
presentations: “The answer to this problem is for the performer to 
segregate his audiences so that individuals who witness him in one 
of his roles will not be the individuals who witness him in another 
of his roles.”987 What Goffman calls “dramaturgical success” can 
only be obtained through “front region control”:

It should be clear that just as it is useful for the performer to 
exclude persons from the audience who see him in another and 
inconsistent presentation, so also is it useful for the performer 
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to exclude from the audience those before whom he performed 
in the past a show inconsistent with the current one. Persons 
who are strongly upward or downward mobile accomplish this 
in a grand manner by making sure to leave the place of their 
origins.988

This argument complicates the importance of space in relation to 
Nordic women painters’ self-fashioning as professionals and adds 
another dimension to it. Not only did the studio enable a transition 
between the two performances of middle-class woman and artist, 
but also the city of Paris and the detachment from home. The am-
biguous reception of the portrait of Soldan renders tangible that 
transition and the difficulties of successfully performing the role of 
the artist on the domestic art scene. 

The reception of Hirsch-Pauli’s portrait of Soldan in Finland re-
veals the risks and challenges involved in representing the woman 
artist at work and the threat this representation could potentially 
pose to the sitter’s middle-class identity. From the perspective of 
the artist friends, the friendship image could be conceived as a joint 
artistic project, symbolizing their companionship, collaboration 
and artistic exchange across different media. However, amongst 
those positioned outside the emotional community of the artists 
and their shared studio space, the naturalistic portrayal of the sitter 
was considered common and inappropriate. Soldan’s letter renders 
strikingly visible the otherwise often intangible limits that society 
posed for women artists’ fashioning of professionalism in painting, 
and it decisively enriches our understanding of the portrait and its 
reception. 

The Self-Portrait Extended into Space

In the fall of 1882 the Norwegian painter Asta Nørregaard wrote 
several letters from Paris to her friend Hildegard Thorell, inform-
ing her colleague in Stockholm about her progress in painting the 
altarpiece for the Gjøvik church in Norway. At the end of Decem-
ber, she reflected upon the seclusion of her solitary work in the 
studio: “I think of myself most of the day, because there is not a 
single soul here to worry about – Je suis toute seule encore – I have 
it cozy in my studio – oh, how much I enjoy painting for myself.”989 
A few weeks later, in mid-November she stated:
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Don’t you think that autumn is sad – I am happy that I am so 
busy with work so that I do not have the time to see the leaves 
fall – gray sky and dreary streets – Luckily my temper is so bal-
anced and good right now that loneliness does not affect me – 
and when one is content, everything is well. […] Besides, there 
is no loneliness that is unbearable when you have work and 
books.990

During this period of creative solitude and concentrated work, 
Nørregaard painted a small-scale self-portrait, a cabinet piece in 
old-masterly technique to commemorate the prestigious com-
mission of the altarpiece. Nørregaard was the first woman artist 
in Nor way to ever receive an official commission for a religious 
work.991 The self-portrait documents this important step in her ca-
reer, figuring as a pictorial manifestation of the artist’s claim to 
professional recognition. The beholder encounters an artist at the 
height of her career, celebrating her breakthrough after more than 
ten years of committed study in Kristiania (Oslo), Munich and 
 Paris.992

Asta Nørregaard is standing in the center of her Parisian studio, 
which she had rented in the fall of 1882, in close proximity to the 
guesthouse Villa Beaucour on the Rue Faubourg St. Honoré, where 
she lived at the time. The artist has depicted herself contemplating 
her altarpiece from a critical distance. She is wearing a simple dark 
blue and high-necked day dress, which is highlighted by a red scarf. 
Nørregaard’s chestnut-brown hair is arranged in a knot behind her 
back, while her shadowed face is framed by a fringe. She is looking 
at her canvas and holding a fine brush in her right hand, ready to 
make some changes to the canvas and add a bit of color, which is 
distributed neatly on the edges of the huge palette in her left hand. 

According to Frances Borzello, in the late nineteenth century 
the palette turned into the “symbol of seriousness” in self- portraits 
by women artists, playing “an extremely assertive role in these 
paint ings, highly visible and apparently larger than life.”993 In 
Nørre gaard’s case, the palette is so prominent that it almost resem-
bles a shield protecting the artist from the beholder’s gaze. There-
by, artist and artwork seem to be captured in an intimate dialogue 
from which the viewer is partially excluded. 

The monumental canvas almost reaches the ceiling, occupying 
the entire vertical plane of the picture. Nørregaard has depicted 
the altarpiece in extreme foreshortening, granting the viewer only 

Fig. 91. Asta 
 Nørregaard, In the 
Studio, 1883.
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an obstructed view of her work. The size of the canvas does not 
seem to overwhelm the artist, who appears rather small in com-
parison to her work. One of the self-portrait’s central appeals is the 
dialogue it enacts between the gigantic canvas represented inside 
the composition and the tiny painting itself. Next to the altarpiece 
the artist has placed a ladder, which helps her to reach the top of 
the composition. The steps are filled with various utensils, such as 
paintbrushes, a rag, a bowl and a bottle, underlining the work-in-
progress character of the scene. 

Barbro Werkmäster analyzed Nørregaard’s painting in a sur-
vey article about women artists’ self-portraits in 1991. Here she 
argued that the painting symbolizes the artist’s isolated position. 
According to Werkmäster, Nørregaard seems to be enclosed in a 
constructed room, while the closed door and the crossbars of the 
window evoke imprisonment: “Freedom is outside” and “loneli-
ness is the price she pays for the freedom to paint.”994 In Werk-
mäster’s view, the enclosed room, in combination with the artist’s 
puppet- like and rather stiff pose, make the studio appear like a 
doll’s house.995 Anne Wichstrøm, who has published extensively 
on Nørregaard, proposed reading the self-portrait as a “representa-
tion of self-affirmation and professional achievement”, whereas the 
studio space mirrored “the dilemmas of female professionalism”996 
and conveyed an “impression of isolation and limited scope of ac-
tion”.997 According to Wichstrøm, the “sense of isolation” in the 
painting “is reinforced by our knowledge of Asta Nørregaard as 
a person”, who “appears to have been an outsider with relatively 
few friends”.998 The belief that Nørregaard was a loner is contra-
dicted by the rediscovered letters to Thorell, which indicate that 
the friends interacted frequently with the Scandinavian artistic 
community in Paris.999 These letters further suggest that Nørre-
gaard did not primarily suffer from the isolation and loneliness of 
her work in the studio, but that she also enjoyed the concentrated 
work. 

The letters to Thorell from the fall of 1882 even provide detailed 
accounts of the making of the altarpiece.1000 The correspondence 
indicates that Nørregaard was satisfied with her new working envi-
ronment and the progress she had made in recent time. During the 
month of September, she adjusted the composition to the altered 
light situation in the new studio, she reduced the number of figures 
and decided on the biblical source (Luke 4:18) for the composi-
tion.1001 She had problems finding a suitable model for the figure 
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of Christ during that period.1002 In November of 1882, Nørregaard 
complained about the hard physical labor involved in working on 
a canvas of that size: “I walk up and down the ladder all day long 
–  and it tires twice as much to paint large paintings – it is neverthe-
less enjoyable – it seems as if I can be finished by summer.”1003 In-
deed, the artist managed to complete the painting for the following 
summer, and in July 1883 she informed Thorell about a journey to 
Gjøvik, where she made some final changes to the work in situ.1004 

Even though the studio scene at first glance seems to portray the 
artist’s actual work on the altarpiece, one can study the painting 
as an aesthetic statement, rather than as a biographical document. 
Although the cause for painting the scene was the commission of 
the altarpiece, Nørregaard used this occasion to fashion a much 
broader picture of herself as an artist. As Wichstrøm has demon-
strated, all objects surrounding the painter in the self-portrait can 
be read as symbols of her professionalism.1005 In the foreground, 
right in front of the easel, Nørregaard has placed a paint box filled 
with tubes and paintbrushes, forming a virtuoso still life. The hand 
mirror, with which the artist probably has painted her self-portrait, 
is prominently displayed on top of the pile and symbolizes the self- 
reflection involved in self-portraiture, in both its literal and its met-
aphorical sense. Whereas the paint box is executed in an academic 
manner, the autumn landscape, seen through the strutted window, 
is rendered in impressionist brushstrokes and painted much more 
loosely than the meticulous depiction of the still life. When view-
ing the original, it was impossible to make out any reflection of the 
foliage in the hand mirror as postulated by Wichstrøm.1006

The sophisticated interweaving of two opposing painting styles 
–  the sketchy execution of the landscape versus the trompe l’œil 
effect of the still life – can be understood as a reflection on the 
ability of a painting to tame and embellish or elevate nature.1007 
Consequently, the still life stands in for nature as it is restrained, 
controlled and formed, while the landscape outside the studio 
represents untouched nature. At the same time, the interweaving 
of fine, detailed brushwork in one area of the composition with 
a looser painting style in another testifies to the artist’s technical 
and stylistic versatility. In this combination of different painting 
styles, Nørregaard followed juste-milieu ideals, and possibly in or-
der to underline this affiliation, she alluded to the signature of Jules 
Bastien-Lepage by signing her own work in big antiqua letters in 
the lower right corner of the canvas.1008
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Apart from the genres of landscape and still life, history paint-
ing and portraiture are also present in Nørregaard’s studio. History 
painting is represented not only through the prominent altarpiece 
to the left, but also through a copy of Titian’s The Madonna of the 
Rabbit on the opposite wall, which she probably had painted during 
a visit to the Louvre.1009 In positioning the copy of Titian oppo-
site her own biblical painting, Nørregaard placed her own work in 
a venerable art historical tradition.1010 The dialogic display of the 
copy of the old master and her own independent work recall the 
notion of emulation outlined in the first chapter in the context of 
Julia Beck’s self-portrait. As has been discussed in the second chap-
ter about the friendship image, the insertion of works by admired 
predecessors or colleagues in a studio scene is a common feature of 
the artist portrait in the nineteenth century. Underneath the copy 
of Titian, one can get a glimpse of a portrait head and a large gild-
ed exhibition-frame, indicating Nørregaard’s success in the French 
art scene. In the right corner of the room, a Biedermeier chair and 
drapery refer to her engagement with portrait painting, implying 
that the painter executed commissioned portraits in her Parisian 
studio.1011 

Consequently, Nørregaard combines all genres in a single self- 
portrait: history painting, portraiture, still life, interior and land-
scape. In doing so, she stages herself as a universal artist who 
masters all aspects of her craft. By means of the self-portrait, the 
artist demonstrates her skill and versatility. The painting thereby 
turns into a painted manifesto and a carte de visite advertising its 
maker.1012 Ultimately, Nørregaard’s self-portrait is not about self- 
questioning, but about self-representation: Instead of depicting 
herself scrutinizing her reflection in the mirror, she presents her-
self from a distance and as the professional artist that she wanted 
to be perceived as by her audience.1013 Nørregaard chose to exhibit 
the self- portrait already in the summer of 1883 at the important 
Kunst- og Industri udstilling (Art and Industry Exhibition) in her 
home town of Kristiania, which indicates that she employed it as a 
market ing instrument, combining the representation of her Paris-
ian studio with the prestigious commission in her home country.1014 
In the Norwegian journal Udstillings-Tidende Jonas Rasch (1834–
1887) praised the painting:

Miss Asta Nørregaard has likewise depicted herself in her studio. 
In the middle of a poorly equipped room, which gets its light 
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from a high window over the door, through which one can see 
the tops of green trees, the artist herself stands in a simple dress 
with the brush in her right hand and a big palette in the thumb 
of her left hand. […] This small and really interesting painting 
we have here of the artist herself and her studio is entirely good 
in tone and effect. The light falls well, the interior and the figure 
stand free and naturally in the room with the wide top light fall-
ing over her head. Miss Nørregaard is already a well-esteemed 
artist, who surely has good prospects.1015

The critic commented twice upon the simplicity of the portrayal of 
the artist and the depiction of her studio, and he also highlighted 
the light effects, as well as the moody atmosphere of the paint-
ing. Indeed, there is a peculiar air of ceremony to the motionless 
and introspective presence of the artist, who is standing upright 
in the middle of her studio, scrutinizing the monumental canvas 
to her right. The “visual austerity” of the delicate painting creates 
a dense atmosphere, which inevitably seizes the beholder’s atten-
tion.1016 The scene appears peculiarly frozen and static. The artist’s 
quiet and reverential inspection of her canvas is the only action 
displayed. Nørregaard is studying her work from afar, maybe antic-
ipating its later effect in the church interior. 

The distanced and concentrated examination of the work is 
reminiscent of Rembrandt’s painting The Artist in His Studio from 
1626.1017 Victor Stoichita has offered a poetic description of the 
tension between the artist and his easel in Rembrandt’s painting, 
which can also be applied to Nørregaard’s self-portrait:

The scene is polarized between the painting on the easel and the 
painter. There is tension suggested within the space that sep-
arates them. A struggle between two unequal forces seems to 
be unfolding silently before our eyes: the struggle between the 
immense canvas and the tiny painter, between the “art” – mys-
terious, gigantic, overwhelming and its servant.1018 

Even though the disparate and disharmonious juxtaposition of the 
immense canvas and the tiny painter imply tension, Nørregaard’s 
upright posture, her vigilant gaze and the brandished brush signal 
that she is up to the task. The atmosphere of concentration and 
meditation in Nørregaard’s self-portrait emphasizes the mental as-
pects of creation and the artist’s invention rather than the manual 
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labor. Art making is staged as a mental achievement accomplished 
alone and in total seclusion. 

While the artist is contemplating her work, the light enters the 
room through the window above, shining right onto the altarpiece 
and illuminating the figure of Christ. By employing such a spot-
light, the artist can demonstrate her skill in handling the chiaroscu-
ro, but at the same time this dramatic handling of light and shade 
can be read as a symbol of inspiration and invention. As the light 
reaches the painting, the entire scenery is immersed in a mystical 
and almost transcendental atmosphere, and the studio seems to 
transform into a cathedral-like space. By means of the spiritual ele-
vation of artistic creation and the reclusiveness in the depiction of 
the workshop, the interior resembles studio scenes in romantic art. 

In the wake of romanticism, the studio transformed from a busy 
workshop shared by several artists, apprentices and pupils into a 
sacred space for secret, lonely and contemplative creativity.1019 The 
romantic notion of the studio emphasized the individual artist’s 
aesthetic autonomy, conceptualized as a counter model to the re-
stricted and controlled life of the middle classes.1020 As several schol-
ars have highlighted, the studio functioned as a token for the artist’s 
withdrawal from society and as a crucial guarantor for his creative 
ingenuity.1021 The idealization of the artist’s workshop in the nine-
teenth century prompted Franzsepp Würtenberger to compare the 
studio to a sanctuary and aesthetic space of worship.1022 According 
to Würtenberger, the studio was surrounded by a shroud of mystery 
and only accessible to some initiated few. Only in the studio could 
the visitor come close to “the mystery, the root and the origin of 
art”. Only here could the visitor witness the “wonders of becoming, 
[…] the descent of the artistic idea, the inspiration”.1023 Nørregaard 
refers to this notion of the studio as a sanctuary in her self-portrait, 
staging the artist’s workplace as an almost sacred space, where the 
painter creates her religious work in solitude. 

In light of this argument, it was a bold step for a woman artist 
to appropriate the romantic iconography of the studio as sanctuary, 
given that the concept of the romantic genius was considered genu-
inely and exclusively male. In her study Gender and Genius, the phi-
losopher Christine Battersby has demonstrated that women were 
systematically excluded from romantic conceptions of genius, ac-
cording to which “genius was male – full of ‘virile’ energy”, whereas 
the creative woman was an “anomaly”.1024 According to Battersby, 
woman’s status as beautiful object in art confined her to “social 
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roles that involve artistic display, rather than artistic invention”.1025 
Consequently, women who wanted to create had to “manipulate 
aesthetic concepts […] that were profoundly anti-female.”1026 

By alluding to the iconography of the studio as sanctuary, Nør-
regaard adopted the romantic idea of the lonely and self- sufficient 
artistic genius. The notion of the studio as sanctuary and divine 
space of creation was particularly prevalent in German romanti-
cism, which staged the artist as a solitary man, seemingly dedicating 
his entire existence to art.1027 The ascetic, enclosed and contempla-
tive atmosphere of Nørregaard’s self-portrait, and the stillness of 
her pose, are evocative of the studio interiors painted by romantic 
artists at the beginning of the century, such as Georg Friedrich Ker-
sting’s (1785–1847) variations on the theme of  Caspar David Fried-
rich in the studio.1028 According to Uwe Fleckner, the austere studio 
interiors of romanticism are manifestations of the artists’ strong 
ethical and artistic convictions, as well as visual documents of their 
deep spiritual engagement with their working environment.1029 
In her self-portrait, Nørregaard appropriated the romantic ideal 
of introspection and employed the dramatic lighting as a symbol 
of inspiration. The act of painting is thereby transformed into a 

Fig. 92. Georg 
Friedrich Kersting, 
Caspar David 
Friedrich in His 
 Studio, ca. 1812.
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 ceremonial ritual in a manner that is quite similar to the romantic 
studio interiors of Kersting and others.1030 

The closed door and window, and the overall inwardness of the 
interior, mirror the artist’s absorption in her work. Nørregaard ap-
pears like a nineteenth-century version of a pictor doctus, a learned 
wo/man enclosed in her study.1031 The idea of the artist’s studio as 
a shelter from the hustle and bustle of the city life was a recurring 
theme in art journalism in the period. According to Rachel Esner, 
who studied a series of studio reportages in the widely-circulat-
ed French magazine L’Illustration from the second half of the nine-
teenth century, the artist’s studio was imagined as distinct from the 
world of everyday life and it required “an almost ritualistic action” 
to enter into the realm of the artist.1032 Art critics and journalists 
tended to emphasize the studio’s strange other-worldliness and 
imagined it as a silent place where time had stood still.1033 Such 
mediatizations of the studio, as a mysterious space of creation, seem 
to have informed Nørregaard’s self-representation.1034 

Conceptualizing Nørregaard’s self-representation as an aesthet-
ic statement rather than a biographical document means to ac-
knowledge the constructedness of the self-portrait and to study how 
the artist wanted to be seen, and what image of herself she want-
ed to fashion. Speaking in Harry Berger Jr.’s terms, this means to 
study the self-portrait as an index of what Asta Nørregaard had in 
mind.1035 Against this backdrop, Nørregaard’s studio scene stages 
a self- chosen, creative solitude and introverted contemplativeness 
that does not need to be congruent with the artist’s mind or her ac-
tual emotional state at the time when she painted the work.

Taking a second look at the painting’s compositional structure, 
it seems as if the scene is constructed in a way that reflects its own 
stagedness. The beholder is looking slightly down at the scene, which 
allows her or him to analyze the room in its entirety and regis-
ter all the artworks, objects and working tools that surround the 
painter. The compositional structure of the interior bears some 
resemblance to a proscenium stage, with three walls and a floor 
serving as the frame through which the audience observes the per-
formance from a more or less unified angle. The composition oscil-
lates between the stage-like setting that allows the artist to display 
her painterly skill and versatility, as opposed to the introversion of 
her contemplative encounter with the work, seemingly oblivious 
to the beholder’s presence. The self-portrait is characterized by an 
ambivalence between the stage-like depiction of the studio and the 
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artist’s reluctance to directly confront the viewer. This ambiguity 
of the studio space in between a theater stage and a self-sufficient 
painterly world brings Erving Goffman’s conceptual pair of the 
front and back region back to mind. The structure of the composition 
seems to communicate the studio’s spatial ambivalence. From this 
point of view, the painting can be understood as a reflection on 
the studio’s liminal position between the back and front region, or 
between the artist’s introspection and her public self-fashioning. 

Apart from this spatial ambivalence, the purpose-built studio is 
staged as a professional environment, which is the ultimate token 
to Nørregard’s professionalism and artistic success. Every object 
and every detail in this carefully composed studio scene are con-
nected to her profession as a painter, and there are no personal 
belongings or signs of comfort or sociability that could potentially 
distract her. 

In its simple workshop atmosphere, Nørregaard’s interior 
shows some resemblance to the studio surroundings in the portrait 
of Venny Soldan. Whereas Soldan was occupying the majority of 
the picture plane and claiming the studio space through her bold 
positioning in the foreground, seated on the floor, Nørregaard ap-
pears rather distanced and aloof. Positioned in the center of the 
composition, Nørregaard appears quite small in relation to the 
room, with her face lying almost unrecognizable in shadow. The 
scene is polarized between the monumental painting on the easel 
and the body of the painter. There is a tension suggested within the 
space that separates them. 

A spatial tension is also implied in the painting by Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli. Here, it seems as if the interior is slightly closing in on 
the sitter, Soldan, who is crammed into the composition with her 
body almost reaching to the edges on all four sides of the canvas. 
Behind her back the room suddenly expands and appears spacious 
and wide. Apart from this dichotomy between narrowness and spa-
ciousness, Soldan appears connected to the room and rooted to the 
floor of the studio by means of her unconventional pose. As she sits 
on the floor in such a seemingly natural and spontaneous manner, 
she takes possession of the space that surrounds her. Soldan is not 
only sitting on the floor, but she is extensively and possessively sit-
ting on the floor with her foot outstretched and the black- dressed 
body dominating the foreground of the composition. 

Whereas Soldan seems to be in bodily connection with her space, 
Nørregaard is in mental control over her environment. In both acts 



of portrayal, in the friendship image and in the self-portrait, the de-
picted artists appropriate the studio space and stage it as a room of 
their own.1036

Both representations of the artist in the studio are characterized 
by a peculiar equivalence between body and space, between the 
figure of the artist and the surrounding studio environment, repre-
sented in a balanced equilibrium, where neither party is taking over 
all control or attention. In both paintings, artistic identity is nego-
tiated through a tension-filled juxtaposition of figure and space. 
Paraphrasing Susan Sidlaukas, in the paintings by Hirsch-Pauli and 
Nørregaard the studio is staged as a contested terrain that needs to 
be seized, controlled and made one’s own and the portraits enact 
the appropriation by their makers.1037 Whereas Nørregaard fash-
ions this appropriation by means of her self-determined and au-
tonomous aloneness, Hirsch-Pauli mediates her appropriation of 
the studio space through her collaborative painterly interaction 
with Soldan, who has entered the paragone as sculptor. Ultimately, 
in these paintings the studio is no longer just a setting or mere 
background, it is rather conceived as an entity in its own right, 
which interacts with the artists and mediates their professionalism. 
In that sense, the studio scene can be understood as a (mediated) 
self-representation extended into space.
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Concluding Discussion

Like no other work analyzed in this book, Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s 
portrait of Venny Soldan-Brofeldt unites all the central concerns 
that have run as a common thread through this investigation. I 
have suggested that the portrait of Soldan-Brofeldt can be read as 
a performative enactment between the sister arts of painting and 
sculpture in the medium of the friendship image. The artist friends 
enacted a competitive collaboration among themselves, and at the 
same time they inscribed themselves in a long artistic tradition of 
emulative practice. As a friendship image, the portrait conveyed 
the significance of collaboration and mediated self-representation 
for the fashioning of identity in painting. 

This study has shown that the exchange between artists could 
take many different forms, including emulation, collaboration, 
competition and rivalry. It has demonstrated that a pronounced 
sense of community was integral to Nordic women artists’ self- 
fashioning as professionals in the 1880s. On a pragmatic level, 
community facilitated their personal freedom, their mobility, their 
access to suitable housing, studios, free models and collegial tutor-
ing. On a metaphorical level, community also had a legitimizing 
function for women artists, as it enabled them to define themselves 
as a conspicuous occupational group. Rather than staging them-
selves as exceptional women in Mary D. Sheriff’s terms, Nordic wom-
en painters fashioned themselves in the late nineteenth century as 
team-mates and equals in the pursuit of shared artistic ambitions. 

Finally, the case of Hirsch-Pauli and Soldan-Brofeldt has re-
vealed the charged symbolic meaning of the studio space as a 
room of their own. Besides staging the studio as a room of one’s own 
in Virginia Woolf’s sense as a place for solitary, creative and con-
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templative activity, Nordic women painters often represented their 
studios as sites of collegial and competitive endeavors. Access to a 
studio eventually meant entry into a profession. For Nordic women 
artists, the studio was tantamount to professionalism and, conse-
quently, it was a space that needed to be appropriated, earned, con-
quered and defended both in life and in art. In its representation in 
painting, the studio turned into a metaphorical vessel for the art-
ists’ ambitions, but it was also an experimental arena in which they 
could inscribe themselves into iconographic traditions and posi-
tion themselves in relation to the contemporary artistic discourse. 
The studio came to symbolize the essence of the artists’ voluntary 
foreign exile, which allowed them to focus uncompromisingly on 
their artistic ambitions. Ultimately,  the portrait of Soldan- Brofeldt 
unifies the three central strategies of artistic self-fashioning – emu-
lation, collaboration and appropriation – that Nordic women art-
ists employed in their pursuit to become artists in the 1880s.

Emulation
The first chapter on Julia Beck and her self-portrait from 1880 has 
explored how emulation was used as a vital strategy to inscribe 
the artist into a pictorial tradition. Emulative acts in portraiture 
involve pose, gaze, dress, color and style of execution and make 
recourse to the art and artists of the past and the present. The prac-
tice of emulation extends far beyond copying or imitation. Instead, 
it means entering into a dialogue with one’s profession, thereby 
legitimizing affiliation with the same. When employed by women 
artists, emulation creates frictions that allow them to expand and 
redefine who can become an artist. Pigman’s notion of emulation 
as admiring rivalry, oscillating between homage and competition, 
has been applied in both the dialogue with the art of the past and 
the collaboration with an artist friend or a colleague. In Beck’s case, 
the use of emulation in self-portraiture was intended to introduce 
the artist to an international audience at the Salon of 1880, and to 
visually display the academic training and professional experience 
of its maker. 

While the art historiography on those artists who traveled to 
Paris in the 1880s has traditionally emphasized their break with 
tradition, symbolized by their opposition to the Royal Academy of 
Fine Arts in Stockholm, this analysis of their emulative strategies 
has demonstrated that they, in fact, aimed to associate themselves 
with tradition and the artists of the past. 
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Proceeding from Oskar Bätschmann’s concept of the exhibition 
artist, who had to create a persona or a personal brand in public ex-
hibitions, the first chapter has further analyzed how Julia Beck and 
Jenny Nyström used the Salon in Paris as a stage where they could 
promote themselves by exhibiting their self-portraits. Self-por-
traits had a double function in showcasing the persona of the artist 
and generating commissions for portraits. 

Looking back on how women artists from the eighteenth cen-
tury onwards fashioned themselves in painting, it becomes evident 
that emulation had long been a vital strategy that allowed them to 
inscribe themselves into the professional tradition of the painter. 
Consequently, Beck’s emulation of a Baroque artistic ideal can also 
be understood as an emulation of the strategy of ma(s)king claims 
that has been used by many women artists of the past. 

Furthermore, the first chapter has explored Beck’s attempts to 
pursue her career simultaneously in France and in Sweden, eventu-
ally being caught in an in-between position that has long contrib-
uted to her exclusion from the canon of Swedish art. The analysis 
of her previously unpublished correspondence with the journal-
ist John Neander, and of the donation letter to the academy, has 
demonstrated that Beck actively tried to shape her own reception 
in Sweden. Finally, the donation of her self-portrait from 1880 to 
Konstakademien has been studied as an attempt to inscribe herself 
into the history of the Swedish academy, and simultaneously, to 
secure her own legacy as an artist in her home country. The ob-
ject history of this painting points to the vital importance of the 
self-portrait in the self-fashioning of the artist, both in her own 
lifetime and beyond.

Collaboration
The second chapter was dedicated to the artistic partnership of Jean-
na Bauck and Bertha Wegmann and their friendship with Hilde-
gard Thorell. The painters’ all-female network was used as a central 
case to explore the importance of friendship and community for 
the professionalization of Nordic women artists in the late nine-
teenth century. The comprehensive correspondence of Hildegard 
Thorell with her artist friends and her husband Reinhold Thorell 
has been thoroughly analyzed and it has proven to be a rich source 
that dramatically extends our understanding of the importance of 
networking for Nordic women artists’ professional development in 
the period under consideration. This correspondence has allowed 
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us to uncover the life and work of Bauck, Wegmann and Thorell 
during a period of forty years, providing a much fuller and complex 
picture of their international careers and artistic outlooks than has 
previously been possible. This correspondence has offered the rare 
opportunity to study how women artists developed a sense of com-
munity in their epistolary practice around the turn of the century. 

This study has suggested that we can approach such intimate 
networks by employing Barbara H. Rosenwein’s concept of emo-
tional communities rather than using the misleading term sisterhood, 
which is modeled on the male brotherhood. The networks of these 
women artists were private and informal, and were based on mutual 
affection and support rather than on any official aesthetic program, 
which renders emotional community a more appropriate concept.

This book has further introduced the genre category of the 
friendship image, conceptualized as a representation of a fellow 
artist based on collaboration and shared authorship. Employ-
ing Harry Berger Jr.’s notion of the act of portrayal and Ewa Lajer- 
Burcharth’s concept of the mediated self-representation, allows one to 
redirect attention to the sitter’s share in the making of the friend-
ship image. The friendship image is, to a high degree, a dialogic 
endeavor. Here, two artists fashion their professionalism in collab-
oration. By analyzing collaborative acts in painting, this study has 
explored how Nordic women painters invented one another as pro-
fessional artists in friendship images and actively partook in one 
another’s self-fashioning. 

The friendship image was the most vital genre for Nordic wom-
en artists’ self-fashioning in the 1880s. In a period when women 
artists pursued painting as a profession in rapidly growing num-
bers, they began to negotiate the process of becoming artists collabo-
ratively, depicting a shared experience in painting. Whereas women 
artists in previous periods had tended to highlight the hierarchical 
order from teacher down to student and constructed a line of suc-
cession in painting, in the late nineteenth century women artists 
began to depict one another truly as equals, emphasizing the rec-
iprocity of their relationships. Staging friendship and community 
in painting was a means to resolve the supposed paradox of being 
a woman and an artist by fashioning the woman artist not as an 
exception, but as a normality through mutual portrayal. 

Studying personal testimonies by Nordic and international art-
ists in the form of unpublished epistolary writing, as well as pub-
lished memoirs and travel writing, has revealed that mutual peda-
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gogic instruction and emulation was a vital classroom practice that 
shaped women artists’ professional development more than the oc-
casional teaching by male artists at the private academies in Paris 
and elsewhere. This study has given a nuanced account of these 
classroom practices that were based on support and affection, but 
also involved rivalry and conflict. 

Friendship and community allowed Nordic women artists to 
build social safety nets outside the family or marriage, and to cre-
ate alternative living arrangements that enabled them to pursue 
their careers in a more unimpeded manner. In a period when the 
public perception of intimate friendships between women changed 
dramatically, Nordic women artists like Bauck and Wegmann en-
gaged in long-term partnerships that defy any simple categoriza-
tion. These were queer relationships in the sense that they cannot 
be grasped by hetero- versus homosexual categorizations. Studying 
the queer dissonance in the artists’ epistolary writing reveals how 
they subverted the heteronormative ideals of their day in the realm 
of their emotional community.

The analysis of the artistic partnership of Bauck and Wegmann 
has further demonstrated how the two artists redefined the idea 
of the artist in the medium of the friendship image. Bauck cre-
ated a double portrait in the form of a studio scene in which the 
friends could act as artists at the same time, in a simultaneous act 
of portrayal. At the same time, Bauck’s work commemorated the 
submission of Wegmann’s portrait of the physician Peter Deth-
lefsen to the Salon of 1889, celebrating the professionalism of her 
colleague. By fashioning two versions of Bauck for the Salons of 
1881 and 1886, Wegmann expanded the possibilities of the female 
portrait, reconciling the notion of the femme comme il faut with the 
idea of the artist. The analysis of Wegmann’s Salon portraits of 
Bauck has shown that the artist is not a stable or static category, 
but that it is malleable, fragmented and refashioned in every act 
of portrayal. 

Even though it is always bold to speak of exceptional cases, the 
extent to which it has been possible to uncover the collaborative 
practices of Bauck and Wegmann is extraordinary. This study has 
demonstrated that the artists systematically collaborated on por-
trait commissions in secret, while painting some of their studies 
more openly together, even encapsulating their shared author-
ship in a composite signature. Further, it has shown that parallel 
phenomena occurred both in their dialogic painting and in their 
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epistolary practice. In both friendship images and letters, Bauck 
tended to act as the mediator of Wegmann’s self-fashioning. Their 
case invites a reconsideration of the importance of community and 
collegial exchange for artistic practice in the nineteenth century. It 
raises the question whether the ubiquitous focus on the individual 
artist and oeuvre still prevailing in art history has made us over-
look other instances of collaboration and the potential of shared 
authorship. Ultimately, one cannot help but wonder how excep-
tional or commonplace the collaborative partnership of Bauck and 
Wegmann really was.

The case of Bauck and Wegmann has exposed the limitations 
of the idea of the artist, which is still dominant in the discipline of 
art history with its omnipresent emphasis on the individual artist. 
Rather than understanding the artist as a stable category or soli-
tary entity and the artwork as its immediate expression, this study 
has introduced an alternative approach to artistic identity as flow-
ing between subjects. The idea of the solitary artist, fighting a lone 
struggle, and the ahistorical conception of the avant-garde without 
precedent, present themselves as modernist myths that still prevail 
in much art historical writing. By introducing emulation and col-
laboration as two central strategies of artistic self-fashioning, this 
book, and the artists represented in it, have offered an alternative 
draft of the idea of the artist as positioned in and defined by a wider 
historical and social framework. Becoming artists means positioning 
oneself in a complex field of references. Hence, the idea of the art-
ist-outsider presents itself as a myth. 

Against this backdrop, the concept of the friendship image func-
tions as a deconstructive analytical tool, which counteracts notions 
of solitary artistic identity and individual genius by highlighting 
the effects of collectivity and collaboration in art. Ultimately, the 
friendship image figures as a means to problematize the category of 
the artist from a feminist-performative perspective. The analysis of 
artists’ epistolary practices can take on a complementary function 
in such critical reconsiderations of the artist, if they are understood 
as collaborative acts. If professional identity is conceptualized as 
relational and flowing between artists and media, and as a practice 
which is constantly negotiated in interaction and exchange, it is 
possible to reach a more inclusive and nuanced understanding of 
the artist and artistic practice, beyond the legend and the trope.
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Appropriation
The final chapter of this study has combined the central concerns 
and genres of this study. It has analyzed the function of the stu-
dio space in Nordic women painters’ self-fashioning in the 1880s 
in self-portraits, friendship images and studio interiors. It has 
explored the charged juxtaposition of figure and space in studio 
scenes and analyzed how the artists appropriated the studio in their 
work and made it a room of their own. 

The twofold analysis of the studio, as a lived-in and an imag-
inary space has separated the actual experience of space from the 
fashioning of space in painting. The studio has been introduced 
as a vital site for artistic self-fashioning, which complicates the 
public- private divide in nineteenth-century visual culture and of-
fers new insights into women’s transgression of these supposed-
ly separate spheres. The studio’s liminality has been explored by 
means of  Erving Goffman’s conceptual pair of front and back stage. 
It is a space that oscillates between these categories and therefore it 
offered women artists transitional spaces of representation that fa-
cilitated their appropriation of the idea of the artist. In their work, 
the studio turned into a space of disruption, in which they could 
gain the prerogative over their own representation. At the same 
time, the studio’s liminality and the charged juxtaposition of figure 
and space stand in for the conflicted position of the woman artist, 
in between social conventions and professional fulfillment. 

The analysis of Hanna Hirsch-Pauli’s portrait of Venny Soldan-
 Brofeldt has shown how the artists appropriated the idea of the 
working studio in order to fashion their Parisian voluntary exile as an 
all- encompassing artistic existence devoted solely to art. The aus-
tere studio interior allowed the artists to distance themselves from 
the domesticity of bourgeois commodity culture, and hence also 
from their own cultural and class background. The artist’s touch of 
clay and the pointed act of showing the material of her work fash-
ioned Soldan- Brofeldt as an artist-craftsman and emphasized her 
role as the maker of her own work. The artist’s touch of clay can be 
understood as a material imprint of authenticity and authorship. 

Furthermore, the final chapter has highlighted the tension-filled 
interrelationship between painting and sculpture in the fashion-
ing of the artist in late nineteenth-century French and Nordic art. 
It has offered an alternative reading of Hirsch-Pauli’s portrait of 
Soldan-Brofeldt as a revitalization of the paragone motif. In their 
friendship image, the two artists enacted a dialogic and emulative 
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encounter between the sister arts of painting and sculpture. This 
encounter was shaped by the admiring rivalry between the two art-
ists, oscillating between collaboration and competition. 

Eventually, the previously unpublished letters by Soldan- Bro-
feldt provided crucial insights into the ambivalent reception of her 
portrait in Finland. The tension expressed in her letter, in which 
she accused Hirsch-Pauli of having exposed her and compromised 
her integrity in the portrait, summarizes the unresolved conflicts 
and frictions, inherent in Nordic women artists’ (mediated) self- 
repres ent ations in the period, resonating subtly throughout this 
study.

Whereas Hirsch-Pauli and Soldan-Brofeldt appropriated and 
reinterpreted the paragone motif, Eva Bonnier fashioned herself as 
Pygmalion by seemingly bringing to life the bust of the boy on the 
modeling stand in her studio. Rather than immediately fashioning 
herself as a female Pygmalion, Bonnier chose to relocate the appro-
priation of the antique artist myth into her studio space. Hence, 
the studio space mediated Bonnier’s appropriation of the myth, 
subtly alluding to the trope of the sculptor as magician and appro-
priating an imagery from which women as artists had traditionally 
been excluded.

Finally, Asta Nørregaard’s self-portrait from 1883 celebrated the 
professionalism, skill and artistic versatility of its maker. In con-
trast to previous readings that have emphasized the loneliness ex-
pressed in the studio scene, this analysis has proposed reading the 
painting as a self-conscious appropriation of the romantic ideal of 
the artist as solitary genius. This reading is representative of all 
the analyses in this book. Rather than studying the artists’ (me-
diated) self-representations as biographical documents, this study 
has chosen to grasp them as aesthetic objects and to acknowledge 
the constructedness of artistic self-fashioning as inevitably caught in 
between the real and the imaginary.
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Notes

1.  Hanna Hirsch-Pauli, By Lamplight, 1885, oil on canvas, 109 x 130 cm, 
private collection.

2.  The artist’s maiden name is used, when the work that is analyzed was 
made before the artist’s marriage. When the artist and her oeuvre are ana-
lyzed in more generalizing terms the married name is used, because it is often 
the name by which the artist is best known. 

3.  “Jag tror det var så att Karl Warburg ville intressera oss för inköp av fru 
Paulis genre – porträtt av sin fader och en högläsande dotter. Vi voro ute och 
såg [sic] på tavlan i villan i Storängen och vid detta tillfälle blev jag intresserad 
av fru Ahos porträtt med dess käcka karaktäristik av 80-talskvinnan och dess 
handfasta duktiga måleri. Gamle herr Hirsch och hans dotter kommo sålunda 
icke till museet utan i stället fru Aho och jag tror att konstnärinnan är glad att 
vi gjorde detta val.” Axel L. Romdahl, kopia av minnesanteckning, Göteborgs 
konstmuseums arkiv. Here, Romdahl refers to the sitter by her married name. 
In 1891, Venny Soldan married the writer Johannes Brofeldt (1861–1921), 
who changed his name to Juhani Aho in 1907.

4.  “Den förut så värdefulla samlingen af svenskt måleri från 1880-talet har 
under året riktats med några typiska arbeten. Främst bland dessa må nämnas 
den unga Hanna Hirschs, numera fru Paulis, för emancipationens och real-
ismens årtionde karaktäristiska bild av den finska konstnärinnan fru Aho, 
som komposition nästan utmanande ogenerad, som måleri kraftfull och fast.” 
Carl Lagerberg, “Berättelse för år 1911 rörande Göteborgs Musei Konstaf-
delning,” in Göteborgs Museum årstryck 1912 (Gothenburg: Göteborgs muse-
um, 1912), 52.

5.  “Du minns ej att jag redan för länge sen skrifvit dig att ‘sälj den om 
någon vill ha’. Det är ju verkligen en musei tafla. Om du tycker det är rättvist 
att jag skall ha en del af kafvan så tar jag det gerna.” Venny Soldan-Brofeldt, 
letter to Hanna Hirsch-Pauli, Järvenpää, March 1, 1911, private archive.

6.  Lollo Fogelström and Louise Robbert, eds., De drogo till Paris: Nordiska 
konstnärinnor på 1880–talet (Stockholm: Liljevalchs konsthall, 1988).

7.  The myth of the artist genius denotes, in short, the idea of the artist 
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as a visionary who has a special position in society characterized by freedom 
and nonconformism and whose genius is inherent and not acquired. Mar-
sha Meskimmon, “Myth of the Artist,” in The Art of Reflection: Women Artists’ 
Self-Portraiture in the Twentieth Century (London: Scala, 1996), 15–63, here in 
particular 15–22. The classic text about the narrative tropes that constitute 
the artist is Ernst Kris and Otto Kurz, Legend, Myth, and Magic in the Image 
of the Artist: A Historical Experiment, trans. Alastair Laing (New Haven: Yale 
University Press, 1979). The original edition was published under the title Die 
Legende vom Künstler: Ein historischer Versuch in Vienna in 1934. For a feminist 
critique of the text see Viktoria Schmidt-Linsenhoff, “Die Legende vom Kün-
stler – eine feministische Lektüre,” in Wiener Jahrbuch für Kunstgeschichte, no. 
53 (2004): 191–202. Regarding the social history of the artist as well as the 
tropes surrounding the artist in the period under consideration see Wolfgang 
Ruppert, Der moderne Künstler: Zur Sozial- und Kulturgeschichte der kreativen In-
dividualität in der kulturellen Moderne im 19. und frühen 20. Jahrhundert (Frank-
furt am Main: Suhrkamp, 1998).

8.  Catherine M. Soussloff, The Absolute Artist: The Historiography of a Con-
cept (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press: 1997), 4. On genius as 
gend er ed male see Christine Battersby, Gender and Genius: Towards a Feminist 
Aesthet ics (London: Women’s Press), 1989.

9.  On the appropriation of the artistic persona by the individual artist see 
Soussloff, Absolute Artist, 21.

10.  The use of the term middle classes (the plural form is used to stress 
the relative heterogeneity) follows the broad definition given by the histo-
rian Jürgen Kocka, according to which “the concept comprises merchants, 
manufacturers, bankers, capitalists, entrepreneurs and managers, as well as 
rentiers, together with their families. It also comprises the families of doc-
tors, lawyers, ministers, scientists and other professionals, professors of uni-
versities and secondary schools, intellectuals, men and women of letters, and 
academics, including those who serve as administrators and officials in public 
and private bureaucracies.” This study gives the more neutral term middle 
classes preference over the more tendentious term bourgeoisie, which has a 
more critical, polemical and political usage. When bourgeoisie is used, it is 
supposed to indicate the more evaluative notion of the middle classes. Fol-
lowing Kocka, the middle classes across Europe developed “common inter-
ests and experiences and a certain degree of self-understanding and com-
mon ideologies”, which turns the middle classes into a social formation that 
shaped the individuals that are discussed in this study. The middle classes 
defined themselves by their culture and their sociabilité, they put great em-
phasis on education and a specific ideal of the family. A sense of female-influ-
enced privacy was essential to their self-understanding. Jürgen Kocka, “The 
Middle Classes in Europe,” The Journal of Modern History 67, no. 4 (1995): 
783–806, in particular 783–788. 

11.  Their social background conforms to the great majority of profession-
al women artists in the period, if compared to Ingelman’s results in her study 
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on the women students at the Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Stockholm. 
Ingrid Ingelman, Kvinnliga konstnärer i Sverige: En undersökning av elever vid 
Konst akademin inskrivna 1864–1924, deras rekrytering, utbildning och verksam-
het, PhD diss., Uppsala University (Borås: Centraltryck, 1982), 38–44. For 
the Danish context, a survey of Weilbachs Kunstnerleksikon, which included 200 
women, likewise showed that the artists’ family background was the “borger-
skabet” or middle classes, with fathers working as civil servants, intellectuals 
such as writers or scholars, artists and wholesalers. Mona Jensen and Birte 
Møller Nielsen, “Tidens malende damer,” in Kvindfolk: En danmarkshistorie fra 
1600 til 1980, ed. Anne Margarete Berg, Lis Frost and Anne Olsen (Copenha-
gen: Gyldendal, 1984), 293. 

12.  Görel Cavalli-Björkman, “Mecenat och byggherre, 1901–1908,” in 
Eva Bonnier: Ett konstnärsliv (Stockholm: Bonnier, 2013), 291–312.

13.  The head of the family was Moritz Gerson Melchior, a business-
man and owner of the trading house Moses & Søn G. Melchior. He became 
Weg mann’s most important patron. According to the artist’s own account, 
Melchior’s sister Cecilie Trier convinced members of the family and friends 
to support her artistic education financially, which eventually allowed her to 
travel to Munich. E. D., “Da jeg var pige – malerinden Bertha Wegmann for-
tæller,” Vore Damer, no. 24 (1925); Niels Vinding Dorph, “Bertha Wegmann,” 
Politiken, December 16, 1917.

14.  Bertha Wegmann’s parents Eberhard and Cathrine Wegmann (née 
Mini) were members of the Reformed Church (Tysk Reformert Kirke). See 
the note by the reformed church from March 10, 1897, Weilbachs arkiv: Ber-
tha Wegmann, Kunstbiblioteket, Søborg.

15.  “Gennembrudet ses at være foregaaet midt i Firsene med Etatsraad 
Melchiors Billede. […] Og saa blev Frøken Wegmann Bourgeoisiens Por-
trættør.” Pastor, “Foran Bertha Wegmanns Billeder,” Jul Tidende, no. 24, 1911. 
Kunsthistorisk arkiv: Bertha Wegmann, Kunstbiblioteket, Søborg.

16.  Emilie Boe Bierlich has highlighted the importance of Jewish patrons 
and commissioners for Wegmann’s career: Emilie Boe Bierlich, “Excentriske 
slægtskaber: En mobilitetsbevidst gentænkning af danske kvindelige kunst-
nere ca. 1880–1910” (PhD diss., University of Copenhagen, 2020), 151–185, 
here in particular 154–155.

17.  Even though the portrait of Melchior was very popular among visitors 
to the Charlottenborg exhibition, Wegmann decided not to send it to the Sa-
lon in Paris, because she deemed the quality of the work insufficient: “Jeg er 
desværre heller ikke blevet færdig med nogen Salontavle. Herreportraitet var 
jeg bange for at det ikke var godt nok. Du veed man bliver saa træt og kjed af 
et Arbeide inden man bliver færdig dermed at man nesten kunde krækes, og 
saa er der Ingen jeg riktig har Fortroendhed til som jeg kunde spörge tilraads. 
Her paa Udstillingen gjör det stormende Lykke, Alle ere henrykte derover, 
og alle Mennesker vil males, saa jeg har nok at gjöre med bare at holde Folk 
fra Livet. Jeg selv er aldeles utilregnlig, jeg synes forresten ganske godt om 
Hovedet og Stillingen, men ellers kan jeg ikke see noget godt ved det.” Ber-
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tha Wegmann, letter to Hildegard Thorell, April 11, 1884, Nordiska museets 
arkiv, Stockholm.

18.  The artists’ fathers Albert Bonnier and Abraham Hirsch (1815–1900) 
were both publishers. Hanna Hirsch’s father first disapproved of his daugh-
ter’s engagement to the artist Georg Pauli because of his Christian confession. 
See Agneta Pauli, ed., Cher monsieur – Fatala qvinna: En utställning om konst-
närsvännerna Hanna och Georg Pauli samt Venny Soldan-Brofeldt (Stockholm: 
Judiska Museet, 2009), 41. On the contribution of the Jewish elite to Swed-
ish cultural life at the turn of the century see Gunnar Broberg, “De judiska 
vännerna: Judiska bidrag till kulturlivet i sekelskiftets Sverige,” in Judiskt liv 
i Norden, ed. Gunnar Boberg, Harald Runblom and Mattias Tydén (Uppsala: 
Uppsala University, 1988), 223–241. 

19.  “Våra kritiker gillade den inte. En skrev: ‘Så smutsiga dukar har man 
bara i sämre en del familjer.’ Han menade judiska.” The italicized words are ad-
ditions in pencil. Sixten Strömbom, interview with Hanna Hirsch-Pauli, Salt-
sjö baden, September 19, 1939, Sixten Strömboms efterlämnade handlingar: 
Sixten Strömboms intervjuer, Konstnärsförbundets arkiv, Nationalmuseum, 
Stockholm. 

20.  Katarina Wadstein MacLeod has highlighted the impact of Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli’s Jewish identity on her work, in particular the large-scale group 
portrait Friends from 1900–1907. Katarina Wadstein MacLeod, “Disrupted 
Perspectives: Interpreting Friends by Hanna Hirsch-Pauli,” Konsthistorisk tid-
skrift/Journal of Art History, 80, no. 3 (2011): 153–167.

21.  Per I. Gedin, Litteraturens örtagårdsmästare: Karl Otto Bonnier och hans 
tid (Stockholm: Bonnier, 2003), 383–433.

22.  In her biography of Eva Bonnier, Görel Cavalli-Björkman has argued 
that there was no clear border between Jewish tradition and Swedish culture 
in the Jewish Stockholm circles: “Under den tid som Eva Bonnier växte upp 
hade många av de äldre judiska familjerna hunnit bli väl assimilerade i det 
svenska samhället. Några klara gränser mellan judisk tradition och inhemsk 
kultur fanns egentligen inte i den judiska stockholmskretsen.” Cavalli-Björk-
man, Eva Bonnier, 17. Birgitta Sandström draws similar conclusions in her 
biography of Emma Zorn (née Lamm, 1860–1942), describing the social 
background of Anders Zorn’s wife as shaped by wealth and high social status, 
Jewish traditions and a strong sense of family cohesion. Birgitta Sandström, 
Emma Zorn (Stockholm: Norstedt, 2014), 23.

23.  Soldan-Brofeldt’s husband, the writer Johannes Bofeldt (Juhani Aho), 
is counted among the fellow artists.

24.  Märta Tamm-Götlind, “Hildegard Thorell: Kort skildring av hennes 
öden och arbete av hennes systerdotter,” unpublished manuscript, Nordiska 
museets arkiv, Stockholm.

25.  Ingelman, Kvinnliga konstnärer, 81. In Sweden it was not until 1921, 
with the elimination of coverture, that a married woman gained full right to 
her property and to enter a profession. 

26.  All translations are my own unless otherwise indicated. Quotations 
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which are not translated in the body text but only paraphrased are included 
in the original language in the footnotes as background information for the 
specifically interested reader. These quotations are of minor importance and 
not translated into English due to lack of space.

27.  The literary estate of Hildegard Thorell is divided between the ar-
chives of Nordiska museet and Kungliga akademien för de fria konsterna. It includes 
52 letters by Bauck and Wegmann, some of them written jointly, 19 letters by 
Asta Nørregaard and two letters by Julia Beck. Hildegard Thorells arkiv: brev 
från konstnärer, Nordiska museet, Stockholm; Hildegard Thorells brevsam-
ling, Kungliga akademien för de fria konsternas arkiv, Stockholm. 

28.  The 18 letters by Asta Nørregaard were written between 1882 and 
1889. Apart from the 49 letters written to her Finnish friends Lina and Walter 
Runeberg between 1888 and 1920 (preserved in the Walter and Lina Rune-
berg collection in Svenska Litteratursällskapet in Helsinki), Nørregaard has left 
few personal traces behind. Therefore, the letters in Nordiska museet are a cru-
cial source, especially when it comes to her work in the early 1880s. 

29.  From the period 1881 to 1924, 52 letters by Bauck and Wegmann 
are preserved, 37 in the archive of Nordiska museet and 15 in Konstakademien. 
The letters in Danish by Wegmann to her Swedish friends are cited in the 
footnotes in their original orthography, characterized by the repeated use of 
Swedish words and spellings.

30.  Bertha Wegmann’s letters to the Melchior family: En samling breve 
til Moritz, Dorothea og Louise Melchior, 1867–1920, håndskriftssamlingen, 
Det Kongelige Bibliotek, Copenhagen; Bertha Wegmann’s letters to the 
Hirschsprung family: Heinrich Hirschsprungs brevsamling, håndskriftssam-
lingen, Den Hirschsprungske Samling, Copenhagen. The correspondence at 
the Royal Library contains 27 letters and 19 postal cards from the period 1868 
to 1918 and the correspondence with the Hirschsprung family in the Hirsch-
sprung Collection archives comprises only three letters. Wegmann wrote 
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language handwriting.

31.  Bierlich, “Excentriske slægtskaber,” 162n483. 
32.  Hildegard Thorell, letters to Reinhold Thorell, 1870–1912, Nordiska 

museets arkiv, Stockholm. This study focuses on the correspondence from the 
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33.  Eva Bonnier, letters to her family, Eva Bonniers korrespondens, 1875–
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34.  Margareta Gynning, ed., Pariserbref: Konstnären Eva Bonniers brev 
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to 1885. Hanna Hirsch, letters to Eva Bonnier, Eva Bonniers korrespondens, 
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Swedish Summary

Att bli konstnär: Nordiska kvinnliga konstnärers 
självporträtt, vänskapsbilder och ateljéscener 
under 1880-talet

Under 1880-talet blev nordiska kvinnliga konstnärer alltmer syn-
liga på konstscenen, samtidigt som de verkade inom en nästan 
uteslutande manlig sfär. Denna avhandlings syfte är att analysera 
hur nordiska kvinnliga konstnärer förhandlade och utvecklade sin 
professionella identitet under 1880-talet i måleriet genom själv-
porträtt, vänskapsbilder och ateljéinteriörer. Studien undersöker 
hur konstnärlig identitet gestaltades genom självframställningar, 
genom samarbeten kollegor emellan och genom målningar före-
ställande ateljéinteriörer där den avporträtterade konstnären sam-
spelar med bildrummet, vilket konstituerar konstnärens professi-
onella identitet. Undersökningen skiljer mellan å ena sidan yrket 
konstnär och å andra sidan kulturellt betingade föreställningar och 
narrativa troper om konstnärsrollen som sådan. 

Avhandlingen fokuserar på idén om konstnären och dess över-
gripande frågeställningar är: Hur positionerade de nordiska kvinn-
liga konstnärerna sig själva i relation till föreställningar om konst-
nären som i stort sett exkluderade kvinnor? Vilka konstnärliga 
strategier använde de sig av för att skriva in sig i en manscentrerad 
yrkestradition? Vilken roll spelade nätverk, vänskap och ömsesi-
digt porträtterande för deras professionella identitetskonstruk-
tion? Hur integrerades ateljén i konstnärernas själviscensättning?

Undersökningen är baserad på omfattande arkivstudier om mer 
eller mindre välkända kvinnliga konstnärer från Norden. Den för-
håller sig till feministisk konsthistorisk forskning och till en aktu-
ell kritik av de modernistiska narrativ, de uppfattningar om en-
kelriktat inflytande och den nationalistiska konsthistorieskrivning 
som tidigare präglat forskningen om det sena 1800-talets konst i 
Norden. Studien presenterar nya perspektiv på den så kallade aka-
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demiska konsten och den analyserar konstnärernas transnationella 
karriärer och nätverk. Avhandlingen erbjuder en ny blick på konst-
närsrollen och på ateljéns betydelse för den konstnärliga iscensätt-
ningen. Vänskapsbilden uppmärksammas och begreppsliggöras 
som en egen genrekategori och diskuteras i dialog med konstnärer-
nas korrespondens och med brevskrivandets praktiker.

I avhandlingen kombineras bildtolkningar av ett antal målning-
ar med analyser av ett omfattande och opublicerat arkivmaterial, i 
synnerhet konstnärernas korrespondens med varandra. En kombi-
nerad analys av vänskapsbilder och korrespondens gör det möjligt 
att undersöka hur konstnärerna konstruerade en gemensam yrkes-
identitet i dialog med varandra genom måleri och i skrift. 

I fokus står de svenska konstnärerna Jeanna Bauck (1840–
1926), Julia Beck (1853–1935), Eva Bonnier (1857–1909), Hanna 
Hirsch-Pauli (1864–1940) och Hildegard Thorell (1850–1930), den 
danska konstnären Bertha Wegmann (1847–1926), den norska 
konstnären Asta Nørregaard (1853–1933) samt den finska konstnä-
ren Venny Soldan-Brofeldt (1863–1945). 

Undersökningens fokus på kvinnliga konstnärer från Norden 
motiveras av att de i sina verk gestaltade sin professionella identitet 
på ett särskilt tydligt och självmedvetet sätt, jämfört med konst-
närer från andra länder under samma period. Denna självmed-
vetenhet berodde på att kvinnliga konstnärer i Norden var ovan-
ligt starkt utpräglade i sin yrkesroll. Denna professionalitet hade 
möjliggjorts genom tillgång till utbildning vid Konstakademien i 
Stockholm och vid privata konstskolor, genom möjlighet att delta 
i offentliga konstsammanhang och utställningar, samt genom in-
ternationell mobilitet. Detta var en utveckling som kulminerade 
under 1880-talet. 

Studiens geografiska mittpunkt är Paris, eftersom samtliga 
konst närer som omfattas av denna avhandling studerade i den 
franska huvudstaden under 1880-talet och eftersom majoriteten 
av de analyserade verken målades där. De kvinnliga konstnärerna 
kom från en borgerlig bakgrund och den frivilliga exilen i Paris 
medförde för dem en hög grad av individuell självständighet och 
möj liggjorde ett mer fritt utforskande av den egna yrkesidentite-
ten. Utöver Paris behandlas även München som en betydande, men 
inom tidigare forskning ofta åsidosatt utbildningsplats för nordis-
ka kvinnliga konstnärer under det sena 1800-talet.

Studiens teoretiska utgångspunkt är begreppet self- fashioning 
som myntades av litteraturvetaren Stephen Greenblatt. Self- fashio-
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n ing förstås i denna avhandling som en konstnärlig och social pro-
cess där konstnärer iscensätter sig själva genom sitt måleri och an-
vänder sig av sina verk för att marknadsföra och positionera sig 
i det offentliga livet och på konstscenen. Begreppet self- fashioning 
omfattar följaktligen såväl estetiska som sociala aspekter samt mål-
ningarnas objekthistoria. För att analysera det sena 1800- talets 
cele britetskultur och konstnärernas ökade närvaro i offentlighe ten 
används konstvetaren Oskar Bätschmanns begrepp ut ställ nings-
konst när, vilket även understryker utställningsmediets betydelse för 
konst närernas professionella framgång. 

Ett feministiskt perspektiv synliggör problematiken med be-
greppet ”kvinnlig konstnär” (”woman artist”) eftersom det impli-
cerar en skillnad mellan den manlige konstnären som norm och 
den kvinnliga konstnären som avvikelse. Denna problematik blir 
än mer påtaglig i en undersökning som ämnar belysa kvinnliga 
konstnärers appropriering av konstnärsrollen. Avhandlingen be-
möter denna problematik genom att tillämpa feministisk och 
per formativ teori utifrån sociologerna Judith Butler och Erving 
Goffman. Därmed synliggörs de genusrelaterade associationer som 
följer med begreppet konstnär, och med hjälp av feministisk teori 
ersätts essentialistiska föreställningar om konstnärsrollen med ett 
performativt synsätt som tar hänsyn till de sociokulturella aspekter 
som följer med konstnärlig själviscensättning. 

Mot bakgrund av konstvetarna Harry Berger Jr:s och Ewa Lajer- 
Burcharths teorier förstås vänskapsbilder och ömsesidigt porträtte-
rande som kollaborativa praktiker och performativa akter där två 
konstnärer konstruerar en gemensam och medierad självbild. 

Metodologiskt bygger avhandlingen på närgångna, hermeneu-
tiska bildtolkningar som förmedlas genom ekfraser samt på en käll-
kritisk läsning av konstnärernas brevväxlingar. Breven analyseras 
både som ett empiriskt material och som ett medium för själviscen-
sättning i sin egen rätt.

Utöver inledningen och en avslutande diskussion består av-
handlingen av tre kapitel. Det första kapitlet handlar om Julia Beck 
och belyser hennes iscensättningsstrategier som konstnär. Kapit-
lets fokus ligger på det självporträtt som hon ställde ut på Salongen 
i Paris 1880. Analysen av porträttet fokuserar på hur Beck använde 
sig av konstnärlig aemulatio för att skriva in sig i en ikonografisk 
tradition och därmed hävda sin egen roll som konstnär. I kapit-
let introduceras aemulatio som en estetisk kategori med genusspe-
cifika implikationer och som en betydande strategi för kvinnliga 
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konstnärers erövrande av konstnärsrollen. Aemulatio förstås som 
en dialog med både historien och samtiden genom konkurrerande 
imitation. Det var en viktig aspekt för tillkomsten av vänskapsbil-
der, där samarbete och konkurrens, hommage och rivalitet smälter 
samman. 

Aemulatio som konstnärlig praktik ifrågasätter det vedertag-
na narrativet om en radikal brytning mellan de så kallade Oppo-
nenterna och Konstakademien under 1880-talet. Konstnärer som 
bland andra Julia Beck hade sina första framgångar i Paris att tacka 
för den gedigna utbildning de hade med sig från Konstakademien. 

Självporträttets funktion som ett introduktionsstycke på Sa-
longen i Paris diskuteras med hjälp av en jämförelse med Jenny Ny-
ströms (1854–1946) självporträtt från 1884. Becks internationella 
 karriär beskrivs som ett konfliktfyllt försök att vinna framgång 
på den franska och svenska konstscenen samtidigt. Att Beck mot 
slutet av sitt liv gav sitt självporträtt i gåva till Konstakademien 
i Stockholm analyseras som ett medvetet försök att påverka sitt 
eget eftermäle i hemlandet och att skriva in sig själv i en akademisk 
konstnärlig tradition. 

Avhandlingens andra kapitel fokuserar på gemenskap, vänskap 
och konstnärligt samarbete mellan nordiska kvinnliga konstnärer 
under det sena 1800-talet. Här behandlas Hildegard Thorells ny-
upptäckta och omfattande brevsamling, samt de vänskapsbilder 
som Jeanna Bauck och Bertha Wegmann målade av varandra un-
der 1880-talet. Vänskapsbilden introduceras som en genre där två 
konstnärer gemensamt gestaltar en medierad självbild genom ett 
dialogiskt samarbete bestående av avbildande och sittningar. Vän-
skapsbilder omfattar inte enbart porträtt i strikt bemärkelse utan 
kan även inkludera genrebilder, interiörsskildringar eller land-
skapsmåleri där konstnärlig gemenskap iscensätts. 

Den intima kvinnliga vänskapens historia under 1800-talet be-
lyses mot bakgrund av samhälleliga förändringar vid århundradets 
slut, då kvinnors nära vänskapsrelationer alltmer kom att betraktas 
som ett hot mot patriarkala normer i samhället. Kapitlet undersö-
ker vänskapens betydelse för kvinnliga konstnärers professionalise-
ring både på en praktisk och på en känslomässig nivå. Vidare stu-
deras hur konstnärerna själva beskrev sina relationer i memoarer, 
dagböcker, artiklar och framför allt i brev. I kapitlet föreslås att er-
sätta begreppen systerskap respektive sisterhood, som ibland används 
för att beskriva kvinnliga konstnärers nätverk, med historikern 
Barbara H. Rosenweins begrepp emotionella gemenskaper respektive 
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emotional communities. Rosenweins begrepp fungerar som ett red-
skap för att studera de kvinnliga konstnärernas nära känslomässiga 
relationer och deras utveckling av en gemensam yrkesidentitet un-
der sent 1800-tal. 

Brevväxlingen mellan Thorell och hennes vänner Bauck och 
Wegmann presenteras kronologiskt för att kunna rekonstruera 
både deras konstnärliga utveckling och deras vänskapshistoria. De-
ras korrespondens utgör ett unikt och tidigare obeforskat källmate-
rial, som markant ökar kunskapen om nordiska kvinnliga konstnä-
rers transnationella nätverk under det sena 1800-talet. Därutöver 
analyseras Hildegard Thorells brev till maken Reinhold Thorell 
(1839–1914) som erbjuder ett utifrånperspektiv på relationen mel-
lan Bauck och Wegmann. 

Vänskapen mellan Bauck och Wegmann och mellan Wegmann 
och hennes senare mångåriga livskamrat Toni Müller (1864–1947) 
trotsar enkla kategoriseringar som homosexuell eller les bisk. Stu-
dien visar att dessa relationer snarare bör förstås som queera part-
nerskap som utmanade samtidens normer och värderingar. Ett 
sådant partnerskap gav ekonomisk och känslomässig trygghet likt 
ett äktenskap, samtidigt som det stärkte kvinnornas själv ständighet 
och erbjöd en personlig frihet vilket var en central förutsättning för 
deras konstnärliga yrkesutövning. Baucks och Weg manns konst-
närliga partnerskap underlättade de båda kvinnornas yrkesutöv-
ning och utökade deras professionella möjligheter. 

I anslutning till presentationen av brevväxlingen följer en in-
gående analys av vänskapsbilderna som Bauck och Wegmann må-
lade av varandra under 1880-talet. Vänskapsbilden beskrivs som 
den mest betydande genren för nordiska kvinnliga konstnärers 
själviscensättning under den undersökta perioden. I vänskapsbil-
den utforskar målarna sin professionella identitet i en konstnärlig 
dialog med varandra och framställer den som en delad identitet. 
Att gestalta vänskap genom måleri fungerade som en strategi för 
att upplösa samhälleliga motsättningar mellan att vara kvinna och 
att vara konstnär, eftersom den kvinnliga konstnären genom ett 
ömsesidigt avbildande inte framställdes som ett undantag, utan 
som normalitet. 

Kapitlet avslutas med en analys av Baucks och Wegmanns 
konst närliga samarbeten, gemensamt brevskrivande och delade 
upp  hovsmannaskap. Avhandlingen visar att Bauck och Wegmann 
systematiskt samarbetade kring både porträttbeställningar och fria 
landskapsstudier, där de två konstnärerna utförde detaljer i var-
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andras arbeten eller målade sina verk gemensamt. När det gällde 
uppdragsarbeten höll de sina konstnärliga samarbeten hemliga för 
publiken, medan de i det privata signerade sina studier gemensamt. 
Baucks och Wegmanns kollaborativa praktiker ifrågasätter veder-
tagna föreställningar om konstnären som ensamstående individ 
och fast kategori inom konstvetenskapen. Denna avhandling fö-
reslår ett alternativt koncept för konstnärlig identitet, som en pro-
cess vilken utspelar sig i samspel mellan individer. 

Det tredje och sista kapitlet undersöker ateljérummets funk-
tion i självporträtt, vänskapsbilder och ateljéinteriörer. De centrala 
konstnärliga strategierna i de tidigare två kapitlen, aemulatio och 
samarbete, kombineras med studier av hur ateljérummet appro-
prierades inom måleriet. Kapitlets utgångspunkt är ett fotografiskt 
album som den svenska konstnären Brita Ellström (1873–1945) 
sammanställde under sin vistelse i Paris 1903 och i vilket hon do-
kumenterade sin kombinerade bostad och ateljé. Ellströms album 
synliggör de olika nivåerna på vilka ateljérummet approprierades 
som både en verklig arbetsplats och som en föreställd och symbo-
lisk plats visualiserad i konsten. 

Undersökningen visar att de kvinnliga konstnärernas professio-
nalisering påverkades av om de hade tillgång till en ateljé eller inte. 
En ateljé erbjöd i realiteten optimala arbetsförhållanden och utgjor-
de i måleriet en passande iscensättning som professionell konstnär. 
Genom en analys av hur ateljérummet gestaltades i måleriet och 
beskrevs i pressen och i brev analyseras platsens ambivalenta be-
tydelse för nordiska kvinnliga konstnärers liv och verk i slutet av 
1800- talet. Ateljén förstås som en hybridplats i gränslandet mellan 
det privata och det offentliga livet som öppnade upp övergångar 
mellan dessa två sfärer. Som en hybridplats utvecklade ateljén en 
särskild potential som möjliggjorde ett erövrande av konstnärsrol-
len genom förhållandevis djärva framställningssätt. 

Tre konstverk analyseras mer ingående i kapitlet och det mest 
betydelsefulla verket i sammanhanget är Hanna Hirsch-Paulis 
vänskapsbild av Venny Soldan- Brofeldt i deras ateljé i Paris, som 
ställdes ut på Salongen 1887. Analysen tar fasta på relationen mel-
lan den avbildade och det omgivande ateljérummet, vars avskalade 
enkelhet kan läsas som ett sätt att avsäga sig sin borgerliga identi-
tet för att istället appropriera ett allomfattande konstnärligt ideal. 
Venny Soldan-Brofeldts pose, sittande på golvet med en lerklump i 
handen, tolkas som en iscensättning i rollen som konstnär-hantver-
kare och som en bekräftelse av det egna arbetets autenticitet. Den 
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implicita dialogen mellan målaren Hanna Hirsch-Pauli och skulp-
tören Venny Soldan- Brofeldt tolkas som en performativ iscensätt-
ning av en paragone mellan konstarterna, en konstnärlig tävling i 
Renässansens anda som utgjorde ett populärt tema inom det sena 
1800-talets franska och nordiska konst. Venny Soldan-Brofeldts 
hittills opublicerade brev till Hanna Hirsch-Pauli studeras här för 
första gången, och de visar att porträttet blev kontroversiellt mot-
tagen i Finland. Temat med en paragone mellan måleri och skulp-
tur återkommer också i Eva Bonniers ateljéinteriör från 1886, där 
konstnären verkar ha velat anspela på myten om Pygmalion och 
skulptörens förmåga att väcka liv i sin skapelse. Kapitlet avslutas 
med en analys av Asta Nørregaards självporträtt i ateljén i Paris 
från 1883, i vilket hon iscensätter sig själv i rollen som det ensamma 
geniet i enlighet med romantikens konstnärsideal.  
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